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Our approach to East-West relations must be gu ided both by a humane I lsIon and
by a sense of history. Our humane vision leads us to seek broad cooperatio n %i’itlz
com munist states for the good of mnan kind. Our sense of history teaches us that we and
the Soviet Union will continue to compete. Yet if we manage this duel relationship
proper ly, we can hope that cooperatio n will eventually overshadow competition , leading
to an increasingly stable relationship between our countries and the Soviet Unio,z.
President Carter , 10 May 1977
Remarks at the NATO Ministeria l Meeting in London
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The views expressed in this Proceedings are those of the authors. They should not he
interpreted as necessarily reflecting the views of the Department of Defense or any other
organization , public or private. The purpose of the Proceedings is to disseminate comment and
opinion on issues of importance to United States national securi ty.
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Foreword
Rarely, if ever , in our history have we
confronting us in the decade ahead. Some
between the United States and the Soviet
trends within this relationsh ip suggest to
national security policy in the political and

faced so complex a series of international issues as those
relate to the evolution of the global power relationsh ip
Union since Worl d War II. The implications of current
some a particular urgency for a reexamination of our
military aspects of that relationship.

But in the dynamic environment in which this centra l relationship persists , we face still other
issues which are derived from interests less directly central to our separate power posture s but
which depend on US leadership for resolution. As competition for the finite store of the world ’s
resources intensifies , new relationships are being forged which clearly will impact sharply on our
security interests. New threads are being woven into the fabric of US-Soviet relationships.
Economic , technological , and human rights issues appear increasingl y in the pattern at a time when
the priorities and processes by which our own policies are determined are undergoing significant
changes . Throughout , our fundamental values as a nation must be served as we seek balance and
stability in a changing world.
Here , at the National Defense University, the mission of the two colleges—The National War
College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces—is to prepare selected military and civilian
professionals for high level assignments in the formulation and execution of national security
policy . At the War College , the emphasis is on national security policy formulation and strategy.
while at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces the focus is on the management of the
resources for national security. Both programs look to the future to try to anticipate the demands
of change in our outlooks , in our interests , and in our objectives for advancing those interests.
This year ’s Conference provided an excellent forum in which to explore the topography of the
future with a sampling of some of the best qualified thinkers from various sectors of our society.
Our theme , expressed in broadest term s, was the challenge to be addressed as we seek to build
cooperation , stability, and balance. Our purpose was to explore the issues, examine their
implications, and evaluate policy options which government planners may p ’j fitab ly consider in
confronting them.
The participants comprised a distingu ished group of scholars and experienced professional s
representing a spectrum of viewpoints, backgrounds , and interests. The papers prepare d for the
conference , discussion summaries , and plenary session panel report s, form the Pro ceedings.
Particular gratitude is extended to Secretary McGiffert and the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs , within the Department of Defense , for the
vital support necessary to make the con ference possible. The professional admiration of the
National Defense University goes to all participants for making this Fourth National Security
Affairs Conference an enriching experience for us all.

R. G. GARD , JR.
Lie u tenant Genera l, USA

Presiden t
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Toward

Coo peration

Stability
and Balance
AN OVERVIEW
In years past , the National Security Affairs Conferences hav e taken a single theme and
explore d aspects of that theme from viewpoints representative of several of its key elements. Last
year , for example , the issue of Long Range US-Soviet competition drove a series of panel
discussions which addressed competition between the super powers in terms of its implications on
strategic relationships , in terms of the economic and technology aspects of that competition , and in
terms of the impac t of that competitive relationship on the People ’s Republic of China and on the
Third World. In welcoming the participants and observers to this Fourth National Security Affairs
Confe rence , Lieutenan t General Robert G. Gard , President of the National Defense University,
noted that while elements of competition between the global powers were clear and apparent , the
elements of cooperation in the relationship were less obvious. For this reason , the theme of this
year ’s Con ference was phrased in terms of a policy agenda toward the cooperation , stability , and
balance needed to guarantee the “humane vision ” alluded to by President Carter in his May address
to the NATO Ministers in London.
Instead of treating a single issue , then , this year ’s Confe rence took into account the
interrelationship between strategic and regional policies , between economic and political issues, and
between domestic and fo reign policy generally. Five subject areas were addressed , each of centra l
importance to the fo rmulation and prosecution of national security policy.
The 1977 Conference brought together a distinguished group of Defense Department
decisionmakers, current and fo rmer members of governmental policy planning agencies , leaders of
private industry , academic authorities , and interested observers to explore the policy issues within
these subject areas. This overview introduces and summarizes some of the materials contained
within the Proceedings, although no summary can fully capture the variety of opinion and intensity
of discussion which characterized the three days of meetings.
The Pro ceedings contain the foreword by General Gard , sections which address the activities
of each of the five working panels , and biographical sketches of the panelists who participated in
them. Each panel section contains a summary of the discussions themselves and includes the full
text of the papers which were prep ared to provide the framework within which these discussions
took place. Panels addressed the issues of strategic nuclear stability (Panel 1), regional stability
(Panel 2), the North-South dialogue (Panel 3), non military US-Soviet relations (Panel 4), and the
process and structure of security policy formulation within the United States Government (Panel
5).
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Toward the Maintenance of Strategic Nuclear Stability

Probably the most vital element of security planning is to ensure that the relationship between
the United States and the Soviet Union will retain its principal balances , that neither nation will
attain dominance , and that a major war will not erupt. In the area of strategic nuclear forces. it is
essential that whatever evolutionary changes do occur , the basic integrity of the principal balances
remains. This working group set out to discuss, first , the strategic nuclear relationship in term s of
trends of growth and development within the US and Soviet arsenals and employments strategies .
and then to examine the prospects for long-term benefi t to American security interests from the
focal poin t of the arms limitation negotiation process.
Quickly agreeing that credible deterrence is critical to strategic nuclear stability, t h e paneli sts
began their discussions by articulating their separate evaluations of the Soviet and American views
of deterrence and stability. There was genera l agreement that given strategic balances as perceived ,
the Soviet Union was unlikely to launch a nuclear first strike “for pro fi t , ” although the panelists
were also in general agreement that while the probability was statistically quite low, it was at some
value greater than zero. There are , moreover , easily conceivable scenarios in which the Soviet Union
could view a nuclear attack on the United States as an alternative pre ferable to doing “nothing at
all” in a specifi c crisis event , and there was general support for the thesis that this possibility of
undesired war posed the greatest threat to continued nuclear stability.
Given this background , then , the panel agreed that deterrence must still be maintained and set
out to explore the anatomy of deterrence , to determine those factors which impact on deterrence
aside from the nuclear hardware contained in the respective arsenals. A highligh t of this discussion
was the lengthy treatment given by the panel to the concept of demographic and economic
mobilization.
How does civil defense affect national security and strategic stability , and take its place as an
element in the equation of deterrence? If deterrence fails , how important and how effective can
civil defense be , both in terms of survival and in terms of recovery? The panel took the po sition
that mobilization and economic recovery capabilities are, similarly. ingredients of deterrence. The
Soviets , with a realistic grasp of the enormous economic resiliency in the West , are impressed by it
to the extent it has become an important factor in regulating potentially destabilizing behavior.
Some attempt was made to identif y and list the objectives of each side in the complex issues
of strategi c arms control negotiations and the conceptual , tactical , and cultural frameworks within
which these negotiations take place. Some assessment of negotiati ng strategy was attempted , based
on Dr. IkIe ’s point paper , and considerable attention was directed to establishing consensus on the
nature of the Soviet national character. Viewed as rooted in the peasant , zero-sum bargaining habits
of the Slavic character , the Soviet arms control negotiating positions were described as
counterpoints to the non-Communist West. The Soviet preoccupation with security historically has
always been understood in terms of neutralizing their neighbors. Given the fact that in this age the
United States is their “neighbor ,” and their other neighbor—China—is far from neutralized, the
Sovie t bargaining techniques are bound to be somewhat flinty and it would do the western side
well to understand these factors in advance. Short-term considerations are bound to dominate the
objectives of a bargaining team so oriented , and the fact that th ere is so little original Soviet
thinking on long range views of disa rmament and arms control is consistent with such an
orientation.
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Toward Regional Stability

Regional power relationships and the long-term value of these power balances to the global
strats..gic balance were addressed in terms of three key reg i ons—Europe , the Middle East , and North
Asia. In addressing these balances , the deployment of US and other conventional forces as they
affect regional stability is one factor , which with US security assistance and the nuclear
proliferation issue , was assessed from a security policy aspect. These factors had to be placed in a
global context with such items as the human rights issue , the distribution of wealth , and the
potential for regional conflict over issues in which neither the United States nor the Soviet Union
perceive vital national interests.

-
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The panel discussed the concept of regional stability in the abstract to provide a framework
for discussion of regional stability in more specific geographic terms. Genera l agreement was
reached that the notion of regional stability had , as its core concept. the idea of systemic capabilit y
for nonviolent change in social, political , and economic arrangements and institutions within some
system for conflict re solution. Change and the continuity of change withi n regional systems
constitute one key element in this working definition , and the panel sough t to iden t il the changes
which have occurred a ffecting regional stabilit y in the postwar world. In identif ying live of the
families of changes common to the regional systems being examined , the panel addressed the
diffusion of sophisticated weapons , the diffusion of economic and political power . reso u rce
scarcity, fluctuations in American perceptions and resolve , and the increased interdependence
within and between reg ional arrangements globally.
In examining the phenomena of change , the panel addressed the transit ion from US militar y
and economic dominance which followed the end of World War II through the bipolar relationship
of the Cold War period to the current change s in the configura tion of the global power structure.
The panel agreed that the overriding problem confronting the US po licymaker is the difficulty with
which influence can be broug ht to bear to shape any future evolution of these power relationships
to maximize the national security interests of the Unit ed States in regional areas. To the extent
that these national security interests can be localized , Europe . the Middle East . and North Asia are
the foci of the greatest threats to them. The problems which confront policy formulation in these
regions have sonic common factors hut in each region , other pressures and forces were identified
which are at work and which are only tenuousl y related to one another.
The discussions dwelt on the sources of American strength ida live to these regional issues. In
identifying these sources of strength , the panel examined the phenomenon of residual goodwill
which the United States enjoys , largely based on admiration for the American way of life . More
concretely, US technology was seen to provid e another source of considerable political strength.
viewe d as it is by the developing nations asa vital iiigredient of the solution to many of the problems
which they face. A traditional and continuin g source of strength and influence is the military
power of the United States , viewed as a salient indicator of our continued will hut increasingly
subject to constraints in its dep loyment , composition . and use.
The Carter Administration faces the puzzle of ameliorating a host of regional problems , many
of which are the legacies of change s which have taken p lace in the last thirty years. Self ~pr ot ecting
regional systems , clearly in our national interest in terms of our desires for regional stability , ~re
increasing ly difficult to sustain and encourage since the elements of power historically usefu l in
encouraging such arrangements are themselves increasingly subject to constraints designed to
preclude automatic commitment or involvement in future regional wars. The panel suggested a
series of regional approaches , geared to their perception of the problems facing the American
planner , which would operate in behalf of intrar egiona l interests and at the same time provide for
the protection of our own long-term national security interests.
3
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Strategic Resources and the North-South Dialogue

“The North-South Dialogue ” covers the very broad issue of the imp lications and modalities of
cooperation and competition among the industrialized states , the developing nations , and the
OPEC states whose petrodollar wealth and financial pol icies are key to the long-term stability of
the international economic system. The United States anu the other developed countries can offe r
manufactured goods , advanced technology , and food in return for strateg ic resources and other
important primary products. The changing term s of trade for developing countries require ,
however, that some modifications be made in this system if development is to proceed. In addition.
many of these nations play an important geopolitical role in affording access to other key regions
through overflight rights and maritime choke point control. While economic considerations are
vitally important in this dialogue , world politics is increasingly pluralistic and US policymakers
must define approaches to influence the political climate in directions consistent with US interests.
Two factors— one economic , the oth r geographical—influence the political basis on wh~~h the
relations between the United States and the developing nations take place. Stable development and
increased prosperity are contingent on an equitable exchange of goods and services between the
developed and developing countries. To the extent that the United States can initiate or encourage
multilateral efforts to foster growth through the efficient use of both human and natural resources
and the effective transfe r of technology , valuable relationshi ps are formed and economic growth
takes place. As these relationships mature , their geopolitical implications can be vital to our
national security policies. Toward some of these states , rich in petroleum and other strategic
resources , there are still other policies which the United States must maintain to insure continued
access to these resources. Between the two groups, political and economic relationships exist which
the United States must consider carefully.
Among the changes which have occurred in the international system since 1945 has been that
of increasing demands by the developing world for changes in the international trading system and
commodity marketing arrangements; increased availability of public investment funds , technology
transfers , and debt relief ; and the increased development assistance embodied in the New
Int ernationa l Economic Order pronouncement. The policy implications of this new and fluid
north-south relationship were the overriding topics of discussion during the panel. The question raised
was: How should the United States respond to the legitimate economic demands of the less
developed countries?
In discussion , severa l response s were suggested. One such response was the con tinuation of
bilateral development assistance and concessionary aid but retargeted toward the poore r end of the
economic spectrum , concentrating on the most destitute nations where such assistance and aid
would have the most dramatic impact. A second response suggested was the liberali zation of’ trade
with the lesser developed nations by establishing a generalized system of tariff pre ferences covering
both manufacture d goods and raw materials. Other US actions could inc lude the acceleration of
assistance in population control and food production , but the most important facet of any such
program should be the clear and unmistaken attempt not to raise expectations unrealistically.
Closely related to any attempt to articulate suggested policy responses to the issues woven
into the north-south dialogue is the clear necessity for the United States to carefully develop and
formulate a domestic resource strategy . This issue received considerable discussion and much o~ it
focussed on American vulnerability in minerals, with clear impl ications on national security issues.
The panel felt that US import dependence in the mineral area was mixed and that although we ~re
currently dependent on the South for supplies of from 1 2 to 1 5 key minerals , few are sut ject
cit h cr :
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this national security area is supply interruption and attendant shortage due to war , civi l disorder ,
regional instability , or lack of investment overhead.
As a crucial domestic resourc e , energy policy and the national debate “bout that policy were
perceived to be centered around three alternatives. On the one hand , there are well reasoned
advocacy positions for a strategy of autarky or increased independence , ordered to the eventual
althoug h perhaps unreasonable objective of complete self-sufficiency. The opposing viewpoint
would encourage increased interdependence while searching f ’or and cementing relations with mor L
reliable sources of international supp ly. The third strategy —really no strategy at all—was criticized
by several panelists who identified it as the current policy of the United States and described it as
“muddling thro ugh . ” The panel selected a combination of the first two strategies to endors e.
specifically suggesting that the nation rationalize its stockpile , increase domestic exploration and
investment , and increase aid to the nations in the South for resource development purposes where
there is some potential for long-teini payoff in energy export.
Panel 4

-

National Security and Nonmilitary US-Soviet Relations

This working group concentrated on the nonmilitary aspects of US-Soviet relations— - tr ade.
technology transfe r , cultural relations , the human rights issue and other economic. academic and
social roles of cooperation and interface with a view toward assessing the interrelationship— if
any—between these issues and their individual contribution to stabilit y in overall US-Sovii.~t
relations. The United States has stated positions on these matters and they are dealt with on a dail ~
basis by policyn iakers , action officers, and by individuals outside of ’ the government. The panel
examined the full spectrum of these relationships to determine the potential advantages.
disadvantages , and dange rs to US national security interests in its nonmilitar y but politically
significant contacts with the Soviet Union.
In conducting their examination , the panelists attempted to determine whether , and in what
ways, substantial changes in the US or Soviet positions on the issue of’ human rights would improve
the United States security posture in any way. It attempted to come to grips with the
determination of whether , and in what ways , greater or lesser Soviet and US involvement in
Fast-West trade would affect this posture. It addressed the full meaning and objectives of national
security and “human rights ” and attempted , in formulating its position , to expre ss the linkage
among human rights, economic relations , and national security. Finally, it asked whether it is
pre ferable to compete with the Soviet Union by cooperation or by direct confrontation.
Consensus was reached on the following general concept: Concern for h u m a n rights has a
definite place in the long-term strategy of the United States. Human rights policies should he
targeted against the vulnerabi lities of the Soviet empire and founded on the traditional values of VS
ideology , taking into account the pro found diffe rences between the two value structures , althoug h
a majority of the panel felt that the United States should generally encourage greater norma lization
of relations with the Soviet Union.
Although the p inel had some difficulty in identifying direct linkages between the human
rights issue and economic pol icies , there was a profound feeling that the United States could best
influence the Soviets to behave in a “civilized ’’ manner by increasing rather than restricting
commercial contacts. Their need for technology and management expertise and our potential for
the consumption and processing of raw materials offe r a numbe r of openings which the United
States can explore and exploit. Specific mechanisms suggested for review include the
Jackson-Vanik and Stevenson amendments which restrict US-Soviet relations and the
Export -Import Bank , which offers increased credit opportuniti e s.
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Although agreement was reached generally on these points , there was considerable difference
of opinion on th e modalities of ’ conducting actual dealings with the Soviets and on the manner in
which US security policie s can be best articulated. Some panelists . t’or ex ample. felt that national
self—determination is a human right , while others felt that cultural and historic dit ’t’e rence s red u ced
the value of self-determination as an ideological weapon. Again , some argued that our policies
should challenge the Soviets directly in an outspoken manner while others advised caution. One
panelist expressed disapproval of the use of the term “human rig ht s ” in view of its imprecise
meaning and the demonstrated ability ot ’ the Soviet Union to capitalize on ambiguities for
ideological purposes.
There was a difference of ’ opinion as to whether the United States should encourage the
convergence of comm ercial interests by ass isting the Soviets in energy production . in view of the
penchant of the Soviets t’or turning any technology shared with them into usct ’ul milit ar ~
advantage. In this regard , the discussion explored both sides of ’ the technology transfer issue and
identified the opposing viewpoints rather than resolved them.
In summarizing its consensus , the panel reported that US national security objectives should
take into account the fundamenta l dit ’f’erences between the two societies and governm ental
systems. The US should continue its human rights policies by desi gning an overall strategy against
the vulnerabi lities of the Soviet Union in human rights issues. Recognizing that the Soviet Union
dedicates its command economy to milita ry growth , US military postures , human rights initiatives ,
and economic strategies must be synchronized if the United States is to be an e ffective competitor.
In light of our constitutional constraints , however , and the concept of ’ the integrity of the free
market system , the United States would be “well advised” not to surrender any of her fundamental
values in the heat of such a competition.
Panel 5

-

Structure and Process in Forming National Security Policy

The Nation ’s national security policies are the product of an evolutionar y process with inputs
from various interest groups to influence both the executive and the legislative branches of
government. Althoug h this policy is fo rmally enunciated within the Executive Bra nch and imp l icity
endorsed by the Congress th rough funding authorizations and appropriations , each branch is
subject to pressures. constraints , and balances characteristic of a pluralistic society. The historical
evolution of this structure , as well as the successes and l ’ailures of the policies it has pr oduced. have
an important bearing on contempora ry policy formulation as do the domestic influences of the
media , labor , business and other interest groups both within and outside the government. The
congressional interest in participating in national security debates in recent years . the strong
competition for limited resources within the federal bu dget . and the cre d ibility of the executive in
assessing the threat to national security--each has had an impact on security policy. This ~~~~
surveyed trends in these several influences on policymaking and considered the possible future
trends lik e ly based on alt ernative configurations of the relations between elemen ts of th e socic t\
In lig ht of the widespread belief ’ that (lie term “national security ” has been abused in the past.
the panel attempted at the outset to define the term with both precision and consemisus.
According ly, national security policy was defined in terms of the process of ’ u ti li , ing the
appropriate resources to protect all the assets of power necessary to secure (lie Nation ’s well-being
t’rom foreign military , economic , amid political th reats . Since a definition couched in such terms left
the difficulty of identi fying specific national issues as national security issue s , it was suggested that
national security had to he viewed as part of a c o n t i n u u m of goals which ranged f rom national
survival , on the one hand , to the quality of American li l ’e, on the other. Since such a continuum is
neces sarily dynamic in current—da y society , national security encompass es an ever- changing gron P
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of national goals. Indeed , th ere was a broad consensus within the group that at .10 time in the past
has the concept of national security covered so broad a range of values as it does today ,
In structuring their further discussions, the panel elected to focus their attention on the five
major “actors ” in the national security t’o rmu lati on process—the President , (lie Executive agencies .
the Congress , the pressure groups , and public opinion.
The panel agreed that the President and his immediate advisors together are the preeminent
“actors ’ in national security policy formulation. Presidential personality and style dominate the
process to the extent of altering and often bypassing the t’ornially legislated “stru cture ” of t h e
system. Given this dominance , any national security policy apparatus should provide the President
with accurate and tiniely info rmat ion , all reasonable options , points of view of t h e principal
advisors, and some means of monitoring decision implement ation.
The role of the agencies , on the other hand , varies as a function of the nat ure of the issue ,
time available , and presidential style. Since the bureaucr acy is (he repository of ’ a vast fun d of
knowledge which can be ignored only at great per il , the policy fo rmulation process should ideally
provide (‘or the full amid real presentation of ’ the views of all prin cipal statutory advisors and the full
organizations to insure the best informed process possible. In addressing the bureaucratic capability
to develop corporate memory and institut iona l foresigh t , the panel noted the lack of an effective
long range planning capabilit y in the policymaking structure in general. Ra ther than suggest the
establish ment of separate organizational emi t it ies for long range planning, however , the panel
suggested that all levels would , with niore prof ’it, encourage the consider ation of long range
implications as an integral part of ’ all dec isionmaking—a “futures ” impact statement.
In turning their attentio n to the Congress . the panel did not question t h e constitutionality of
congressional participation in national security policy fo n’nu lation. but the p articipants were in
general agreement that it was both int ’easibl e and of ’ dubious constitutio nality for Congress to
become absorbed in the deta ils of substantive policymaking. The group concluded that the
Executive , in order to strengthen the coopera tion of Congress needed to conduct national securit y
po licy, must provide info rmation to the Congress more freel y than in the past. Additionall y ,
because of the increased sensitivity of the lawmaker to public opinion generall y, (lie President
should endeavor to see it in h is interest to in form the public on national security issues more
openly and more conip l etel v than in the Past.
Finally, pressure groups amid public opilliom i were comisi dere d in parallel. Recognizing the
importance of t h e media in a free society . wh eth er as creators or tr amis n iitters of public Opinion. t h e
panel was unable to satisfacto rily resolve the question of ’ how th e national securit y po licy struc t imre
should deal with the media. It was in agre ement . however , with the propos itiomi that the s ste m
~
must live honestly with (lie mi ied ia rather thami attempt to subvert them . It was also in agreem ent
that thic recent national mood of distrust amid suspicion dictates that the security process mi iu st be
more open , miiore imitor mu at i ve , a nd m ore responsive to its co n Stit Lmem i c possibly at the expense of a
loss of’ a cert aim i amount of effectivenes s sacrifice d l ’or the sake of legitimac y .
.
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Panel 1

Toward the Maintenance of
St rategic Nuclear Stabilit y
Dr. Herman Kahn

Chairman ’ s Plenary
Session Summary

I want to start off with some general propositions which we had an amazing amount of
agreement with, The first , and probably the most important , but the most obvious: We all felt that
there was almost no possibility that the Soviets would launch an attack for pro fit. That is. there
used to be a vision that they might want to use a surprise military attack to take over the world. I
argued that was a perfectly feasible enterprise but the probability of its occurring was
extraordinarily low. 1 happen to think it is more feasible than most people , but I also think it is
very low. The reason is the basic concept that in almost all governments today the people who
conic to power are , relatively speaking, prudential. In all of human history you can find many
governments that are perfectly willing to say “double or nothing. ” The argument here is: That kind
of government no longe r exists.
That is a big remark , if you believe it , and could lead to all kinds of disasters. Therefore , the
second point is: Don ’t believe it. In other words , the deterrence has to be maintained , even though
you don ’t think you are worried about a surprise attack out of the blue.
Dr. Roland Herbst took the position that also you don ’t know what you mean by “surprise
attack out of the blue. ” That is , the other members of tile panel took the position that if a
deliberate Soviet attack occurred , it would only occur as the least worst of a lot of had alternatives ,
In other words , there might be soni c situations (amid we discusse d soni c of the various scenarios— an
uprising in East Germany, an uprising in Poland , sort of flaring across Eastern Europe . looking as
though it would go to the Soviet Union) fro m their point of view , where the risks and uncertainties
of an attack might be less than t h e risks amid uncertainties of doing nothing at all : amid th at the one
way to judge their posture is , how hard was it to write a scenario iii which an attack would be
preferable to doing n othing?We decided it would be very hard to write such a scenario. I
maintained that it could be done. Most of the Soviet experts (not all ) maintained it could be done.
There was some skepticism.
History tends to be richer than our imaginatiomis. I have always mioticed that the World War I
scenario doesn ’t fly. Things happened in that scenari o which nobody wouid pass as a games
scenario , but I am reliably sure they happened. Th erefore , the fact that we cannot write such
scenarios easily is not as reassuring as it might be. That was a very important concept t’rom our
point of view.
We also took the position that even if history looked like it was going against the Soviets, they
would not preempt history : they would pre fe r to wait and see what happened.
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Tom Wolfe took a slightly different position. He said , “The Soviets do militar y products really
very, very well. It is almost the only thing they are being success ful at . and it may well be that they
would put more t’aith in that niethod of solving their problems than they would in the others. ” I
think his position was a honely one. I don ’t know if Tom feels lonely: he may not have noticed it.
We ther i’fore went to the conclusiom i that undesired war is the gr eatest problem threatening
the nuclear stability . We argued that the undesired war could occur in two ways: kim id of
completely independent of people ’s niachinations , or people were manipulating the risk of
escalation. Eroni this point of ’ v i ew , either side migh t put the world imi a situation and hold that
situation where the world beca m e very escalation-prone.
I noticed that almost a majority of the panel accepted the following concept , which is ami
interesting one. One session brough t forth the concept that we migh t , instead of responding to a
Soviet invasion of ’ Europe , by attacking military targets with our strategic forces , avoid attackimig
cities. That got a good reception in Europe as opposed to the tim e when McNam ara made a very
similar proposal. 1 have talked with many Europeam is about why it got such a good reception. They
all gave me the same story : At the moment , the idea that the United States migh t strike Soviet
cities because of an invasion of Europe is so incredible that even a very timid Soviet Um iion migh t
not be deterred.
You Americans think , because you are kind of dumb. th at you could hit the Soviet military
targets without escalating the cities. The Soviets don ’t beli eve that , but they want to believe th at
you believe that. There fore , you migh t well hit Soviet military targets , and that restore s credibility
to the escalation threat because you are kind of drm nib. Whether we are dumb or not is a separate
issue. It was interesting that this is the kind of situation which we worry about , which doesn ’t
necessarily mean you shouldn ’t do it , by tIle way . There were a number of rather hawkis h people in
the panel , including myself , wh1o were in sonic cases perfectly willing to entertain the threat of
escalation , but nobody was oveijoyed at the idea.
Th is escalation kind of a war , which is not so carefully preplamined. has diffe r emit
characteri stics from the war whic h is preplanned. Many measures which domi ’t work well iii the
p r ep lann ed war might work well in the less prep lanned war : amid vice ~ersa . particularly it a war
comes about without prepfanning, and we though t this should be very imi iportam it.
if you believe in the undesired war , unprep lanned or only partiall y planned , then you are also
worried about prudential preparation for limiting damiiage. In other words , the weapons exist. They
may be used. If used , they cause a lot of damage. It is better to have less damage than more
damage . That is a fairly simple idea which has not percolated very far in this countr y (I am talking
about going upstairs ) . It strikes me as an extraordinarily important idea. If arm y body has a sense of
fiducia ry responsibility toward the country , he has to look at “if det errenc e fails ” and what
happens at that poim it.
It was also pointed out , however , that where you could have measures that are purel y
prudential , many prudential measures , p articularly in the civil defense area , oftemi had a strategic
implication ---you could miot separate the two. Let me give you a pn mdemi t i al measure which I happen
to favor which has a negative strategic implication.
I have often advocated def ’en dim ig people in cities with a very lig ht fallout shelter wh ich wo tmld
p rotect t hem if they were not the objects of Russi an attack. As a Russian war planner who wishes
to separate the civilian target system from the milita ry targe t system in order to blackmail us , to
have intrawar deterrence , post-attack deterre iice, an ability to protect civilians in place (which is
very cheap, by time way), the ligh t fallout shelter is extra ordinarily use fu l because it works much
12
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better. He can limit his civilian casualties. It would , however , in my ju d gm ent . result in a si gnificant
decrease in deter ;ence. I am still willin g to do it because I th iimik th lat probability of war is high enough
anyway. that the fact that you save millions of people , if this occurs , is perfectl y all ri ght.
Most of the measures I believe would go the other way, would represent a sort of strategic
threat to the Soviets. But what I am saying is the miecessity for protecting civilians nmay be large
enough that one would be willing to accept reasonab ly large totals in other areas to meet that
particular obli gation. Thlis is a very lonely way of thinking. I don ’t think many people sh are it to
the extent th at I do , but I found a higher level agreememit i ii t h e committee than 1 would have
expected.
These prudential measure s for civil defense can often have bigge r stra teg ic implications even if
unintend ed. Imagine you have something going on in Europe in which actually nuclear weapons
were used. I would make the assumption that in both countries (the Umiited States and the Soviet
Union ) you would have a major strategi c evactmatio n wh ich is not touched oft’ by intelligence hut
by the newspapers. Such a strategic evacuatiomi in the Soviet Um iion , excep ~ maybe in the dead of
winter , we think would be an oruerly process and very effective against the current Americam i
weapon systems. I want to eniphasize that statemem it— very effective. I meami it would cut casualties
down from approximately thirty to forty million to substantiall y less than ten million , if you
believe the calculations.
This obviously changes the bargaining situation , whether t h e Soviets intem id it or not. If th ey
are evacuated , if their people are in a place of safety and your people are not , the bargaining looks
very different. In fact , if you are a European country being bargaim ied over, you are likely to make
a deal right away and not wait for the Americans to make time deal. We think this is of
extraordina ry importance.
We did note that the roof cover (that is , tile imidust ri al establishment ) of the Soviets would still
be at risk, Many of us believe that the Soviets place at least as much emphasis on their roof cover as
they would on the civiliam is. It was also noted . h owever, that many of the clv lhi am ls at risk were
Russians. You may kna w that , for t h e first time in Russian history , the Russians now repre sent not
a majority of the population of the Soviet Union. This condition will be exacerbated over time.
Many of the Soviet nii mi ori ties have a much higher birth rate than the Russiam is do. We th imik the
Russians care about this a great deal.
In any case , we believe if deterrence fails , the nature of the sce miario and the miature of the civil
defense preparations will make an enormous difference to both the casualties amid the events. In
other words, even improvised and no pru dential civil defense may be strategically important.
We spent a great deal of time discussing civil defense. amid there was some concern that this
would dominate my report . We all agreed on the importance of defense hut that th is shouldn ’t
become just a civil defense report , so I am going to move on now.
In looking at recovery, we pointed out that it is very important to look at the worldwide
resources availab le. We agreed that in many scemiarios the Soviets would take over Europe and
would think of the European resources as part of ’ their recovery potential. whet h er it represented
moving plants or siniphy managing 1-urope as a large number of Socialist Soviet communities with a
view that they might even break up countries--break up the Gernians into their provinces , separate
t h e Basques from the (‘atalans -and run it as a kind of contin cntwide recovery.
There was a great deal of discussion and no conclusion as to whether this prosp cet would
make the Soviets more willing to take chances. In other words , we all agreed it was arm importam it
13
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point , hut we did miot agre e whether it would actually a ffect Soviet planning or thinking. They
would plan for it, but they might not be more willing to take risks because of ’ this possibility. If I
have ever heard an imiconclusive discussion , that was an inconcl u sive discussion.
Finally , the last of ’ the general propositions: Mobilization is very important. In gemieral . we I ’eel
th at probably t h e largest singl e deterrem i t for regulating Soviet beh avior is simply the existence of
this enormous econoniic system in the West which , if it is provoked , looks very impressive. This is
with iout amiy preparations at all , j ust the system as it exists now. It is very importam it . from th eir
point of view , not to provoke a rearmament race. We all pointed out they clearly cam inot have
forgotten the experience of 195 0. As many of ’ you will remember , the pr evi ous ( 1949 ) budget had
been S 13 billion. Congress was arguing whether the budge t should he SI 4 hiIIio ~’ SI S billion , or
SI 6 billion. Eisenhowe r and Bradley attested that at $ 18 billion we straimied the count ry ’s tTha mices
but S 16 billion was okay . North Korea marched into South Korea arid (‘ongress authorized S60
billion , and no miomis ense about S 1 8 billion.
-

That authorization changed the balance of power for the n ext R~em itv ve ~irs. If you had had
the three services getting just S5 billion a year or S6 billion a year or S7 hi”ion a s-ear . ever ~ ~ eapo n
system procure d sinc e then wo u ld have beemi int Casib le because the y all ran about 55 billion for a
while. I am talkingahout SAGE , about the B-51s. N I K E 2s , N I K I i - I F R C V L I - S . POLARIS : all wou ld
h ave been infeasib le.
We spen t a short ti m e on how one would spend 5500 billion , w hich seems to miie a reasom iahl e
authorization in sonic extreme circum lista n ce s . Th i mik of t h e so—called ‘‘pho ny war period. ’ We
dis cussed the possibilit y thiat war n iigh it occur amid be preceded not by a massive exchange but by a
phiom l y war period , lust as in Worl d War II . fo r t h e samii e reason: bot h sides scared.
Most of the com i imittee (not inc ludimig rime: I was clearl y outvoted im ere ) though t it ver y
important to look at a mobilization base at a much lower level , par ticularly iii comimiection wit ll
arms control agreeniemits. In other word s , when you have au arm s control agreemiient . you limit
~~ urs elf in some way. You might prepare a mobilization capability to remove that limit rapidly if
the thi imig were violated. I t lii m ik there was a consemisus th at was a very im iip orta nt comicept of
nmohi hiia t i on . There was mii ~.c hm less co nsem i su s on the grand scale. mohihi iation -type thim ig.
In n iam iy way s I found the most interesting discussiomi to he on son iet him ig that is covered ove
ami d over. I read last year ’s r epo r t , and th e~ Imad the saniie discussion and came out much the samiie
way. Nevert h eless . I learned a lot fro m this partic ah ar omie. Let inc report the tiavor of it. i f I cami.
I was raised at RAN I ) on the operational code of the Politburo amid the h ostility to th at
ope rational code . There is a standard deb ate in RANI ) : l)id Nathan Leites k im ~ what he was ta lking
about ? We went hack to t u e debate. Th ere is a kind ot I-lege liami reas omling here whmichm is very useful.
Som ebody pointed out th at t h e R u s s i a m l s amid the Ameri c amis are raised very differentl y . Dick Pipes
r~ni nt ed out that we live in a bourgeois society, tend to look at the lon g—ru ii commercial
relationships , tend to think of a contract that is m i iutua llv he mwti ci al . and have no concept of t h e
iero-sum game , really. I hey live in a society which is best characterized . a lt h io t m g h umn f ’air lv. as a
peasant so ciety , where y ou ha ve ver y grasping concepts. where people think very much of
tero—s um , o n e g u y gets t h e bette r: t h e ~eop le do miot think in terms th at we call life amid self-interest
(the system as a whole ) . As l) ick put it . the ~ believe that everybody sh ould look out for
tl mem imsel v es . and any re ferem ice to worl d interest looks like an attempt to trick them ti m e wors t way
to handle it.
-

hO .

It was th en pointed out that this was probabl y not a had characterization of time Soviets say
20 , or 30 years ago, who were thi em i riot perfect , but 11mev have been changing. This is time
14
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thesis/ antithesis. We went to the synthesis miot that much : we went to antithesis , but more than you
think. Then we went back to tlle synthesis . but there is stil l enough difference to be very important
negotiations. It ’s antithesis , but don ’t rely on it. That is a very important way to think: in fact , it is
the only way to think , as far as 1 know , ami d score one f’or 1-legel!
Let me give you the flavor of this discussion , if I can. Firs t and foremiiost. it is very importam i t
to have an image of the Soviets because if you don ’t , you have a mirror image and have no other
choice. We all agreed that mirror imaging was disastrous or at least bad — t’rom bad to disastrous. We
all agreed that Americans still mirror-image , amid we continued to mirror-image throughout the
disi ission. That is just the way most of us are.
Second point: The Soviets , even given this “peasa n t ” metaphor , are , hike m ost
peasants—realistic , shrewd, knowledgeable , stubborn , amid extremely conscious of their owmi
interests—and we should be too. They are not abstract. It is very interesting that altho um gl m time
Amiglo-Saxon is supposed to he very pragmatic, in strateg ic th linking we have learned to be very
Germamiic , Teutonic. I am one of the major offenders or suppliers of this Teutonic vocabular y and
do not apologize for it. it can be very misleading and quite disastrous. if you take it too seriously.
particularly the dividing tip of various functions into neat categories and tryim ig to design separate
weapons systems for each function ami d taking these too seriously. It was pointed out there is
almost rio such . thimiking in the Soviet Union; they think in terms of ’ multipurpose—such as, if your
build a road, obviously you don ’t think of the road as beim ig for commercial tramisportation or
pleasure or getting people to work : it serves all purpose s at once. They don ’t make this distinction
as we do between counterfo rce and countervalue , betweem i deterremice and war-fi ghting. These are
American distinctions which have been learmied by the Soviet arms controllers , and they can thro w
it back at you, but there is literally no origimiah thinking of this type in the Soviet Uniomi. wh ich
shows it is purely a learned phenomenon. There is very little discussion of it in their literature.
This is also tru e in the whole arms control area. Since Litvinov niade the suggestion in 1 91 7
for universal disarmament , there have been mio creative ori ginal suggestions in the Soviet arm s
control literature , we were told , and nobody could think of a counter examp le. There may be: we
couldn ’t think of any. There is no discussion of SALT in t h e Soviet literature. It is quite clear that
these things play a very different role in the two societies. We all agreed that they thim ik of both
war and arms control as a continuation of politics by other means , while we think of them as very
different from normal operations. A lot ensues from this.
It was pointed out th at even though the Soviets want to do many things with their
establishment , they do , firs t , what is necessary or easy (as we do , too). And it is very important to
disentangl e hopes fro m reality.
Their first priority is security . Th en. we went through the whole Hegehian dialogue here. Just
to summarize it , security to them includes neutralizing thieir neighbors . In other words , as long as
there is a powerful neigh bor on their border , they are not secure. It turn s out , under modern
conditions , we are their mieighbor. The t’act that they are security-minded , and defensive-mim ided . if
you will , doesn ’t mean as mumch as it migh t in another context , to put it mildly.
On some issues they are willing to look out for the world interests—maybe nuclear
proliferation , hot line , things like that — but it is clear that their own interests are involved.
I think most of the Soviet experts , but not including Ray Garthoff , took the position that in
terms of arms control negotiations and in term s of milita ry posture they are still very much the
peasants: shrewd , sophisticated in their own way. tough , with no interest in the larger world. I
would say a number of the non-Soviet-experts took a different position. In fact , one guy started
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out by saying, “I have the advantage of not being a Soviet expert. ” Of course , thmat is an
unnecessarily hostile way to start the discu ~sion.
On the whole , by the way , we had an incredibly civilized discussion. Everybody acted like a
knee-je rk moderate. Somebody must have read them the riot act ahead of time.
Let me spend three or four minutes on the US . Then I think I’ll have five minutes for
questions.
We made all the usual invidious comments about the Americans. particularl y American
planners. They ’re too arrogant. We always tend to feel th lat if our allies or our enemies disagree
with us, it is because they don ’t understand the problem and that as soon as they will sit down with
us and have a decent conversation , they ’ll agree withi us. That happens so rarely that maybe the
hypothesis is wrong. We are too theoretical , too superficial , too technological , too naive , to o
unserious , too easily manipulated , too bourgeois. It was then also pointed out we have the virtues
of our defects as well as the defe cts of our virtues. All of these things , in a different context , can he
virtues, so we ended up patting ourselves on the back a little bit. And it felt good !
We tended to agree that Congress is now in a mood to accede to any reasonable request to
regai n or maintain parity. Something very funny h a s happened in the United States. Congress has
switched from being extremely anti-defense to bein g relatively pro , and it did that without any
great national debate , so in some sense the general public never noticed it. It is kind of interesting.
You know that generally these things are preceded by a big national debate. The absence of this
national debate may mean that this is a superficial phenomenon.
It is basically base d upon the record increase in the establishment. I have made the comment
that eve n if McGovern were President of the United States , he would be asking for military budget
increases in the face of the Soviet record.
On the other hand , I think there was general agreement that Congress would not be willing to
go along with any program to attain a significant degree of superiority or to restore extended
d terrence. That doesn ’t mean you shouldn ’t recommend it , because you may want to do an
educational program , but I think most of the people , except a coup le of Soviet experts , felt it was
hopeless to try to get more than that and to beat your head on closed doors.
Finally, neither Congress nor the Executive Office is sufficiently aware of the potential
consequences of the erosion of extended deterrence (the things that Kissinger mentioned ), but the
consequences of th is erosion are often exaggerated by theorists. Again we have the thesis/antithesis.
Thi e erosion is terribly important , but it can be exaggerated.
I think that summarizes all the things l want to report . As far as I am concerned, it was an
extremely productive meeting, but it is like a gold mine : a lot of trash among the nuggets. But
there were a lot of nuggets.
Any questions or comments?Firs t of all , let me ask any members of the committee to add
something to this if they feel they were unfairl y represented or if they just want to add something.
We have a number of the members of the committee here .
PARTICIPANT: (A) brilliant attempt to summarize. ilmere was one important thing left out:
the surprising consensu s against firing on warning.
DR. KAHN: Oh , yes , very important.
16
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Let me be fair about this. Twenty years ago the word “Failsafe ” meant you went ahead to
target. Did you know th at?T h at was changed , I would say, basically by the introduction of the
civi lian strategist. Thk battle was fough t , amid many of ’ us feel absolutely locked in omi it
psychologically, and without any discussion we all agreed that any concept of firing on warning
was just wrong.
Many of us believe that in fact the missile fo rce may not survive attack because you have not
really tested it , so we agreed that ’s a genuine problem , that l’iring on warning is far amid away the
safest way to arrange for a launch . We nevertheless came out absolurtely against it. There were a
number of reasons, We don ’t believe the statement that it is foolproof. Your remember Con Edison
gave a talk saying thiere would be no problems thu s summer. Of course, that was an act of God, bumt
that is the kind of thing your are worried about.
Secondly, even if it were foolproof , which
irresponsible, it looks crazy.

we don ’t believe , it looks had , it looks

Thirdly, General Welch math ’ the comment that it certainly tells you when to fire, not
whether to tire. It has to be a presidential decision.
Some of urs were afraid the Soviets would adopt this technique if we adopted it : and this
would be very dange rous. I think aside from Jay, nobody took that seriously because we thimik thie
Soviets just are n ’t that dumb. We thought if’ anybody would be dumb enough to do it , it would be
us, not them. And we feel that way.
I am not saying we considere d it. We didn ’t consider it. We have strong positions here , our
minds are totally closed , your coum ldn ’t open thiem with dynamite , and that ’s the way it should be.
Does that satisfy you?
Any other comments? [ None ]l have about run out of my time. I have three minutes and am
going to take every one of them !
PARTICIPANT QUESTION: Does the peasant metaphor imply that the Soviets have few if
any external interests?
DR. KAHN: No , they have a great deal of interest in t h e rest of t u e world , but not like the
peasant who wants to take over every farm in the coumitry : lie doesn ’t have a world view.
Really , the Soviet Union is much more introspective timan. say. almost a n y big power in the world
today. It was raised that way. This not only goes back in the Soviet character , but it is reinforced
by many modem institutions. They are basicall y introspective. They have an interest in the world
as the peasant does. You know , a traveler comes in and can earn many free dinners telling about
the outside world.
Theme was some discussion whether they are brilliant or not. There is no question in our mind
that they are learning to play us. You remember the old concept of the Poli tburo—the Ammiericamis
are too serious to be provoked , these are peop le who know what they are doing, they do what they
should do, and despite any actions of ours , except counteractions ? They have dropped that
concept. They no longer think we are too serious to be provoked: they understand we can be
played. There is genera l agreement on that. There was disagreement on the skill with which they
play us, on how skillful they are at it.
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Panel 1

Toward the Mainten ance of
Strategic Nuclear Stabili ty
Rapporteur ’s
Report

LTC John Friel , USAF
The panel discussed the following gemieral topics:
•

The Foreign Policy Objectives of t h e Soviet Union

•

Th ree Sets of Criteria for Arms Control Negotiations

•

Trends in the Strategic Balance
THE FOREIGN POLICY OBJECTIVE S OF THE SOVIET UNION

In an attempt to obtain a basis for agreement amid an un derstanding of the reason for
disagreements when they occurred , the panel was polled on the subject of their individual
per ception of the objectives of the Soviet Union. There were basically two positions. The first ,
majority position held that the basic objective of the Soviet Union was security. Conditioned by
her history, the objective of security translates into a desire to hiave the states with whioni she
shares a border , in a relativ e sense , powerless clients. The adven t of miuclear weapons and
intercontinenta l delivery systems has , in effect , placed the United States on the geopolitical border
of the Soviet Union , and she will not feel secure until the United States is in a position of
comparative weakness . The Soviet Union will do whatever is required to protect her Eastern
European buffe r states. In addition , she wants to have a hand in all the major imitemational
arrangements that take place in order to make sure that her vital interests are riot compromised.
The pro spect of her going to war with the United States, except if she perceives herself to be in dire
straits , is remote. One dissenting panel member pointed out that we may not realize that she
perceives a situation to be desperate , and may continue our threatening course of action with
unfo rtunate consequences. The basic dange r conies from the inadvertent war resu nl ting froni
mismanaged crisis or escalation. One difficulty expressed is that the only arena of international
competition in which the Soviet Unio n has been successfu l has been the development and
production of weapomis. At some time in the future , frustrated in other avenues of competition , she
may turn to the one thing she is good at , the use of weapons. Although she does not plan to attack
the United States , the Soviet Union believes that everything possible must be done in the attempt
to gain a war-fighting capability in the event deterrence fails.
The other (minority ) point of view is that we have more to fear from the arni s race than we
do from the Soviet Union , but we must be aware of thi e possibility of the war that nobody wan ts.
One problem is that we perceive th eir decisionmaking as more rational than it really is.
Developments that look ominous are sometimes merely the result of bureaucratic inertia , internal
power politics , and the hike.
19
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THREE SETS OF CRITERIA FOR ARMS CONTROL NEGOTIATIONS
The talking paper with the above title was presem ited by the Honorable Fre d C. lkle. The three
criteria for arms control negotiations proposed in the paper are: Arms Comitro l Aspects , Effect on
US-Soviet Adversary Relationship, and Noncompliance and Abrogation. The first two po ints did
not generate extensive discussion since they had been treated at some length during the earlier
portion of the panel dealing with the objectives of t h e Soviet Union. The Noncompliance amid
Abrogatiom i portion of the arm s control process was presented as a continuing task , consisting of
five elements , necessary to maintain Soviet compliance:
•

Specific terms in the agreement

•

The ability to verify

•

The political determimiation to reach a verdict on a possible violationi

•

The political determination to abrogate the agreememi t when faced with serious violations

•

The economic industrial mobilization capability to win a new arm s race with the
Russians

The panel discussed the conflicting relationshi p between specif ’ic treaty elements which are
difficult to negotiate and genera l treaty elements which are easier to negotiate but harder to
enforce. The point was made , however , that if the United States had been able to negotiate some
arms control limits on the early l960s , the massive Soviet buildup in strategic weapons in t h e
mid-to-late I 960s might well have tri ggered a US response.
The last point , concerning the economic-industrial mobi lizatiom i capability of the United
States generated considerable interest among the panel. The consemisus seemed to be that the major
potential sanction that we could apply in order to modify Soviet behavior was the threat of a new
arms race. Just prior to the Korean Conflic t the debate over the Defense budge t centered aroumid a
figure in thie 13-15 billion dollar range. After the start of t h e Korean Conflict thie Con gress voted a
60 billion dollar defense budget. In the early l 960s when the United States entered the “space
race ” we again demonstrated the nature of our technolo gical/ industrial capacity. The pamiel felt
that we were neglecting our mobilization base lately and that somiiethimig should be done to keep it
in decent condition. The suggestion was made that some serious planning should be done omi an
annual basis in order to pre p are for a quick mobilization at several budget levels. One poini t of view
was .that industry should be provided with more profit imicentive for R&D programs , so that time
weapon system acquisition cycle could be shortened if the decision was niade to mobilize. On the
other hand , the armed services proclivity for developing weapon systems has hel ped keep the
industrial base intact. The position was taken that mobilization plans with a specific trigger
function , such as a Berlin crisis , may be politically unacceptable.
TRENDS IN THE STRATEGIC BALANCE
The paper presented by Dr. Roland l-lerbst generated considerable discussion. An imiitia l point
was made to the effect that it was importan t to develop a “view ” of thi e Soviet Union , a conceptual
framework for the analysis of their strategic behiavior. In the absence of a conceptual framework
we were bound to fall pre y to the mistake of mirror -imaging, i.e., believing that they look at a
problem in the same way that we do. This was though t to be a damigerous failing since we are
products of our mercantile origin and the Soviets are products of their peasant origin. However .
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several members of the panel argued that thiere mmiu st be some area of imiterest shared by t h e Soviet
Union and the Umiited States , whic h could lead to a reduced chance of nuclear war.
One area of concern in the strategic balance is the effect the imicreased civil defense program in
the Soviet Umiion has had on the ba lance. The panel felt that the civil defense program of the Soviet
Union had gone a long way toward negating the extended deterrence policy of the United States. It
was felt that threatening a nuclear strike against the Soviet Uniomi , to deter a Soviet con ventional
strike against NATO would hack credibility given the assynietry betweem i the US and Soviet civil
defense programs. The point was made that prudential civil defense was miot necessarily intended
for strategic gain , and that indeed the Soviet efforts made a lot niore sense in the context of the
nuclear th reat froni the People ’s Republic of China. It was sunggested that the ABM treaty that hiad
been negotiated helped extend the deterrent life of the Britishi amid French nuclear forces. However.
t h e Soviet civil defense programs greatly reduced that deterrent. The discussion then turned to the
sumrvivabi hity of the Minuteman missile system. One member pointed out the geographic , econ omic
and environmental problems associated with the attempt to deploy a mobile ICBM miiake th is
option unlikely . When the question of launch-on-manning was raised as an aid to Minutemiman
survival , the panel was umnanimous in their comidemnat ion of the techniques , It was the only issue on
which the committee was unnanimous.
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Panel I

Trends in the
Strategic Balance
Roland F. Herbst
It is ironic that I have been asked to give a paper concernin g the strategic bala nic e. sluice i-i
spite of the large number oh ’ recent discussions on this subje ct . I have ofteni expressed skepticism
about t h e usefutlmiess of most strategi c balance studies and debates. The concept of strategic balance
is presumably initended to simplify a discussion of the detailed military /political situnatiomi at any
given time. Avoiding the comp licationis of’ a complete analysis. it is therefore a vehicle presumabl y
intended for public discinssion rather than a tool for the intern al use of ’ the government. Yet this
shorthand fashiomi of describing the situation is oftemi extremel y sensitive to detailed intellig ence
assessments amid proje ctiomi s. as well as details of the scemiarios imp lied by the arithmetic. In spite of
my misgivings about the usefulness of these types of calculations . I believe ‘a discussiom i of the
trends in the strategic balance and of ’ the possible reasoas for those trenids can give soiiie imisight
into likel y future problems for the United States. Therefore , the sun bjcct of this talk will be abou t
those trends amid reasons, rather than any att emn pt to describe the present balance.

*

*

*

The various balance calc in iatiom is often compare static imidicators such as equivalent
megatonnage , or equivalent weapons. I assuniie that this aundience is familiar with the past trends
shown mi these calculations , for instance , the data sliowni by Paul Nitze in various pu b licatio mis m
there t’ore : I will not attempt to restate t lmc m . The static indicators have obvious deficienci es and are
often replaced by scenario-dependent calculations. For in istance , after soniie particular counterforce
exchange , the residuna l forces are compared by somiie index. The details of the cx chamige amid t h e
significance of the residual forces are often debatable matters . d ift ’erenit persons view ing the
problem in different ways. In addition , at this particular tinm ie. the results of ’ the init ial exchange
depend upon the detai led amid often sun btle properties of the two I’orces. This , of course , miee.l miot
necessarily be true. For inista n ce, in the early ôOs, one could conclude fairl y confidently th at the
Soviet Union could miot targe t enough weapomis agaimist the M inut en iian forces to threaten a large
tra ction of the M imiut enian silos. At presemit though , th ey do hmav e sum ffi ci em m t l’orces for ~t ncti a n
attack. Our survivability assessment then depends upon a detailed assessment of the tcchimiol ogical
capabilities , the CEP , the time-on-targe t contro l. amid the yields, etc.. of the Soviet ICBM.
Figur I summniari / es a M inum teniian drawdown as :i fumi ct ion i of CFP . N~ mncc t im at a change of a
factor of ’ ~wo in (‘ii’ can take the threat from a mod est proh lemii to an ov erw h ie lnii n g one. It is miot
possnble to hav e any im ito r nie d public discussion of Soviet capabilities which depend upon a precise
un derstandimig of time Soviet niissi le (‘h I’s.
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Figure 1. Silo Drawdown Sensitivity

Let us take another example. If the air defenses of the Soviet Union consisted of only a
modest number of components, one could have confidence that the low-altitude penetration tactics
of the US bomber force would overwhelm the Soviet defenses. This lini itation of Soviet defenses.
of cours e, is not correct since they appear to have greater than 1 0,000 SAM launchers , several
thousand tighter interceptors , and thousands of search , warning ammd ground control radars. Even
with this massive a defense , if the equipment were “fixed in concrete ” one could pretarget critical
components of the defenses and fly through the hioles. However , t h e Soviet defensive forces are, in
most cases, either mobile or quickly transportable.
The Soviet defenses then hav e the gro ss properties that could potentiall y com istitunte an
effective defense. We are fo rced to make our analysis much more involved. This analysis mu st
contain detailed assessnients of the actual capability of each type of componem ’n t in the force. Let
inc take a simple example. With the nunibers of compomi ents described for the Soviet home
defenses , it would appear that there are ahoun t 2.000 defensive sites , either SAM sites or search
radar sites. If a bomber penetrated deeply into the Soviet Un ion , even at very low altitude , it would
be seen by the sensors of possibly IS or 20 individual defensive sites. I f the probabilit y of a
succc ssfunl intercept at each of these sites were 2 or 3 percent , 60 or 70 percemit of the bombers
would penetrate to their targets. On t h e other hand. if the probability of a successfu l intercept
were about 25 percent , possibly only one bomber would penetrate to targets deep in the Soviet
Union (see Figure 2). A gain , we have a situation wh ierein t the amialy sis is extremely sensitive to oui r
understanding of the performance of’ the Soviet weapons systems a very un sati st ~nctory situation
for a discussion of the strategic balance.
-
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I will return to the technical issues concerning the balance later in the talk ~ bun t for the
moment , I would like to discuss US and Soviet objectives amid policies and the countries ’
unnderstanding of the implementation of these policies which make for the balance—and it is these
policies which presumably will determine the trend in the balance.
Both nations , in situations not involving the most vital interests of the nation , have attempted
to use the threat implied by their cemitral nuclear forces to ini fluemice the course of events in varioun s
parts of the world. This process, which in earlier times migh t have been called “saber rattling. ” is
the basic ingredient of the nuclear uimbrella for the NATO alliance , and in the Soviet Umiion ’s case.
they hav e used implied nuclear threats to attempt to influence crises situations in the Near East.
Further , both countries hav e pursued a policy of deterrence relative to the other superpower.
They have attempted to deter the other power from making moves against their most vital initerests
by the threat of unacceptable damage to their potential oppon me mit.
Finally, both nations hav e pursued postures in which they prepared for the possibility of a
general war. The United States has , to some degree, prepared its forces for damage-limiting missions
both with counterforce , offensive missions, as well as . in the past. defemisive capabilities.
In the case of the Soviet Union the tone is somewhat diffe rent. The Soviets appear to believe
that it is their duty to prepare for the possibilities of a war mi sunch a wa~ as to maximize the
chances that they will survive that war and emerge after the war victorious. They seem to reject the
view that the concept of winning is meaning less but rather that , independent of the horrors of war.

~
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it is their responsibility to do the best that they cami. Few leaders of the United States seem to
believe that the dit’ferences in t h e two points of view are very significant. The reasom i is probably
well characterized by a statement of ’ Dr. Kissimiger:
Each of us [US and USSR J has thus come into possession of power single handed l y
capable of exterminating the humam i race. Althoug h we compete . t h e conflict will not
admit of reso lumtion by victory in the classical semise. We are compelled to coexist.

*

*

*

Before discussing the possible consequenices oI ’ the differences in points of view between the
United States ami d Soviet Union , I should reniin d yout that omie element of US policy, the umse of our
central forces for the protection of NATO . has over t h e years , umidergon e a profound change.
Gemieral llai g recently described this clmang e:
At the sanmie time. NATO long ago recognized that tremids in the strategic balance woutl d
tend over time to erode our ability to make credible . mi all circun li st anc e s . a threat of
escalation. (‘ert ain ly strategic parity h as complicated ani already dif li cum lt miuclear
decision. Notwithstanding, we dare not permit our adversaries to conclude th at we are
incapable of reaching or. for that matter. carrying out— suchi decisiom is. To do so woutid
only encourage them to test our determ iniatiomi. and thereby bring oni the very situationi
we seek to avoid. 3
-

General 1-laig ’s determim iation, of course , t ’orm s an imiteresting contrast with the view qumoted
be fore by his fo rmer boss, Dr. Kissinger. After the qumoted paragraph , Gemicral Haig th en proceeds
to attempt to solve the dilemma by describing t h e Flexible Respomise doctrine. This doctrine has
been the basis of’ our NATO policy for aboun t 1 5 years and is well summarized mi the Gerimian White
Paper on defense policy. T h e margimi title of ’ t h e followimig paragraph is “incalculable response. ”
The three types of ’ reaction [direct det ’emise. deliberate escalation or general nuclear
response ) comnprise NATO ’s strategy of Flexible Respomise. a comiimenis urate response. To
au attacker the type , scope, amid poimit of time of each form of resp onse mmnst be
incalculable. He must expect t h e conflict to spread amid be aggravated in a measure
imivolving risks which he cannot est imiiat e. 4
In the same section , the Germami paper gives an interesting insigh t into the Western view of
u ses oI ’ tactical num cl ear weapons:
The initial use of’ nuclear weapomis is not intended so munch
decision as to achiieve political effect. i hie intent is to persuade
his attentio m i . to desist mi h is aggressiomi. and to wit h draw. At
impressed upon hi i ni that he risks still further escalation ii’ he
furt lm er escalation would meami th at strategic mmumc lear weapons
attacker ’s owni territory. 5

to bring aboun t a militar
the attac ker to recom isider
the same time , it wil l be
con tinu n es to attack. Suchi
woumi d he unsed againist the

In other words, in spite of ’ time US view that mutual deterrence is almost abs olute. the threat
of ’ escalation is still supposed to he the tool of the West. apparemitly because in the Europea n
en vir onment oumr determim i ation will he stronger and we will be willimig to take chances. This point
26
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of view makes for a situation in which the alliance forces need miot be designed with ami v m ih itar ~
plan in mind, but rather to remind our enemy that he ’s taking chamice s, The outcome of this
doctrine appears to resu lt in NATO forces which always seem to he imi sonic kimid of troubl e
because they have no real military mission. After these maniy years of Flexible Respomise, t hic
NATO nuclear forces are still excessively vulnerable to a Societ “first use , ” bec ause, after all , first
use is our weapon. Similarly. after years of Conventional Emp hasis . NATO is poorly comi figured to
counter a quick conventional thrus t.

•

We are oftemi t empted , after viewing the unsatis fuctory nature of this posture , to depend
further upon conventional weapons for NATO defense. However , if at some point time Soviets do
decide to take the risks of a full-scale war in Europe , they will do so in ligh t of ’ t h cm r
well-established understanding of’ the great advantages of a nuclear pr eemption. am id thmey will he
able to choose their own time and place.

-

The doctrine of deterrence by threat of general nuclear war will always have connected with it
some elements of doubt, sonic difficulty in making it believable. With the trends which appear to
be occLm rring and which I will coy ‘r subsequently, its credibility can only be further eroded, The
erosion will be the deepest relative to our external commitment s . and so our NATO policy can only
become less and less sat ist ’actory unless some determined eff ’ort is made to emphasize a po Iic of
~
defeating, or at least stalematini g Warsaw Pact action in Europe.

*

*

*

Returning then to the basic strategic policies of the two miations. t h e United States put
deterrence in a supreme role and considers any policy beyond th at role as essentially futile. The
Soviet position, that they will attempt to survive and prevail , is considered a doctrinal policy wit h
little basis for successfu l acceptable accomphishmenit. But can the Soviet lj nion expect to sunrv ive a
central War? It would appear reasonable to them to make the attempt. After a high-leve l nuclear
exchange , the Soviets can expect to have surviving a large p opu lation . possibly still the third largest
in the world. This population will constitute a nation if they can take the steps to prevent anarchy
and protect that nation from its external enemies.
Relative to the internal problem . it does not take much innaginationi or very large resoun rces to
guarantee preparation for the dispersal or hardening of large parts of the police apparatmns and of
the part y bureaucracy. Further , in a wartime situation , the supplies necessary for subsistence
survival for times like a year appear to he compat ible with peacetime storage practices with modest
additions in certain areas.

F

Relative to the external problems , the Soviet military literature shows a keen und er st ’nd imig of
the steps necessary to keep a land army relatively invulnerable to “bl ind” nuclear attack. anid time
Soviets have made the preparation for large and survivable nuclear forces directed at regions on the
Eurasian continent. They sh ould he able to plam i on the survival of large conventional mili t a r \
forces. These forces may have been badly damaged logistically in t h e nu nclear exchange. hut the
Soviets will be able to enforce even h i gher level s of damage on the forces of any likely opp onie n ’mt .
Further , after a high level nuclear exc huang&’ the numb er ni Sov iet u n cl e a r weapomis s u r v i v i ng is
likely to be much larger than those of the rest of the world. Under these circumstance s , the Soviets
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should be able either to conquer or coerce all of their neighbors , amid demand and receive f ’rom
those neighbors “reparations ” which cami rebuild the Soviet economy in a relatively short period of
time.
•

The Soviets , of course, have no guarantee that they can miiake this all work out : but ,
considering the state of the world and the Leninist view about the stability of t h e West. th ey
certaim ily have a reason to try. All of the data concerning their military buildup and their relative
priorities woun ld indicate that th ey are trying.
On the other hand, wh at h as happened to the US view of our nuclear deterrent? In the I 960s,
the US national position was that the deterrent was important and we were determined to keep it
healthy. Mr. McNamara indicated the following to Congress in 1 966:
The vital first objective , which mnumst be met in I ’u n ll by our strategic niumc lear forces , is the
capability for Assunred [)estruct ion. Such a capa hili t ~ will , with a h igh degree of
confidence , ensure that we can deter umider all foreseeable conditiomis a calc unhated.
deliberate nuclear attack umpon the United States or its allies. This capab ihit ~’ must he
provided regardless of ’ the costs amid the dii ’ficun h ties involved. 6
In oth er words. we will do what is necessary . However , by 1975 a dif f ’erent miuanice is added to
our position. Secretary Schlesinger told the Congress:
It is not within the realm of possibility f ’or the United States or the Soviet Uniom i to deny
each other the ultim n ate abilit y to destroy th ie urban indunstrial base of t h e other ’s
civilization. 7
Secretary Schlesinger went on imi t h e statement to indicate this situation would be true tor
“several decades—as far ahead as we cami see. ” Imi other words , not h ing need he domie. Secretary
Brown h as expressed similar views except not mi quite as absolute terms.
These views are niot simiipl y those of Secretary Schlesinger and Secretary Browmi they are a
prevailing view within munch of ’ the def ’enisc esta hl ish imiient amid h ave created a sigmi i ticant level of
comp lacency concermiing the actual health of our strategic forces. (‘ont rasting. and sometimes
countering , this tendency is thie growimig worry throughout our society that the large growth of ’
Soviet strategic strength is somehow very dangerous. Th ese two attitudes seem to be the pressure s
which are determining the direction of t h e US f ’orce evo lut iomi . What are these directiom is ’? I will
review thme hea lthi of US strategi c forces --one t’orce at a time.

*

*

-

*

As I indicated in the openin ~! comments . t h e s u e of the present Soviet ICh3 ~ 1 force can
potentially constitute au extreme threat to the M i n u t e m a n force. Time issue of ~vh m eth er suchm a
threat is now in existence or when it will be mi existence is determined pr imaril ~ by time ( 1 P of time
Soviet missiles Tin e trends in tlme accuracy of ba lli stic mi ssiles are r elati v el ~ clear: the ex a ct statu s
of Soviet techmnoiogy is not. I Iowevcr , historica l trend s can ih lu m imiate the likel y sit ua tu omm. t h e
~ umited States and t h e Soviet Union started in a r, ’ h ati ve iv snni i la r position imi tl me ir
technolog ies — bot h “captur ed ” t h e inertial gumidanice te c I mnohog ~ oh th e Gernmia n - ‘—2 svst en mm. I f this
~
gumidance system hm ad been placed upon ami l(’BM . t h e (‘EP would lie expe cted to he somiiewhiere in
the neighborh m ood of ’ 50 or 100 ni il c s . Both the United States .mnd time Soviet Union deplo Y ed
in ertia hly guided I(’l3Ms imi t h e early I 960s. It h very lik e ly that at t i m a t tinie tim es . ’ weapo n vste ni ms
~
had (‘F Ps in time neigimbor lmood of one mile: it is likel y th at tlmc ~ would Ina ve used other type s oh
guidance tech mni qu es if thi ey had not been abou t that good. I lmis is ve rb dramatic improvement in
28
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technology , a gain of about a factor of 50 in a little over a decade. The other stnrpris ing feature is
that two nations , working in relative isolation, having at that time very different degrees of
technological sophistication . made such similar improve m ents. Signif icant continuing improvements in inertial guidance appear to be taking place. Thiere appear to have beemi a number of
indications in the press about (‘[Ps in the neighborhood of l ,’lO of a mile: amid at the 1970
Pugwash Conference. D. G. Hoag 17 1, the Draper Laboratory Director of the Apollo Guidance and
Navigation Progra m , indicated that he felt that (‘EPs of’ about 1 /60 of a mile were reasonable
expectations for the not too distant future. In other words, if a weapon system C[P is not good
enough for a given mission. just wait a bit and it is likely that a new system will E~.’ good enoughi .
This technologi cal path has been clear f ’or about a decade, y et as recentl y as this fiscal year ’s b u dget
MX missile
~eqaests , only about 1/8 as much momiey was being spemi t on the basing research for the
system as was being spent for the research on the missile itself—in my mind obvioins corn placency
both on the part of the Air Force and the Nixon amid Ford administrations.
What is the view of the new Administration concerning this problem? One should expect that
the Moscow/ SALT reduction proposals would constitute a measure of the desirable world as seen
by the President. In connection with a modest redu nction in Soviet force level , all new LCBMs ,
including mobile ones. are to be banned. Under these circumstan ces . one migh t expect some sligh t
slowing of Soviet advances in the guidance area . but one caminot expect to impede greatly these
improvennents. Yet the reduction proposal will allow the Soviets niore than 4000 ICBM reemitry
vehicles the Minu nteman problem is not solved anid we are allowed no options for fixing the
problem.
-

A reduction in levels of arms may unnder many circumstances he a desirable outcome of SALT
and indeed any reduction can make it somewhat easier to find a solution for the Minuteman
problem. But a reduction of this modest amount coupled with i a f’reezing of M imiuteman ’s present
configuration appears to be only counterproductive relative to maintaini n ig survivable forces. I can
only interpret the reasons for this proposal to be connected with a general complacency about the
actual health of our strategic forces as compare d to a comicern for public pe r eep iions of Soviet
strength.

*

*

*

Let ’s turn to the bombers . As described earlier in this paper. the Soviet air defense systems are
large, extensive , varied and improving. Their effectiveniess does riot depend upon further growthi .
but rather umpon relatively subtle technological details. Technologies wh ich may or may niot be
presently incorporated into that force, but which have been US state-of -th e-art for more th an a
decade . could make that defense very effective. The Soviets clearly keep working on this problem
and in spite of their general technological inferiority to the United States , they should he able to
solve it. For this reason , if the bomber forces are to continiume as an important part of the deterrent.
penetration techniques must be vigorously improved.
lIow does President Carter ’s recent decision to camicel the production of the B-I and inistead to
deploy an air-launnched cruise missile impact our capability to penetrate Soviet air defenses?

—

The B-I has significant penetration advantages relative to the B-52. The lower penetration
altitu n de and higher speed of a 13- 1 would stress the defenses more th an i a B-52. However, the B-h
would still need to use penetration aids for confident penetration. On the other liam id. the cnnise
missile due to its small size , minimal flight altitude , and particularly slicer numbers represents the
most impressive penetratiomi technique invemited since the incorporation of the low-altitude attack
mode into the B-52 fo rce.

~~

‘ ‘‘
~~ ~

-

- -

Given the ch oice described by the Presidem it . either the B-I or the ALCM. I believe thie righ t
choice was mnade and I hope that this decision indicates an appreciation by the Administration for a
mieed to vigorously iniprove the ef ’f ’ectiveness of our forces.
However, publis h ed statements do miot fuml ly support this h ope. Only three weeks before the
announcement of this decision . the Los Angeles Times quoted President Carter. when discussing
the f ’orthconiing decision , as emphasizing:
.the imnpact on our own nation ’s consciousness of our adequacy of defense l and i the
general image of wheth er or not we are aggressive in providing an adequate defenise
force. 8
There are other aspects of this decision which are worriso m e. Judginig fromn the past , the
Soviets are unlikel y to give up on air-defense just because the US is fielding au impressive miew
weapon systemii. What improvements are they likely to puirsue ? A cruise missile is miot arm invincible
weapon , but any planner faced with several thousand of these m issiles is likely to look for ways of
destroying significant fractions 0!’ them before the ,m are launched. It is likely that the Soviets will
look f ’or ways to attack the carriers at their bases or dunring rnid coumrse — ountside the boundaries of
the Soviet Union.
The threat to the bomber bases may come from the Soviet SLBM fo rce. The rapid expansion
of that force has apparently overloaded th eir mii aimite n ance and overhaul facilities 9 which in turn
may account for the rather low utilization rates of t h e Soviet suibmiiar imies. As t h e Soviet force
matures, more of the boats are likely to be at sea amid they may begi n to have a significant nuniiber
of patrols near the US. These circumstances could threaten US strateg ic aircraft at their bases.
Simice the B-I has significant escape advantages over a 8-52. if this threat develops the B-I would
contribute gr eatly to force safety and this, plus the fact that a B-I force a ft/i cruise missiles is
likely to hav e penetration advantages over a B-52 f’orce with those missiles , makes the termination
of the B-I regrettable. However , it is a reversible decision if the mieed arises.
However , there appears to be the possibility of a virtually irreversible aspect of the pre semi t
decision. The President has indicated that we are willing to agree at SALT to limit the range of
air-launched cruise missiles—the expected limit beimig. iii the President ’s v i ew , adequate. Various
published reports indicate that this limit is 2500 km ( 1350 mini), hunt Mr. Zbigniew Br ieii u isk i ’s
April news conf ’erence imidicates this range is miegotiable— in this com ite xt . of ’ course, if the number
changes it will be downward.
What range is adequmate? Given the present general conf ’iguratio mi of Soviet defenses . 2500 kin
is probably adequate. However . here and iii t h e Soviet Uni iomi. t h e technology of both nuclear
delivery systems and sensors is developing in a directioni which is very likely to make niidcoumr se
defense systems feasible. As I indicated before, time cru mise missile is very likely to accelera ~~ Soviet
efforts in this area. If these defenses do develop, any tre aty obhigatiomi to stay with rauiges of
2500 km or less is likely to be very painful.
But what about SALT II’? Wh at shouml d oumr position he ’? TIme Soviet s have given up m iothi img in
SALT with respect to their aircraft defemises. Tlmere has beemi mio agreement , or as far as I know. no
serious US proposal , to him i iit in any way t h e size or qualit y of th ese detenses. Under these
circumstances , it would appear both wrong in principle and wrong in practice to accept any
li m itation on penetration techniques or aircraf ’t armaments. Indeed. a more reasonable position is a
US demand th at we be comiipensated f ’or the large Soviet del ’e n se~. I can only interpr et tIme US
S A L T position as due to an Ad n iinistratiom i opin ion i that our forces are fat and hience we can give
away advantages.
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The United States then appears to be willin g to discoumnt the surv ivabilit y of the part of the
Triad that constitutes a thousand aimpoints . M inumteman. It appears at least compromising
concerning the part of the Triad that const itutes about 50 peacetime aimpoints. the bombers.
Presumably the complacency is due to confidence in the SLBM t ’orce—a 25 aimpoint system. Even
if the Soviets felt that they had no opportun ity of ’ reducing the effectivemi ess of this “imivum lnerabl e ”
force , it would still make sense for them to continue to pursue methods of reducim ig tIme
effectiveness of the ICBM and bomber forces. In the case of a war, any significant reduction in this
effectiveness will ease the Soviets ’ problems mi recovery . Further , if they should successf umlly
counter both of these f ’orces, then they probably have good reasomi to believe th at after a Soviet
counterforce strike , the US President would most likely sue for peace while still wit ltho lding the
SLBM force.
However, how abso lumte is the inv ininerabi lity of the Polaris/Poseidon force? As in the case of
Minuteman and the bombers, there are technolog ies developed by the United States which if
deployed by the Soviets could hav e a very substantial impact upon the suirvivabi hity of the Polaris
force. In this case, however , the situnation is different froni that of time missile and bomber forces.
We hav e no evidence that the Soviets have with much success pursued convemitiomial ASW
technology , the detection of submnarines by acoustic techni ques. T h e Soviets may have recog nuied
that the successfu l US efforts in producin g quiet submarines have made convem itiona l ASW very
difficult for them. In any case , they appear to have taken a different approach. For instance. imi a
1965 Morsko ,i’ Sbor nik (Nautical Miscellany ) article. A. L. Prostakov wrote th at:
These and certain other shortcomings lead to the conclusion of the desirabilit y of ’
creating means of submarine detection based on nonacoustic principles.
The objective prer equn isites for this are !‘oumnd imi the physical fields of the submarine .
which make it possible to design various imist rummènts reacting to one or another of th ese
fields, no
Prostakov goes on to discuss , using unnamiied foreign references as illustrations , a num mber of
nonacoustic ASW techniques involving radars magnametr i c devices, gas anal yzers . infra red
detectors , television and visual devices , and lasers. Since this discussiomi appears in an umnc lassif ied
paper. one may feel that the Soviets have shown these tech niques to he poor. However. tlmere is a
large number of articles of this type in the Soviet open literature—an indication that the Soviets
may be pursuing nonacoustic ASW techniques vigorously , Admiral Gorshkov ’s December 1 974
Morskoy Sbornik article on naval developments may be re ferring to thmese techniqunes.
On the basis of the latest advances of science . technology , amid produnctiom i . the mission to
repulse and disarm that (SSBN) threat was accomplished successfu nlly. ’ m
While this statement will he regarded by most Western observers as a comisiderab le
exaggeration , it nevertheless suggests that Soviet Navy policy is to pursue t h e development of new
ASW techniques to reduce the threat of t h e US SSBN forces.
Such a view is consistent with the high level of oceanographic research in the Soviet
Union—much greater than in t h e United States—and in the many open literatumre technical
publications that concern nonacoustic phenomena that have ASW implications.
There could he significant technological suirprises in th is area. We do riot know that it will
happen . but we have opened ourselves to the possibility. However , even if the Soviets do not
succeed in finding a method of counterin g th e Polaris fo rce in this f ’ashm ion. they have other options.
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As I indicated , the alert force consists of about 25 boats. These boats have beemi carefully
monitored with respect to their exit and entry into their bases by Soviet intelligence trawlers t’or
niany years. It does not take a large am otmnt of imaginatiomi to conceive of a variety of ways imi
which this small number of vitally iniportant f ’acilities could be either sabotaged or tagged by a
determined foe. It is hard to believe that this possibility h as not entered into Soviet consideration.
What are the US defense establishment ’s attitudes relative to the health of the SLBM force? In
this particular case , a very valuable improvement is being plami mied. The Tridemit I missile , the C-4
missile, is in development. Th1is missile cami be deployed both on the miew Trident submarine as well
as aboard the Poseidon subnnarine. The range of ’ this mnissile is comparable to that ot ’ an ICBM , and
the operating sea-space which it will allow the boats to occupy may be increased by as munch as an
order of magn itu mde over th at of the Poseidon force, One would expect then that ami y broad-area
search threat woumid be very signitlcantly reduced by the deployment of such a force,
On the other hand , at the sam e time , the Trident submarine has been designed and is being
built. This behemoth of a boat is so expem ’msive that the Navy was forced to put 24 missiles aboard
rather than the previous 16 in order to keep the cost per missile aniywh iere reasonable. thum s
reducing the potential number of boats for a given mi u mber of missiles. While th is boat is expected
to be very quiet. the large size is bound to make other possible observahles larger than the present
force. Further , in the Moscow proposals . t h e United States not only intends to h iniit the testimi g of
ICBMs , but the testing of SLBMs, The very considerable gain dume to the expected deployment of
the C-4 missile could be significantly delayed by this procedure if that missile gets imito soni c kimid
of testing trouble. The design of the missile is a very considerable technological advance over
present missile systems: and when such a jummp is planned. trounb ies cami also be expected. .troubles
that could be difficult to fix with a testing limit.
.

*

*

*

Most of the above commemits comicern decisions of the present Admiiinistration , bun t a detailed
examination of the decisions of the last eight years leads me to the sani e general conclusions
concerning the attitudes of the Nixon and Ford admnimiistratiomis . the Services amid the operatim ig
commands— a complacency about the detailed health of t h e forces contrasted with a largely
undirected worry about Soviet force levels.
To summarize , the Soviets hav e pursued over recent years a fairly consistent policy of a broad
buildup of military forces designed f ’or most possible comiti ngencies including that of a central
numc lear war. The potential of success in their moves is beyond anything that would have been
expected in the mid- I 960s , and the continuing US defense attit umdcs give little promise of reversing
that trend.

*

*

*

The one phenomenon apparent in the US society wh ich might reverse the trend is the largely
undirected but real uneasiness on the part of the Americani pumb lic and much of the US Congress
relative to the Soviet massive military buildup of recent years. Whether this phenomenomi does
reverse present tendencies is probably greatly dependent upoii Soviet actions. The Soviet Union has
acted in a fashion which would head one to believe that they view the decreasing effectiveness of
US military forces as an irreversible phenomenon. Relative to the expansion of their forces . th mev
seem to hav e shown little restraint for the sake of influencing US opinion. On time oth er h and.
Soviet experts in US politics , such as Mr. Arbatov , shiow a very clear understandimig of how to
manipulate information in order to play to our prejudices.
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In the past , the Soviet Union has had a conflict of interest relative to the p u nhl icitv concerning
their military forces. On the one hand , it was important to them to impress both the United States
and the rest of the world with their military strength. On the oth er hand , there shoum ld have been a
natural desire not to exaggerate US reactions. Soviet force levels are such miow, and the world’s
perception of those levels are such that it would appear that the first puirpose has been largely
accomplished. Under these circumstances , one may not be able to plan on the Soviet Union always
saving us from our own folly. It is clear , as I indicated before , that most of the important military
improvements in the strategic area can be made with Soviet t ’orces of the present size. Man
improvements can consist of detailed technological chaniges which can be either hidden or obscunred
from Western intelligence collectors. Under these circumstances if the Soviets choose to play to oim r
public opinion the dangerous trends , which I believe I have described here , cani cor mtinume.
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Panel 1

Negotiati ons , Limitations
and the Prospects for
Enduring Stabilit y :
Three Sets of Criteria for
Arms Control Negotiations

Honorable Fred C. Ikie

Arm s control agreements are an attempt between adversaries to cooperate on issues both
cemitral to their conflict and vital for their survival . Therefore , arms control agreements are subject
to strains and stresses more than any other kind of agreement. They Imave to be judged by thre e
different sets of criteria: ( 1) the extent to which th eir terms contribute to our arms control
objectives , (2 ) their effect on the adversary relationship (Which side gains?), and (3) how large the
risks of non-compliance or abrogation by the adversary.
The Soviets regard each of these sets of criteria differently. On thie first one (the “arms
control objective ”), they tend to stress politi cal and propaganda implications niore than we do. The
second set (Which side gains , which side loses?) is probably of overriding importance to th em , far
more important thian thie qume stion of whether the agreement is good arms control. The third set
( problems of ’ no mm conip li anc e) , we must assume , the Soviets view entirely differently than we.
Arms Control Aspect s
-- Does the agreemen t result in “good arms control?” Thie answer to this que stion. of course.
depenids on one ’s arm s contro l objectives.
—The th reshold test ban was criticized (for example , by the Arms Control Associatiomi and the
FAS) for being “bad arms control” : formally sanctioning testing up to a high yield amid
making seem less urgent a comprehensive test ban. Some also expressed comicermi th at the
th reshold test bami would strengt h en the objections to a comprehensive test ban by focusing
on the veri fication problems. (Or to pun t it less clmaritab lv: The TTB was objected to because
its inner logic makes it clear th at a CTB can be verified down to a certain threshold onl y - )
--SALT has been criticized for ( I ) too high ceilings (V lad ivostoc k) . (2) stimulating thie arms
competition because of the need for “bargain ing chips , ” (3) not solving thie vu ilnerahi litv of
the Minuteman. A more detailed point of criticism relates to the l ’act that , for historic and
veri fication reasons, SALT locked in n omi delivery vehicles rat h er tham i thr owwe igh it , wh ereas
for stability reasons one would want man y small launc h ers, President Carter ’s comprehenisive
SALT proposal is an attenipt to obtain more in behalf of arms control objectives ,
Effect

on U.S.-Soviet

Adversary Rel ationship

-Understandably, the most tenacioums bargaining takes place about th ose terms wh ere we
woum ld stand to gaimi what time Soviets would lose: “zero-sum ” issues directly re levant to our
advers ary relations imip . Backfire versus crunis e missiles is an example.
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—Almost every arms control agreemnent is scrutinized fromii this po im it of view. T u e Interim
SALT Agreement has been criticized for conceding to time Russi ans larger number of
ni issiles.
— Looking at the historic trend , tite United States has (hone poorl y on t h e adver sar ~
dimension. The bem ichmark for an acceptable or “fair ” deal has constantly eroded in t h e
Soviet Direction. In the 1950’s . we rejected nuclear arms limitations unless coump led w it h a
reduction of Soviet conventional superiority. In the early 1960’ s. we expected the Soviets
would not try to catch up in strategic arms amid proposed a t ’reeze that woun ld Imave pr eserved
some of our advantage. And t h e same was the case with our proposal ont fissio n ab le
materials. 1mm 1968-69 , we at last accepted parity levels as the price for SALT: hut then in
1972 we found it necessary to settle for imiferior levels, and some of th is imiferiorit v h as simmce
been carried over into Vladivostock (time heavy missile limit: zero for uns. some 300 for
thiem ) . A troumblesome qumestiomi is whether a key ’ objective of the Rumssiamis in arms control
negotiations is to promote and accelerate this erosion of the bench mark as to au “equmitab l e ”
deal .

Noncompliance and Abrogation
—For thu s set of criteria, US and Soviet comicerns are entirel y asymmetric (in contrast to the
preceding set). Soviet negotiators often try to trade concessions on th ese asymmetric issues
to improv e term s afl ’ect imig the zero-sum m issues. Th at is to say . timey try ’ to obtain muiore
favorable arms limits tham i we “in exchange ” for making th ese limits verifiable. By and large.
we huave resisted paying for verification by granting the Russians larger numm b ers in this or
that weapons category.
—

It oumgli t to be the US objective to make arm s control agreen iemuts under which US security
would not be jeopardized in a major way if they ’ were violated (withi timel y US response) or
abrogated. In particular , the violation niumst miot become “fatal ” before we h ave tinu e to
respond.

—-The effort of keeping agreements viable (maimita imii n g Soviet con ip liamice ) is a continuing
task. consisting ol ’ five elements:
( 1) Specifically in the terms of the agreeni emit so that verification can produce “ es ” or
“no ” answers. (We always emicount er an unphi ll figh t in n seeking such specific it ~-’ . hut it is
essential for veri fication to fumnctiom i properly. )
(2) The capability
deception.

to verify, even if--or rathier . particularly

if—the

Russiam ’ms use

(3) The political determination to reach a verdict it ’ t h e technical readings indicate a
violation. It is for this step that specific treaty language becomes so important: to ime lp us
resolve whet h er or not we are confromuted wit h a clear case of violation.
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(4) T h e political determination (if the violation is serioums and nuot corrected) to abrogate
part or all of the arms control agreement. We might also abrogate oilier agreements—an
act warranted unnder internatiomial law as a form of “retortion. ”
(5) The ecomiomic- indums trial mobi h izatiomi capability to win a new arms race with t h e
Runssians.
—The more convincing this fivefold linkage , the more likely will violations he deterred. This
points out the importance of our industrial mobilization capability as thue ’ ultimate enforcer
of all arms conitroh agreememuts. Yet, this capability is a badl y neglected aspect 0!’ our defense
posture.
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Panel 2
Toward
Regional
Stability

An examination of regional power relationships amid the US role in key regions of t h e world.
An assessment of current US conventional forces , the maritime balance , international security
assistance pro~ ’ams, arms proliferation imp lications and the impact of the h uman rights issue on
the US role in these relationships. An analysis of US interests in Europe . the Middle East and the
Western Pacifi c as they relate to one another and to US-Soviet relatiom is , and the potential for new
regional policy initiatives.
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Panel 2
Toward

Regional Stabilit y
Chairman ’ s Plenary

Session Summary

Dr. William W. Whitson

I though t I would try to summarize a very wide ramug inug discussiomi oh ’ cabbages and kinugs by
hig hlighting what Herman Kah n suggested we call the ~~~ nuggets in the dross.
Omie of the biggest problems we encounutered in the pamuel on regional stability was the
definition of the term stability. That problem of definition unfortunately was left to emerge
indirectly rather thamu to enuerge fromn a very clear discussion of that su bject. For a time we talked
about outcomes to regional situations as the proper way to assess both a situation in any given
region amid our appropriate role therein , Stability was niot accepted as a pern iamuemut status qumo , but a
continuing process of change whose outcomes could be favorable or unmifavor ab le to the United
States. We finally generally agreed that what we really were comicermied with was a continued role
for the United States—a vital , if not a decisive , role m u the process of ’ chanige to secure outcomes
favorable to the United States.
mu assessin g our desired role . one central theme which I think muu ay have affected all panels , but
certainly was a ghost hiding behind some of our discussion , was the two schools of th ough t
concerning the motives by which to define that role. One group, both last year—amid I will not say
the group was that clearly defined this year , ~‘hich niay be a mark of either nuat urity or greater
confusion , amid possibly both—but one group argued that in 1945 we h a d a monopoly of power . ~~
were the world’s greatest power , we had enormous inf luemuce , and we frittered it away, gave it
away, bargained it away, and today we lack influence , stand essentially vulmuerable . amid tal k about
parity. We no longer talk about massive retaliation. We have lost all of ’ the concepts that reflected
an aggressive , powerfu l state , amid we must somehow recapture that.
I am not saying that amuyone on our panel said this , but there is th at kimid of a set of premnis es
standing behind some of the comicepts of proposed actions and perceptions of the current situation
of where we should go. Imi a sense this school of th ough t reflects a perceptiom i of the past th at
fosters the notion that we really should try to recapture a bipolar world. th at a zero -sumni game is
something youm can plami against , that you can evaluate the status quo , and that while you cannot
retumrn to that unchallenged power position , somehow youm cant recapture the essenitials of the
superpower game while others become secomudamy . Hawks , onie migh t say . tall in this category.
The other view is, yes, we were powerfu l in 1945. We didni ’t fritter away power: we
transferred it. We really had no other way to go. We could not become nuore muiomiopo h ist ic : we

NOi l Dr . Wh itson delivered the Panel II plenary summary in lieu of Mr. Blechman , pa nch
una ble to attend ,
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couldn ’t rule the whole world. That wasn ’t ounr style. We did it . in sonic cases . thoughtfull y . im u
other cases unm iwise ly : bunt m u nuami y cases we fostered t h e creationu of a hunidred political un mt s in t h e
world and ho u mght time for them to experiment with their own sty l e interna lly and ex t er ii ahl ~ In
effect we helped create the kind of society that I th u im uk Herman Ka h inu was discus simug earlier that is.
one wh ich is a global society , a global con umunit y. whic h in tact poses ni iam u ~ obstac les today to
American attempts to infiunenuce situations.
-

In effect we wondered , givem u thue obstacles amid opportunities prescmited by the m ew
emiviron ments in various regions amid globally. hmow does the l,i nited States continue to intlunenice
those regions? If you would follow thue logic of time doses as I just described it . their argu nm etu t
migh t be: We do so by attempting to create strong reg ional systems. That is. stah ~~ ty muia y be
defim u ed as a process withimu each regional sy stem whereby thie ir problems. whether created
internally or impose d on them by the sunperpower and extermia l imu itiatives. may be largely resolved
by th eir own efforts amid decreasing ly by thie invo lveniem i t of ’ the superpowers .
That is a postulate. I am muot suiggesting thuat was a consemus ums or thuat everv omm e was arguing this
is what we should be doing. The pr imiue qumestion reniaimued : h o w does the United States imi t luen ce
t h e evolution of these reg ional systems m u sonic way to accord wit h Anu eri ean imi t er e sts ’~
We noted. on t u e one ham id , the existem ice of new obstacles created by thw new world
emivironi nient , and, on t h e other hand , old perceptual t ’ixations , An iiomug the new obstacles discussed
were the imucreased dif ’fusi3n and availability of very sophisticated weapomis. mio ne of which ~ ere
available to major powers , not to nuemutiomi niinor powers . in 1945 : t h e diffusmon of econoni ic
power : amid the phemionuenon of reso umrce shortages (discussed by Dr. Jordan m u his Panel 3
summary).
Finally , the fact of economic interdepemudemuce hias made all of thuese things constraim i Aimmerican
imu itiatives. We could mian ue manuy others : multilateral dip lomacy. mi ium lti muat i on al corpora t iomus. and
the way power in all of its varied forms h a s moved away t’rom central control. All of thiese t’actors
niake it very dif lm cum lt to take strong initiatives.
The fixations were somewhat a product of a lag iii perception of ch anged world enviro nnuent
omi the part of t h e United States. The panel ’s consensums was that we hua ve ami excessive !ixationi omi
Eumrope ami d the central front: that this , while very valid for the I 940s. the I 950s. amid perhaps some
of the l960s , h as been overdrawn imi all the services amid in our p lamum u imig in the State D epartm ui enu t :
and that somehow we must shift (and I will go into that in a moment ) to a different geographic
focus by which foreign defense policy shoun ld be driven.
Another fixation was our comitimuued preoccu ipationus with military balances . particumlar ly
hardware , and with net assessnuent , in a senuse of hardware assessment rather thu amu doctrinal
assessment, Andrew Marshall enlig htened us very well with his eff ’orts to assess doctri mue amid
doctrinal differences rather than dit ’ferences in hu ardware .
There is now a qun estion of Ameri camu will. I think Hermani Kahn ’s portra yal of a mood m u
Comugress is that it is shifting. Also , t h e sanue shift of moods is occumrri ng amomig yoummug people
today. Those of ’ you who teach have encountered some of this—that the generation of the I 960s
timat was rebe llioums and antiestablishmemi t , h a s niioved into other places: bunt t h e younuger gemieratiom u
is remarkably aggrt ~ssive , with one differe mice - - th ey domi ’t want ums to be aggressive in the muame of
doing good for the world hut to , in e ffect , eschew hypoc risy. They believe youm should do what you
do because you want to do it : because youn are powerfu l emioug h to do it. So there is somn e dounht
about the notiom i th at Anuerican will is lagginug amid is no longer presemit.
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Given these obstacles to action , a few opportunities did present themselves . One wh ich
frankly simrprised mne — becauise I thin k there is a general te mudem icy to say that n m i li tar v power hmas lest
its appeal , its imuuage , pa rticumlar ly nuclear military power --was An u encanm m i litary power. 1 her e was
gemueral agreement that Ame ricamu muii h itary power still retains stroiu g residual s~ mi ih oh ic intluemice imi
all three of ’ the regiom us that we considered: Europe . thu e N-I idd he Fast , and North e ast Asia. These
local regional perceptions of the political utility of Anuericam i militar y p ower nii ghit he quite
divergent—that is , m u omue reg ion muaval power nni glit be t h e form of power t lmat v~as pc rcei ~ ed t o be
most iniiportant , or air power perhaps imu anuot hu er region , or thue presence of Airn erican gr ound troops
in a third. Nevert h eless , thue sy miubo lic significance of Ami ierica n mi mih itarv ~~~~~ h as n ot bee n
uham uuaged as munch as perhaps the popular mood woun ld lead omue to believe.
Americam i tech nology represemuts an enormous opport un it ~ It is part and parcel of a th ird
factor , which is the tre miu ~ mudous aniount of residuna l good will th at America has despite ~th at one
might believe from detractors. Certaimuly . Anierica n will is not somuuethiimug we can trade omi tore ve r to
overcome outr mistakes wit h . But Anue rica mu tecluno logy is the key to paradise iii t h e eye s of nuan y
less developed coumntries amid certaimil y muuany e he developed coumitries . bot h as a fact and as a
symiubol.
-

—

Finally, thue appeal of the American way of life presents amuothuer opport imm u ity to intl ue muce
people. This camu be overdrawn. Nevertheless , thu e Statue of Liberty is not ju st. in the ey es of many
people , a comucrete nuonument. The primucipal dile mu ima for ounr pamiel was , after 30 years of deep
involvement in one bipolar system , a system whic h obviously h as heeiu chia m igim u g tr emem u dously ari d
time starting date is anuyone ’s gumess: 1962 , 1 949 . t h e nm i d -l 9 50s — thme dift ’icu lty of kmiowitug q u i t e
when thesis created antithesis amid thue synthesis really bega n to reemerge . But the questio nu is: 1-low
can we attain a new flexibility? How camu we attain a muew flexibility to hue lp reg io mu s he l p t h e m selves
witho um t at the sanie tin ie fostering an iniage either of t h e Anuerica nu “bumgout ” or destroyi n g a n old
alliam uce system which obviously is imu process? In t h e searchu for flexibility, certainu alh iam uces amid old
commitments are going to have to be foresworn . Even goimug to t h e image of a Fortress -\miieric a
the qunestion is: How can a new systenu iii e ffect be attaimied wit h out creating th ese images amid
paying the costs that go with them?
THE REGIONS:

MIDDLE EAST , EUROPE . NORTHEAST ASIA

1mm the Middle East the fi rst timing we discussed was the miotion that after 30 years of focus oni
Europe , it is the Middle East amid the stability of th at region (nonv iolemm t cimam ige in social , political.
and econoniic forces amid mi a system of commt lict reso lution ) tha t are most inmportan t I’or the future
of US policy worldwide beca imse the Middle East hias sumch emu ornuous leverage. pr imuuari ly. th rough
the arteries of oil , on the other two regions—on Japan and the stability in Northeast Asia , amid on
stability in Europe itself. We could debate th is, of counrse . but the im-npact of tIn e 1973 war omu less
developed countries , on foreigmi exchange hold inu gs. omu treasuries , oni econom ic deve lopmemit p lamis.
amid on expectatiomus of the funtunre was qumite shu ockinug for m n i h itary planmuers as well as ecomuo muu ic
planners.
Uaving said that , we thmemu asked: What role have we played in t h e region? I thim ik it is strikimig.
and we all were patting ourselves amid p lamuners on the back aboumt thu s, that m u spite of a history ( -it
really benign (if not malign) neglect in the Middle East , ounr imufluemuce th ere today is don u iniant. It is
probably ill deserved , considering thue amoum it of ’ attention given m u time past. Bunt thue feel ing was
that the American role--not just milita ry bu it thu e general political inuage of ’ fine United States is
critical to both adversaries , to both sides in t u e Middle Fast. Yet several people commented th at .
“Remember , thu s canu be a very transient phenomenuon. Th ings earn niove very rapidly im i thue Middle
East. ” So for a nioment we emujoy rem uiarkab le leverage . influmence . and status. There is a pr onm isc
that somehow America n ’s will h el p bring it off, Yet th iat coum ld chianige rapidly.
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The next question we addressed was: How about the role of American military power? This
also sunrprised me. I anm not a Middle East specialist. Beimig a China specialist . I am somewhat
du bious abo unt area specialists amuyway . But I seemuied to hear over amid over the notio nu thmat Arabs.
and certainl y Israelis amid appare mutly ammyone else invo lveuh in t h e region , have a profo u nd respect
t’or Ameri canu military power, actual power as well as arm s sales. One could umnderstand . give n thie
dollar vo lumme of arm s sales to the region, that they had better h ave sonue respect for th ose weapom is
hecaunse that is pr inuarihy what they are using against one amiothuer. Nevertheless , hooking for tim e
originus ot ’ this perceptiomi , we talked about techino logy. both i military and commercial , t hat these
military things , these weapons , as well as the Anuerican facility for rapidly dep loyimug these
weapomus . amid h ere we emphasized especially the aircra ft carrier , naval and air power , appa rently
synubo lize a great deal to Arab leaders if not Israeli leaders. This visible evidemuce of A~uieric an
power was terribl y important to stability in the region: it provided and does provide a certain base
upon which leaders can make calcuhations- --just the sheer presence of American mnih ita ry power .
What were the regional problems , themu , that we identified? Severa l are very important. One of
the miiost importamu t , givem u the importam uce of Am ericamu presence , was what was generall y believed
to be a tragic niistake th at has occurred imi oumr relatiomis wit h Tu irk ey, thmat a ver ~ important
com u iponuenut of Amimericamu presemuce obviously consists of ’ tlue bases amid t h e imite ih ige muc e collection
facilities in Turkey. Wh at h a s happened in the bilateral relatiom u sh ip betweem u the United States amid
Turkey niay huave a profound spinoff , a direct consequem utial imuipact on our ability to imi tlueniee the
whole Middle East regiomu . So we strong ly urge Mr. Carter and t h e US Comugress to do soniethi n g
about that.
The other question was the problem of continued US relations with Israe l. How long and in
what way can a gumarantee of a miew system be provided? Sonic of youm are familiar withu t h e niotion
that we homeport some airc raft carriers in Haifa . Th ere are other recommendat ions. I know some
members of the panel took that notion only with a grain of ’ sal t amid were very opposed to it.
Another reconume mudation was statiom u ing aircra ft carriers iii t h e Persian Gum li amid in time
western Indi an Ocean. (Barry Blechman has written a good deal about this. ) In any case. gi~ en time
importance of Americami miaval power amid the genueral inuportance of Anmericami militar y power,
resources might well be shifted fro m omue region . or both Northeast Asia and 1-uro pe , imuto the
Middle East area beca um se of t h e overriding inupo rtamice of th is regiomu amid of Ame rica mm comitin u ned
inuf luemuce in that region because of its impact omu oth er regiomis.
We then nmoved to Europe and Northeast Asia. For my part amid I miiust sa~ I ammu h ere
editorializing a little I was fascinated. I didn i ’t kmmow that there h a s been miiuc hu done omu this
sumbjec t . bun t I was fascinuated by thu e shared problems of (hue two flanking reg iomis. th ose t ’lamikinig the
Eurasiami lan h nmass. We didn ’t really h ave tinue to go into thu e eompar isomus between t h e two regiomua l
systenus. I happen to belong to a sch ool in China -watch mi ng thuat believes China is still a regional
systenu , that they have the illusiomi of central gover nnu ent . hun t th ere is a great deal of central
regiomua l tension at work today in Chimma. I wou ml d say they are further alon g (hue track of au imperial
central system thuan Europe may be. Tlmis , of course, is one of the questions thuat we addressed :
How soon can we expect a United States of Europe ? Th e gem -meral teelimug was we are furthuer fromui
thmat goal th iamu we were I 0 years ago by virtue of such thimmgs as pressure froni thue Middle l ast and
the linkage between that reg ion and fears iii Europe oh ’ econo mmc weakness.
-

Indeed , I thmink tIm e central point on whuic h we all agreed was t h a t the Europeanu systenu . to the
extent that it has depemide d on strong governmmmments , is now very frail . so frail th at we ca imnot expect
initiatives fronu Europe ami go~crnnu ent s to recover economically or to recover politically fronuu time
da mim age s of the earls seventies. Therefore , t h e E unropeam is are expecting sonic lead ershmip from t Ime
Um uited States . sommie reassurances. 1mm thmis rega rd . it was sumggested th at at tiu e very tin ie time
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h-l u rope aims wa n ut this kim n d of reassuram u ce , th ey are not gettinug it. Instead they are beinug criticized
f or t h e o n e p~tnacea to their pro b lemm is that Eh e ~ though t was 1mm the offing mun c lear energy. Time
Adm inistratiomu ns miot at all enco unrag imig omu that.
Indeed. an ot lmer sol tnt ioni . i t niot a panacea . at least a temporary hold ing action that Europeans
felt would humy th emmi somuie time to resolve their own pro blems . was detente. h ere again thmey are not
heinug rcas sur euh h~ t he sunperpower relations h ip. So th eme is a great deal of sti spic n omu anionig
I urop ean co~ ernn men ts amid leaders about Anierica nu style amid American direction. Aga mmu we conic
to t he problem . -\re we in effect attem u ptin g to creat e a mnore flexible responuse capahi h ity while
sacri ficimig prematurely , at a time when Europe need s some strong reassurances , the faith th at
E uropea nu leaders h ave h a d mi t h e past im u thue American presence ?
That bro ugh t us to the role of American militar y power. I here our preoccu P ation with time
cem ntra l trom i t was stresseul repeatedl Y in our discussi on of Europe . th at in fact the sources of
ins ta bil it ~ iii time Eunrop eam i s~ ste mim and of p () li t i c ~ ! amid econom muic weakness are munch greater on t h e
fl am mk s than in time center . Ger m a n y is t h e stro ’ igest eco nomic power mm u Europ e . and indeed , if oun
examine t h e situation. the str omige ~t militar y power , amid thuere fore a source of grave concern to the
Soviet Umui omi.
There was general conisemisum s that ~ mer ica mu n -ni litar y presemice is still a sahiemi t sigmi al of
American will amm d American comm itn m t ’ ,it . Having said that , then. I found we had a lascimiati mug
discussiomi of the gap between the perceived capabilit y of American nuil mtar v power at -md actual
power , th i at is. hetweemu perceived NATO miii lita r v power and its realit y. There was gemueral
co nsensus th at that gap is widenimug. muot nuarrowing. despite thue deployments of our tactical muu cle ar
weapomus and o u r theater nuclear weapomis. amid very lim um ited likeh ihoo ul that th ey would ever he use d
e ffecti v e lv or ot luerwise. Also recogm uized v. as the snarl of the co mm m i and and eommun u ie ation s
s\ stein a nul t h e lack of ’ NATO standardi z ation of equn ipn iem it. Jo hu mi Lehniam m ga\ e uns. I t ’ound . a
fasciniatimug t’actua l portrayal of th is situatiomi which ounrt e e l iniici an s umide rstand very well and whic h
nmost of us agreed politician -m s in Europe either do not un d ers t am i d or do not want to pay attentiomu
to heca umse to rec ti f ’v t h e situation would he too costly ecom iomuuica ily amid p ohi t ica ll ~
-

(;iven thu s gap. there was a feel mmug th at all we mueed is sonic mimuor sh ock to the 1-uropeam u
sonic oth er crisis wh ich would suddenl y
dramatize how ineffect umat th is very expemisiv e NATO system has become: given sucim a shock, tra il
gov ermum n enuts would have great d ifticum ltv in exp laining eit h er their blindness or their refusal to do
somn ething ahouit this. In th u s regard. omie suiggested option wa s that at curre iut costs a great deal can
be clone to r ati on ali ,e the sy st em in Europe amid make that militar y presenc e much miiore credible.
sv stenm m . not even a \ uL ’osia v succe ssiomi crisis , bunt

-

F in ua ll v we shifted to Nort hu east Asia where I thi m ik the American role there is clearly as it is in
I umrope: a h ostage role. Thue ef ’t ’orts of the (‘arter Admi u im ii strat iomu are to som mu ehm o ~ with draw emioughu
t h e U nited States in war
force . enoughi inuvolvenment to prec ltmd e au aumto mu iatic imu volvemumem ut
shoum ld one occumr in Korea or elsewhere , hunt particularly m m Korea. The problems. tlmen. real1~ ha ~ e
to do with the impac t of withdrawal - tim -nimug of’ withdrawal : h o w much force is symmu h oh ica ll v
nuecessary to assure Asianus thmat we are still inuvolved? This was t h e nature of the discu ssnom i.
‘.

It t ’ina hl y cani e down to time questiom i : Wh at is t h e natu nre of a systenu that we would leave thmat
would still behave oum t of im itra regiomual immterests in suclu a way as to assumre our own imuterests ~ omil d
he protected’ ? At thue core of th is was thue fate of t h e PRC and its relations h ip to Japan.
I think tim e genera l fe eli mmg was that in order to preserv e globall y a triangular relations h ip, to
keep the Soviets at bay , amid to keep t h e Nort lueast Asia regional system operatimug . time central
go vernmnemm t of (‘ii m a nm ust remmia in strong amid independent. h low mumuch u closer it mi u igh it be to Japan
remained a question mark and one that is worthy of considerab le study and debate.
45
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Let me comuc lude wit h the muotio iu thuat 1 thimuk while the panel did muot offe r this conch uns ion i . a
major revo lum tiom u has occurred since 1945 im i the focus geographically amid functionally of American
imut erests amid its apph icatiomis of power. This is very difficult to di gest onu oum r organizatiommal sy s t e m .
our planning systemui . Geograp hically t h e focus shifted to time Middle l-’.ast . w hich uh rive s a great
many of’ t h e p erceptions amid outconuies of events elsewhere, Funuctio n ah ly. the sh ift has occurred
fromuu muiih itary power , whuich remaimus symuubo h ic ally very important hut very diff i cu nht to use , to
economic power.
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Panel 2
Toward
Regional Stability

Rapporteur ’s
Report

COL Daniel K. Malone , USA
INTRODUCTION

Panel 11 examined US roles ami d interests in -i each of three regions: Euorp e. the Middle East ,
and Northeast Asia. The purp ose of the discussions was to air conclusions and reconimendatiom u s to
assist national security policy fo rmulation. The purpose of this report is to record those
conclusions alomug with the consensuses or polenuics supportive of them or prevenuting an agreed
position.
Specifi c trains of collective though t of the diverse group of panuelists were difficult to capture
intact. However , the threads of logic do coalesce somewhuat holograph mica lly into substantive
thoug hts possessing a synergy of their own which migh t be missed from a single pam ue list ’s
perspective. It is hoped the essenc e of arg unient is accurately reflected , especially wherein time sammue
or similar facts were variousl y interp reted by seve ra l panelists.
The panel proceeded from a general session to which additional regio nual issues com cen u imug thu e
North Cape , the Persian Gulf , amid the Indiami Ocean were appended , to discussions of specifics. T h e
additional regions were discussed again in their interrelationsh ip to the three regions on the agenda
discussed in order—Northeast Asia , Europe , and the Middle East.

THE GENERAL DISCUSSION
The panel met the problem that a given US action could simultam ieous l y serv e divergent
purposes when considered in the global sense omu the one hand and in tu e regional sense on the
other—not necessarily simultaneously beneficial in each sense. This divergence was supported by
the thnmst of the two papers submitted as the basis for panel discussion. The Kemp-U llmuuam u paper
tested the global situation , with US-USSR strateg ic parity accepted as a reality , against US force
flexibility in regions n-made signuificant by US-USSR global strategic objectives. Th e regions iii
question were North Cape and the Persian Gulf. Mr. Bhechma n ’s paper . on the other hand ,
examined each region in its own terms.
The genera l discussio mus. ranging across both global amid regional contexts , muevertheless pivoted
on the quest iom is. “What are the US intere sts?” “What is thue US role in the world of thue h9 70s amid
the I 980s?” “What is , in fact , the stabil ity which seemed taken as an a priori accepted objective of
US policy? ”
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Articulating US interests proved difficult. Those 0mm wh ich thue pam uel counhd agree waxed too
broadly. Those too specific coum ld be dismm ii ssed in passi img as timmie senusitive. A general US objective
enuerged ot ’ keepimu g open our sources of raw nuaterials . keep inug access to our ni arket ~. a nd keepimig
oth er niatiom is in-i oumn’ camp by comui bim ied military , political . ecomuo mumic. amid psychological limies of
e ffort. One specit ’ic objective survived umiucom utested : to keep oil flowimig at thue lowest possible price.
Tu e discussion , m-no\ ing over a variety of genuera l issunes amid t h e two additio nual regiomi s. Nort lm Cape
and the Persian Gulf , contim uued to reflect tlue divergent vectors of regiomua l am -md global signmt ’icamuce
of simmg le actions.
Some contended that battles in a US-USSR conuf h ict could not occur as indep emmdent
emigageniemuts in North Cape and t h e Persian -i Gulf as allowed iii the Kemp ~Uhl n u ami paper. bu nt omul y as
part of a general , global strategic war. The conte mutiomu did not miegate the sigm mil ’icammce of US actiomus
in bothu areas imi a regiomial sense , hu owever , as propositiomis the value of armmus tramusters to ti -me
regions. amud reassigmument of carriers from the Pacific to t h e Mediterramieamu amid to the Iiu diamm Ocean
were nuiade. The carrier re d eployments evoked far from umna m iimous acceptance. thoun gh arm s
transfers , inclu n ding those to Iranu seenied to receive acceptamuce bothu iii the re gio nual sense amid mm time
geopolitical strateg ic sense com mte mp lati n g superpower war an-md its deterrence.
Three specific tremuds in US ability to imitervene m u reg iom mal dispuntes whuereimu US imuterests or. as
some prefe rred to phirase it, to secunre outcomn es favori mug US imuterests . were noted amid genuera h ly
a~ ’eed unponu . First , it was gemiera hly agreed that US capability for projectimug militar y power
regiomia hly has lessemued. Seconud . a correspomudin g rise iii reg iom al capability to resist ouir imuterventi emi
caumse d by thu e dift ’utsiomu of arms to t h e Th ird World where the Soviet Um u iomi is or can deploy , or
where higher technology weapons already are deployed , raises the power threshold to make
military intervemution possible. A third tremud discussed was th at dec linimug base rights amid
diminishing access to facilities we woumid require to sumpport force dep loynmem ut further restricts US
freedom of action in projecting muuihi ta r y fo rce in-ito areas in which -i the Um u ited States migh t wish to
intervemue.
A corollary to thue latter is time com u inmit m em it . oftemu by treaty , of US forces to . for exa muu ple.
NATO . amid the restriction omu th eir use . redeploymmient , or withdrawal , sluou tl d, as in 1973 . local
regional interests muot coincide with ounr owmu objectives of imiterventiomu. arms tramusfers. or othuer
support m m another region. Raising time issue of cont licti nm g interests initroduced the second il-major
questio nu . “What shi ould be the US role 1mm t Ime world of the I 970s amid 1 980s?” Two sch ools of
tho inglut subsequnently were articumlated.
T h e first line of’ reasom uimug was th at t h e United States. emiierg imug time ummic h ia hhu ’mugeuh po~ er im u t h e
world following World War Ii , has frittered away its power and shoun id restore a bipolar status qumo.
The seconud sch ool held , contrariwise , that time United States , by time Marshall Pl amn amid a series of
nm ih ita r y . ecomionmic , political , amid diplomatic actiomis , boug lm t ti mmme for region al s stenm s to develop
and sh ould muow let these system ums resolve thueir ownu problems , be they imuterna lly or extermua ll v
generated. While neither model was formally adopted , tim e flow of sLmh sidiary questiomus umnuderscored
their overpowerim ug fundanienta h ity : Shuould thu e United States mmiaim mtaimi aim inutervemutionu capahi h ity
at all? Are imuterests other th an in NATO suff ’ici ent ly vital to be fought h ’or , or if so , coun ld they he
foungh t for? At what poin t if ’ any, sh ould time United States immterve n e wh en a Marxist goverm ml mu ent
takes over in. say , a siumall (‘ari bbeamu country? I)oes it nmuatt er /iow a Marxist govenum nem u t takes over?
Would a civil war in the coumntry be prerequisite ’? What cost can-n we accept m u regional stability in
exchange for t~lohal strategic clmammges in-i balance? How is an imutervemutiom u forc e su ed? Does stability
equate to nmi lita ry power as t h e two papers , unintentiona l ly, appea r to assume?
Time ebb and flow of discussion reach -med mio certaimu conclusions. T h e point was nmmade that wars
break out in umnexpected ways and places . th i at inter ests chuange , and thuat a war cotmld be founghit in
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otue locale for reasonus rooted entirely elsewluere. Altiioum gh the pummel was not imitended to provide
tim u me muor place aor detailed expertise to address wh mat specific site or type of in te rv e n tiomu force
mig ht be desired, near umnan u i m ity congealed from -mm a statement t h a t lime unexp e ct ed is not n-necessarily
an enupty set , that it is possible to plan in advamice amid that flexibility, much more so tha n-i exists
with presemut f orce strum ctu r e , i s nu ee d ed.
Discussion tiu readed its way to time thuird of ’ t he pam u el ’ s main the m miat n e qu estions. “What. iii
stability? ” , th en tu nrmued to dra wimig comiclusions. Reg io nal stability , never
questioned as a desirable US objective , was redefimued as a mum ore flun ii! situation th ua mi often assum um ed.
anu uoum mut imug to regional chuamuge whose outcomes favor time Umumted States. hmu f’h umem ici mm g thmese
ountcomuies. it seemui ed agreed , requires t h e capability to re giomually imitervene. Furt hermnore. clear
regional perce ptiomm of an inn tervem itio n capability muuust exist if ’ reg iom u a l dip lomm iatic initiatives are to
h ave effect. The panel also concluded that :
fac t , is regiomuai

I.

NATO draws too nu Lmch u of tIme t’ocus of ’ US f ’orce planmuimig
should diversify ouir portfolio of ’ imuvestments.

2.

More flexibility thman m presentl y exists miuu nst precede au ij iuproved perceptiomu of the US
capability to intervene. We shounld nu ai mu taimu thue perceptiomi th at the United States camu act
militarily if it so chooses.

3.

Thuere nuay be conflict betweenu Preside nt Carter ’s presem’m t arn ius tramm sfe r policie s amid time
possibility of substitutiomi f ’or US capabilities by proxies THE REGIONS:

amid force structu ring. We

—

NORTHEAST ASI A

Mr. Blechmm umam i relinquis h ed the chair at this jum i ct um re to present his paper f or t h e p an el ’s use us
a basis for discu issiomu. The paper proposes with drawal -of the Seconmd Division f ’ro mu ROK . leaving
time air wing, inte lh i gemuce . and comm u iu nu ic atio mu activities in place. amid redep loy i ng part ot time i’aeit ic
naval forces to the Atlantic for more proba ble Med iterrammea n i r equ irem u uenu ( s vice time usua l ~O-5O
division of muava i f ’orce betweemm Atla m utic amid Pacific Oceans. T h e paper also en~ l s,iges ~ n Ihmd r u w nng
i ’ ’ ‘ ‘ar weapomis fronu time Korea mu Pen imusula .
ih e disc umssiomi gemuerated nuuc hu interest hecaumse th ree of what were mi ot e h as hce omm umm ug time
fouir m - st imovel areas of ’ policy iii t h e first year of (lie Carter Ad nu inistr a tiomm were involved :
Revision of ’ posit ionms on maclear protif ’era t ioii
Witludrawal of troops from

Korea

-— Red iscus siomm of arm s tran sf ’er polici es
H un mam m rights (deferred to Pan -mel IV )
Time panel generally agreed the troop withdr awal would mmo f severely ilmipact tIme im m ihitar ~
balance between Soumt lm amid Non -tim Kore a. h owever , time polit ical synmmho h ism . psych ological et ’f ect .
amid interweavin g with nuclear amid convemitio mual ar lmms issues m u the region immvi te d ~ ide ramuginng
possibilities f’or change m m time overall regiomma l balan ce.
Somume pane lists believed Korea a case where time n m u ihi t ar ~ ha la mmce does equate to stability amid
that the tn imcerta imm outcomes of chma mmgi n ug it tt ’ ter 20 years of effective r esu lts invo lves u~ necessarv
risk.
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Others believed sonic instability would be desirable so as to prope l Japam i towards a muuore
active regiomual role. It was noted time PRC , too , desires a wider role , thoug h not necessarily bem uign.
The very larg e psychological inupact on the regional political bala nuce was disc umssed in termmms of
tile paper tiger inna ge deriving from t h e soun re d Vietmuamuu experiem u ce. Time p o immt was nmade that
credibility of US imitem t to det’emud Kore a was muot a fummictiom u of presemuce or absence of groummud
troops bunt of commitment. Naval power . accordimug to omue panelist , holds more huistorical regiomma l
significance. Contrariwise accordim g to an~other , a US division famumued out imu fronut of Seoul was
considered the best detterent in the eyes of Japan , the United States , the USSR , and t u e PRC. To
highlig ht the special importance of time psychological dramatization of fo rce adju stnients in Korea ’s
case , a panelist reminded time group that , imu the last renegotiation -i of US uise of Japanese bases.
Japan asserted thue rigiu t to case-by-case cons un ltation. She could reason to deny base use to support
a US retu mrnm to a Korea mu war muot only omi groumuds she mmuigh t not agree with fig litimu g the war , but if
sh e merely believed tIme United States n -mig ht muot follow thro ungh.
Extrapohatimug the Korean discussionu to the global strategic setuse elicited general a~ ’eenucnt
timat time Soviet Pacific Fleet , due to geographic constrai mmts as well as rela tive naval power vis-a-vi s
US , plus present , let alone reawake m ed , Japanese mu aval capability posed muo grievoums threat. The
argument was used to help provide the freedom of actio n-i to redeploy selected US carrier task
forces for employment in the Mediterranean. However , the same argunue nt was used contrariwise ,
hi ghlig hting Japan ’s ultimate re lianice on the sea lanes to t h e Persia n-i Gulf ’ for oil , as well as ti-me I’act
that the bottling effect of the Mediterramuean and Suez niiake a Pacif ’ic approach to the hmu di an
Ocean-i/Persian Gulf ’ far more strategically important for the United States as well as t ’or Japan.
Debate wei ghed the plumses of withudrawi n mg troops against the mimuuses of im uvitim i g ROK .
Taiwan , and Japan to pursue muumclear capability of their owmu to cou nmterba lamuce US retremuc hum mment
and parried the plumse s with minuses of nmecessitatimug arms tramisfers , otherwise avoidable. Arm -mi s
transfers traded their nu inus image for a plums when later presented as a desirable sumbstitute t’or US
troops.
Tlue pamue l , again arguing the global strategic sense, noted the desire on the part of the PRC
th at ti-m e United States remain a power in Asia coun nterba lamu cing Soviet Asiatic nu ihitary amid naval
force deployments amid inte mmtions. T h e role of a strong NATO froni time PRC perspective was muoted.
pu mnctuated by obse rvmmmg that China is not as um nified as is inup h ied by omie school of Chui mu a-watc h ers .
and there fo re needs imusunrance to buy time.
Some pamue h ists raised the question of possible tramusfe rs of defemusive weapons or nm ed iummm
technology early warnimug equipm nent to the PRC , with a general respomise of “bad idea. ” A plethora
of agricultural amid tec lmno logical avenues of assistance were obvious along with other
politico-economic nueas umres , which need nuot await fonuial norn i alization. Sub h inm mnually . a tr ipo lar
US-USSR -PRC strateg ic balance was welcomed with its operative value being global deterrem ice.
Casting the regiommal issues in anoth er perspective , onue panelist observed th at Japa nu especiaiI ~ .
and Korea following suit , have adopted Western technology amid West ermu style iimdustry , spurred by
our own exan p le and encouragement. The phenomeno n-n is likewise tru e iii other parts of Asi a. The
qm m e st iomm n-m ow tu rned , he said , to how we can-i withdraw militarily while keeping our access to raw
materials and availability of markets.
Discussion retummed to the regional military balance. Would US troop withdrawal st imrn nl ate
nuclear initiatives ’? Would arnus transfers abate desires for immdig en ou s muuc lear capability, or simply
whet time appetite? While no f ’ornm al accord was reached , the freq uemmcy amid decibe l level favoreu l
being bountiful to assure a sumccessfum l wit lmdrawa l hut with commmmit mu uent suistained . ammd to dampen
nuclear pr oclivities insofa r as such dammmpening is possible.
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The cornerstone argunuent favoring troop wit h drawal to which the pummel invariably returned ,
was that troop presence would involve us autoniatica h ly iii a groumud war in Asia. It was generally
agreed a US President would prefe r an optiomu . or at least a calcun iated ami mb i guity.
EUROPE
Thie panel reflected f ’ar more unanimity imu the regional discussions concermuimig Furope than
about am-my othuer region. Time US objective was simmup ly stated , keep th e Soviets oun t of Westermu
Eumrope.
Discussion begami witi m raisimug thue question , “Why hias muot the military balance host its sahiem uce
in view of the political East-West balance? ” Poimuts counterwise emerged m u rapid series. The
economic afterniath of oil price increases left the state of hmea lth of European ecorn onu ies severei
hampered. Present Eunropean gover imments. with -i possible exceptiomu of The Federal Repunblic of
Gerniany (FRG ), were relatively weak—their option -ms curbed by the thin -eat posed f ’rom opposition
leftist parties.
Politically, Eur ocommun isnm was described as playi umg a particularly significant role mm a
discuissiomu which seemed to receive less panel reactionu timam i it deserved. Eu nrocom mumiism ui . it was
said , experienced three phases:
—The Portuguese phase about 2 years ago.
-- The itah iam phase about I year ago.
—The French phase now , with the electiomis in 1978 ioonmim ug crumciah and porte mmd imug
uncertain outcomes ra n ging from a constituntiommal crisis am-md Conmmumiist contro i to a
more likely Socialist-Communist commipromise.
On the other hand , expanding Eumrocom uumum muisnm adds to time centrifugal forces workin ig against
Europeamm political unification. On t u e other , time schismiu between Eunroconum miu nm u ists am-md time Soviet
brand fosters liberalization in Eastern Europe amid imuvites opport unm uities to fumrther it.
Economically, ti-me Common Market was observed as simp ly treadi mug water. A Europe far frommu
recovered from worldwide recessiomu would resist increasimig their defense budgets. Ecomuom uu ica lly.
there is less cohesion than existed 10 years ago.
Against this pohitical- ecomuomic backdrop , a theme developed best expressed by nuotimig th at
whmi le the USSR is a Europea n-n power , the United States is a power in Europe. Europeans , viewimug
US political trends . begin-n to question the permanence of ’ that rohe , huemice. time sahiemice of time
military balance looms quite large , not only militaril y but in ti-me context of bumttr essin g political
stability and economic cohesiveness. Consequently, wi -mat improvenments will he made in time
overall balance will come only if leadership is exerted by the United States. Time Europeanms will
probably do enough to please the US Congress , but not enough to reflect that timer e is a tradeof ’f mi
scale between US amid European contributions .
Europeans were characterized as suspicious of the new Administration ’s style , especially US
emp hasis on humman rights which to Europeans appears carrying US-USSR rel atiomms amid detem ute omu
a downward trend and of the new Admim u istration ’s policies regarding muonpro liferation. Time human
rights issue was the domain of another panel. The signit ’icammce of uommpro hi fe rat ion policies was
clarified by notin g Europe ’s vision that nuuc lear energy holds time solution in advance for another
Mideast oil embargo or catastrophic rise in price.
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The pamuel developed positive recon im mmmem idationus
general agreememt:

for fumtuire policy evoluntions. There was

-Timat we i-iced to stuidy Soviet doctrinue . suich as its focus on-i fig hting via all iaimces anud its
emmuph asis omi conun -muanu d amid conutrol survivability and redundancy .
-Thuat arms control shiou ld extend to BACKFIRE , SS-20 , SU 19 . or SU 24 type weapons
mu order to be operative in this mmiost serious area of poteiutia l in iba lance amid where time
arms race is n-most imitem -n se.
—That cruise nmissi les p ote iutial lv could substitute f’ or Pershing mumissiles amid Qun ick
Reactiom i Aircraft , militaril y to tlmre ate im fixed rear area targets suchu as rail h eads, amid
political ly , to rectif y ti-m e inubalamuc e stenm mmm m immg I roan Soviet tar get iny ~ of West Europeamu
cities amid muot the reverse.
Finally , it was agreed that NATO could niuster s ig m m ili ca mm t h y greater capabilities f ’ronm ex i stim g
resource levels , if it coum id rationalize its forces so th ey coui ld operate tog eth er . depend unpomu one
another more , and standardize weapons and equi p men t to -: er eat er degree.
MIDDLE EA ST
identify mnmg US imuterests imm time Middle l ast caimme quickly. Pr otect the oil flow. h e l p ouir
friem ids . Arab amuuh Israeli alike , amid emisunre time sur ~ iv ~ml of Israel.
Imu the 3 day s of mee t ing. a perc ept ioim enuerged timat time locus of importance simmce \~ orld War
II had really become time Middle East . w imere u s ounr pre occu ipatiom i withu 1-urope temi d s to obscure
timat fact. him retrospec it nmay be thuat immiportance is hein ig confused witim ini mimediac y , thuat a mm-more
fimie—tuned perceptioni at large witimin the pummel was t imat preoc cumpatiom i wit h Cemitr u l 1-urope
ohsctn re s the global-strategic cruncia h itv of the flanks f ’rommi North ( a p e to time Persian Gui li . If imu f ’act
M i deast oil capture s tim e focuis of US—USSR strategies , t imemu time European Pemmim usu ml a beconues tIme
fl amu k amid time Imidian Oceanu approac h , m imentiommed elsew lmere. assum umes amm emutirel v iu ew Ie ~ el of
in terest. Unf ’ortumma t ely . tIme Indian Oceamm was not a regiomu tabled for dis cmi ssio mm amid sh ift iii
perceptio mu of ’ a n-need to nmmake time Mideast time focuis of US global stra t e ~ v occ urr ed too l ate to h e
pursu n ed , or evemm to establis h time validity of such a prem mm ise. Perhaps mue xt year ’s pam u el could reo pemu
the question. Witim few exceptions , discumssio nm of Middle East issues remima immed in the regiommal
comitext anu i did not spil h over into ti-m e global—strategic.
It was gemmer alh y agreed th at time perception of US mmmi h itar power that time United States could
dictate time oumtcom mi e to anuy conuflict in time Middle East — fum mudam uuen -m t all ~ underpimms US policy iii time
regi n The perception comes to tIme lore in crises, bunt even at othmer t inmues— h ike mm ov ~ it provides
leverage wlmic im enables time Ummited States to in fl umemuce immoderate Israel amid Arab states to arrive at a
peace sett lememu t or to im i flumemuce oil prices.
The basis of this perc eptiomm was sf :mted to be a Ion -m g h eritage of ’ good will ammd close re l atiomms .
respect for US tech nology. nu mclear strengt h , preferenuce f’or US weapons over Soviet . ai md visible
evidcmuce of US capabilities , p articularl y Sixt h Fleet carriers. Timoug i m umms p okem i , time first uiav ’s
timesis of ti-me US mmeed l’or perceived ability to inuterve n e as backup f ’or di plommmat i c inf lunemmce seenued
I~art y to th is discussion hy si lc mmt acclanmmatio n . Timoum gi m no um n -ma lminm ity was app arenut, coi icerm m was
expressed that if US arm s transfe rs to time region were unduly lim it ed , the perception of US poWer
mim ighmt erode. The lomug—t ern m success of the Unmited States and relative lack of it by time U SSR iii th is
region was hro t ng im t to the fore as a factor in tim e reali ty as well as time percept iomm of US power
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Turn mnug to US nm ii itary capabilities iii the region , the Lrosiomm of US-Turkish relatiomus was
singled out part icunl arly amid enuphatical ly as a critical factor lin ui itimug ability to project nu iitary
power imuto the region amid/or to prevemu t the Soviets f ’romiu imuterve n in ug. It was mmoted th at if tIme Turks
begin to view t lmeir historically brief ’ coiuniect ion wit h Europe as a mistake . intermua l po litical abilit y to
reverse the trend nuight be foumud wanting.
With -i considerable optimisnui , time panel congealed two recor umemudatiomus l’or Adn u iiu istratiomi
policy in the Middle East:
- —One , that steps be takenu to correct US-T umrk ishm ties.
—Second , because tim e confl umence of’ events supportimig a perceptionu of US prowess mm -may
be transito ry . steps should be taken toward a peace settlemem ut before the wimudow in
time iuas passed.
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Panel 2

.

The Balance of Convention al Forces

and the US Role in

Assurin g Regional Stability 1
Barry M. Blechman
Discussions of the now 1 2-year long build-up ot ’ Soviet nmi l itary power tend to focuns on gainis
in strategic mnmc lear forces. This is understandable. After all . th ese are time only Soviet forces that
threaten US territory and society directly : and the growth in thmeir capabilities has been stark and
t’orebod mnmg. Still . improvements in Soviet conventional forces , if nuot as dramatic. have been takimig
place b u g enoungh so that time cu imrn nl ative immupact has beemm mi m arked. Amid , eve n th oug h Soviet
conventiona l forces do not tiureaten US territo ry directly. thuey are a rrayed agaimust com parable US
I’orces in tlmird areas, wh ere tremuds in tim e balance of conventionua l military power are believed to
have signif ’icant iii fluence on the coum rse of ’ political events.
•

Consequment ly. assessments of the trends in relative US am-m d Soviet comuvemutiomial mm -military
capabilities are essemitial elements in determ i nu ing the appropriate respomuse to time Soviet build -up.
Such assessments are provided in the pages that follow t’or three regions: Europe , the Mid dle East ,
and East Asia. Time purpose is to judge how , if at all , US interests mi-may be th mreatemned by the trenud in
relative conventiom -nal military capabilities . anud to suggest ways to oft ’set or directly counter amuy
adverse developments ti -mat are uncovered.
The Balance in Europe
The importance of Europe to thue security amid ecomuornic am-md political well-beimug of t h e United
States needs no elaboration. Time maimitemuance of a not um n t’avorab le bal anuce of convemitional power
in Central Europe is an essential , if not by itself sufficien t , factor in protecting timese imuterests. By
balancing Soviet n-milita ry power , and thmums deterring Soviet advenut nres. US t’orces in Eumrope have
enabled political rapproc hi emuiemu t between East and West to develop and stablite. By mu mak ing
credible US guarantees of the security of Western Europe . US fo rces have helped avoid West
German perceptions of the need to develop nunclear weapomus. th us also Fnci litat im mg East- We st
rapprochement and greater cooperation -i anmong the nations of Westermm Eumrope , as well as close
US-West European economic and political cooperation.
Most public comment on the nmi h ita r y situation m u Europe emmmp lmas izes ium npr ov emmmemut s i
Warsaw Pact capabilities. This demonstates the pronoummce d an-md per siste mm t e ffect of adverse
developments during the late l 960s and early I970s. Dumrin ig this period. US capabilities to figh t a
conventiomual war in Eum rope declined as the fiscal , materiel , amid mimamupower demands of tIme war iii
Vietnam -mm caumsed delays in weapon modernization programs . dr awdowns in equ mi pm emut stocks and
mammpower in Europe , amid erosion of time operational readi ness of niu ilitar v umnits mmot emugaged in
Sount imeast Asia. At time san-me time , substantial improvements were imuitiated omm time Soviet side.
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Quantitatively, the Soviet Umuio nu added five divisiomus to its forces in Eastern Europe whmem i one
of the Army Groups th at occunpied Czechoslovakia in 1968 renuained there. The riunmiber of
divisions in the Western Soviet Union, location of the strategic reserve for war in-i Europe . also h a s
been increased fro m 60 to 66. And the size of each of the 20 divisions that comprise t u e Group of
Soviet Forces Germany has risen , with a better than 20 percent increase in the manpower assigned
to each , a 40 percent increase in the number of tanks in-i each ot ’ the 10 motorized rifl e division -ms.
and a doubling of artillery assets in both motorized rifle and arnuored divisiomus.
Qualitative improvenuents in Soviet equipment huave been even more impressive. New tamuks
and armored personnel carriers have been dep loyed, each clearly superior in design to its
predecessors. Soviet armored personnel carriers now mount camunons and ant ita iu ~ weapo ns , time
first in any army to do so. The mobility of Soviet forces is n-much greater because towed artillery h a s
been au gmented with sehf-prope llgd units , and because nuobile gum and n-missile air defense systen u s
have been introduced. The quality of Soviet aircraf ’t also has been markedly improved . wit h time
general trend being toward aircraft with gr eater range am-md pay load-- inuportant for strike
missions-—at the expense of maneuverability and other characteristics important for defemusive
missions. All in all , these new weapons tInally provide the mobility and firepower needed to
generate the shock power and achieve the high rates of advance long emp hasized in Soviet mm -military
doctrinie.
lii more recent years , however , tim e trend has beem munch more favorable I’ronu NATO ’s
perspective. Since the early l970s , both sides have been expamuding and nuoder nu izimug their forces at
comparable rates. As a result , gross comparisons of force levels , like the ouue below , si-mow no
significant change so far in the 1970s:
The Balance of Forces in Northern and Central Euro pe , 1970 and 1976

NATO
Component

Warsaw Pact

Change
1 976 (Percent )

1970

1970

Chuammge
1976 (Percent)

Combat & direct support
troops (000)

580

635

9

900

910

Tanks (nummber deployed
with umnits )

5 ,500

7,000

27

14, 000

19 ,000

35

Tactical aircraft

2 ,200

2 , 100

—5

3,940

4.200

6

Tactical nuclear
warheads a

7,000

7 , 000

0

3.500

3.500

0

So u rce: h ISS , The Military Balance . 1970-19 71 and 1976-1977 (London : hISS , 1 970 , 1976).
a Warsaw

Pact figures have not been veri fied in official sources.
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Chamuges in time balance of forces resulting fronu time modern ization of weapon systenm s are
more difficult to assess , yet in side-by-side comparisomus of sinum ihar weapons ’ techmmo logy. NATO
appears to he at least holding its own.
• The niodern izat ion of Warsaw Pact air forces has beemu substantially mmi atc lmed by NATO.
While time Warsaw Pact hmas acquired more new com bat aircraft m u the last few years , the aircraft
acqumired by NATO can carry a larger total payl oad. Othuer improvenments . sunch as those in avionics
and precisioim-guided ordnance, may also have favored NATO.
Approximately 2 ,000 new Soviet tanks , T-72s , have been-i produced since 1970 , along
•
with 15.000 tamiks of the previous model , the T-O2. NATO has acquired about 4,000 n-mew tanuks
durimi g this period --mostly the US M-6 0 anud the West German Leopard I , both of whicim appear to
be as capable as the T-72. The Warsaw Pact , whiclu traditionally has emphasized armor , continues
to h ave about three times the tank inventory of NATO , but NATO has narrowed ti-me gap in tank
produnction rates—the ratio by which NATO is outproduced havi tug beemi cut from about 4 : 1 to
about 2:1.
Increases in antitank capabilities seen-i roug hly balanced. NATO ’s antitank gunided
•
missiles are considerably easier to operate amid have simorter fliglu t tinmes timam i those deployed by the
Warsaw Pact. Shorter flig ht times are a significant advanmtage . of course , because they increase the
probability that tim e antitami k guunner will be able to guide tim e missile to its target be fore the targe t
disappears from view and becaunse they redumce the ammuou nm t of time the gunner n-must remainu exposed
to enemy observatio n-i or f ’ire. This advantage is offset. luowever. by the greater protection offe red
to Pact antitank gunners from artillery and small anmus tire becaumse their weapon -is are oftemi
operated from inside armored vehicles.
Improvements in air defemise capabilities also appear rough ly balanced. Simuce 1970 time
•
Soviet Union has introduced fotnr nuobile air defenuse mmmissi le systems , which , alomug withu contimuued
procurement of previously introdumced items such as the ZSU-23 4 air defense gun , h ave ~ ‘eatly
increased time protection offered by Pact air defenses to comu ibat units 0mm time front lines. This
specific effort has not been nmatc lmed by NATO. However . witim NATO ’s dep loymenu t of very
capable fighmter aircraft such-i as ti-m e F-15, its air conubat capabilities have probably imucreased nuore
tha im those of the Warsaw Pact.
Both sides h ave deployed roughly comparable tank -destroyi mug helicopte rs. TI-me Soviet Umu iomm
has doubled the number of artillery tubes witim its forces: NATO has increased its artille ry
capabilities by developing sunbstantia lly more et ’t’cctive artille ry nuunmiit iomis. Time list counld go on . bunt
it seenms evident --within time limits of uncertainties surroumiding am-my sunch assessnuemuts — th uat since
about 1970 the nmoder ni zat ion of Warsaw Pact forces imas been essentially matched by NATO
immmprovem emmts. Even if one accepts th is conclusion , however , a question renmains: hmave tIme
characteristics of these new weapon -ms chuanged ti-m e nature of warfare in a way th mat would I’avor omie
side or the ot lmer ? Two h ypotheses seem to have gained wide acceptance: ( I ) i-mew weapomms h ave
increased tim e rates at whic lm mm -materiel would be destroyed and comusunied m m battle : ammd (2) time
expected ratio of combat losses hmas shmifted imm favor of defensi ve ground forces at the expense of
attacking ground au -md air t’orces.
TIme second imypot imes i s favors NATO , which , despite the necessity for coum iterattac ks. is likely
to he o~ the defensive more than time Warsaw Pact. The first hypothesis , however . given -n its on -linue
quantitative advantages , favors Warsaw Pact e fforts to achm me ve a quick victory before NATO
reinfo rcememuts could be mobilized . Combimied wit h m hong-standing concern about a misnuatc hu
hetw ce mm time Soviet enuphm asis on-n intense short wars ammd NATO preparation for mmmor e pro t racted
corm flict s . this pr csunmpt ion timat battle in Europe would result in imeavy losses aiud time rapid
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conu su lm .ptionm of m mat er ie l has comutribumted to nmisg iviimgs about t h e auhequacy of NATO ’s dei em ms es
shi oumid it t’all victi mm m to a suirprise attack. It is timis seemmario w lmic in now dommmimuat es discumssiomms of time
balance in Europe .
It ’ all Pact forces in Easte rim h urope were to attack at fuml l stre mmgth wit h out war uu inug. e \i st i m mg
NATO forces would doumbt less be f ’aced with time un mi fortun ate cimoice of yi el din mg sunbstamitia l
territo ry or umsing ma chear weapons. Moreover , time cost of providing comuventionma l capabilities
sut ’ficient to stop sumc lm amu attack wounld he con siderably mm-more timam u NATO is now wil h inug to spend.
It seems likely, Imowever . that fears ol ’ sumc lu aim attack rest om over!v pessi m-mi ist ic ass u nmpt i om ns. In
reality , time Soviet Uniion would face severe problem s in orchmestrati ng a surprise attack — probl ems of
sufficient nmagn itu de to place an e ffective conventiomial det ’ense well withmim NATO ’s reach .
For exanuple . is it not unrealistic to assume ti -mat Warsa w Pact groumnd forces could launch ’ a
major attack withoumt giving warning ti -mat someth ing was up ? For one t lmimm g . Eastern Furopeami army
units are manned in peacetim ue at less ti -ian 75 perceni t funl l stre u ugthu: they would have to be filled
out. For amuot lmer , the normal peacetim ime act ivities of Soviet groumud forces iii Easternu Europe. wimic hm
are believed to be almost fum lly manned , include training and m a intem m ance activities ti-nat at mm -most
times woun ld inh mib it their immediate availability . Fimia hly. simpp hies that would be comisum mu ed
relatively qumickly in combat , partic ularly ammu mnitiomi amid fuel , woum ld Imave to be distributed to
combat units befo re arm attack. In short , Soviet preparatiomis for an attack woun ld probably take at
least a few days and Eastern Europe preparations somewhat lomiger. These efforts would he mmoticed
by ti -me West almost immediately.
Time frequently cited danger that NATO would receive this strategic warn immg bun t be unable to
react because of ’ political imudecision also seems exaggerated . There is no doum bt that a political
decision t ’or NATO to mobilize counld take sonic ti mmue—perhuaps days. But nu il ita ry conmimmuanders of
active umnu its have the aumtho ri ty to camicel tra inimug am-md begim -m preparation for war hel ’ore that. For
example , such steps as loadinug vehicles , conducting last muui miumte nmaintenammce. amid updating amid
reviewing operatiom mai plans shotnld allow NATO ground forces to begin to n-m ove almost
immediately after a political decisio nu is reach ed. Since armored or nmec iuanize d f ’orces ca mm travel
more than 200 ki lometers a day if ’ unopposed , well-prepared forces located as far away as time
Bene lum x coumitries wotmld h ave a good chamuce of reaciming defensive positions miear time l ast Ger nuamm
border wit h in forty-e igh t imou r s of a political decision to mmuobi li ze .
The dange r of a surp rise attack by Warsaw Pact air fo rces also seems exaggerat ed. To be sur e .
aircraft based imm Eastern Eunrope could reach -i targets in Western Eum rope after flig h ts of omihy fifteen
to twenty minutes. However , a large-scale air attack could muot be con dumcted wit lmo um t pr epa ratiom i .
amid would mmot be condLncted be fore the initiation of preparatiomms for the grou umd attack. Thums.
again withoun t nmeed for a political decision to mumobi l iz e . NATO nmi lit ar con imm ianud ers shouul d imu ~ e
time to si-melter aircra ft , am-md possibly to disperse sonmme to aumx il iarv airfields, as well as to place air
defense on alert.
Anothmer possible indicator of amm impendimug Soviet attack wo u mid he time activity of Soviet muaval
forces. Most of time tinme . a prepondera mi t fraction of ’ time Soviet Nav y is located m u time Barents,
Baltic , and Black Seas where ships woum ld be of little use to support a comm ilict in Europe am-md where
th ey wounid he relatively vulnerable to NATO operations to restrict th eir m ovemmments. Accordingly.
time Soviet Union wo um ld he taking a sizable risk by initiating an attack in Cemmtr al Europe wit h out
first moving much of its Navy into the Mediterra n ean and time A nlantic . Such a step woul d require
several day s to accomplis h and would provide NA To with ammot hm er warning signal.
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Th ere are . of course , da nge rs to NA 1’O ev emm wlme n strategic warmmimug is available. Time Soviet
Union ummig lm t decide to bunil d up i t s forces iii Easterm m Eunrope for weeks or e~ en mm uommt l ms be fore
inuitiatinmg ami attack. Soviet leaders mm -might decide that stocks pre—posit iomued muear time front limies were
too small , ti -mat Fasterni Europeamu t ’o rc es we r e too u m u re h iab l e , or th at limues of com imn mmummm i cat i omm ~-er e
too vu lmmera b le to gumara ntee ami adeq unate sunp ply of f ’o rces am-md mi -materiel after time imm itia t iom i ot
hmosti hi ties without sunch a build ump. Indeed , despite time m ili tar ~ advamutages of surprise , time USSR
mumig lmt decide ti -mat an overt mm iohi i izatiomm effort could ii rovide a shnow of force sufficient to bring
about time favorable sett le n m emmt of a crisis without war. Even with warm l ing . the longer NATO ~ aite d
to mobilize, the worse its ni -military situation -n would become. Amid time fact that NATO ’s militar y
positiomu would begin to mmm mprov e as soon-i as it took steps to m imohi l ize cou ml d in itself provide an
incentive for ti-m e Warsa w Pact to attack as soomi after NATO m obilized as poss ible. lronm icah lv . th u s
worr Y mmuig ht mmmake it difficult for NATO political leaders . h ope ful of a peaceful sett l em emmt. to
deciuie to mobilize for war.
In sunmiumary . mi th is writer ’s view , adverse tremids in-i ti-m e balance of convemmt ionua l forces iii
Europe h ave been halted , am -md the im u itial steps taken to imu iprove NATO ’s postumr e . Present NATO
conventionmal t ’orces woun ld have a good chance of conductimig a f ’orward conve rm tiomia l defem ise if amm
attack occurr eul after some period ot ’ tensiomu and nm -mobilization on-i bot h sides or if the Soviet Umiiom i
received less th an fuml l cooperation fronu its Eastern Eunropeami allies. Th ere is room -mm for worry.
h owever , about NATO ’s capabilities if all Warsaw Pact forces were conmm iu itted omi slmort warnmimig or
if NATO were slow to immobilize. lu -n timese cases , ti -me Wars~n~ Pact w-otm ld h ave a fair. th ough far l ’ronu
certain . clmanc e of t ’o rcing NATO to cl-moose between ti -me first umse of u iumcl ear weapons amid a large
loss of territory . For these reasons , NATO ’s first prio r ity siu oukh he to imucrease time conve ~it io n ual
cap abilities of immediately availab le amid readily mm nohi liza h le forces .
Five of ti me proposals in tIm e present defense prograni for stre ng thmeni rm g US nm ih ita r y torces for
Europe seen-i to be most respom usive to this need.
I.

Redeploy m ent of an Arnuuy brigade from Sou nt lu er n Gern ia mmy to the Nort h Germ -miami Plaimu:

2.
forces:

Convers ion-i of two active Army infantry divisions amid on-me reserve bri gade to mmu echma n iz ed

3.

Increases in stock of’ pre-positiomied equ ipm mue nt ;

4.

Increases in strategic airlift capabilities : amid

5.

Hardening of airhase facilities m u 1-urope omm amm accelerated sci medu mle .

Additional measures which might be considered would include: ( a ) accelerated mmmodernizat i on
and deployment of air defense systems, particul arly those ‘)flesser technuo logica l soph istication that
might be inexpensive enuo tm g hu to be acquired in larger muumbers : (b h procurement of large miunnmhers
of lig htly arnmore d fighting veh icles armed with antitank missiles: (c) increases in time US Army ’s
artille ry assets and the reintroduction of free-fire rockets with the groumid forces.
Over the longer term , time assurance of a favorable conv emitio mual balance m u l unrope will luinge
on time overall political cohesion and will in time alliance - qualities th at depend on far broader
considerations than those discumssed here , and on wimat progress can be made toward rationalizing
NATO ’s force posture . It is evident that NATO can at ’fo rd to defend itself. Wi-mat is umncertai n is
whether it will he willing to allocate the necessary resources and use timem mi eft ’ic ient ly. The solumtions
found to now familiar problenus such as inter-operabilit y and weapons stam mu lardi z ation, and how
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well they are mmp lenmcnt ed . n-may well prove to be decisive in deter nmining NATO ’s abi li ty to su stai n
ani adequate conventional def enms e over time lommg- imau i .
The Balance in the Middle East
U S armed t’orces serv e important pumrposes iii tIme Middle East. They embody US com iun i iitmenuts
to t h e states on the souther n tlammk of ’ NATO and provide the ultimate guarantee of time survival of
Israel. Timeir ackmmow l ed ged streuugth Imas made it possible for the United States to assum ume a central
role mu coaxn n g both Israelis and Arabs away from violence am-md toward negotiatio n-is, am-id n-more
generall y helped to mmm a inuta imi A’mier icanm imm flun en mce anmommg the mimanmy states of time regiomu. Timey stan -md
ready to protect the flow of oil to the Umuited States . its allies , amid its frienuds. TIme) cami he umsed to
protect US citizemus when local com ifl icts erupt.
Time ex tent to wimic hi tIme United States can imomuor its commitmemuts amid protect i ts i m m te r ests iii
the Middle East has been-i tested omu mm -man -my occasiomms . most recemutly durimig ti-m e October 1973
Arab-Israeli war , There are bound to be fu nt t nr e tests of sim muilar importance amid danger. A key factor
in resolving sunc hm crises relatively t’avorab ly h as been time perception of local actors amid Soviet
leaders alike that the Uuu ited States is botim willing am-md able to prevent ti-me Soviet Union from -mm
intervening unilaterall y in the regi o n-n with conubatant forces. T h e continued imma intenance of ’ this
perception is th uis a key elenmiemut m u ammy sunccesst ’tnl US Middle Eastermu policy.
Neit h er the Umu it e ~I States nor ti-m e Soviet Ummionu currently ;tation conibat forces imu ti -me Middle
E ast itse lf , bunt each mai n taim is a large and p owerful muaval force m u t h e Medite r ranea mi . 2 Th ese fleets
a re nearly the same size , but th eir cap ab ilties diffe r sig umii icant ly.
Altho ung im its strengt h camu vary widely — especially dur i mug ir itermiatiomual crises -- the Soviet
1ednt
erranean Squmadro mi typically consists of some fifty to fifty-five ships. Roungh ly half are
~
combatamits : of th ese about Im aif are subm imarines amid h alf are various types of sunrface sh ips. Time
re m ain u ing twenty-five or so units are auxiliaries. The sumb mar ine conitim igem it . wh ich imicludes bot h
torpedo- and cru is e-missi le- Iaunc himmg um m mits . provides the Squmadron ’s most e ffective firepower.
Before 1972 the Squadron was sunpported by reconnaissance . amuti-submarine warfare , amid
missile-launc iming aircra ft op eratimug from um bases in Egypt. Simuce ti -me exp tml sioni of Soviet forces from
E gypt , h oweve r , Soviet naval forces mm tim e Medite rra niean imave operated largely wit h out direct air
support . T h e sire of the Squmadro n itself also has decreased, as it becanue diff icum lt t ’or the Soviets to
sustain their u n its at sea for so lou-mg wit h out Egyptian (or altermiative ) facilities ,
The Soviet Mediter r anea mm Squadro m seems to be design -med f ’or umse primarily agaimust surface
si-mips .. principally as a counter to US airc raft carriers— an-md it poses a serious threat to th em. It also
h as some capability for amit i sumhn i arinue wart ’are , but appare mutl y lags imi this area. If the Soviet Um uiom m
succeeded in reintrodu mcinm g lam -md-based naval airc raft imi time Mediterranean . their already fo rimmid able
capability to attack the carriers would receive still another boost , but t h eir ammtisubn -m arine
capability would not gain appreciably.
As matters now stand, time USSR would not find attacking the Sixth Fleet aim easy task. Aside
fro m the defensive potemitial of time carriers ’ own aircraft , the Sixt iu Fleet wounid receive sigm mif ica n-i t
additional protection from US Air Force uiglmter aircraft operatinug i’rom NATO bases iii Italy and
Turkey. (More accurate ly , it could receive such protection if’ fleet air defense was a priority mission
of’ those aircraft and timey h a d permm uiss ion of time host nations to carry it ount. ) At the ni momcmmt. tim e
nearest Soviet missile-c arryimug aircra ft are based along time nortimernu coast of time Black Sea: to reach
and attack targets located 1mm time Mediterra n ean , they would h ave to cross NATO-control led
airspace. Even m u a non-NATO contingenucy , tIme Soviet aircraft woum ld probably suff er considerable
losse s on their way to fh e Med iterr anmean.
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Time size and composition of the Sixt hu Fleet do mmot chmammge of ten , nor by much. The Sixth )
Fleet is muommall y composed of ’ sommue forty to f ’orty-five unmits. Three-fou irthu s are combatants .
organized into two aircra t’t carrier task groups aiud one amph ibious landinug f ’orce: roug hmhy 2 ,000
Marines are embarked on the latter , A network of ’ umnderway replenishme nt au -md afloat nm ai ntemmam i ce
and repair forces sunpport all th ree groups.
Jim con trast to its Soviet coum terpart , the Sixth Fleet ’s most eft ’ective firepower us
concentrated iii its air conuponent — about 200 aircraft . nuost of ’ whic h are carrier-based. Soni c
reconnaissance and maritime patro l-anut isubni a rmne aircraft are based ashore . operating from
airfields in Spainu, Ita ly, and Greece. TI-ic Sixth Fleet ’s suhnmarine compomue nm t , mu-munch sm-n-mailer timan
ti -m at of the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron , is emp loyed primarily for antisubmarine warfare.
If ’ milita ry resources were emp loyed with equal skill , thme eventual resum lt of combat betweemu
US and Soviet f ’orces m u and mu ear the Mediterramuean would alnuost certainl y be Soviet defeat.
Achieving thmat ouitcome could cost tim e United States a great deal , althoug iu losses would be reduced
suibstantially if tIme United States were joined in combat by its NATO allies. Still , iii ammy
circumstances , the t act woumld remain -i timat the USSR has gone to great lem igt ln s to establish a
position from which it could ni -make the United States pay a price for undertaking n-milita ry action -n in
and arou imd time Middle East : tiue United States is miot likely to be able to dislodge time USSR from
that position without pay immg tim e price.
Assessments of the specific losses which -n the United States mi ght suffe r in-n tIme Middle Fastermu
conflict vary widely . They depend largely on factors whuicim are not really knmowab ie in advance : time
specific disposition of the two sides ’ t ’orces , ti-me stre mugt hm amid tactical ch aracter of t i e attack , time
actumal pert ’ornmance of weapons and electronic system s. Still , estimates of timese factors camu imave a
significant inipact onu evem its , in ti -mat military advice to political leaders is likely to be comuditiom ied.
at least m u part , by whatever “best estim uuates ” of relative capabilities are available amid credible. il
the USSR believes itself unnable to inmpose a significant price on ti-me United States m m ti-me even -m t of
war in the Mediterranean . it is unlikely to Press whatever issues niigh t be at stake. If . on tIme other
hand , the price for time United States is estimated by Soviet leaders to be high , deterring Soviet
interventionu in time Middle East is likely to be n-more diff ’icult.
Of course , ti-m e importance of time state of ti -me milita ry balanuce in time Mediterr anuean should h o t
be exaggerated. l)evelopments in the Middle East will depemud far nmnore on-n local evemmts tha n onm
actions by the superpowers . Ammd even to tim e extent that ti -me Umuited States or ti-me USSR camu
influence events, tI ne ove rall tonic of timeir t’oreignu policy . the ir relative economic advanitages am-nd
disadvantages , ammd n-man -ny oth er nomu -mi h itary instrunmm ents of poli cy an e likely to h i av e a m ore decisi ~ e
influence than p rojections of how steep a price time US wouml d have to pay to prevent the Soviets
from intervening. Still , if a mmew crisis occurs , tim e balance of conventional po .v en - will nuot be
insigm u ificant : tlmus , among others , the three steps outlined below wimich would enuable the US to
increase its capabilities in the Mediterraneani n-may be inuportant:
First, carrier operating pattern s could be modified to imicrease the US Nav y ’s capability to
sunrge a tr u n lv large fo rc e inmto fh e Mediterranean (or the Indian Ocean-i ) wimen tim e situation warrants
suc hm a presence th ere. l’his coumid be acco imuphishm ed by improv mn -ig ma intem iau mce . manni mmg . ami d
training procedures so as to decrease the “tu rm u-aro umnd ti umme ” between cruises: by modifyin u g time
current essentially rigid pattern of forward deployments , wh ich results m m a large fraction of time
:m~ ailable force being pres emmt iii time Mediterran eanm whet h er the situation requir e.s their presence
th er e or muot. and in time process uses up time slack timat mighu t oth erwise be available for crisis
dep loy imments: amid by mm -moving away from-ni time prev a ilinug equally rig id 50-50 split between -n Atlantic
and Pacifi c in time disposition of Navy genera l purpose s forces , so as to increase ti -me nunu her of ships
based in-n the Atlantic and th us time pooi of forc e s available for deployment to the Medite rra iueanu.
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Secoumd. the activity levels of deployed naval fo rces—the time ships and aircraft actually spend
at sea an-id in the air -—cou ld be increased substantia lly . At present , the resources allocated to
operations provide omm ly “time mi n im u m -mm operationa l time th ey need to perform the absolutely
necessa ry com imbat traimiing. 3 Th is , however , does riot provide the steaniing days and fli g h t imours
necessary to nuai uutai n optimal pro ficiency . As tIme gap between US amid Soviet n-naval capabilities
con mtin t mc s to mmarrow . tim e immmporta iuce of operatiomial proficiemucy increases. Furthermiiore . constrainuts
on-i operating tin -m e ot ’ten have debi litat mn -m g collatera l effects. Given botim tIme fiscal constraints on-i
operations am-md ti-me present political situation hi ti-m e eastermu Mediterranean , which -i luas restricted
Sixtim Fleet ’s access to Greek and Turkish ports , i-not only Imas ti-m e fleet beconie less active , bun t is has
heconme something of a f’ixture at bases in the western Mediterranean. This imposes h eavily on time
imospita lity of Spain and Italy, and possibly gives niis leadi img sign als to both friemuds and opponents.
Third , ami d closely connected with tim e problem outlined above , is time question of wi -mat the
United States mmmig ht do to regain -n access to time nmi h itary facilities previously provided by Greece and
Turkey. The pres enut situation , in wimic h access to local facilities has been curtailed in-n both natiomi s,
is - - t ’rom a milita ry stanmdpoimut , at least—ti -me worst of all possible worlds. If friendly relations caminot
be restored with both Greece and Tumrkey, then the Umuited States could decide , in effect , to chuose
one side or the oth er. Potential gain -is mnu ~ of course be weighed against ti-m e cost of alienating one
side iii the Greece-Turkey controversy. Pr ~ sumably . howev er , such a decisiomm would perniiit time
return of US forces to bases in time nation ti-nat was selected , not only increasing ti -me freedom of
movement of the Sixth Fleet , but also permitting the US Air Force to deploy a larger m unuber of
tactical air squmadrons to the eastern Mediterranean. Ultimately, the benefi t would be the
reestablish -mn-me n-mt of a n-more fa~’orable balance in the eastern Mediterranean , improving the US ability
to defend its NATO allies and to affect time cours e of events in the Middle East.
The Balance in East Asia
The sittmatiom -n in Eas t Asia is qumite different from that iii Europe or the Middle East. Here , tIme
possibility of direct mi lita ry confrontation -n between ti-m e United .States and ti -me USSR is renuote. The
Soviet Un ion does ma imitain approximately one-fourth of its groumnd and tactical air forces in the
Far East , but they are arrayed primarily against Chinese fo rces across the border in-n Manch umria.
They do not th ireaten US interests directly and ti-m e likelihood of ’ US forces being drawn imuto
conflict with -i them is minute. Despite previo ums concenms about wi-mat might h appen in Chin-n a
following Mao ’s death , there is no indication of an improvement in Sino-Soviet relations such that
these Soviet military forces would be f’reed t’or use against NATO.
Direct US n -milita ry involvement with China is also a remote possibility. China , though its
armed forces are immemise , has little ability to p roject military power beyond its borders , Its small
nuclear weapons inventory is a threat primarily to the USSR. Since the early 1960s . when -n China ’s
direct access to Soviet n-milita ry tech nology was severed , its forces imave beemu operating with
increasingly obsolescent equipment. While the China-Taiwan question remains a possible source of
friction for the United States , the adjumstmem i t of ’ US relations with -i both those miation s is proceeding
dip lomatically.
The reason for a US n -milita ry presence in-i East Asia is not that US immterests are directly
threatened , but that long-term trends in the Asian military balance migh t influence the policies of ’
the primicipa l US ally in the region , Japan-i . That Japan has eschewed the buildup of a strong arnmed
force despite its obvious economic capacity to do so is in part ti-n e resuht of a continuing fait h in the
US defense commitmenm t , as embodied in time US-Japan Mutual Security Treaty. Japan ’s policy of
maintaining a low milita ry profile , a policy strongly supported by ti-n e United States. was reaft irmed
in 1976 whemm Japan ratified the Treaty of the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. There are
other obstacles to Japan ’s development of ’ nuclear weapons , not least of which is adverse domest c
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opinuion. Nevert imeless, a nuclear-armed Japan is not am-i inconceivable futunre development , on-me
whmic lm would doinbt iess have major unnsett l ing ef ’t’ects on relations in Asia. Since Japan is umuli kel y to
decide to develop nuclear weapons tmn less it is suddenly imbued with an overriding sense of ’ u-national
insecurity. the US forces ti -mat provide visible confirmation of Ameri canu defem se commmn itnme ni ts imm
Northeast Asia have tim uns assin nuied mm-major political significance.
Wimile watch imig with initerest ti -me relative strength -n of all US am-med forces. Japam -nese leaders take
special n-mote of tim e naval balance m u the western-i Pacifi c amid prospects for stability on-n the Koreanu
pen insum ha.
An island with meager na t ural resources . Japan has developed an economy critically
dependent on genero uns imports of raw ni-materials and access to world mi-markets f ’or exports. Tlue flow
of petroleum f ’rom the Persian Gumlf is the most obvioums ly vital sea lane, but the trans-Pacifi c tra de
route is also important.
Fortunately, compared to Soviet naval capabilities elsewhere , ti-me nnar iti me threat in tim e
Pacific is a relatively small one. There has bee mi a relative increase in-n the Soviet Pacific Fleet ’s
strength since 1968, but tim is reflects the initiation and growth of Soviet nuaval operations m u tIme
Indian Ocean. These deployments are supported by tim e Pacit’ic Fleet. svhic im h a s received additionua l
resources to carry out this task. Even so . time Soviet Navy inn tim e Pacil ’ic remains relatively weak as
conupared to the Fleets that deploy forces into time Atlantic an-id Mediterranean ,
Arrayed against the Soviet Pacit ’ic Fleet are the small but relatively n-modern Japanese Navy an -md
the more powerfu l US Sevent h Fleet, The latter includes two aircra ft carrier task groups. on-m e of
which is home-ported at Yokosuka, Japan. The United States also niain tainus the Timird
Fleet—including four nmore carrier task gr oumps— -mn the eastern Pacific , Manuy of th ese ships could
move westward fairly rapidly to reinforce the Seventh Fleet if needed. Finally. ti-ne Umiited States
maintains some land-based antisubmarine and fighter aircraft in the Western Pacifi c . which could be
useful in any i-naval battle that took place there.
The prospects of a blockade of Japan -n succeeding are related to how long both -i time Soviet
Union and Japan think it could be nmaintained , and how long ti-m e Japanese economy could survive
without the normal flow of imports. Petro leumm reserves illustrate the muuag n itude of th is qimestion.
In the wake of the I 973 oil embargo , Japan set a goal of stock piling nunuety days ’ suppl y of
petroleum. The stockpiles now contain more than sixty days’ worth-i an-m d are sched umled to reacim the
objective by 1 979 . This reserve , coupled withu rationing measunres , woum ld n-make a sumccessf tn l
blockade of Japan ’s petroleum shipments a tenuous proposition so long as ti -me Japanese were
prepared to resist the coercion. This, in turni , would hinge on Japanese leaders being conviniced th at
they have the support of the United States and th at time US and Japamuese navies were adequate to
defeat the Soviet Navy in the Pacific ,
On balance , this latter task does not seem insurmountable. Most of ti-me Soviet Pacific Fleet ’s
operations originate in Vladivostok: ships from th is naval complex must pass through one of several
straits bounded by Japanese territo ry before reaching openi waters. The straits are choke points thuat
can be mined or blockaded , bottling up Soviet submarines and warships caught inside t u e Sea of
Japan and isolating those already deployed. Without fre e access to their Imome port . Soviet
combatants previously deployed would not be e ft’ective for long. Soviet naval facilities elsewhere.
such as those in Somalia , could provide only limited assistance. To circumvent the restricted access
from Vladivostok on the open ocean , the USSR huas expanded operation -ms at Petropav lovsk on time
Kamch atka peninsula , but this has not solved the problem. Petropavlovsk does not imave adequate
road or rail links with the mainland and must he supplied by ship. a vulnerable link. W ithout this
resupply , it is not clear h o w long operations from Petropav lovsk conmld continue.
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Thus , f ’ewer forces are needed to coummter the Soviet Navy imi the Pacific ti -man elsewhere : time
Sovie t Pacifi c Fleet is less capable and the geography of the region places the Soviet Navy at a
distinct disadvantage. In all likelihood, the forces ti -me United States now n-n -maintains in the region are
larger thamu required by a realistic assessment of needs. Hence , t’rom a m ilitary standpoint , shiftimig
some US naval forces t’ronm time Pacif ’ic to ti me Atlantic to help counter the thm reat to US imuterest s m u
the Middle East seen-mis semusible. The difficulty would be to do so with -mount implyimig a lessem u inug of
the US conunuit ment to ti-me defense of Japan , particularly in view of the cl-manges beimug made in US
forces in Korea—the second Japanese concern.
m u 1971 . time US Army ’s Seventh infantry Division was removed from Korea , leaving time
Second Infantry Divisiom u as the last US ground combat force on ti-n e peni rnsu la. This withdrawal
reflected the general satisfaction of the US and Sotnth Korea n-i governments with tIne mm -military
balance. Still , in that same year. tim e Republic of Korea (ROK) , with SI .5 billion assistam ice I ’romm i
the United States embarked onu a f’ive year progra ni to ump gr ade the qu ality of its arnued f ’orees,
f oday, ROK active gr ound fo rces are well arnued , reputed to be tough. we ll-train ed , amid
disciplined , and total about 560,000 men: they face a North Korean arniy of 430.000 men. ROK
t’orces hav e developed significant capabilities against armor—the essence of the threat agaimust them ,
In addition , the mountainous terraimm in Korea ni-means that invadinug tamuk forces woumid be generall y
restricted to corridors. Consequently. the amount ot ’ armor that the North could us e funil employ
m m battle wouuid be limited and its nm-massed road-bound ~irmor would he vulnerable to attack by air or
ground f ’orces. In shmort , time ba h ammce of groumnd combat f ’o r ces appe ar s to h e a d e q u a t e : t ’rom -mm a
n-milita r y stamudpoi umt , ti -me US Second Division contributes omily marginall y to ti-me Sount im ’s co m bat
potential. In Marc h 1977 President Carter am ’nnounced his imitent io mm of removing all US ground
t ’orces trom ti -me peninsula by 1982.
Time ROK Air Forc e , on ti-me other hand , is not adequate for Soutlm Kore a ’s mieeds. Time Northu
hmas about thre e tinmes as nmany aircraf ’t as the South. Althougim ROK aircraf ’t are generall y ni -more
modern and its pilots are believed to be better trained , South Kore a coumld miot rely on its air power
surviving against time Nortim . However , the United States nuai n itaimms a full air wing of F’4DIE tactical
fig hter aircraft in Korea , sixty-six in all. These units train wit im ROK um -nits and are prepared to
operate jointly with timem. Althoug h adding in the US aircraft does mmot wimolly el inmimmate time
North ’s advantage in muumbers , the combined ROK and US air resowces represent am-n overall
capability at least comparable to that of Nort lm Korea. Moreover , US Air Force amid Marinue Corps
aircraft based in Japan would be available for rapid re-inforcemeuit . as woum id US Navy aircraft
based on carriers.
The United States maintains other types of units on the peninsula as well. Americans
participate in the commaimd and control system , man warning systems , operate surf ’ace-to-air an-md
surface-to-surface nmmissi le systenums , and provide logistics sumpport. Many of these units n-now seen-n
likely to be witfmdrawn: in ti -mis writer ’s view , suciu withmdr awa l s are pru ide nit an-md semisib ie.
Now that tim e ROK has sumcceeded in building up a strong commventionua l defense , it woumld seem
particularly appropriate for the US nuclear weapons renmaining in Kore a to be removed.
Maintaining the weapons in Korea --symnbo iic of’ US reliance on nuclear threats - -contradicts ti-ne
emphasis in US policy on curbing the pro liferatiomu of nuclear weapons . as well as inc umrrin g some
risk of seizure or accident. The Carter administration has moved at least partway toward the
adoption of such a course by withdrawing some nuclear-capable surf ’ace-to-surt ’ace missiles:
removing the remaining Army and Air Force weapons would also make sense. If a threat from the
North seemed imminent and a strong deterrent signal seenmed advisable , nuclear weapo ums could be
returned to Korea inn short order.

-4

Sinuce ti-me US Secomud Division contributes only margimma lly to ROK defenuses , ti-m e
administration ’s decismon to withdraw the division an-md turn -n over f ’imll responsibility for groumud
conmibat to South Kore a also is reasonable. The decision to remove the division is principally a political
one. hmu time President ’s view , tIme Ammuerican people should n-not be asked to , amid in am-my case would
not , sunpport a new ground war in Asia. i-hence , the deployment of US t’orces should not raise false
expectations on the part of US allies. The United States can provide air amid naval power ,
technologically advanced weaponry , and the political support necessa ry to cause China and the
USSR to act to restrain Kim il-sung (or at least not to encourage him) . Adequate ground con nhat
forces will have to con-me from the South Koreans themselves , especially, as noted above , since time
withdrawal of US groumud t ’orces is clearly justified on military grounds , when considered al omu e.
US Air Force units will reniain in Korea, training at-md exercising with ti-m e ROK Air Force and
provid imig visible evidence of ’ the US commitment to Souti m Korea ’s defense. Army air defense umuits
will remaimu while ROK personnel are trained to operate ti-ic missile . and US personnel ti -mat operate
sophisticated communications and surveillance system -n-ms woum ld renima in as well. All told , tlmere nui glit
be 1 2 ,000 US military persominel in Korea following withdrawal of the Second Divisio n-n and
sunpporting logistic units.
The favorable groumnd balance on tIme Korean Penuinsula also raises tIme question u of wlmether it is
necessary to mainitain the Third US Marine Divisionu in Oki n awa . The presenuce of the division
causes some difficulties with the local population am-md. because Marines on timis toumr of duty are
unacconupanied by their fan’nilies . aggravates recrunitnmenu t an-md retention problems for the Corps. The
Japanese pay little attention to time Marin es as evidence of US com iim itnmemits. A modest Marine
presence in the western Pacifi c remains desirable for various minor conntinigencies . hut timese
purposes could be fulfilled by maintaini n g on-n e or two battalions afloat on-n amplmib ious sh ips mu t h e
region and supporting th ienu , in turn , fronu I-hawaii or by a smaller Marimue force on-i Okinawa.
Thus , on milita r y grounds alone , sizable reduction -ms could be n-made in-n the US nmmi hi tam ’y presence
in East Asia: the ground forces an-id n-nuclear weapon -ms can be wit h mdrawmu t ’rom Kore a . son ic of time
Marines could leave Okinawa . and part of ti-n e Navy now in n time Pacific could be redep ho~ ed. Clearly.
changes like these—or even more modest ones -- should be carried omi t gradually, leavimug ample time
for the South-i Korean am-md Japanese governments to adjust th meir own-n military p lanmn in g to ti -me n-new
situation.
Moreover , otimer steps should be take mu to anime l iorate time p olitical couuse quen ice s of time
withdrawals: to avoid giving tIme false inmipressionu ti -mat th ese reductiomus impl ied am -n emmd to ( S
defenmsc ~on iimi tme nuts in Northeast Asia. Cons umltat i onms wit h concenmed go~-cr mm nmie m iIs . st rom -mg public
reaffirnmation of conmmitmenm ts , accelerated arms transfers to Sout im Korea am-md J apa u m. amm d military
exercises designed to si-mow the US ability to retunrmm to time peninsula mm torce . shioumld ti -mat become
necessary, would all be hel pt ’ul in-n av&ding adverse consequmenuces.
1mm essence , what has h appened in East Asia is th at a mmui ii t ary force postuire built for a di fk re u mt
time amid different political circumstances , has acquired a symbolic value far bevomud its pre semmt
milita ry relevance , mak imug it diff icult to adjust ti-me US ummi litary presence in -n time region to new
political realities. But symbols can be cimammgcd wit h out advers e consequence s it don -me slowly ammd
carefully. To heave US forces in East Asia unchan ged would he to squander foolish ly suh st an mti a l
resources at a time wimen the Soviet n-milita ry hu mil dup makes t hneir potential conm t rm h u tmo n m n~ t ime
defenmse of US interests m m other region -ms all the more valuable.
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In Conclusion
With m each passing year it has become more difficult to exp lain ti-m e cont in uinug mo nmenutum iii
the Soviet defense bui ldump.
At first it seen-ned likely that the bumildup was a reactiomm of the new Soviet leadership to Nikita
Khnmshchev ’s foreign policy defeats. From about 1957 timrough 1962, at time time Soviet arni ~~d
forces were being cunt back drastically. Khrums luchev pursued an aggressive fore igmu policy. immor e
aggressive than could be supported with the mi l ita ry power ti -men available to the USSR. Partly as a
result , the Soviet Union -n suffered a string of political sethacks: in Cenutral Eunrope . in time Congo. in
Cuba. and elsewhere. Moreover , t ’ears stemming from im ti -mis aggressive stance plums coi n cide mmt Soviet
technological breakthrough s spurred a major rebuilding of US military capabilities during the
Kennedy years . This disastrous Soviet foreigmu policy was no dotnbt a n-major factor leading to
Kh rushchev ’s overthro w in 1 964. And determined to avoid a similar fate , his successors accelerated
Soviet defense pro grams to catch -n imp with the United States.
By the end of ti-ic l 960s, imowever . am -md certaimuly i y 1972 wi -men -n a special Soviet position -n in
~
Eastern Europe and parity in strategic anus I-mad been ratified in tor n im al agr eenue nmts . it seen-med
logical that this military buildup would slow down. The Soviet economy (an-md Soviet con sumers ~
would certa mm-nly have bemie fited from a reduction in time 1 2 to 15 percemut share of Soviet resoumrces
consummed by its defense estab hishu nm ent , But ti -mere is no evidemice of ’ such a reallocation.
Explanations come readily to rn i mid , ranging from -mi ti-n e difficu i lty of Lurn ing off bureaucracies
once timey have been turmued on , to specumlatiorn that time Soviet n -military received a prom ni se oh ’
continuing high budgetary allocations m u exclmamige for their cooperation on a policy of political
rapprochement with West , to rum imuatiomu on fine n atunre of ti -ne Russian character as sh aped by the
searing experience of World War II . to fears ti -mat time USSR is indeed seeking milita ry superiority to
enable it to coerce , and eventually to dominate , ti-m e West. Each of these reasons cotnld have
something to do with -n the continuing buildup. But in am -my case , it seen-ms clear th at, as in time late
l950s . the Soviet Union has again underestimated ti -ne West . failing to t’oresee the degree to which
its apparent gains would cause the United States to become apprehensive an-md step up its ownu
milita ry preparations. But this is exactly whuat has h appened since 1975.
Ti-me assessments mi ti -mis paper demonstrate the valume of detailed anualyses of time Soviet mm -military
buildump. An across-the-board US response stenuming fronu a dif ’fuse sense of umnease wounid oumly
waste resources , diverting people and money not only from important domestic needs. but also ,
within the defense program , from those areas whuere time Soviet Union presents more si gn ificant
challenges. In East Asia , the Soviet buildup threatens not the United States , bunt Cimi nua. Given
improvements in US-China relations and more narrow US definitions of its interests in Soumthieast
Asia , the US force posture in tim e Pacific could be scaled down , freeiuug resources for use elsewh ere.
In Europe and the Middle East , on-n the othuer hanud , improvimmg Soviet mu -military capabilities do
threaten important US interests and require a clear and strong response . But t even here , there arc
more and less efficient ways of enhancing US milita ry capabilities: conmcermu about trenuds in tIme
military balance should not cause ti-me neglect of rigorous examinations of proposals on-n ti-m e
pragmatic grounds of relative costs and relative effectiveumess.
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ENDNOTES

—

I.
Muc h of this paper was derived from “The Defemise Budget , ” a chapter in Joseph A. Pechm an
(ed ). Setting National Priorities: The 19 7~S~Budget (Brookings instit u tiomu . 1977) . I an-nm gratefu il to
Robert P. Bermnan , Stuart E. John somu. Robert (~~. Weimilamud , amid Frederick W. Young, all memnbers
of Brookings ’ defense anualysis staff , t’or their contributions. Respommsibi lity for errors. I owever . is
mine alone.
2.
Each u-nation also n -maintain -ms sum -mailer naval forces m u the luidiami Oceaum , whichu Imave little n -military
significance . and are n-not discussed here.
3.

“Annual Defense Department Report , FY 1978,” p. 189.
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Panel 2
US Global Strategy: The Future of the

Half War Planning Contin gency

~

Professor Geoffrey Kem p and
LCDR Harlan K . Oilman , USN

Problems and Prospects

for Globa l Security

Because of the growing diffusion of political , milita ry and economic power . an-md the parallel
phenomenon of interdependence , a most importamit strategic consideration for ti -me Un n ite d States in
the next decade will be ti -me maintenance of some form of access to overseas resources. mi litary
basing facil ities and , if nieed he , areas mm which f ’orce must be projected. Thiese requirements occur
at a time wim ~ m-m the emerging international system appears to be limiting traditiona l US log isti c
freedo mn. Increas ed Soviet military power , growing military capabilities of littoral states.
dependency upon f ’oreign n res ounrces . especially oil and associated sea fines of communication. amid
time new ocean reginme inucluding 200-m imile exclusive economic zones , off-si -more drilling and poll ution
control zones , are examples of ti-mis trend wh ich appears to be imposing new constraints on access
These problems have also coincided with a period in American history when the role of force as an
instrument of national policy is under great scrutiny, pri mari ly as a result of our political defeat in
Vietnam.
For the United States , the access deemed necessary for US interests sh ould re flect ti -me lar ger
context of policy and , therefore . he consistent with outcomes which will contribute to an
international environment compatible witim American security. One view of policy-making h as heemu
traditionally derived from estab lishmenit of national interests wimich have ti -men been-n limited to
objectives , policies , strategies and instnmmenmts of implementationu. We would suggest that a less rigid
fornuul atio n of national interest . based more upon ti-me rea lities of ti -me international sy stem . whic im
in turn permits us to talk about pre ferred outcomes ratimer timani definitive goals . may he perhaps a
better fi rst step.
In looking at ti -me world of the I 980s and beyond , ti -mere are clearly several pref ’erred ountcomes
which will form time basis for muchm of policy. Time prevenut ion of war with -n time Soviet Unmion is
critica l . as indeed is ti -me limitation of’ any simch conflict sluould it occ umr. TI-ic mai nte nm anuce of access
to overseas areas is a second and re lated important outconue.
Th is paper examines time req umirernent to deter and limit war witim time Soviet Union -n thro umgh
time prism of ti -me so-called “one-h alf war ” plan mii n-mg contingenc y whic Im. wi -nile used as a mumetimod of
sizing US forces , also links toget lmer a series of related policy issues incl unding unanut i cipat ed crises
which may require a milita ry response. Unfortunately, iron-mu a plannimug perspective , the perceived
importance of the Ima if-war contingency may he declining precisely at time momiuent wh en its
implications may be of growing inuportance. TI-mis is in part due to US defense polities , bunt is also
reflective of tIme constraint on access.
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Time current defe imse debate in-n Washington revolves around time traditional Poles of the
US-USSR mnihi t ar ~ rivalry the strategic nuclear balance and tine balance between NATO and
Warsaw Pact f ’orces in tI me (‘entra l From -mt in Europe. Aithougim thmerc are good reasons wlmy timese t w o
issunes feature pronninmently in thue debate , what is insidious is ti -mat a series of ’ p res sure s and
constraints nnay institutionally cause time US defense decision-making process to ove iemp lmas i,e
t hem as a j u s~il ’ica tio mm f ’or rationalizing , sizing, procuring am-md deploying iiiih it arv forces. Th in s . mm
turn. may lim imit f ’ut in re US t lexib il ity. includimig access, and make more conup lex t ine int e ~ r ,itnoni of
other inmport anmt US—Wester im secunrity initerests , especially in time Middle East-Persian Gu n If and ti m e
Westerr Pac i fi c . imuto overall US defemuse re quiren n ents. In oth er words , ti m e “half-war ” mimeasure of
ti m e so-ca lled ‘‘on -m e amud ouue-ha lf war ” planuning requirenuents mi-may he erodin g far umiore ti -man -n we
realize , witimo ut any consciou n s decisions omu ouir part . 1
I In n s r ar er assum ne s that time implications of a n-more narrowly focumsed defenuse perspective.
combimued witim I i n mm i ta ti ons omu access to n-many region -is of ti -me world , suggest conusequern ees ot a
serious ri at iure to both US and West ern -i world-wide interests. We realize timat ti-ic trend tow ards a
narrower defem is e perspective is far from proven , bunt we ti -mink it is importamut to discuss time
immuplications of constrained n-milita ry capability and access in-i light of conti muu imig US initer est s .
security objectives , and preferred oumtcomes . 2
H. The Current US Defense Debates
( a) The Nuclear Problem
The strategic nuclear debate can be cluaracterized by time differem mces in time so-called “Teanm u A ”
amid “Team B” reports concerm iing ti-n e Natiom ial Intelligence Estinmate (N I L ) of ’ Soviet str at eg i c
forces, “Teanu A” (the authors of ti -me NIE ) concluded ti -mat alth moumg hm time Soviet l. nuomm would
attempt to pursue a strategy aimed at achiev inmg nunclear superiorit y over the Umiite d State s , there
was virtually mo hike h ilmood that this condition -n could he eith er reachied or nui ainmt ain ed in the
fo reseeable future . Therefore. ‘Team A” was gem -nerally satisfme d with current anud projected US
strategi c programs. “Team B” concluded ti -mat “Tean A” had n -underestimated Soviet strate gic
nunc iear capabilities and that the USSR was closer to achie vinig sunp eriority over time US in -n time sense
that the Soviet Union could conceivably figh t , survive amd win-i a tlmermom iuc lear war with time
United States in ti-me future if current trends in ti -me balance continu n -ne d unc huanmge d. “Team B”
proponents recommended increases in US strategic capabilities to check ti -mis tremmd.
A second strand of time strategic nuclear debate is time admi iui strat ion ’s proposal for major arnn s
limitations amud reductions. The intensity of fee limmg omu ti -mis poinu t was apparent in-n ti -ne oftentimuu es
acrimomiious conli rmation hearings in early 1977 over Paul Warnke ’s noniinatiou u as Director. Arm -n-ms
Control and Disarm ament Agency ( ACDA ) and Head , US Delegation to SAlT (Strategic Arm s
Limitation Talks), am-id mi some public responses to ti -ne “com prehensive ” proposal for strategi c
weapons made to the Soviets in Moscow in March.
(h ) The Central Front
Time debate over NATO -Warsaw Pact forces is eq una ll v hmi gl m lv cf i ,nr t _’ed. conmp lex amm d te chm mu ic al
and includes conflictim ig views over strategic and tactical warning tnn uies mum event of a Soviet attack
in (‘entra l Europe : time threats to the Nort hm errm and Soutimern flanks of N A J O : dep loynment options
for theater and non-tlucater forces : thue state of readiness of US amid %k e ste rn forces: conduct of ’
coalition or alliance warfare inn war and peace 3 : time role of tactica l nuclear weapons: time application
of advanced teciuno logy . especially precision-guided m’nunit ions , to time Europ eanu tim eat er : resuppl y :
and , perhaps most impor t ammt , time types of defensive amid offensive strate gies amm d postures which
best enimance NATO and time stability of Wester nm Eumrope .
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Three basic views imave so far been expressed imi thi s debate , Time f ’irs t two views agree with ti-me
need for a strong “forwa rd defense ” in Western Europe which would he capable of blunting a
Warsaw Pact offensive and prevenmtinug any Pact advances imuto time ERG am-md be ond . Tlmese views
divide , iuowever, iii their recormunui enda tions . 4 On-ne proposal recomme mmds ime avy increases in-n alliance
investments in new military tecimno logies sume im as PGM5 . rrocurem n ent of new an-md additional
weapons systems , relatively larg e troop redep loyments and upgrading of material stockpiles inn
Eumrope. The secomid view argues that inuprovemmiemuts in-n comuvemutionual “ war-figiuting ” capabilities of
NATO cam-n be accomplis h ed through -i better “ratiomia hization . readiness and redeployment ” of ’ forces
alread y in place , supported by moderate tech -inological investments. Both position -is see continumed
utility of tactical nuclear weapons: lmowcv cr , ti -me proponents of time first view support time
“war- f ighting ” role for these weapon -is while the second view sees tiueni more as a deterrent linked
with time strategic nunclear balance.
A t hmird (and mimmority ) view suggests ti -me Soviet n-military “build-up ” in-i Europe is exaggerated ,
and. tlmerefore , poses no greater actual thureat to NATO than before. 5 Proponents of this view are
satisfie wit lm curremut US and NP TO programs witlu regards to procurement. thou ngh would he
prepare d to see improvements in training aimd readiness.
An inlport ant but indirect ef’fect of the debate amoiug time Proponents for a stronger Etmropean
defense is tIme call for an augmentation of US-NATO Atlantic forces by redeploying US Pacifk
forces permanuently to time Atlantic thueater. This , in turn , could lead to a major division amuiong time
“Atlanticists ” and “Paci incists” m u setting the om ’eral l priorities for US global strategy.
Unqumestionably . tiu c debates omu strategic nuclear forces and time European -i ti-neater are critical
to Western security interests and should be given the higlmest priority. However , in addressing these
issues th ere is a risk of avoiding hard ch oices on other contingencies. This leads to several
conclumsions:
I . Although -i US strategic and general purpose forces are rationalized . t’unded and sized on ti-ne
criteria of “one and one-half war ” planning, both ti-me public debate and the institutional process
are becomin g more and more concerned with the strategic nuclear and time NATO-Warsaw Pact
(‘entral Front balances. Ti-me reasons are straightforward : these balances appear to be ti-me mos t
important: time US experienuce in Vietnam has caunsed question uing about the role of US force in
“peripheral” areas: and increasing umnit costs of weapon -ms systems nueanu fewer deployed forces to
cover all contingencies. Thmere fore , a series of limnits and constraints for US actions have , in tuirmi .
affected the structure and process of US defense po licy-mnaking. Wi-mile it h as always heemu tm-me ti -mat
debates over the defense dollar have determined the deployment of forces . ti -mis is time t’irst time
since 1950 when sn-mc im imard choices hmave to be made.
2. These factors will contin nc to limit, explicitly and implicitly . US future “one-imaif war ”
capabilities and may also limit the extent to which the US can include the flanks of NATO in am-ny
European contingenicy.
3. For these reasons , other contingencies should be examined in order to reach son-m e
conclusions about time relative dangers of ti -mis apparent overconcem itratiom i on ti -me strategic nuclear
and (‘entral Front balance in-n a decade of potentially declining access.
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lit . Contingenmcies in the Middle East/Indian Ocean-Western
Pacific Region
Time two geograp lmic areas outside ti -me Atlantic which will be examined are time Middle
East /Persiami Gulf amud time Western Pacific. NATO hua ~ enom-nuous stakes in time Middle East- Gulf
region and will continuue to do so for as long as ti -me Gun lf oil is in luig im demnan d . In time Western
Pacific the United States and Japamu imav e vital interests which -n are related to time stability of time
Korean peninsum ha amid tine emnerging geo -po hitica l uncertainty of the Sout hm amid East (‘himua Seas
Time lesson-m s of h istory won -mId support a care fu l examimuation of milita ry comutingencies which
con -mid occtm r in thuese regions t’or three reasons. First , states almost invariably find tiuemse lv es in
mm iajor cont ’iicts whic h th ey rarely am tic ipated before h and. No one won-mId have predicted in -n 1949 .
t’or example , US involvement in-n time Korean contlict. Comusequentl y, no suchm comutifl genme \ - was eit h er
envisaged or plaumned for Anyonme suggesting to Presidents Eisenhower and Kenned y dtnr in g their
respective ternn s that time US involvement in Vietnann won-mId lead to time stationi umg of ’ 500.000
Americans in time war zone would i-nav e beemu viewed as deranged. Sim ilarly there were few, it :n imy.
NATO analysts who predicted in t u e mid- 1960s ti -mat Britain would draw down its BAOR forces to
deploy on a large scale in Nortimern Ireland!
Second , in initiating war . sumrprise has almost always been a sn -nccesst ’ul tactic. With tIme
exception of Vietmuam , since 1939 . virt n-mahl y all major conventional conflicts were initiated with
successfu l sum rprise attacks (during World War Ii —both European fronts ami d time Pacific: Korea: ti-ne
Indo-Pakistan War; and three Middle-East wars—1 9 5 6 , 1967 .
Third . wi memi rough -n ni -military
parity existed between states in Europe , (fo r example , during time last cemutur y ) ti-ne premin -mm slm il ’ted
to strategy as a means of changing tim e balance am-md offsett mm ’n g equality. The comic lusion to be drawnm
from these observations is that ante helium consider ations rarely coincide wit iu actual wartime
actions and ti -mat plam ining am-md procurement predicated on peacctin mu e acti vities n -ns n -n all v undergo
radical change once war is imuitiate d. 7
19 7 3) ,

6

If our h ypot h esis is correct — that the US process is overconcentrating on ti -me strategic nuclear
and central front balances : ti-nat US overseas access may be decreasing: that futn-nre comu flicts are at
least as likely to be unanticipated and n -unplanned for as muot: an-md that surprise rema inis anm
exploitable action with -n 1-nigh -n probability of initial sn-mccess —it is pn mdent to examine several areas in
which the West could face grave potential risks.
Projecting into the 1980s , it is not unreasonable to assunme a comutinumation of time current
US-USSR relationships and rivalries and a gradual reduction im i US access to overseas bases. A
relative measure of balance or “essential equivalence ” woutl d probably mark time military
comnpetition in strategic nuclear forces and along tIme Central Front. However, for wluatever reason-is.
siuppose a non-n n -mc h ear conflict does occumr between time US an-i d tIme Soviet Uniom m. 8 Altho n -mgh ti -mis
prospect is no more or no less likely in ti -ne future ti -man today, given time relative equ mivalen -ice of time
Ccii tral Front and strategic nuclear balances , it is not unreasonable to assume ti-nat both sides would
im ii t i alh y he under ~ ‘eat pressure to retrain from -nm n-msimm g nn-mc le ar weapons and mig lmt tlmeret ’ore attempt
to wage strateg ic warfare desigmued not to escalate into general war hunt directed at controlling time
conflict and in fln -mencimmg a post-war sett lenu ent. 9
Let n-ms examine ti -mi s scenario from a Soviet perspective using ti -me “indirect approac h . ” i.e.. time
notion of unnmant icipated conu flict and surprise. At time on -mthre ak of hostilities , comusider at i on m s of
escalation , vuminerah ilities and geograpimy won-mid probably domimuate time strategic t h inmkin g of ’ hotim
sides. Assunmin g escalation coum id he limumited or avoided , geograp h ic proximity woum id preoccn-mp~ ti -me
Soviet Union wi th certain concerns: time Nort lmern and Soumt imermu En-nropeamu th eaters , time (‘enir ai
Front amm d East ern Eunrope . time (‘hinese border . her ion -mr nui tior mmav al fleets amud time Persian Gulf.
~
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The Nortimern theater assumes critical proportions becaumse it represents a choke-point to Soviet
North ern Fleet operations and a gateway for NATO access into ti-me Soviet Union. The Southern
flanks , while important , hav e double choke-points at the Dard emielles and Gibraltar and won -mid
probably focus Soviet concern on threats to the former posed by the US Sixth Fleet. The Ccmitra i
From -m t and East Europe are the most critical areas for the Soviet Union -n and would take obvious
priority—in this case , however , we are assuming either no direct conflict or a stabilized and
localized battlefield which both sides would be wilting to resolve by negotiation -ms rather ti -man
general war. The Chinese border would pose problems since this would give ti-me Soviet Union ami
opportunity to neutralize the Chinese threat by a swift non-nn-iclear offensive whichu they would
probably easily aim but would also raise the spectre of nuclear escalation. Soviet ports—
Kola/Murmansk in ti-n e Northern Fleet , the Baltic and Black Sea Fleet bases , Vladivostok an-m d
Petropaviosk in the Pacifi c, are particularly vulnerable and would need to be defemuded amid the
fleets protected either at sea after sortie or m u port. Under thuese sorts of military conditiomus , what
might the Soviet Union consider as options to influence negotiations an-m d post-war settlement short
of nuclear exchange?
In terms of its own vulnerabi lities , the Soviet Union would be extremely semisitive to tIme
North ern Cape of Norway. Assuming a stabilized Central Front and in order to maximize its
strategic position for post-war negotiations , there are indications ti -mat invasion ami d occupation of
northern Noi~vay would be a difficult but important task. Nortlu ern Norway, niortlu of Troni sö. in
Soviet control would remov e a major non-nuclear NATO th reat against Kola and Murmansk and
provide the Soviet Union with a southerly looking and relatively n-mnrestricted access to the sea.
Ti-mere is little doumbt ti-nat the tactics of ti-n e operatio nu won -mId be diff icult , complicated and
incorporate in time Soviet cahcuilus , considerations of Finland ’s and Sweden ’s likely responises
incl unding the resort to war. However , even a small slice of muort i’nern Norway mn ig imt be an attractive
proposition.
In tern-is of Western vuinerabi lities. surely the Soviet Union won -mid see time Persian Gn-nlf as the
West ’s majo r source of oil. TI-mat would provide four possible options: “do nothing ” becan-use of
escalation risks and problems of reprisal ; destroy ti-me oil flow cycle at time oilfields: mine , blockade
and interdict oil sea lanes; or physically seize a port i on of the Gulf. Each option also has certai n
n-utility and certain disutility for establishing a strategic position for negotiations. “Do nothin e ”
presumably limits escalation and implies a certain threat of possible future action. But , if both sides
were choosing to limit hostilities , future threats might be counterproductive. This option also h as
the advantage of not over stretch ing Soviet milita ry and logistic capabilities on anmotimer front .
Destroying the oil fields or the oil flow cycle would not seem an automatic response because
the e ffect would not be felt by the West in su fficient time to influence negotiations presumin g it
was the intention of both sides to limit hostilities and reach some accommodation . Ti-m e problems
of escalation as well as commitment of forces detracting from other fronts won-mId seemn to rnimiimize
this eventuality.
Mining, blockading and interdiction hmave the same attendant diffic n -n lties as destroying the oil
fields. Reprisals would also be more likely and the Soviet Union ’s sensitivities towards
countermaritime pressure by time West could r Jn -uce the advantages of th is option. TI-mere is also time
difficulty of geography and reaching the Gulf or Indian Ocean regions from distant imome waters
with either ships , submarines or aircra ft.
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Seizing physical control of oil fields , perhaps in Kuwait or ti -me UAE , has time
can-using possible overextension of military forces , the risks of escalation and time
Western , Iranian or Arab counter-actions directed at the Soviets, inc ln -mding time threat
the oil fields. However , the advantage of sunch an action won -mid give time Soviets
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bargaining lever. There fore , in our view , if one accepts time possibility of strategic non-nuclear war
ainmed at influencing negotiations , Soviet attempts to seize ti -ne oil fields in the neck of tIme Persian
Gulf would be a viable option , especially if ti-me United States i-mad little or no capacity to check
such intervention by deploying into the Gulf itself,
In the Western Pacific , Soviet options and activities are more problematic in time sense that
there is less consensus about what military threats tluey pose to what interests. However , two future
US actions could intlu n ence ti-me emerging military balance in ti -mis region. First , a decision to station
all US “Trident ” sunbmarines on the western seaboard of the United States , wi-mile contri hutimug to
ti-ne overall strengtiu of on-mr second-strike nuclear forces, will doubtlessly pronmpt increased Soviet
naval activity and presence in the Pacifi c at the very time wimen we are talking ahon -u t redeploying
elements of the Seventh Fleet to ti-me Atlantic. Soviet naval missions have been rationalized mu term n ’,
of the strategic numclear defensive agaimist Western aircraft carriers and , more importantly, aga in st
strategi c missile-carrying submarines (SSBNs). Conseqn -nent ly. if Soviet naval operations do expand .
that will giv e the Soviets a slightly greater range of possible wartinie optiouus and n-is more
contingencies against which to plan. In short . Soviet response to “Trident ” d”p lovniemmt s n-nay affect
our overall strategic posture througho n -mt ti-ne Pacific.
Second , and related to this point , if the “Atlanticists ” are sumccessfu l in persuadimig ti -me
administration to redeploy a US carrier task group permanently from time Pacific. n-under time speci fic
conditions investigated above (of limited strategic war aimed at inu fln - ien cim u g negotiat ionus mi a
post-Imosti lities pimase), this draw-down on the West Pacifi c and indian Ocean-n capacity mighmt Imave
Very serious consequenc es. ’°
Constraints on Access
In all these cases ti-me problems of access from a military and , especially , a logistical sta n dpoimut
are likely to be most serious in timose geograp hmic ~ l areas wh ich h ave ti-me basic characteristics of
“closed seas, ” especially the Mediterranean , tlue North -i Sea , time Persian Gulf am-nd ti-me Soutim am-md Last
Cimina Seas. For example , ten years ago , at the hu eig imt of ti -ne Vietnam -mi war . ti-ne South Cimim -ma Sea was
what can only be described as an American lake. Ships and planes of ’ time US forces deployed and
operated with immunity in this area and the lines of communication fronu the comutimue nutal Um u ited
States an-md Japan were never serioumsly challenged by time North Vietm mamese , let alone am-ny of time
non-belli gerent littoral states. Ten years from now, and perimaps soon-icr . ti-mere is some qunestion as to
wi -mat access , if an y, the US forces will hmave in this region. Sucim a decline may. in part. be dine to time
inevitable wit h drawal following ti-me United States ’ defeat in Vietmuam hu t to see t lmi s as time onu lv
reason is to ignore the very real chuamuges occurring in the worldwide strate gic . economic and
political environment.

—

Els ewlmere , for instance , ti -me closn-m re of ti-me Nort h Sea m u time Atlantic auu d time approaches to the
Straits of Malacca mi the Western Pacifi c may con-ne ahon -ut for very practical reasons of peacetmnu e
sea-traffi c comutrol. ’’ However , once sn-nc iu controls become part of the da ~ -to-da y prero~ a 1ive s of
littoral states , it becomes more difficum lt to imagine time United States. or time Soviet Union f ’o r ti m at
matter. sending warsimips into these areas without prior consultation and possibly approval. in
e.vtrernA , both tune US and ti -me Soviet Union i would be ab le to ignore suc im controls. However , in
crisis sit n -nations short of all-out war . ti -ne flexibilit y to deploy thro u gim thmese areas may well be
scri on -ms ly limited owing to political constraints wlmich imp ly ti -mat in marginal smt u ation s ti -me
simperpower s will nd-m t risk alienating time local coumntrie s by v i ol at in ~’ wim at thue v inc rea si iiel ~ see j s
thm ei r de jW ’t() soVereigmuty. Furt imern n ore . shuould either of time maj or powers decide to violate such
sovereignty. th ey would now h ave to consider time pos sibilit y ti -mat the littoral states could at least
tr to prevent timem or mm -make time cost of ’ t lmeir deployment even imigi mer. l ine diffusion of inn li t ar v
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technologies. smi cim as precision-guided mn - mni ti on s and ti -ne fast-patrol boat , wi -mile not seriou sly
chuallengin g tim e overall viabilit y of capital si-mip s sumchm as time aircraft carrier or time m im i ss n i e -equipped
cr-miser. do raise tlme potential politic al , militar y amid eco n ommmic costs of deplo y ing timese sy stem s into
emmclose d sea areas. Thins , ti m e risks involved for the superpower mua v ie s mm depioyinug in suc h areas are
likely to grow and , in a practic al sense, their dep loymm ient s nm av he mi -more lim u mited to time open or
high —seas areas wi-mere timeir natn -nra l inmm m mn - mm u ity amm d abilit y to overcome oppositionm miavie s will remain
as great as eve r.
Reconminmendations
Given time ambign -ni ty of possib le one- hi alf war contungemicie s . t i-mere are no clear-cut solutions
for resolving satisfactorily ti -me debate over defense alternative s amid the p oss ibili t ~ of declining
access. Perceptions and measn -uremne nts of interests are political amid p~ ehiological and. t imeref ’ore .
extremely dif incult to translate immto qn -nantitative amu al sis anud. ultimatel y . po Iic ~ Bin t we do suggest
certain recommendations whic im can redunce come of these dif ’flc n -m iti es .
.

--First , the US mn -ust weigh its defense r e quirements in the broadest context and
resist ti -me inevitable pres sn-mres In-; concentrate on-n the strategic nuclear and (‘entra i Front
balances. One insti ti utional ch ange would he tIme iu chn -u sion in ti m e imigimest levels of
decisiom ’m-makin g, perhuaps time National Forei gn -n lnte ll igenmc e Advisory Board , of a senior
member cimarged witim deve lopim ig “unco n ventiomual ” approaches towards US strate gic
policy and testing current and future U-S options.
Second , time US can limit Western vulnerahi h ities in the Northernm Flanks , t h e
Persian Gum l f and tIme Pacifi c wit h a combination of individual and alliamice actiomus.
Ind igenon -us Norwegian nmi hi t ary capabilities canm he enihanced w it im n-new tech nm olog ies . This
need not be a preci p itous or an immi u ediate response , hun t on-me m anaged senusib ly over time
and design ed to raise ti -me costs in convem itiona l terms to possible Soviet inuvasion. In
parallel to this action , time US n-must hiave ti -me capability to reinforce or recapt umr e lce lamud
at very sh ort notice. Icelamid , with Soviet attempts at eom tro hii mug Norway ’s North Cape.
assinmes great strategic importance as a cork in a very large b ottle and would n-make more
dil ’ficum lt Soviet access into the Atlantic. US Marines , either from -mi time l ast or West coasts
sh ounld have ti -mis as a priniary raison d ’etrc .
-

In the Persi an Gulf , contin uned US access, economically , poli tically an-mci militaril y.
is important. The island base of Diego Garcia. possibly Masira im Island amud even a “swing ”
capab i lity from Au n stra h ia for time Seventh -n Fleet , provide low-level hn-mt sign i ficant
facilities , in crisis. wh ich can support quick reaction of’ US pro Jectiomi capabilities. We
realize th is flows con -unter to administration argumemuts about demilitarizing time l n ud i a mm
Ocean hut suggest that Western and Soviet interests in -n this area are so asymui m etric that
we would he foolish to negotiate away on-mr freedom -mi of action , especially at a tim -n-me wi -men
ti -me Soviet Uuiion may face inicreasing difficulties of its ownu m u time flormu of Africa arud ti -me
new gover n mn em it of Inn -h a nm i av be mi-more favorably disposed towards time Umuited State s.
-

lii ti -me Pacif ’ic . time US mn -mst carein -m I ly comm si der ti -me irnp h icatio n us of any per muu anemn t
cut of area forces or red ep loynmme ru t of capabilities withi n u ti -n e larger context of strategic
policy and not solely on-n criteria of sp eciti c inuterest s am-mc i geogr apimic regions. Seconud. time
US should reconu sider tim e funt iure st ationming of all “Trident ” sn -mhm uuarines mu time Pacifi c and
review possi b ilitie s of d iv id iimg th ose asset s betweemu both US coasts in order to reduce ti -me
imim pact of likely Soviet com. nt erd ep io~ mm m e m m ts .’ 2
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— Last , we ti -mink that the logical and most fungible currency for expressing future
policy actionus is in ten-n-m s of pre ferred outcomes. Concepts like “national security or vital
interests ” are purposely vagune an-md diffuse : therefore they are relat ively dif lncn -mlt to
translate into specific policies. Settin g preferred outcomes and attempting to realize
them , wi-mile also difficult to implement . does offe r a more precise means of conveying
exactly wi-mat resumlts we wish -n to see occur. For an avowedly “open ” administration
clearly seeking to project its vain -mes and standards into ti -me international arena . reliance on
policies based on establish -med preferred outcomes seems a sensible mecham uism for
pla n ning US courses of ’ t ’oreign policy actions.

EN DNOTES
I. We are aware that many requirements for flexibility and mobility of forces wimich could be
used globally are assumed as part of the “ one war ” measum re as well as tim e “one-half war ” phanini ng
figure. However , we are pessimistic about the end result s of such’m a line of argument and question
whether or not future U.S. forces will , in fact , possess th at desired fle x ibility ani d mobility outside
the Central Front.
2. See Geoffrey Kemp and Harlan UlIman , “Towards a New Order of U.S. Maritimmue Policy. ”
,Vaval War College Ren ew, Summer 1977 , for an elaborate discussion of time dit ’fusionu of power
phenon enon and areas in-i which access may be limited.
3. This would include the issues of rationalizati on and standardization of systems , doctrine and
strategy .
4. Ti-m e fi rst two views diverge on the magnitude of ti-m e Western response and not whether time
West should respond. Advocates of heavier more immediate increases are Senators Nun mu n am-md
Bartlett and Lt. Gen, James Hollingsworth , USA (ret. ) . Proponents of a more measured response
are Gen. Alexander Haig (USA) and Robert W. Konner. (See . for instance . Komer , “Ten Suggestions
for Rationalizing NATO .” Surn - ’in ’a l, Marc lm-Aprii 1977). Timere h-n ave also been suggestiomis for an
“offensive ” NATO strategy into parts of Eastern En-mrope which , in event of Warsaw Pact aggression
and advances into Western Europe . would compensate in part for ti -mat territory lost to Pact forces
by capturing and holding East European areas. These suggestions are vaguely reminiscent of t h e
Schleiffen and Plan 1 7 impasse which embroiled both-i sets of bc.~higer ents in frightfu l trencim war f ’or
four years during W .W .1.
(

5. See, for example , statements by Congressman Les Aspin.
6. One remembers, of course, the initiator of war by surprise attack does not always acimie ve
victory . Also important is the observation tiuat surprise attacks can he successful when launch -med
after mobilization as the Egyptians demonstrated in 1973.
7. One can argue that wars have been accunra tely forecast in terms of plannin g and scope. Time
umsunal example given is the U.S. Navy ’s Pacific strategy in World War II. However, while bei ni g
accurate in term s of judgi n g the enemy, Japan. and the amphibious campaign requirements, one
must realize that tIme imeart of the Navy ’s strategy , time battleship, played a relatively n-minor role and
was displi ;ced by the unanticipated emergence of the aircr aft carrier as “capital ship ” of the fleet.
8. We are well aware of time differences in strategic and doctrinal on-ut look between tIme U.S. NAT O
and the U.S.S.R. However, we do umot assn-nme sn-mci -i a contingenc y is an -mtomat i ca liv impossible.

“-~~~~ --

9. We do not suggest ti-mis contingency has a high probability of occurring. We do suggest ,
however , that scenarios are useful in testing courses of action and at least making known
implications and tradeoffs. It is indeed likely, and , we hope true, that George Kennan was correct
in assessing that neither the U.S. nor the U.S.S.R. had any vital interests which would cause direct
military conflict. Un fortunately, both sides will retain a substantial military capability into the
future and even wars of accident , however limited , could conceivably bring the superpowers mnto
conflict.
10. This would also come at a time when the U.S. is withdrawing or has withdrawn its ground
forces from Korea and could adversely impact on any K orean contingency occurring during these
hostilities.
11. Pollution problems exacerbated by groundings and collisions , in addition to the already
crowded tra ffi c pattern s, may produce an ocean analog of air-traf fi c safety control.
1 2. We realize that “Trident ” deployments on the East coast may increase Soviet interests in the
South Atlantic and , therefore , be detri m ental to U.S. interests.
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Panel 3
Strategic Resources

and the Nort h-South Dialogue
Dr . Amos A. Jordan

Chairman ’ s Plenary
Session Summary

We began our discussions by focussing on the Nort h -South dialogue amid timen i dealt witim

strategi c resources. Laying out this orderly procedure implies a little more struct umre than there was
in our discussions. Indeed , Justice Holmes ’ phrase about “shoveling smoke ” was one we h-mad
recourse to occasiomially. Inasmuch as the North-South dialogue is about as amorphous and shifting
as possible for a topic , perhaps even the metaphor of smoke overstates the concreteness of some of
our discussion. Certainly our topic was more ethereal than the dross or trash to which Bill Whitsomi
and Herman Kahn referred . So I have decided to talk more briefly tiuami those two gentlenuen did.
Boiling 12 hours or so of our discussion into a comprehensive 25 n-minute dissertation -i is impossible .
so I will give you only a few highlights and then open ti-m e floor to questions. I hope that nuy fellow
panel members will add their views , either by intervention or by my throwing questions to themu m.
“North” and “South” are terms that we had to define at the outset. By “South” we mean -mt
the “less developed” nations or “developing ” nations. We sometimes used tiLe term “Third World ”
interchangeably with “South -i. ” For “North ” we sometimes used the term “First World. ” By it we
agreed to mean the OECD nations: United States , Canada , Western Europe , and Japan—the
“developed” world.
As the discussion proceeded , it en-merged that we viewed these concepts of North -i amud Sountlu as
permeable. That is, we agreed that nations in sonic cases should be expected to move fronu tlu e
developing category , over a span of 20 years , into the developed category. That was oui r tim e
horizon—over the next 20 years . Indeed , there are a nuniber of so-called “n-middle class ” nations , or
middle income nations , in the Tim ird Worl d groumping—Brazil , Mexico amid Vemue zumeha. for
instance—that are in some regards already developed amid might m ake the full tranmsition relatively
soon. We were eager to keep opemu tlue doors of the First World so ti -mat such nations could in fact
make the full transition. There is doubt as to whether son-me of them wan -mt to , and we omuly want
those who can and want to to join ; but in many instances it would be advantageous to hotlu ti-m e
country concerned and to the North , if they in fact did change categories.
Much of the North -South dialogu e in recent years has revolved around the South’s so-called
New International Economic Order demands. These demanmds include debt relief , increased
commodity prices and indexa tion of those prices to time prices of inudustrial goods that are
exported by the developin g countries , increased and automatic aid paymnents , full rigluts to
technology transfer , the righ t to discriminate against (an-md expropriate as they deemn appropriate )
businesses owned by tim e North or by Northermu multinational corporations , am-md so fortlu .
Dealing withu this list of demands was , in our view , time wrong way to address the qumestionms
that are real in the relati onships between North and South. Permitting the questions to be placed
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on the agenda this way was sonic th imig the Nortim should avoid as far as possible. To some degree we
are prisoners of the forums in existence , such as time UN , UNCTAD , CHi C, etc. and of the fact that
the South uses these fo n.nms to insist that these be the items 0mm the agemida. Bun t we simould lend no
sunbstance to the u nrealistic demands in the list, and a muu mm ber of theni are unrealistic.
The claim or demand is not just an economic one that time South is pursuing , b ut to sonic
degree it is a mora l claim for retribution am-md restitution for past “exp loitatiomu. ” It is also a power
claim , inspired by the analogy of OPEC . These nuations of the Southu seek to carte hize their resources
and thereby to exercise leverage over the developed world. These moral anud power or political
dimensions , ami d some of the economic dimensions as well , of the demamids for a nuew ecom ionmic
order were—our panel clearly felt—inappropriate. We comuc lumded that we cannot accede to tlme m amid
that we should , instead , shift the focums of the dialogue to what is legitimate — namely, t h e ca l l f o r
help in economic development by the Sout iuerm m states. Moreover , we shoumld shift tIme dialogue ou nt
of forums smnch as UNCTAD and CIEC , insofa r as we camu , amid into bilateral clmanmuels or inuto regio mual
channels , or even-i into the nuore traditionual deve lopnuemut institutiomms such as tlue World Bank.
What would be an appropriate response to the dennand for help toward development? Our
recommended answer is , in essence , first , that we continue conicessional aid , primarily in bilateral
patterns and that we shift its thnmst to the poorest of t h e nations. Wh ereas now only about 40
percent of total deve lopmemuta l aid or concessionary aid from the North goes to t u e poorest countries.
time bun lk of such aid-in the fu ture sluould go to thuem. Not only shoimld we sh i ft comicessional aid
more to the mnost needy, but also withuin those states we should try to focuns it on basic imu nua n
needs. These kinds of resoumrce tramusfers are essential if th ese cou nmtries are ever to have anuy imope , if
they are ever to contribute stability rather tlman instability to the world at large.
But ti-mis should not be the focuns of our deve lopmiu e mita l effort—bilateral concession -mary aid.
Rather , liberalization of trade should be. There is munc lm more nrornise for the Soutim , mu term s of
econu omic development tiuro umg iu increasimig producti vity, much nuore pronmmis e in ternns of tIme
requnired scale of resoumrc e transfers , if the focus is on trade. Gemu tni n e libe r a liz atiomu of trade is
preferable to expam ided prefe rential trading arramug enn ents.
We are also “lear that certainu sectoral deve lopmenut initiatives needed to be take n , specifically
stressing population control and incre ~n sine food productionu in the poorest mu atio mus. In all of this.
we cautioned that we ough t not unrealistically to raise expectatiomis . which is sonmetiuinug we hav e
characteristicall y done —that means e’: p ectat iomu s in ti -me United States as weU as expectationms ~mu t h ’
Third Worl d .
We noted the anomaly of tim e OPEC nations being a part of ti-m e Soumth . since on-i a per-capita
basis .mamuy of them are far wealthier than -i some developed states am-md since tI-icy are now
transferring resources out of the rest of the developinug world , via the increase in oil prices , at about
t he rate that the North is transferring resoumrces into the deve lopimug world. Yet there imas been amu
astonuishinug solidarity between the OPEC nations amud the rem aimider of time Third World despite
t hese mnassive resource transt ’ers at time expense of the developing world. Nort iuermu strategy should
focums on this anomaly and seek to press the OPEC nation -ms into a far larger role in Ime lpin g their
poorer partners , as well as im m restraim uimug further price increases.
Ttmrning to resources proble m s, we spent a great deal of tin -me talki n g about oil . refiectinig tiue
sanme focus on time shift mi the balance of power that was reflected in Bill Wh itsomi ’s remar ks about
the Middle East. There was a sharp difference of view in our pamme l omi time dangers posed by time past
quadrupling of oil prices and time prospect nf ftmrther immcreases in time future. All agreed that time
international finamicial systenu had thus far shown great flexibility m m man aginug and recy chi nmg
petro dollars; some believed it could comitinue to do so with u out sumhstanmtia l problems while others
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felt that there was a major danger of breakdown in the system , particularly mi the case of the
private banks which were carrying a large par t of the load. All agreed that furth er large price
increases could caunse breakdown ; bunt some believed that further mmiodest inucreases , for example , irm
step wifli inflation , could be accomnmodated rather readily. There was a consensus that, if the North
hoped to avert serious future problenis , it would have to put its energy house in order.
From ti -me outset we agreed tlmat we need to look at resource questiomus , as well as the
North-Son.mth dialogu e, in term s of the OECD as a whole , stri v in g to strem ugthen and solidify tIme
linkages within time Nort h so tI-mat we have a common front in dealimig with these issues.
We spent a little time on the Soviet bloc ’s position , bot lm hi the North -Soutiu dialogue amud on
resources questio mus . it was clear that the Soviet Union wants to evade shuaring any of the
responsibilities of the North, amid timat time South is increasingly restive aboun t this Soviet tactic ,
calling the Soviets to task in various forums for this unwillingness to pick up any of the burdem n s on
the ostensible grounds that these are the residues of the colonial past. Of course , it is in our interest
to sharpen and strengthen these demands by the South on the Soviet bloc, but we shu ould have no
illusions that the Soviets are going to respond affirmativel .
As for the Soviet position with -i regard to resotnrces . oumr discunssion was sufficiently
imiconclusive that I am hesitant to state any consensus , but there were several panelists who
advanced views ti-mat the Soviets have already embarked on a resource strategy ~for example . t h at
their African adventu ire s have bee im in part directed toward the area s rich resources , some of wimich.
~
as they consume their own high-quality resouirces , tiuey wammt for thenuselves amid sonic of which
they want to deny to the North . Thmere was nio doubt that oil does play an innporta nt pait in timeir
thinking , even timough we were not clear how much or h o w soomu tiuev migh t need Middle Eastern
oil themselves.
In general , we doubted tIme Soviet ’s ability to nuanipumlate resources mm parts of the world oth er
than those wimere th ey are m u pimysical occumpation or hmave quasi-control sumch as in Eastern Eunrope.
We did not think that , short of nmajor canuipa igns of prechunsive huy inug, th ey coum ld for long deny time
North the resources of Cemitral anmd Southerm i Afri ca- -cvcmu if th ere were reginmues th ere wh ichm were
symnpatimetic to ti-m e Soviet Umuion , for evemu th ose reg inlues woun ld he pursuim ig thmeir owni ecomuommmic
interests. If their nuat ura l markets were in the North , tlmat is where thmeir trade would temmd to go.
Nevertheless , we did miot rule out the possibility th at , m u selective cases wi’iere ti-mere was a higim
crucial vulnerability on the part of time North. the Soviet Union nmiglu t he prepared to pay soni c
price , say in preclusive buying , in pursuit of a resource-denial strategy .

L.

That raises the distinctiomu between depemudemuce and vulm uerahility. We muoted th mat th ere will he
a very sunbstantial increase in US depende nmce on inmported nmiateria ls over time rmex t quarter of a
century. Indeed , we are already heavily depemmd ei mt for a nmunm h er of time most crumcia l nmmateria ls
needed by an industrial nation , arm d this will be immcrcas imig ly the case over the next two decades. But
this fact of dependence does muot necessarily mmi ean that we are h igh ly vun lmu erable to Southermu suppl ~
interruptions or drastic price nmanipulatiomus. 1mm mmma muy cases we are depenmde rm t on nuater ials from
other Northern counntries. As a n-matter of fact , t u e hun lk of United S t a t e s ’ imivestnuent in materials m m
the last two decades has gomme imuto otlmer Nort h ern coummutries —particumhar ly into Canada and
Australia. So tim e topic of vum lnerabiiity simoul d be addresse d carefully. To he “vulmuerab le .” you not
only need be depem ident , hut also time sumpp ly of time comnmodity m u question must he commcemmtrated
and sumbje ct to manipunlation or ready interr umpti omu. It time particumlar case inuvolves carte lization i , the
supplying counmtries nuust be prepared to wit im stand coumuteraction from-mu time Northm amud there nmuust
be at least one maj or supplier willing to Imold back supply m u order to nuanipulate price anm d
availability.
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“Vulnerability, ” then , mnust be addressed omi a case-by-case basis; doing so results in a list of
perhaps a dozen comnmodities of ge miunine concern , besides oil. Now I am speaki nug from an OECD
perspective , not just a Un -muted States ’ one. The list of a dozenu includes the obvious ones; bauxite.
copper , tin , natura l rtmbber , chromiun u , cobalt , and manganese , for exam ple. It also includes
uranium. But even in these cases , a careful analysis indicates that relatively t’e w of them are subject
to cartelization on the OPEC nmodel. I think we generally agreed in our panel that , except for a
handful , cartehization is not the prima ry danger. Situations can change but that does not appear to
be the primary danger the North faces for niost of time dozen. Rather , the primary problem consists
of protracted supply interruptions or shortages arising out of the otimer causes. These other causes
immc lude breakdown in law and order in an area , reg ional wars , widespread terrorism , inadequate
investment in basic production and transportation facilities so that material flows are not adequate .
and so forth.
Given generally increased dependence and gemuuine vulnerability m u a dozen or more selected
materials , what basic materials stratc ~ y should the United States adopt? Historically we have not
had a resources strategy, except briefly. Before Worl d War II we were miot even concerned with -i the
issue. We developed one , a highly focuse d strategy, during World War II. But we let its machinery
fall into disrepai r , thinking that was all behind us , in 1945. Then in the Korean War we
rediscovered the problem am-id reinstituted t u e mechanisms ami d could be said , agai n , to have a
resources strategy for a period. But with the development of nuclear weapons and ti-me doctrine of
massive retaliation in the latter 19 5 0’s , this sort of thinking became increasing ly discarded. The last
edition of the Economics of National Security book , written at West Poimi t , bears the date of
1954 — the last basic text on the su bject.
It is clear , however , that the North as a whole and tim e US in particular , is comimig into anu era
in which we need a resources strategy because of our increasing depende muce and vulnerability in
these selected cases. How are we to approach the problem -mm?
We have thre e basic options. One is increased in dep end ~ mmc e : not genu imme autarky, which is
unattainable , but a sustained drive to limit dcp eii ~~ ..,c . A second option is to inucrease
interdependence , trying to n-make it a more viable approach. The timird is to n-muddle through as we
have been doing, perhaps atten mpting in the most crucial timree or tour cases to limit vulnerability.
There is an argument for this hatter case , despite its superficial unattractiveness ; for , if we can hielp
the market work , ti-m e mnateria ls timat are really required will he forthcoming because ti-me prices of ’
them will go up. For example , if the price of raw baumxite had to double to bring fortim the needed
~tmiumn e , at the final product stage the few cents a poumnd omu alum inumn woun id get swallowed up m u
cener al inflation; perhaps such a case is nuamuageable .

-
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:; ~~t there was n-mo great inclination in our group to rely on n-muddling through . Instead , we
1 to he persuaded to follow a judicious h lend of the othuer two options , on a

,mr i .ful ly-tareet ed. rifle-shot basis. We prefe rred , in genera l , to increase our indepemmden ce . without
,
hm gh a cost to doso. In pursuit of linmite d independence , there are some tImings we decided
~~
f
f
‘uh
’~ ~u Lh as rationalizing our stockpile , whi clm is in an abysmal state now —a few weeks
we tin imm g, ammd four years in oth ers, in somn e cases materials timat are techm mologica lly out
~
e~ip ’ ~ inn time \no ckimug of others — rationalizing our stock pi iimug program to give ourselves
hr ic f m i ite rrum~ tions . We could also imucrease minerals explorationu , an-id the tax
v i mn ~ ’rms mmecess a ry for timat , including exploration on-i ptmb lic lands wimic h arc imow
we would know what we imave when we mme ed it. We could enhance
ii t m ndmng sumh st it imt e s for critical materials. We could use tax writeoffs,
t’ntI ~es f van oums kinds to enham ice inmvestment mm donm iestic resources as
h ,n est,ne nf ’, are laimgui shm ing now , as well as foreign imuv e stm ent.
~
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Since it is unrealistic t’or us to strive for autarky across the board , we should look also to
enhancing the interdependence route to insuring the flows of needed nuaterials. Imumportantly, th is
approach involves improving the climate for investnment abroad. We spend some considerable tin -me
talking about investment guarantees , of bringing the international investing and tradi nm g community
together , particularly our OECD partners, in trying to enforce codes of contract ual behavior on
the Sounth. We have heretofore lacked a legal framework for doing this mi our own country , bun t we
have recently remedied that and can n-mow try to persuade time other OECD nations to cooperate
with ins in the matter.
We also concluded that we should encourage the World Bank to support resources
development and export. There is already some inclination in the Bank to do that , an-md we should
certainly reinforce that inclination, particularly in the case of oil but also across time board in raw
materials.
We talked at some length about bending our aid and trade policies in the direction of
development of raw material resources in the South and en coura ng timeir flow to the
~~
North. In short , there are a number of things that can be done if we think thuroug im an-id orchestrate
our policies—both to increase our independence and also to n-make interdependence a mm-more reliable
way of assuring the flow of these nuateria ls.
en hanc ing

We concluded , however , that we badly lack the governmental mechanisms to rationally attack
the dependence-vulnerability problem. It was observed that there are something like 200 agencies .
boards , committees, and so on , in the US Government dealing with the sum bject of materials. TI-mis
chaos has been compounded by the disappearance of the Office of Emiierge nicyPrepare dnes s and the
relegation of responsibilities in the materials field down two levels in the bureaucracy to the
Federal Preparedness Agen cy. The dissolution of CIEP , ti-me Coum mucil omu Inte r natiomua l Ecomionuic
Policy, as a part of the ongoing White House reorganization, exacerbates the problem . CIEP had
played a very usefu l role in regard to materials a couple or three years ago.
We agreed that there should be interdepartmental coordination ami d supervisionu in ti-m e material
policies area , as indeed in the whole area of international economic policy. Wheth er this shoumld be
through a newly created committee , for example , of the CEA , or wimatever . was nuot decided. Ci arly it
~
is not sufficient to bring peop le , ad hoc , out of the respective staffs of relevant agencies to try to
cope. We need a continuing analytical capability, a continuing oversight ability, a continuing policy
sensitivity in this area.
Finally, we spent but little time talking about the nmilitar y iniplications of all this, partly
because the implications were some iimes evident and partly because we ran out of time. We talked
about tlmis topic mostly over the coffe e urn or in the corridors. But it was clear to us that ti-mere are
indeed military implications to this whmo le topic , riot just to oil , which is our overwhe lmimug resource
problem. Apart from the reemp hasis on the Middle East which oil gives ins , this topic of resoum rces
raises questions about the importance of Africa , which is a tremendous source of vital materials, It
raises questions , for example , about whether we ought to be pointing our alliance strategy toward
materials suppliers: perhaps evemi our base structure should be looked at in time san-me light. Certainly,
we simould reexam inue our ability to project force into Third World areas anud our Navy ’s capability to
secure transportation routes. So there are a number of political-milita ry implications which our
nation must think through , in view of the shift toward the spectru m of economic instruments that
Bill Wimitson alluded to. This very central area of economic policy needs to be looked at more
comprehensively, more continuously, with more sence of umrgen cy than it has bee im heretofo re .
I think I have ten minUtes for questions.
8
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GENERAL TAYLOR: I am not sure whether mi your alter nuatives to meet the shortage of
sources of raw materials in time ftmture—you contemplated one which is certainly rational but
whether feasible I am not sure—[you discussed] a series of bilateral economic alliances , para llelinmg
the way John Foster Dulles decided to close communism by milita ry alliances for the purpose of
assuring access to [resource] markets by all [countries i using for that purpose very special
concessions case by case and using as our bargaining counter our food , ounr manufactures , our
technology—all the things m u very short supp ly and becomi rmg critical in all the countries we are
interested in for the period umm -mder consideration.
.

DR. JORDAN: We didn ’t spend any great time on ti -mat , General Taylor. We did talk about it
a little bit in the context of the French , for instance , mm -making iron-i-clad agreements with certain of
the OPEC countries in the ~ontext of the 1973 oil crisis for a continuing supply of oil , and of
Japanese efforts across the board inn the n-materials field to have firm bilateral arramigenuents with
their raw materials suppliers . But we didn ’t pursue that line of timough t mu time American case.
perhaps unwisely, because we were thinking essentially iim term s of trying to assure the stability and
structure of the world materials markets , of the adequacy of overall flows m u world mu -markets to
satisf y the needs of the OEC’D countries as a whole. We were directing our attentionu to the problem
of the North as a whole , to the viability of our NATO an-md Japanese part imers , rat imer tlman just to
our own interests. So we didn ’t talk about explicit bilatera l economic linkages . hut we did n-make
clear , wi-menu we talked earlier about shifting time terms of time North-South dialogune into bilateral
channels , that we wanted to reinforce our econo numic ties witim individual Sounth ern natioims , perlmaps
addin g security dimensions and other arrangements that would n-make the Northern half of a
partnership more attractive to the Soutlmerners—thereby enhancing the stability of our material
flows. But as a separate approach to our problem of securing nmate r ials flows , we didn ’t give
adequate attention to that important option. Scott?
DR. THOMPSON: To follow that up, I ti -mink there was a substantial minority in our group
that was able to constrain -i its emithusiasm for large-scale aid transfers to the Third Worl d , wi-mo
thought somelmow it wasmi ’t the highest form of wisdom to write oun t blank cluecks to large
North-South contacts and ra ther we sI-mould empluasize bilateral ties.
DR. JORDAN: Yes, I thimmk there was that opinion , but 1 am miot clear how ti-me groump ti -mat
represented skepticism about aid flows felt abo unt imicreasing the role , for instance , of the IMF. I
think they did not quarrel with inmcreasing the role of international fimua nucial institutions , but there
was skepticisnu aboum t expanding UN agencies ’ roles.
QUESTION:
Wouldn ’t it be a wise idea to relook at the entire question of feasibility of
military power and access to resources in the Asian area? You mentioned Africa , Latimu America
and the Middle East.
DR. JORDAN: We didn ’t really get into that at any length. Again , we hit it glancingly. By
my citing Africa and Latin America I didn ’t mean to restrict the relook at strategic questions fromm m
the resource perspective to the two areas cited. We intended the relook si-mould be worldwide. We
did not , however , explicitly addre ss ti-me Asian resources potential.
Since I have a very restive Lieutenant Genera l in front of me , as well as a nummber of hands
raised for questions , I guess I should yield to seniority. Let me close by saying that the richness and
sophistication of the discussion on timis smnoky sum bject astonis imed me , a richness in par t probably due
to the fact that we had a good mix of Third Worl d , industry, acadenmmic , and US Government and
ex-government types. My suninmary has , unfortunately , not done justice to time excellence of timat
discussion.
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Panel 3

Strategic Resources
and the Nort h-South Dialogue
COL Fred E . Wagoner , USA

-

Rapporteur ’ s
Report

Prior to the pam -mel ’s sitting, a proposed agenda was distributed to all members which listed as
the objectives of ti-me panel session-is the developing of , with regard to the Third World , US political
and economic policies ti-mat would: ( 1) gradually incorporate the South into the developed or
industrial world ;m and (2) best promote the US national security interest of access to strategic
Third Worl d resources and regions.

-

From the outset of tim e firs t session it was apparent ti-mat from the complex and amorphous
nature of the subject , especially with regard to tim e portion dealing with “North -South Dialogue ,” it
woul d be difficult for the panel to hone onu the agenda ’s objective. First there was the basic
problem of defining the terms themselves —the North am-md Sonm th—to which other termiu s and
acronyms relate : East; West ; First , Th ird , Fourth, Developed , am-md Developing Worlds: the LDCs;
NIEO; OECD; and n-mot to be forgotten , OPEC. 2
Then the term “dialogu e, ” which conniotes ideas an-md opimui ons , open -med wide an-id disparate
doors in a North-South context. And fi mially, policies an-m d decisions derive fronu a strategy : to do
what ?Time global humanitarian one of satisfying basic h uman needs?Or reaipo litik ?
The panel was indeed fortunate mu receivin g two excellent papers , which were reviewed briefly
by their authors at the start of ti-m e first session an-md well set the stage for tin e discussions that
followed. In reporting the panel discussions in the following paragraph -is the rapporteur has tried to
keep as mucim as possible within ti-me verbiage as was actually presented in the discussions—within
the limitations imposed by the speed of the rapporteur ’s pencil.

NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE: GENERAL
Time initial panel sessiomu surfaced n-man -my ideas am-id opimmions of the general nature of
North-South dialogue , and these received finrth er elaboration am-md re finement in subsequemit
sessions.
The panel started with all members agreeim mg ti -mat relation -ms between Nort iu and South (ti -me
diahog ume) had rarely been considered in a strategic sense (um ilike East-West), and timat the supply of
raw materials and free access to stra tegic regions are becoming more and m ore critical, especially as
the Soviets develop increasing capability and desire to expam i d in the world geopolitical/econonu ic
arena. There imas been little if any change in the climate of North-South relations to ensure the flow
of these basic resoum rces , nor does the climate of East-West relations offe r encouragement. Timus ,
resource diplomacy has tak enu on new importance for the United States imm not only time
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North-South conutext, but also East-West in relation to our potential enenuies and West-West
(OECD ) in relation to our allies.
There is a need to disting unisim rhetoric from realities , our (the North’ s) vu lnerab il ities and
risks , their (the South’s) capacity to develop, am-md for both to more accurately fo rnuuu late policies
and stabilize interrelations for the conming decade or so—perceptions , p rocedure s, and policies. It is
one thing to respond or fail to respond to rhetoric ; it is an-mother timing to deter minue wi-mat is behind
it. We thus have the problenm m m outlining any strategic North-South issue to define time demand
between , for example , a global hum manitarian aid mission-i and a development mission focunsed on
expanding export capacities. Whil e the two roles , aid and trade, often overlap, it is recognized that
aid mumst reach countries that trade cannot. This brings in-ito focus the basic dilemm mua of deciding
how much the North should pay, or even if it should pay, to satisfy the South’s goals. Is the
North-South dialogu e simply a po litical/econon iic response to the question of how n-much an-md what
kind of concessions the North sh ould make to keep raw ni -materials flowing from-mi ti-m e South? Most
contend that the nm-m oral problem of saui sfying basic Imuman mieeds is always before us. Somm ne aid (e.g..
food) would probably flow regardless of political and economic demands.
In viewing the North -Sotmth dialogue from the South , panelists discumssed ti-me various
imperatives an-m d rationales pronioted by the South to obtai n and justify its developnient objectives:
that from the colonial era the Nort h has a “duty ” to pay and the South the “rigiu t ” to receive: ti -mat
the North should in effect pay reparations: and ti -mat because of ti-mis certain “legal traditions” of ti-m e
past did not apply to n-mew , developing nuations . Thus , they simould muot be held m u account if they
violate sunch traditions—fo r exanuple , the expropriation of foreign own-med assets witim inadequate or
no compensation. And aid si-mould be givemu without strings or expectation of reciprocity ; it should
be funneled through multilateral agencies such as the World Bank and the Imuter nuational Monetary
Fund (IMF) .
Except for the North’ s “duty ” to satisfy basic human needs, nomue of ti-me pamue lists seemed to
accept am-my of the above theses of reparations. On-m e panuelist observed that wimile the Nort im imad often
reacted incoherently to these issunes the Soutlm itself had taken -i up time wrong issues—too ni-man -m y
“targets of the past. ” Any demands by the South , for example , to close the imiconme gap with ti-m e
North would be inmpossib le, for the growth of the Soumth depemuds on growth m u the North . For ti -mis
there must be linkage—the two worlds canunot develop in isolation. It was noted , however , that
two-thirds of humanity lived in poverty and that only 40 percent of the North ’s assistance went to
the poorest nations (Fourth World). Thums , mi nmeeting the Soutiu ’s basic mueeds it was agreed that time
North should reorder its priorities; but at time same time time panel observed that it migim t be
unrealistic or unreasonable to thimuk timat there could ever be large quantitative gains mi time poorest
of LDCs.
And finally , in viewing fron the South , muo single North-Sout h strategy can be complementary
to all tIme South’s nueeds , for between developing countries there are varying degrees of progress .
cu ltura l tradition , reso u rce potential , anud deve lopmemit priorities. Economic unmfairn ess may be a
valid argument for some states , bun t for oth ers it is simply a means to further political goals. Son-m e
of the most destabilizing forces in the South are muot motivated by valid developmental problems
( e.g., Idi Amin) . The Soutim is not a monolithic bloc , though there is often a marriage of
convenience on specific issues. They n a y surface unanimity, but individual umuderlying commcerns
vary. Many do not like what they see in the Firs t World , and “incorporation ” is not necessarily
their desired goal . They see incorporation , for exanuphe , into OECD , as an inuvitation to jo inu “our
system ,” a system which they feel is often based more on power than on development. We must ,
however , create the institutional framework or set of arrangemem its for their funture inclusion when
they are ready and willing to assume the responsibilities of menmbership.
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In dealing with the South and without any cIearctm t or coherent strategy, the North has been
unable to fornmuiate its objectives , and “kn-m eejerk” and uncoordinated policies have en-merged. As a
result , the genuineness of the North ’s interest in the South’s development often appears suspect.
For the past few years the United States has been sending signals that we cannot be counted on to
both our allies and the South. Our post-Vietnam posture with regard to pursuit of objectives in-i the
South shows us both as lacking confidence and “fickle. ” We showed this in Angola , and the French
and Moroccans bailed us out in Shaba Province (Zaire) .
In our approaches to the South the United States has sometimes appeared as condescending
and obsequious , guilt-ridden , and panic-striken , a:td we have often expected miracles or falsely
created such expectation. We lose patience v~ith developing nations and take as irresponsible
behavior what to them is completely ra tional. In our dialogue with them we often mesmerize
ourselves with ti-m e language of global issues—becoming prisoners of our own rhetoric as well as
theirs and leading ourselves into misconceptions. Thus, we fall into the strategi c trap of not only
increasing the promises of what we are going to do for the South but also increasing the promises
to ourselves of what we can do. Some nations of the North canm promise more than they deliver , we
cannot for we are too open , too big, and too visible. Yet we talk of satisfying basic human needs ,
when from a realistic standpoint we can only assist mi developing the capacit n of people to satisfy
their needs. We cannot forc e a country to deal with the basic human needs of their citizens if time
internal domestic environment is not conducive.
The North must face up to the broad set of political decisions that must be taken before any
real initiatives can be made with regard to the LDCs. It has sometimes been responsive to
development needs in the Soumth bunt not to security needs , leading to confusion in both North and
South . Some panelists held as fatuous any notion that aid could be depoliticized. The basic fear of
US lawmakers and politicians over competition from low wage exporters is well known , so
consider , for exam ple, the scream from soy bean producers in the United States as they learn that
their tax dollars are being used to increase the palnu oil exporting capacity of Country X. On the
other hand , would there be congressional support for an aid program based on political
considerations and without humanitariami contemit? Sonn e panelists doubted this , even in concert
with our allies.
All panelists agreed (at least there was no dissent) that considering the plethora of studies
regarding the North ’s reliance on imported materials , need for developing substitutes. stockpiling,
etc., the concern for being comp letely cut off from critical resources is real. To meet long-range
world needs in strategic resources takes planning 10-1 5 years in advance. Both private industry am-md
government are in a malaise due to the psychological uncertaim nty of investing in the South. In
many developin g countries there is a pervasive hostility to private investment. Western interests are
not well served in a worl d increasingly socialist and basically antiprivate enterprise, am-i d yet the
urgency of the resourc e situation demands that we approach ti-mis world—in the past more often
than not on its terms.

NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE: SPECIFIC ISSUES
There was considerable discussion by panelists on specific issues , problems, and options bearing
on the ability of the United States to develop a strategy promoting our interests with regard to1~he
Th ird World. The poin t was made that while the United States today is relatively independent of
outside sources for raw nmaterial s, our allies in Europe and Japan are not. There is a clear
determination that while the United States is seriously vulnerable in only four or five materials , our
allies are much more vulnerable to secure sources anud that together we are becoming increasingly
so. The question of rea sonable - assu rance of supp ly becomes a paramount considera tion especially
when considere d in conjunction with certain scenarios. For exam ple. where 37 coumntrie s canu
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supply today one of the resources the United States needs to import , only two migh t be available
to us in the event of war. It was agreed that there is enornious common interest withi rm OECD. The
basic task then is to orchestrate these interests in dealing witim the Third World.
Recognizin g the difficumlty of dealing with the Third Worl d in a global , all-inuclusive context ,
especially in regard to those few critical material suppliers and key geographic areas , omue panelist
sumggested narrowing the list to certain key countries which play a more important role mi the
international economic system—a “list ” strategy . In fo rniulating foreign policy ti-mere is a broad
range of issues over wimich each counutry in the South has varied impact : for example , imi dealing
with nuclear prolife ration , human rights , available raw materials , export capacity and trade ,
strategic location and supply lines , international issunes. etc. Starting with these issues the policy
formulator can them -i identify key countries having ti-me most impact am-id then assess policies and
focus resources accordingly. Algeria is a case in point: Nornma lly we have only mininium interest in
Algeria , but because of its importanmce multilaterally it assumes great pre ference. In discussing ti-me
list approach panelists pointed out that this approach is essentially bilatera l dealings , miot really a
strategy in the North-South context , and is subject to the same inconsistencies in approaches am-md
interrelations that have plagued policy m u the past. In such an approach there is also danger of
failing to include a specifi c nation on the list which may take on sudden importance and over
which we could become involved in-i war.
The panel only briefl y considered ti-m e Soviets and Chinese and their relations in a North - Soumth
context. Chimia , which has refused to engage in any scheme of preferences and pushes self-reliance
within the Third Worl d , maintain -is a low profile. Nor has there been any projection of COMECON
(Council of Mutual Economic Cooperation) into a North-South dialogue , which 1-molds the official
view that Eastern Europe is not a part of the North , and that it is the responsibility of imperialists
to remedy the ills of imperialism. The South , however , while it may accept time Chinese . does miot
accept the Soviets in any special category and considers COMECON m ations as part of ti-m e Nortim
with all its attendant duties and obligations. Thus, Soviet participation and imuvolvenmemi t m u ti-m e
Third World has often been humiliating and costly.
Some panelists felt ti -mat the Soviets have no grand desigmi or finely articunlated policy pursuimig
resource objectives in the Third World. However , it is prcbab le that resources do play a role irm tlmeir
actions , and it was noted that the heaviest concentration of Soviet effort has appeare d closest to
critical raw materials and sea lines—most recently in Shaba Province. TI-mere are certainly interests
and opportunities that motivate their activities in the Third Worl d , especially events with -mini those
exporters of key n~- rials that could be exploited or have impact on the West. An-md tlmere has
certainly been a dr an ~ .~~c change in the ability of ti-me Soviets and the West to project power immto
periphery areas. Today the Persian Gulf is as mucim ami aren a of East-West confrontation as is
Europe.
-

The Soviets could become increasing ly competitors witim the Nort iu. Tlue idea that tluey imave
an exportable surplus to affect strategic balance has changed ; the Soviets are i-mow scrambling for
imports and will be increasingl y dependent (vulnerable? ) in the future . (On-m e panelist muoted ,
however , that they hav e ti-me capacity to “squeeze ” their demands. ” ) Most panelists felt that try as
the Soviets might they would never be able to get enuough control of intern m al policies in time Sounti m
to turn resourc e exploitation on and off , at least over a prolonge d period.
The situation looked different indeed wh en the panel discussed OPEC. The ability of the oil
producing nations to affect the imutemational economic order (and !memmce security ) was recognized
by all panelists as the single most important aspect of North-South dialogue and of am -my endeavor
by the United States to pursue a viable resource strategy. Ti-mere was , iuowever , commsiderab le

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

discussion within the panel about how best to manage the problem. especially when-i reduced to its
two simplest terms: The world is runninig out of oil and the price keeps goimug up.
While time oil producing nations are generally considered as par t of time Third World , they are
not included within the “Sotmtlu . ” In fact , the nations of ti-m e South imave been among those hardest
hit by OPEC price hikes , and so far there have not been sufficienu t mechanisnmus developed to recycle
time huge oil reve muues generated by these action -ms to the most needy nation -m s rather than the few. So
what is incongruous is ti-me continuned support of OPEC by even the poorest of these states, which
does not make long- range economic good sense. One of the apparent rationales must be the hoped
for advanutages that miglmt accrue to time South through OPEC leverage onm the First World. Both
Nort im am-id South have a stake in tim e basic question -i of whether oil prices will be kept low am-md ti-me
flow more steadily assure d if the North mmuakes comucessions to Soutlmern dennands for am-i N IEO. Am-id
OPEC has a respo nmsibility to promote better collaboration within ti-me Third World. For exan -mp le , as
one panelist point out , most oil producing nations have large food deficits which could be relieved
by certaimi oil debt-ridden states of the South (e.g., India and Pakistan ) in excimange , of cours e, for a
better deal on their oil needs.
The question for the North is at what point does dependemuce on oil become vulnerability?
Provided there is no major cataclysm , the strain -ms on the inuternatio n al comiumunity are manageable if
tlmere are vigorous e ffo rt s by the North to develop oil substitutes , energy saving measunres, am-md
above all , better coordinated actioni . Continued paralysis , lethargy , and “business as usual ” will
mean that the worst is yet to come. All panelists were impressed by the results of a study ni-made
available to the panel by panelist Dr. Timothy W. Stanley, 3 wluereimu severa l scenarios are developed
with regard to varying policies and actions pursued by tlu e North. Accordimug to time study, the
difference between oil consumers taking the most effective amid least effective actiom -ms vis-a-vis
OPEC would am ounnt to a $112 billion saving per year by 198 5 (based on 1976 dollars ), which also
happen -ms to be the current level of US defense spending. The obvious im-mup licat ionm is t lmat
dependenicy versus vulmuerabi lity in oil is deternmined by which scenario time Nort hm pumrs ues.
Because of the shortage of tin-me the panel onl y briefl y addressed ti-me organizations withminm
government dealing with strategic resources an-id resource di phonmiacy. It was generally agreed in-i the
panel (again , th rougiu lack of any expressed dissent) that among sommue 200 agencies in time Unmited
States dealing with materials, resources , and energy , ti-mere has beemu little coordination or overall
responsibility for developimig data and inutegratimmg policy, either foreignu or domestic. It was not sure
if or how the functions of time recently disbanded Council on Intermuational Economic Policy would
be handled , but th is organizatio mu had served a most unsefu l purpose .
One panelist discussed time confusion and hack of bal a imce w it h imm governnm enu t between
environmental pro tection and resourc e development. Concern for time environ -m n-m e n-mt is justified to anu
extent , but not to the point whereby it inhibits resource deve lopnue nm t conmtra ry to miational secumr ity
needs. Tlmere is an ever-diminishing area of public land available for resourc e exploratio n—imuge
areas being locked up today in ti-m e interest of environ m emmta l protection wit h mo u t ever determi mn ir mg
their resourc e potential. Excessive delays in exploration an -md exp loitation are immcurred by a
proliferation of required permits. Tenm years ago governnm ent leadership was largely synmmpathet ic to
these problems—not so today.
In the foreign area there is a similar conf usion , lack of coordination , and inabi lity to define
policies mi purstut of national objectives. Time mi-malaise of private indunstry to investment abroad was
previously mentioned. While much of this is due to regionual wars ami d invest muu emut umncerta inties
within individual countries , much is also due to inadequacies wit imin our own organizatiom i to
distingumish between pure ly routine commercial interests and those of a m ore vital strategic nature.
Much could be done by time government to encoumrage a healt imy inve stmemu t climate abroad wi-men it
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coincides with a resourc e objective—guarantees and supports for exploration , tax policy, promoting
penalties for failing to up hold international obligation , more involvement from the World Bank and
I MF — but this requires more coordination and organization than has been demonstrated so far.
Returning to the “list approach” we need to consider specific materials we need and the specific
programs to go get them. Do we have , for example , programs to replace the materials coming to us
out of South Africa that might some day be difficult to get because of political policies pursued
there ?
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the foregoing discussions , obviousl y many conclusions and recommendations have
already surfaced—not necessarily with the total concurrence of all panelists , but for the most part
without extensive dissent either. In the final half-hour or so of the last panel session , the Chairman
asked members to propose specifi c policy recommendations to be presented at the Plenary Session.
The following were proposed witho umt extem i s~ve discussion or dissent:
1. For the majority of materials which the United States needs to import we can continue
much as we have in the past. There is only a small list on which we n-must concentrate and plan
special policy initiatives (five of serious concern and nine of moderate interest). 4
2. Our concern over the problems of investment , politi cal uncertainties , etc., would benefit
fro m some constructive measures being taken institutionally. We should give serious thounght about
how to encourage investment—improve the climate for investment at home and abroad for mineral
explora tion and exploitation. Today we don ’t feel any crunch—tomorrow we may.
3. We need better plan -ms for developing known reserves and we must offset needless
restrictions (e.g., pollution control) that Imarass unnecessarily. We must get a better handle on
supply and demand , and we need to improve the international data base.
4. There are usefu l things to be done that are not done now—both bilaterally and through
multilateral structures. We need to establish guarantees for investment , support for exploration .
bank credits , revolving funds , respect for international law , and penalties for violation thereof—all
with an eye to the specific materials we and our allies need. We should attempt to get multilateral
agencies more involved (Worl d Bank , IMF) ; perhaps in so doing this would provide more
encouragement and confidence for the private investor. We need to educate the powers that be in
the developing countries with minerals to see the ongoing advantages in allowing private companies
to explore and exploit.
5. There are enormous common interests withmin OECD. Both Japan and Europe are n-more
vulnerable than we are. Do they perceive their vulnerability as we do and, if so, are they willing to
coordinate with us?
6. In the more vital areas of resource management we should be striving for , if not autarky, at
least reduced dependency (certainly in oil). We can facilitate government exchange of technical
data; encourage research , and develop substitutes : more efficient stockpiling ; subsidize resource
exploit ation ; and above all , establish an institutional overview of policies and procedures and the
organization to implement. We need an “umbrella ” over the entire spectru m of resource
management.
And finally , perhaps as a last attempt to come to grips wi th a “strategy , ” time panel accepted
the last portion of Dr. Lincoln Gordon ’s panel paper as providing valid E1e nents in a
~
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Recommended Strategy—most all of Dr. Gordon ’s “elements ” having been discussed previously.
Only on one point was there dissent: The panel felt that the . . progressive incorporation of the
South into the adequately developed industrial or postindustrial world” should be subject to the
desires of each individual nation in the South to be so “incorporated. ” On-i this note , which seemed
to well characterize the overall tenor of pam-mel members ’ views , the panel adjourned.
“

.

ENDNOTES
1. Listed in Dr. Lincoln Gordon ’s paper , which was also distributed to the panel prior to the
Conference , as the “ultimate object ” of a development strategy . (See Dr. Gordon ’s paper at end of
panel section.)
2. Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. Other acronyms used in ti-mis paper are :
NJEO , New International Economic Order; OECD, Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development : LDC, less developed countries or Third Worl d , the least developed or poorest
countries being also the Fourth World ; there are also distinctions withimm the classification of
developing countries.
3. International Economic Policy Association , America ’s Oil and E,-merg,~ Goals : The
International Economic Implications , June 1977.
4. See Dr. Stanley ’s paper at end of panel section.
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Panel 3
Resources and Geography

in the North-South Dialogue
I . Introd uction

Timothy W. Stanley

Compartmentalizing strategic relations by region , country , or issue is always difficult , but it
has become even m ore so in the modern world. Technology has given us the means of rapid
worldwide transportation and communication. The liberal post-World War II economic system imas
resulted in increased economic contact between nations. Conflicts which might once have been of
only regional importance become a global concern both through their potential involvement of the
superpowers and the ability of the antagonists to project military operations to areas only
tangentially involved. The result is a worl d so highly interdependent and complex that analysis of
one set of problems in isolation may mask other important interrelatioiiships or issues. Thus ,
although they may be treated elsewhere in this conference , a brief sketch of US relations with time
three major country groupings , their importance to US security, and their interrelations h ips seems
appropriate to this panel. These can be conveniently divided along three geographic “azimuths ” :
West-West , East-West , and North-South.
Difficulties in ti-me West-West dimension are generally the result of economic competition
among the members of the Atlantic Alliance and Japan. There continue to he disagreements among
the NATO allies; but these , while reducing the effectiveness of the alliance , do not affect the
members ’ political commitments to mutual security. However , the fundamental proposition that a
strong trilateral relationship is the keystone to US security and to global stability can-i be shaken by
domestic unrest caused by worsening economic conditions. The recession of 1974-75 resulted in
unemployment unprecedented since the Depression in the industrial countries. The “recovery ” (if
such it be) has been less vibrant in Europe and Japan than in the United States : and their
unemployment and inflationary pressures remai n high . TI-mere have been few successfu l attempts so
far to pass these problems on via protectionist import measures or unfair export practices : but the
pressure s everywhere for government actions which could lead to retaliation and political-economic
conflicts continue to grow. In addition , poor economic performance in Europe , particularly in I tal y
and France , has contributed to the emergence of the Euro-Communism pi-menomenon . TIme e ffect of
coalition governments which might include Communists in France , Italy, Spain , and Portugal , on
NATO and Western security in general , is difficult to measu re . Bunt as a minimum it would greatly
complicate inter-allied trust and cooperation.
The East-West azimuth has traditionally received the greatest attention, an-m d rightfully so since
it represents the direction of our most serious military threat. This relationship must be regarded in
a long-term context , in which the level of tension will fluctuate in response to both internal and
external events. This is not to say, however , that progress in amelioratin g these tensions in selected
areas, such as the arm s race , is impossible. The basic adversary nature of ti-me relationship between
the United States and the Soviet Union seems likely to continue , and to be affected by the
-.
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“generational” change in leadership which the Kremlin faces. In addition , economic , demographic ,
and political tensions there may increase , with a tendency toward greater influence by hard-liners
and the Russian military-industrial complex. That in turn could lead to more Angolas in the Third
Worl d and to dimmer arms control prospects.
But there are also some opportunities as well as dangers , for there will be growing economic
incentives on both sides to maintain a stable military balance at lower levels of tensions and costs.
They need the savings to buy Western technology and goods for domestic development: and the
West needs the money to pay for oil imports. If the Administration ’s “human rights” offensive has
the e ffect of precluding such mutual restraint , then there may be quite a high economic price tag
on our satisfaction in putting the Soviets on the “ideological defensive. ”
North-South relations rem ain a more or less neglected area in terms of “strategic ” thinking,
although they hav e increasingly dominated the work of international forums on political and
economic subjects. Yet our relations with the Third World affect our national security from a
number of different directions. First , in a limited war environnient , this group would be important
both as providers of necessary strategic materials and as guardians of a number of the most
important chokepoints on international trade routes, such as the Bab-el-Mandeb or the Straits of
Malacca.
Second , in the modern worl d , strategy must be broadly defined to encompass not only the
traditional components of national power in a geopolitical setting, but also political ly and
economically motivated actions which can affect the actions of friends and potential enemies. A
decision to cut a nation ’s access to strategic raw materials (at least at reasonable prices) in order to
effect a change in that nation ’s policies is an economic counterpart to military embargo , or control
of a trade route.
The Third Worl d has demonstrated its desire to remodel time international economic and legal
system to provide the greater equality for the “Soutim ” which tluey consider long overdue. A prime
weapon is control of commodity prices, with which they hope to reverse the claimed decline in
their term s of trade. The challenge to the international system embodied in their methods is , in a
sense , a threat to the security of the United States broadly defined.
In addition , North-South relations intersect with thue other azimutims of US relations. Wimat
little strategic attention timat our relations with the Third World have received has often been the
result of ideol ogical confrontation with the Soviet Union in perip lueral areas , such as Southeast
Asia. A number of countries hav e used the competition between the superpowers to increase thueir
freedom to n-maneuver in pursuit of their own objectives , particularl y in the area of national
development. The West-West relation is affected by the role - of the Third World as n u m e r a l
producers . Japan , Europe , and the United States all depenid critically on Third Worl d sources of
petroleum and other industrial minerals. Tlmeir security and fimeir economies are all affected by tlueir
conmpetition for secure access to their commodities. A recent Economist article n suggests ti-mat the
Soviet Union may itself become a competitor especially for African ni-minerals such as cobalt ,
cluromite , gold , diamonds , and platinum , introducing a political and ideological element to the
economic competition.
Thus resources are a key element in these diverse relations and in their inters eclions. Time mos t
vital and timerefore the most tlmreatcning resource problem is petroleum : and thmere , ti-me OPEC
challenge , through its unilateral control of supplies and prices, is perimaps ti -me greatest tlmreat to
international stability. If the Western nations fail to meet timis clmalicnge , they risk a breakdown of
their national security and what Henry Kissinger calls a “grave danger of an erosion of the
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legitimacy of government and a prospect of basic changes in the domestic structure in Europe and
perhaps even Japan. ”2
II. The Shifting Nature of World Politics
Access to raw materials had always occupied a central place in forei gn and economic policy as
well as in strategic planning prior to Worl d War II. The great expansion of the European colonial
empires during and following the early industrial age was at least partially related to concern over
adequate access to commodities. 3 Japan , coming late to the industrial age , and Germany and Italy,
achieving nationhood only during the late 19th century, were largel y excluded from ti-m e best
colonial areas.
Political scientists (or political economists , as they were then more accurately called) began to
differentiate among those states with access. the haves , and those without assure d access to
essential commodities , the hav e nots.4 These asymmetries were to eventually contribute to conflict
both in Europe and the Pacif ic three times during the first 40 years of the 20th century.
The United States , blessed with abundant resources, was largely able to stand aloof from the
scramble for access to materials. By the early 1900’s, however , America ’s mining firms Imad begun
exploration and development aboard , fi rst in Canada and Latin American and later in Africa and
Asia. 5 These companies supplied some materials which were in short supp ly in the United States :
and others, for which there were no markets here , were sold to other importing nations. The
United States Government , however , was largely uninvolved in foreigh mineral policy per se,
although it did advocate an open and equal policy for foreign investment. Indeed, if a foreign
materials policy is defined mi modern terms—assuring a stable flow of imported resources at
relatively low prices—the United States must be said never to have had one.
This laissez faire system was replaced by more active government involvement during World
War I. As an aftermath , the concept of strategic materia ls was frequ ently discussed in the context
of national stockpiles of militarily important commodities. The concept of a government strategy
for access to materials, however , did not progress much beyond this: and there was no action in
even this limited sphere until the eve of World War II.
The multidimensional nature of a global conflict from 1941 to 1945 require d extensive
government participation in all aspects of the economy, witi an enhanced role for material
resources. Numerous agencies were established to conduct economic warfare against the Axis,
including preemptive and preclusive buying and strategic controls of vital resources. In addition ,
supply sources were sought out to replace those lost to the Axis during the early years of the war.
and researc h was undertaken to develop synthetics and substitutes for those materials for which
there were no alternate sources. For a time , the United States acted virtually as a central purchasing
agent for the entire United Nati ons.
For the fi rst time the government developed a coherent materials policy whiclu considered not
only the direct requirements of war but tim e inputs necessary for war production and civilian
consumption. The strategy and war plans of the allies were geare d to ti-me geographmy of resources
and to maintaining the naval lifelines of Europe. While the concept of the strateg ic role of materials
survived the end of the conflict , the mechanisms which 1-mad allowed policy to be put into action
did not. Literally within weeks of V-i Day time agencies created to monitor and direct the country ’s
foreign economic policies had been dismantled , as the nation turned to the uirge nt needs of relief
and rehabilitation.
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Allied planning during the war imacl designed an int ~ rnu ationu al economic and political system to
avoid time pitfalls of time inuterwar years . Its keystones were to be international organizations wit im
time power to mainta inu order . an-md an open am-id liberal economuic systen uu . wit lm vario u s adjumstnue nt
m echanisms.
But the m opes for a peacefun l and cooperative l)ostwar worl d proved illuso ry as time cold war ’s
confrontatio n i betweenu the Unuite d States and time USSR developed in to the c ~utral foreign polic y
preoccupation.
The menmh ers of wi -mat would come to be called ti -me Timird World were beginn ing to break their
colonial ties—wit lm US enucouragement. En Latin America man ~ of time countries had made
significant progress in their ecomu omic deve lopm enu t timroug h forced im port substitution dunring ti -me
war years . They had accepted various forms of defe rred p aym ents for their nma te r ials exp orts . the
value of wi-miclm was greatly reduced in the postwar economic confusion. 6 Yet ti -me special proble m s
which beset their economies were all but ignored in ti -me n-mew sy stem. Trade pattern -ms which had been
altere d during time war were restored to ti-me degree possible. Exports of raw materials were stepped
up an-md dep. nde n ce on imported manufactures was reestab lislmed.
Strategic economic planning in ti-me United States was given son-me atten ution as time result of ti-me
ongoi nug Soviet challenuge . TI-me various national stockpiles for strategic materials were established
and began operation -ms soon after the war. m u addition we developed hotiu bilateral and multilateral
controls to regulate access by time Soviet bloc to Western materials , goods, and t eclmno iog v which
mnigimt lmave nuui litary value. Dun ri nig ti-me Korean -i contlict. ti -me US mu -military e ffort conibi nued wit im
rearmament in Europe created pressures on ti -me supply and price of raw materia ls. The US Defense
Produmction Act and related legislation expam ud ed ti -me US capacity an -md stockpiles and, for a brief
period at least , ti -me United States again had a natio nua l mater iais policy and a structure to carry it
out. But with -i time end of ti -mat conflict and time accession of ti -me Eisen lmower adnuinistrat i onm ’s massnv e
retaliation doctrine , strategic planning canin e to cem ter around ti -me awesome p ot ent i ~d of nuclear an-md
tim ermnonuclear weapons. A war , if one were to occumr , was pr e sunnm ued to he of short duration an-md
unmatcimed destruction. A sufficient supply of milita ry requirements woun l,i become important onml
in a limited and conven tiona l war. whiclu it was our stated polic y to avoid.
By th e late fifties , ti -me development of lomug-r amug e mu-missile delivery sy stems revolutionized time
tzeograp lmy of warfare. Forward bases were no longer considered essential for strategic forces and
were umti lized more in connection with the collective security and con tainnuent policies or becau se
of their symbolic value.
Ti-me “Imiglm stakes ” nat u re of security policy in this period of intemms e l~ast-West rivalry resulted
in a deemphasis on otimer areas of US foreign policy. Time State D epa rtme nt. for ex amp le. was oftenu
noted for time weaknm e ss of ’ its “in-house ’ econ momic capabilities. Top go ver nnmm emmt ofikials
frequently displayed a lack of interest in sunc im areas as pro p agan da . econonmics . Third World
relations , and multilateral diplomacy generall y - an attitude whic h was readily transferable to t imeir
subordinates. Ti-mis tenudency was encouraged by time segreg ationu of time internuational sy stem into
separate anu d unequal political an-md ecormomic tracks. 7 Accordingly , the question of access to
essential raw n-materials in a short-of-war situation received little attention by poI ic ym ~m mke rs . Time
Atlantic Charter issued in November 194 1 called for “access on equal terms to t he trade armd raw
ma t erials of time world. ” This concept received its onm ly postwar express ion m m ti-me cimar ler of time
Inte rn ational Trade Organizat i on which was rejected by ti -me US Semm afe and never canin e inuto being.
Like the various government ag encies, time Materi al s Polic y Commission . 8 est ahli shc(l during the
materials shortages of time Koreanm War , dealt largely with questk ns ot phy sical ava ilab i lntv. rather
timan security ol access or continuge n cies of’ success ful carte h i z ation. In every instance the
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assumption appeared to be that the current international materials supp ly system would continue
to function with its customary efficiency and without political interference.
This complacency began to be shaken with the culmination of decolonizat ion and the
expansion of the UN membership. The political orientation of these newly independent states was
seen as an ideological extension of our basic competition with the Soviet Union. The Kennedy
administration moved with vigor in its efforts to establish the United States as a source of political
and economic assistance. Programs such as the Alliance for Progress , white promising more than it
could deliver , at least addressed the concerns of the LDC’s, particularl y in Latin America. Once
again , however , the demands of security politics monopolized the attention of senior policymakers :
and without high-level attention many programs settled into the pattern s of previous relationships. 9 Continuing economic and political problems among the members of the Atlantic Alliance
added to the general disarray in US foreign policy brought on by the growing involvement in the
Southeast Asian conflict. More generally, the bipolar world of the cold war began to be redefined
in multipolar term s, sometimes conceived of as a pentagon-shaped set of relationships among the
United States , Western Europe , Japan , China , and the Soviet Union—with tensions as well as
common interests running between all parties.
I ll. North-South Relations in Retrospect
The period of the late fi fties and sixties was crucial for US—Third Worl d relations. As
nationalism became the dominant ideology, the United States was sometimes tainted by its
association with the former colonial powers , or , where connections with the former metropol were
too valuable to sever completely, America was used as a surrogate in arousing national resentment
against “ imperialism. ” The elites of the new nations , often Western-educated , supplemented the ir
nationalism with Fabian socialist and Marxist concepts , and sought in the formula of non -alignment
a means of playing one competing ideology and superpower against the other so as to gain
maximum advantages from both. A claim of sovereign absolutism , long reflected in Latin America ’s
Calvo Doctrine, served as a shield against outside pressure s and legal remedies , even for state actions
contrary to traditional international law.
In retrospect , the 1962 UN declaration on “permanent sovereignty ” over natural resources
should hav e been seen as the handwriting on the wall. It was , however , considered mostly rhetoric ,
since no one really questioned the “sovereignty ” of any country over its own resources—on the
assumption that valid rights and concessions given to foreigners would be respected and protected
under international law. But in the Third World , this became a manifesto justifyin g the outright
expropriation of foreign-owned assets with little or no compensation and the erection of
sovereignty into a barrier against impartial arbitration of disputes. ’°
The formation of OPEC in 1960 was another little-noticed phenomenon. From the beginning
its announced goal was to coordinate national policies in their relations with the major oil
companies. Western official reaction to this new cartel was mixed , hut there is some evidence that
the State Department viewed this development as a desirable means of giving support to the
exporters. ” Prior to 1973 , however , few observers believed that this exercise in “resource
diplomacy ” would succeed.
Finally, the Group of 77 sough t a number of special concessions from the developing world in
the areas of aid and trade , which were consistent with legitimate development objectives and were
supported by the OECD or “Northern ” countries. But the LDC ’s were able to transform the UN
General Assembly and UNClAD into forums totally under their control. The~, demanded that aid
be given without stri n gs and pre ferably channeled through multilateral agencies . and that trade
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concessions should be extended without reciprocity. The provision of GSP programs by the
European Community, Japan , and eventually the United States was largely the result of this
pressure : but it was, in a sense , too little too late.
The “South” also sought to play on a sense of guilt among elites in the developed world for
alleged past exploitation — for which they claimed the right to determine the means and am ount of
economic “reparations. ” The amount was to be the maximum which could be extracted , and the
means was to be control of natural resources via a hoped-for emulation of OPEC’s success in
cartelizing most world oil supplies. Within 6 months of the OAPEC embargo and the quadrupling
of oil prices, the UN General Assembly adopted , on May 1 , 1974 , a “Declaration on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order , ” and a related “Program of Action. ” These
documents were , in effect , proposals for a revolutionary revision of the world’s materials supply
system as it had previously functioned , for they not only advocated the use of producer
associations to establish a self-defined “just and equitable relationshi p ” between the prices of LDC
exports and imports , but sought to bar measures, such as development of synthetics , which could
counter the effects of commodity cartelization.
In December 1974 the General Assembly passed the “Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
of States ” which assigned primarily duties to the industrial countries and “rights” to the developing
countries, and in effect propounded a double standard as between rich and poor nations. But this
document at least showed the strength of the South’s grievances and their effective control of the
UN machinery . The program was next developed further at th ~ Dakar Conference of Developing
Countries on Raw Materials and extended to industrialization in the Lima Declaration of March

197 5.

Western reaction to this series of developments is intertwined with their reaction on the
OAPEC embargo of 1973 and OPEC’s seizure of control over oil supplies and prices from the
international oil companies. What had previously been dismissed as rhetori c, had proven to be not
just a threat , but a fait accompli. Western governments were thus brutally reawakened to the role of
materials in their national economies and the importance of the LDC’s as suppliers of many of
them. Hurried surveys were undertaken by both governments and private entities to establish likely
candidates for further cartelization. The results of many of these surveys were contradictory or
inconclusive , ’2 some painting an alarmist picture and some a reassuring one.
The recession of 1974-75 restored a measure of perspective to the problems of Third World
mineral supplies. As demand dropped , prices were reduced , although not to their previous low
levels. Cartel arrangements in a number of materials other than oil , e.g., copper , natural rubber ,
iron , and bauxite were attempted; but , with the possible exception of bauxite , they have been
unable to sustain higher prices or agree on the proper mechanism to control their market. Bauxite
occupies an anomalous position since revenue increases have bee n achieved by some of its
members, particularly Jamaica , on an independent basis, but there has been little coordination in
their efforts beyond the exchange of information.
As the crisis atmosnhere subsided , the United States began to moderate its position on
international agreements to regulate commodity markets. Secretary Kissinger ’s speech in Kansas
City in May 1975 and his subsequent address to the Seventh Special Session of the UN General
Assembly in September 1975 revealed a more flexible case-by-case stance on producer-consumer
agreements. The Confe rence on International Economic Cooperation (CIEC) which had grown
fro m the aborted Paris Energy Talks of 1974-75 was resumed following a compromise by the
United States and the oil-producing states over the subject matter and structure of the talks. The
result was a series of four commissions which were to mee t independently to discuss energy , raw
materials , development and finance. Each commission was to be cochaired by an industrial country

_ _ _ _

representative and an LDC representative. Eight countries were selected to represent the First
Worl d, and 19 countries were selected to represent the Third World. These talks were closed by a
ministerial meeting on June 3, 1977 , without achieving agreement on the basic issues. However ,
some collateral points , such as a special $1 billion aid fund and increased Worl d Bank aid in
developing indigenous Third World oil supplies , were resolved.
IJNCTAD IV took place in May 1976 during a recess in the CIEC talks. The atmosphere in
these talks was calmer: but little progress was made. The final resolution of the Conference called
for further efforts to establish commodity agreemerts within the framework of UNCTAD ’s
integrated program for commodities. This program includes the establishment of a Common Fund
to finance these agreements , a concept which the industrialized nations have always refused to
accept and from which they disassociated themselves in the resolution. Since the close of the
Nairobi meeting, negotations have been conducted under the auspices of UNCTAD both on the
Common Fund and the individual commodity agreements. There has been little progress reported
thus far on either.
This review of developments over the last two decades suggests several failures of US policy in
regard to North-South relations. First, the United States—and , for the most part , the other OECD
countries too—may not have been generous or imaginative enough in trying to understand and meet
the legitimate needs of the developing countries in the fifties and sixties , and thus mitigated the
antagonisms that were developing. Second , the United States underestimated the strength and
unity of the LDC’s. One of the principal reactions to the shocks of 1974 and 1975 was surprise at
the ability of Third Worl d leaders to achieve unity on essential issues among a large numbe r of
states with diverse interests. Indeed the continuing loy alty of many LDC’s to OPEC is difficult to
explain , since the effect of their pricing policy on the poorer nations is even more severe than on
the developed world. For example , their own oil import bills have been increased by an amount
equal to all of the official development aid given to them by the OECD members , thus neutralizin g
its effect!
There are several explanations for the phenomenon , in addition to the obvious one that oil is
the South’s trump card. Many of the new national elites were exposed to various forms of idealistic
socialism during their university training and found it and its adherents to be a more congenial
association , since by and large they were not accepted in more “establishment ” circles. Fabian
socialism has been pointed out ’3 as a particularly enticing model since it stressed the abili ty of the
workers to organize their society and depicted capitalism (and the United States) as an exp loiter of
other peoples. (It can be argued that the United States failed to develop adequate rapport with and
support for the rising leadership of the Third World , being seen instead to support the established
and often repressive elites of the status quo.)
The outcome of such North-South dialogues as the Nairobi and CIEC confe rence suggests that
the United States continues to underestimate the ability and cohesion of Third World and OPEC
leadership. The general consensus is that the United States was ill-prepared for the Nairobi
Conference. Secretary Kissinger ’s pro posed Natural Resources Bank was an interesting initiati ve :
but it appeared that little staff work or advance consultation had been done. The CIEC
negotiations have generally been evaluated as failures in that neither side was able to wring its
principal objectives from the other. But the Third World representatives were able to win the
promise of a further commitment on foreign aid and another commitment to further efforts in
establishing international commodity agreements , while the “North” did not succeed in
establishing an on-going multilateral discussion of oil prices.
A third general shortcoming of US policy during the period of 196 2 to 1975 was the failure to
react to the successive probes of the Third Worl d in various international forums. Expropriations of
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hundreds of overseas investments, many in the extractive industries , plus numerous cases of
unilateral contract abrogations, were not generally followed up by e ffective government action,
aithough the US maintained a declaratory policy of supporting traditional principles of
international law. The LDC arguments that the newer countries are not bound by legal traditions of
the colonial era , or that most contractual arrangements and legal concessions were one-sided and
exploitative , or that underdeve lopment is by itself grounds for a double standard of behavior were
not answered forcefully by the United States until the Scali-Moynihan period at the United
Nations. Nor have the highly unrealistic e fforts in a half dozen international forums to develop
“ codes ” for Western (or “Northern ”) multinational enterprises which would compel them to be
vehicles for transfer of real resources on an uneconomic basis (i.e. technologies and patents at little
or no cost) yet been adequately rebutted and challenged.
Fourth, there was inadequate cooperation amon g the industrialized countries, whose divisions
and conflicts were magnified by US difficulties in exerting leadership during the Vietnam and
Watergate period. The virtual paralysis of OECD during the oil embargo , as discussed below , was
the culmination of years of failures of perception , of coordination , and of leadership.
Perhaps the most important failure of all has been the inability of government and business to
develop an adequate balance between undesirable government regulation and distortion of markets
and effective cooperation in cases where the national interest require s it. As noted above, US
foreign materials policy has largely been in the hands of the private sector which did an
extraordinarily successful job until national sovereignty was allowed to become an “equalizer ”
whereby the smallest state could violate with impunity its agreements with even the largest
corporations of the mos t powerfu l countries. This distortion of tru e power relationships—and the
North ’s acquiescence in the process—can only be called a striking phenomenon of our age.
Business in general has tried to avoid invoking the national government in controversies with
its sources of supply, seeing government action as an interference in the functioning of markets , a
harassment of private enterprise , and the intrusion of political factors into economic decisions. For
its part. the government has fluctuated between excessive intervention and overr egulation and
complete disregard for private sector relationships and problems. It has rarely had either the
machinery or the wisdom to distinguish between more or less routine commercial problems and
truly strategic issues.
Oil offe rs an obvious case in point. Knowledgeable experts in the industry saw the gathering
strength of OPEC , and some quite accurately forecast the later course of events and even advocated
policies very similar in scope to those of the Carter administration ’s oil and energy goals. ’4 But
they were rarely heeded.
At that time the government did not want to comp licate its political relationships . including
the complex Arab-Israel equation , with “commercial” matters. As the oil industry got into an
increasingl y adverse bargaining position with the oil-producing states—which were able to usc their
sovereign immunity to abrogate contracts and extort additional concessions , the industry did ask
the government to help. But again this was seen as a “business ” and economic rather than a
strategic issue; and , beyond waiving certain antitnist provisions to allow collective bargaining and
permitting royalty payments to be treated as taxes , neith er the US nor other major governments
really involved themselves. Then as the corner was finally turned , and the loss of control of vital
natural resources—which had been discovered and developed by the industries of the consuming
countries- was imminent , governments become alarmed , but too late.
The oil companies, feeling that they had to make the best of a bad bargain if they were to
retain access to the supplies on which their downstream operations depended , asked to let alone.
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And by and large they were. When the embargo came , bringing with it panic buying which further
escalated oil prices, the United States faced the problem with a badly divided and ill-prepared
alliance and during the height of its Watergate-related credibility gap. 15 The net result of this sad
history can only be described as “an economic Pearl Harbor , ” although the public , according to
recent Gallup polls , hardly sees it in that light , since half the adults sampled still do not even know
of our dependence on oil imports!
IV . Looking Ahead
If the United States is to develop a coherent strategy for dealing with the Third World on a
number of issues, it must first develop its materials strategy . Materials have always been the crux of
our relationship with the South , and recognizing it , the South has chosen materials access as the
weapon which gives them their greatest leverage over the industrial world.
The firs t step in the development of any policy must be the assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of the nation ’s position. Much of the concern which prevailed during the shortages of
1973 and 1974 was the result of our failure to accurately define our position. It is true that the US
dependence on imports has increased in a number of materials , most notably of course in
petroleum , but also in iron , bauxite , zinc , and a number of others . It is not , however , correct to say
that the United States is increasingl y dependent in all materials , nor is there any factual basis for
predicting that our import dependence will continue to increase in most minerals.
Dependence alone is not necessarily a weakness in the US position. To assess
strength we must examine “vulnerability, ” a more complex amalgam of relationships.

ur relative

An examination of the possible sources of vulnerability reveals several common factors. First
the supplying country or countries must be prepared to accept the consequences of a possible US
reaction. Second , the precondition of import dependence must be established. Third . the suppliers
must be reasonably concentrated as a few sources must account for the bulk of available supplies.
Fourt h , one or more of the producers must be willing to withhold supplies from the market and to
curtail production in order to regulate the market, thereby foregoing potential revenues. Fift h , the
resource must be vital with a low price elasticit ~ of demand and a lack of suitable substitutes.
From this perspective, the United States is relatively invulnerable , as shown by the chart at
Appendix A. But the greater vulnerability of our key allies , Europe and Japan , is a ‘ gitimate source
~
of US policy concern. Our most important suppliers are Canada , Mexico. Brazil, South A frica , and
Australia. Separately or together they hav e accounted for most of our imported minerals
supply—99 percent of US imports of asbestos, 80 percent of titanium ores, 82 percent of zinc, 68
percent of nickel , 59 percent of lead , 56 percent of iron ore, and 55 percent of manganese. They
have historically been reliable sources of supply, but each is also bound by other ties to the United
States.
In the case of each of these countries there can he no guarantee that the perceived self-interest
of the supplier will not lead to actions inimical to the interests of the United States. And it is
reasonable to expect the supplier to attempt to achieve some benefit from US dependence and for
the United States to become more solicitous of its suppliers’ interests. But there is nei ther historical
nor analytical reason for the United States to fear that its trade partners ’ interests would be served
by extortionate behavior.
In assessing US vulnerability in specific materials it is necessary to judge the probability of
successfu l action and the potential for serious damage to the national economy. The International
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Economic Studies Institute ’s recent study of 27 vital industrial raw materials found cause for
national policy concern in only four in addition to the obvious case of petroleum: bauxite ,
chromium , platinum group metals , and copper. ’6 Bauxite is already the object of an existing
cartel , the International Bauxite Association , which has had some success in raising prices and
restructuring the international industry so that a greater share of revenues accrues to them.
Chromium is an essential raw material in that there are no comparable substitutes in some of its
alloying applications. Currently known resources are concentrated in the Eastern Hemisphere , and
Rhodesia and South Africa account for approximately 95 percent of them. The other major
supplier is the Soviet Union , and for different reasons none of these countries can be classed as
secure sources for the future . Platinum-group metals are in much the same situation , with the
Soviet Union and South Africa as major suppliers and no suitable substitutes. Copper is added to
the list despite the near self-sufficiency of the United States , because Europe and Japan rely on
Third Worl d sources. The copper producers ’ cartel , CIPEC, has been in exis~tence for several years,
but it has been unable to significantly control prices.
In addition to the five materials listed as major policy concerns , nine others were classed as being
of moderate concern. They are as follows: asbestos, cobalt , fluorspar , manganese, mercury,
tantalum , tin , tungsten , and natural rubber. The reasons for concern range from limited reserves
and lack of substitutes , to susceptibility to producer cartel action , high import-consumption ratios
or dollar import costs.
Addressing vulnerability involves a measurement of risk; and risk management is at the core of
policy. Taken as a whole, however , an attempt to reduce all materials risks to negligible proportions
would require that the United States develop a policy of autarky. This could be achieved , if at all ,
only at very high costs to our economic well-being and foreign policy objectives. But when reduced
to its constituent parts , US vulnerability can be reduced to acceptable levels throu gh the selective
use of particular policies chosen for precise effects. A rational judgment can then be made as to the
point where further risk reduction is not cost effective. Beyond that point are those risks which we
must accept as we all do in many aspects of life.
There are a number of tools available in carrying out the necessary policies. Stockpiling, which
was discussed earlier in its military applications , could be extended to serve the limited economic
purposes of deterring a manipulative disruption of supplies and , failing this, to provide an
adjustment period. Tax policy could be adjusted to encourage domestic production or standby
facilities, where feasible and desirable , reduce the cost of alternatives , and increase the efficiency of
use through additional recycling. Government research and development could be undertaken to
reduce the costs of alternative materials. Finally, various incentives and disincentives , including the
use or threat of rationing, could be introduced to encourage conservation. Trade policies can also
control dependence where vulnerabi lities are high. And , of the greatest importance , international
supplies can be expanded and diversified through new exploration and investment—which requires
an improved climate of “due process ” of international law and procedures.
Before such policy tools can be used , however , the Government must firs t arrive at a coherent
picture of the specific problems , of where materials policy “fits ” in US foreign policy, where
market forces are best left to operate free I~ ‘nd where external political manipulation may require
,ration has resulted in a consistent disregard of the
countermeasures. Failure to achieve thi
importance of basic commodities in both ui....iestic and foreign policy—including defense policies.
Materials issues involve both the government and private sectors, and international and dom estic
problems and policy tools. A schematic presentation of these relationships is contained in
Appendix B.
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In formulating policy, the government will require up-to-date , acc u rate and co m p r ehe n sive
information in a usable format. At present , this vital info rmation is not systematically available to
key policy-makers. There are currently some 200 departments , agencies , bu rea u s, commi t tees or
commissions involved in one way or another in the materials cycle. In terac t ion betwee n these
agencies is generally on an ad hoc basis, with no central responsibility for the quality and quantity
of information which reaches foreign policy decision makers. A number of government inquiries
have recently been cond ucted on the problems of developing a rational information system. ’1 Their recommendations vary but generally agree on the need for greater centralization , as
the Administration has already proposed in the energy area. However , t here w ould still n eed to be
an improved mechanism for integrating materials policy with other aspects of foreign (and
domestic) economic policy. The creation of a small White House organization to provide ongoing
analysis and coordination along the lines of the now defunct Council on International Economic
Policy would seem desirable.
Overreaching all aspects ~ US materials policy, and indeed all US policy, is the challenge
posed by OPEC’s continuing control of the international oil m arket. This control represents a
threat both to the continued freedom of action of the United States in conducting its affairs and to
the long-range stability of the international economic system. Petroleum meets all the
“vulnerability ” tests outlined earlier.
Although the OAPEC embargo of 1973 demonstrated their willingness to use the “oil

weapo n ” for political purposes , the United States has grown ever more dependent on imports from
the M iddle E ast . I n additio n , the transfe r of approximately 2 percent of the world’s GN P per year

to the cartel members has permanentl y blighted the growth of the world’ s production .
notwithstanding the “recycling ” of large amount s of the OPEC surplus. This massive transfer of
resources has eroded the stability of the world’s fina ncial system , as the level of outstandi ng loans ,
particularly to some of the less developed members of the Third World , reaches u n precede n ted
levels .

We have by now acquiesced in (or “condoned” , as the lawy ers say) OPEC’s p olicies fo r so lo n g
tha t direct and forceful counteractions appear impossible. The United States and other consumers ,
however, still retain control of their domestic markets and effective economic actions to limit the
cartel’s influence can be taken there. In this regard , I consider the goals of the Carter energy plan to
be the minimum necessary in the area of conservation and limitation of imports , and inadequate in
the area of increased production and the development of substitutes.
A rece n t study ’8 has shown that only combined US and OECD-Internationa l Energy Agency
actions can meaningfully limit OPEC’s market power in the 1980’s, once the current surplus from
Alaska and North Sea is eroded by rising demand. Even if US goals are met , OPEC’s excess capacity
in 1985 would still be no greater than its surplus during the recent recession. (The US balance of
payments would improve relative to Europe and Japan , but with some potential side effects on
cu rrency values and trade.) However, OPEC could still raise prices in order to maintain their
revenue in real terms. But if the United States also increases its production (including substitutes ,
such as shale and methanol) and if OECD meets its “accelerated policy ” goals, OPEC’s 1985 excess
capacity would be over one-third—more than Saudi Arabia and the sheikdoms alone could absorb.
This would probably result in OPEC’s inability to raise oil prices in step with inflation and provide
some real decline in oil prices.
According to this study, t he diffe r e n ces betwee n the worst or “business-as-usual” Lase and the
best “effecti ve action ” scenario are staggering: in 1985 the world’s oil consumers could be paying
as much as $1 12 billion (in 1976 dollars) less per year! This differential approximates the current
US defense budget. The annual savings for NATO Europe would also be about as large as their
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current defense efforts. Making the requisite international efforts will not be easy, either politically
or economically; but the substantial reductions in payments to OPEC should help offset the costs.
The worl d would then have a smoother transition to renewable energy resou rces whenever this
becomes necessary in the next century. In the meantime , as someone has said we are likely to run
out of “money ” well before we run out of oil ; and , in the absence of e ffective action , NATO seems
more likely to be bled to death by OPEC than to be overrun by the Russians—althoug h the latter
might logically follow the former!
Without changes in our oil consumption patterns , the United States and its allies will remai n
vulnerable to manipulation by the cartel , which will use that power to its own ends. However , if
the public and Congress support and perhaps even strengthen the President ’s proposals, and if
collective action can be taken in OECD , then even our petroleum vulnerability can be managed.
Geography and Resources
Increased dependence on imports of essential raw materials raises the danger of military
actions aimed at restricting access to raw materials. This potential vulnerability need not necessarily
involve either the exporting or the importing state in a conflict. Indeed the situation in Southern
Africa has already resulted in shortages of some materials due to the tangled nature of the region ’s
transportation system. Both Rhodesia and Zambia are landlocked , and they have interdependent
transportation systems. Zambian copper had passed through Rhode sia to the ports of Mozambique
and South A frica. Now it is forced to use much less reli able facilities through Tanzania to Dar es
Salam and Mombasa , Kenya. and Angola to Lobito. Rhodesia is completely cut off except through
South Africa , which gives South A frica an important hold over Rhodesian policies. South Africa
has recognized the potential danger of conti nuing to ship chromium through Maputo , Mozambique
and , while still using the port , has constructed alternate ports at Richards Bay in the east and
Saldanha Bay in the west.
The recent cobalt shortage resulted in part , when the Benguela railroad was cut during the
Angolan conflict , forcing Zaire to use a more circuitous river-road-rail line of limited capacity to
move its cobalt to industrial markets. There are a number of other materials , e.g. Bolivian tin which
is exported through Chile , whose producing areas are in one country and port facilities in another ,
and are thus subject to embargo during periods of political or military confrontation or
“economic ” warfare.
These indirect threats to the secure access to supplies for the industrial world are
complemented by the control of many of the world’s most vital ocean choke points by Third
World nations. Most obvious are the “oil” straits. Persian Gulf oil from Saudi Arabai . Bahrein . Iraq .
Iran , Kuwait , and UAE all must be funneled first through the Straits of Hormuz and then either
through the Straits of Malacca or around the Cape of Good Hope. Saudi petroleum is also loaded in
Red Sea ports , but then must pass through the Bab el Mandeb , currently one of the least politically
stable areas of the world. Other important passages under Third World control include the Straits
of Magellan , and the Sunda , Lombok , and Makassar Straits and , of course, the Suez Canal and
probably, in the near future , the Panama Canal.
The United States is relatively fortunate in that two of its major suppliers , Canada and
Mexico , have overland access if needed or coastal shipping lanes. Brazil , while farther away, remains
a relatively secure supplier since its maritime trade with the United States could be conducted
largely within protective range of land. Supplies from Australia and South Africa , however, must
travel long open ocean routes which are only interm ittantly patrolled by naval forces. Other
important commodities such as tin (73 percent of imports come from Southeast Asia), natural
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rubber (90 percent from Southeast Asia), cobalt (75 percent either directly oi indirectly from
Africa), and tantalum (50 percent from Thailand) are shipped from distant sources. ’9
Europe and Japan are much more vulnerable to military supply disruption due to greater
import dependence in general , a greater concentration of sources in the Third World , and their
geographical relationship. Very few European and no Japanese raw material imports are moved
overland. In addition their supply lines from sources which are relativ ely secure or could be made
secure for the United States, such as those from sources in the Caribbean , are much longer and thus
more exposed.
US and European, naval forces are currently designed to counter those of the USSR. However ,
with the advent of small and highly accurate seaborn e guided missiles, even smal l nations can
develop or buy the capability to harrass materials supply lines. It is, of course. impossible for the
industrial world to maintain naval force levels high enough to maintain full security in all of their
ocean supply lines. At their present levels, however , they are insu fficient to protect even the most
important routes , if worl d tensions require that forces be maintained simultaneously against the
Soviet fleets.
-

Reduced allied navies hav e also resulted in a decline in forces available for “show-the-flag ”
missions in distant areas. Displays of national interest in important resource producing areas have
always been an important peacetime naval mission. With the reduction of British and French forces
in Third Worl d seas, US forces have been stretched ever more thinly, with the result that some areas
go unvisited for long periods of time.
While a return to “gun boat ” diplomacy is not likely in today ’s climate , it is not inconceivable
that military counteractions might become necessary if one or more countries—or even subnational
or terrorist units—undertook to interdict the flow of vital supplies -in an economically
interdependent world. As a min imum , US defense posture planning should take such contingencies
into account , along with the less likely but more serious cases where military occupation or
protection of a key resource area might be required. 2 0
In addition , the still unsettled Law of the Sea problem should be noted. Deep seabed mining
of manganese nodules (which also contain nickel , copper, and cobalt) may hold significant
long-range potential. The Institute ’s study, previously cited , sees hope for an international
agreement on an international regime which would permit orderly and equitable development of
this potential. But failing that , unilateral exploitation will undoubtedly occur , utilizing the
advanced technology which only the US and a few other countries possess. This may also generate
requirements for additiona l naval protection.

V.

Conclusion

As economics has increasingly become the substance of international politics , resourc e
diplomacy has assumed a strategic importance in the North-South geographic context. The United
States is seriously vulnerable in only a few special cases—althoug h several other raw mater ials
present at least moderate risks, due to a growing reliance on imports. But Europe and Japan are
much more vulnerable , making a strong case for improving relations with both consumers and
suppliers, and expanding international investment in materials production. Mos t specific materials
risks seem susceptible to intelligent management through a variety of highly selective measures. But
petroleun ~, where worl d supplies and prices are effectively controlled by a cartel , represents a
severe threat to the viability of the industrial countries and to the world ’s economy and financial
system. There , effective action on an OECD basis seems both essential—and possible , with dramatic
reductions in oil payments to OPEC achievable by 1985.
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The United States and its major allies hav e responded inadequately and in a confuse d and
divided way to the extraordinarily successful resourc e diplomacy of the Third Worl d , based in large
measure on OPEC’s leverage. In addition , “Southern ” control of many key trade routes , straits , and
choke points gives added possibilities of exerting geographic leverage over raw materials flows.
The “North” really does neither itself nor the developing world a favor by appearing to
acquiesce in onesided rhetoric or a “double standard ” of behavior. We need to face up to the
challenge of NIEO ; we can accept some claims as legitimate and meriting our active cooperation.
But we should forcefully reject those aspects which are unrealistic or which imply a “world
society ” which could only exist by abolition of the “sovereign absolutism ” that its claimants are
the most jealous in protecting.
There is, however, a strong political , economic , strategic, and moral case for substantially
increasing both the volume and the effectiveness of aid from the Western countries , in preference
to various resource cartelization and manipulati ve schemes. If we can cope with the oil problem , we
can and should give that expanded aid , especially in ways which can loosen the ideological and
economic “stranglehold” which the resource-rich have acquired on the resource-poor within the
Third World. We also must recognize that Western trade and tariff systems tend to keep out the
more competitive exports of man y developing countries. This involves domestic controversies over
protectionism ; but in a strategic and long-run sense, we may have little choice but to let
“comparative advantage ” work , and seek improved adjustment assistance for avoiding undue
hardships to the “North’s” communities , industries, and workforces.
In summary , the United States should adopt a policy between the extremes of “global
humanitarianism ” and “realpolitik” which gives a much higher priority to the real problems of
economic geography. We should take a - strong line against the excesses of the Group of 77 in
various UN forums, for example the UNCTAD and UN code drafting exercises, because only then
will it be possible to have a meaningfu l dialogu e, and to devise workable international programs for
the future.
In the meantime , we must keep the US-European-Japanese trilateral “base ” in a solid form .
avoiding letting the economic cracks widen; and we must maintain an adequate balance of defense ,
deterrence , and detente in relations with the East—while holding out the long-term prospect of
more effective cooperation , despite continuing ideological differences , in facing up to the very real
global problems of the next century.
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Panel 3

International Stabili ty and
Nort h-South Relations
Long Range

Economic Strategies

Lincoln Gordon

By calling for a paper on economic strategies in North -South relations. the organizers of the
fourth National Security Affairs Confe rence have implicitly assumed that economic development in
the “South” is an essential com ponent of international stabi lity. That assumption is also held by
this author , although it is neither self-evident nor universall y shared. This paper therefore opens
with a brief analysis of the components of the United States interest in developing countries . It
then reviews the evolution of developmental experience over recent decades , discusses the
confrontational dialogue since 1973. appraises the princi pal alternative long-range strategies , and
concludes by setting forth some issues in the design of North-South strategy.
I. The United States Interest in Developing Countries
Soul-searching reviews of why the advanced industrialized countries in general , and the United
States in particular , should be interested in economic and social development in the poorer regions
of Asia , A frica , and Latin America seem to take place on a ten -year cycle. It was in the late I 940s
that the idea emerged that accelerated development in those regions should be an important
objective of American foreign policy. It was to be pursued first through new international
institutions—the World Bank and the specialized agencies of the Un ited Nations—and after 1 949
was reinfo rced bilaterally by President Truman ’s “Point Four ” progra m of technical assistance.
Some aid for “dependent overseas territories ” was also included in the Marshall Plan , but
decolonization rapidly put an end to that category of countrie s. In the early l9SOs , Brita in . France .
and other former imperial powers organized technical assistance programs focused on their newly
independent ex-colonies , notably the (‘olombo Plan for South and Southeast Asia. In a justly
famous speech in 1952 , at the end of his tour as British Ambassa dor in Washington , Sir Oliver
Franks coined the expression “North-South relations . ” suggesting that a world -wide cleavage along
that axis migh t come to rival East-West relations as a central concern of world polities .
During the next intensive review ph ase . this author edited a series of ’ hacker ound papers and
drafted the consensus report for the Eleventh American Assembly in May 19 - 7 . under the title
International Stability and Pr ogr es.s Most of what was said twenty years a~ about the United
States interest in overseas development could be repeated unchange d today. That interest was
defined as a combination of security , economic, and humanitarian concerns , ranked in that order
The assumption of Sino-Soviet solidarity in opposition to “free world” interests would obviousl y
not be repeated ioday, but our group even in 1957 emphasized a conception of eecurit ~ mu ch
broader than cold war rivalry . “Foreign assistance , ” said the final report. “sc r.’es other major
enduring interests political independence , stability , and economic progress (which) will reduce the
danger of international conflict and permit the evolution of these new nations as peacefu l and
constructive members of the world community. ”
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In a highly perceptive background paper. Professor Edward Mason—now the dean of American
development economists—warned against overstating our economic interests in developing
countries either as markets or as suppliers of raw materials. He also rejected the thesis that global
solidarity alone , or income equalization as a moral imperative , was a sufficient basis for
governmental action by the richer countries , as distinguished from motivations for private
humanitar an actions. In this respect , he anticipated the position taken by today ’s Undersecreta ry
of State for Economic Affairs, Richard Cooper , in an article written just before his conversion from
professor to official. ’
During the intervening twenty years , there have been innumerable attempts in official
statements , scholarly writings, and reports of such public interest bodies as the Overseas
Development Council to formulate a coherent and persuasive rationale for this interest. De facto ,
the existence of the interest has been widely accepted by our own Congress and by the parliaments
of other industrialized countries. Yet it is singularly difficult to articulate. The highly prestigious
Commission on Internati onal Development , chaired by Lester Pearson in 1969 . found it easier to
define what international development could not be guaranteed to accomplish than to define its
purposes affi rmatively, and then fell back on generalized feelings of increasing interdependence .
with moral , economic , and security components. 2 The Brandt Commission presently being formed
will surely go through the same frustrating exercise.
In all likelihood, no strictly logical rationale will ever be articulated , least of all one which
would support specific quantitative targets for economic growth , improvement of social indicators .
or particular amounts of aid or trade or investment. Since 1957 , international transactions hav e
become a much larger share of the global economy, so that every nation ’s welfare is more
dependent on the outside worl d than before. Success in Third World development would he good
economically for the First World , just as Japan ’s success has been good for the other industrialized
countries in spite of some difficult sectoral problems of competitive adjustment. But failure in
Third World development would not be an economic disaster for the First World , comparable to
the effects of internecine economic warfare within the First World itself.
For the next two decades , most of the First World , and much of the Third , will be critically
dependent on a smooth flow of oil from Middle East and other OPEC sources, and developmental
success may have some bearing on the maintenance of that flow. For the major oil suppliers.
however , developmental prospects do not require a North-South strategy . Those countries have no
shortage of fo reign exchange : they can attract foreign private investors: and they can buy technical
assistance.
As to global solidarity, moral imperatives , and humanitarian motivations , the images of
“spaceship earth” and the “global village ” surely evoke a wider response today , especially in the
industrialized democratic countries , than they did when Wendell Wil lkie wrote about “One World”
in 1941. The world conferences of the last five years on environment , population . food , shelter .
and water have helped to strengthen that response : the ubiquitous television camera has probably
done even more . An embryonic world community may be taking shape in the fields of disaster and
famine relief. But it is a very far cry from that to e ffective consensus on global redistribution of
income or wealth , on global guarantees of minimum human needs, or on global equalit y of
opportunity. Those precepts hav e scarcely achieved a solid footing domestically, even in the most
advanced societies , where democratic voting pushes governmental policies toward egalit arianis m . At
the international level , no corresponding political structure is either on hand or in prospect. If
anything , especially in the Third World , the forces of nationalism and subnation al separatism have
intensified in recent years.
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So one comes back to broadly defined security and political interests as the central
justification for an active North-South strategy. Except for oil , which is sui generis . that
justification is not mainly a problem of damage avoidance or countering “ threats ” from the Third
World. 3 Nor is it because economic development automatically ensures either political stabilit y,
human rights, democratic institutions , or international non-aggressiveness. Edmund Burke and
Alexis de Tocqueville long ago pointed to the destabilizing e ffects of the early stages of
development away from a traditional culture.
But the choice does not lie between development and stagnaticn in the South. Population
dynamics alone , to say nothing of communications , demonstration e ffects , and international
politics , make stagn ~ation impossible. It is rather a choice between sets of probabilities :
developmental successes versus developmental frustrations. In my judgm ent , successes are more
likely with Northern collaboration , which also offers some economic gains to all parties involved
and responds to the more noble moral and humanitarian sentiments. In a world where instability
anywhere could easily lead to global catastrophe , the minimum and critical objective is that
decision-makers in all the significant national units feel some positive stake in the world order. In
addition , without indulging in simplistic cold war dichotomies , can it be seriously doubted tha t the
First World would be better off if it could be enlarged to incorporate the more successfu l
developing nations? Those are the central interests which should guide the shaping of policy on
North-South economic strategies.
II. From 1950s to 1970s
The rhetorical stridency of calls for a “New International Economic Order ” from meetings of
“Non-Aligned” countries and the “Group of 77’S sometimes gives the impression that the
developmental record of the Third World has been an unmitigated disaster. In fact , economic
growth rates have been very high by any historical standard — much higher than in the First World
during its modernizing transformation of the 19th century. Overall growth rates in the developin g
countries since 1950 have been well above those of the industrialized countries , and per capita
growth rates have been almost as high , as shown in the following summary :
Table I
Economic Growth Rates at Constant

Prices

(% per year)

1950- 1975
v r
~~ ~

er ~~~~~~~~~ r

~~~~~

_
Developing Cou:tnes ’

1970-75

1960-70

1950-60

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* Excludes “capita1-surpIus’~ OPEC countries and mainland China. Based

on data from

World Bank.

Per capita growth rates were constrained by the surge in population in the developing world
after 1950. That population explosion , however , resulted from sharply reduced infant mortality
and greatly extended life expectancy—improvements in health and quality of life which are among
the prime objectives of development. The tragedy is that the corresponding (and ultimately
inevitable) reduction in birth rates is taking place so slowly in most of the developing world.
The most surp rising aspect of this twenty-five year record is the maintena nce of quite high
economic growth rates in the mid-l970s , notwithstanding the revolution in energy prices after
1973 and the maj or recession in the industrialized world. The conventional wisdom , preached by
the most respected international authorities , was that oil-importing developing countries would
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s u f f e r a catastrophic shrinkage in their capacity to import , rivaling that of the 1930s . and that
economic retrogression and international bankruptcy would become the order of the day. In fact ,
although per cap ita output has fallen somewhat in South Asia. partly on account of political
turmoil and civil disruption , growth rates elsewhere in the l970s have excee’ied those of the
previous two decades.
This economic resilience of most of the developing world has resulted from four factors.
( I ) The more advanced developing countries , which are most vulnerable to oil price changes and to
recession in the industrialized nations. hav e been able to borrow on a vast scale from the private
international banks . becoming major participants in the recycling of petrodollars through the
Eurocurrency markets. (2 ) For most other developing countries , strain on their balance of
payments has been relieve ] through expanded regular or special credits from the International
Monetary Fund (EM F) or bilateral official aid programs from various sources, including the OPEC
nations. (3) South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa enjoyed good agricultural growing weather in 1975
and 1976. (4) Because of stronger internal markets and the gradual expansion of trade among
developing countries, growth rates in most of the developing worl d have proved to be less
automatically tied to Firs t World growth than had been assumed in the econometric models in
fashion in recent years.
The avoidance of catastrophe , however , is scarcely ground for comp lacency, and tile condition
of most of the developing world remains extremely unsatisfactory. Conventionall y measured
average incomes there are one-fifteenth the First World levels: in South Asia. they are one-fortieth.
The true ratio is more likely only one-eighth or so , but the differences are huge and are growing
absolutely if not relat ively. Hundreds of millions of persons are victims of chronic malnutrition .
illness , and illiteracy. Although rigorous definition is difficult , the indicated levels of unemp loyment and underemployment are almost unimaginable 1w industrialized world standards , and rates
of job creation generally lag behind the expansion of the labor force. The historicall y
unprecedented rates of economic growth of the past twenty-five years have been paralleled by
unprecedented rates of population growth. For a substantial fraction of the children and youth
there is no visible road of escape from poverty. The record is certainly not one of stagnation. hut it
is also far from general developmental success.
It is also a cardinal error to generalize about the developing countries as a whole or to dwell
on average figures which give a spurious impression of homogeneity There was already great
diversity in 1950 in income levels , degrees of industrialization and urbanization , extent of
education , technolog ical sophistication , and the physical . social , and institutional infrastructure
essential to modernization. On all these scales , Latin America as a region was intermediate between
Asia and Africa Ofl the one hand and Europe and North America on the other. During the
subsequent twenty-five years , diffe rential rates of development have widened these divergencies .
since the poorest countries have generally progressed more slowly than the “Icwer-middle ” a mid
“middle-class ” groups. But ther e is no true homogeneity even within regions or income classes.
Some countries , moreover , have alternated between rapid development and long phases of
stagnation. For tile most part , the sharp differences in country experiences result much more from
domestic developmental strategies and economic policies than they do from external circumsta nces.
-

The extent of the variations can be seen from tile data on representati ve countries shown in
Table 2 (seepage 118) . It includes info rmation on energy consumption , health improvement . and
literacy as pointers toward welfare gains in addition to tile standard measure s of economic growth.
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In considering developmental strategies. Wh etller at the national level or on the North-South
axis , it is now customary to classi fy developing countries into three or four subgroups: oil
exporters: “least developed” (sometimes defined as countries witll less than S200 per capita GNP in
1973 and re ferred to as the “Fourth World”) : and other oil importer s . which may he further
divided between lower and upper middle classes. Classification by income levels can he misleading.
however, since it combines in a single group primitive pastora l or subsistence farming societies with
countries like India , whose poverty coexists with a diversified infrastructure and a large industrial
potential.
Apart from changes over the past two decades in objective economic and social conditio ns .
there hav e been changes in attitude which are equally relevant to tile determination of strategies. In
the 1 950s, the South was looking northwards for modernization specialists of every kind —
engineers , economists , manacers , agronomists , doctors , etc. It was taken for granted that
institutional models , in both public and private life , should be borrowed from the North. that tile
North should be the source of advice on developmental policies , and that favors should he sought
from the North in the way of official grants and credits and technical assistance.
Today, in the middle class countries and those like India , there is at least a core of trained
cadres in most of the relevant specialties. There are doubts whether northern models are always
applicable or desirable. There is less of an inferiority complex about their own managerial
capabilities and less confidence in the capacity of either northwestern or northeas t ern regimes to
manage their own affa irs. And changes in North-South economic relations are now bein g demanded
as righ ts rather than requested as favors. In tile international organizations , especially those of tile
United Nations system. underdevelopment has long since been replaced by an over-developed
southern talent for interna tional politicking and bureaucrat ic manipulation.
This is a real sea change , which can be observed functionally in the oil indust ry or in financial
negotiations , and regionally in the workings of the Inter -American Development Bank and the
Organitittion of American States. It makes life more difficult for businessmen and officials from
the North. But it is an essential stage of maturation , which could be an augury for the full
transfo rmation of the leadin g Third World countries to First World status.
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III. The Four-Letter Acronyms: OPEC , NIEO and CIEC
Since 1973 , international discussions of North-South relations hav e been dominated by three
four-letter acronyms: OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries): NIEO (New
International Economic Order) : and CIEC (Conference on International Economic Cooperation ).
OPEC is a hard and apparently durable reality. NIEO form alized the international aspirations of the
developing countries as a group. (A related document called the Charter of Economic Rights and
Duties of States , or CERDS , was adopted by the UN General Assembly in Decembe r. 1974 by a
majority of 120 to 6, with 10 abstentions , but it has received little attention since its adoption. )
CIEC , which ended last June 2, was an eighteen-month experiment at ort .anized “dialogue ” among
representatives of the industrialized countries , OPEC members, and oil-importing developin g
countries , in effect seejd ng to reconcile divergent interests within and among all three of tilese
groups.
The five-fold increase in oil prices since 1972 , and OPEC’s demonstrated capacity to
manipulate those prices within wide limits , have done more to change the international ecOnOnlic
order than any other action since the post-war system was established —more even than tile shift
from fixed parities to floating exchange rates. The oil price revolution has brought about an
immense transfe r of current income (equivalent to about 2 percent of the combined GNP of the
industrialized countries) from oil-importing to oil-exporting nations: it has contributed simultaneously to world-wide cost inflation and to deflationa ry increases in unemployment: it has
transfo rmed the balance-of-payments position of almost every trading nation and til e structure of
international indebtedness : and it has precipitated the largest oil-exporting countries into the ranks
of substantial inte rnational f inancial pow ers. It has also shocked a portion of governmental and
public opinion into the realization that strenuous measures are urgently needed to prepare for the
coming era of declining petroleum availabilities. The issues of energy supply policy are outside the
scope of this paper , except for the critical point that vi gorous action to develop alternative supplies
would alter the bargaining relationships with OPEC in favor of oil-importers , while the absence of
such action since 1974 has had the reverse e ffect.
Although the per capita income figure s of the thinly populated OPEC countries are now
among the highest in the worl d , all members continue to call themselves “developing ” and to
participate in the “Group of 77. ” Many oil-importing developin g countries hav e been hard hit by
the price rises, and aid programs sponsored by OPEC countries have fallen far short of making good
their losses, but formal unity between the two groups has been preserved in the UN and elsewhere ,
to the surprise and dismay of man y officials and observers in the North. The appearance of unity
should not have been surprising, since it has obvious advantages to both OPEC and other
developing countries. To OPEC, it provides “moral support ” and “legitimacy ” for a suppliers ’
cartel through UN resolutions adopted by huge majorities. To the other developing countries, it is
advantageous as long as they believe that OPEC leverage on the First Worl d will be exercised to
their benefit—or at least that the First World will act on that hypothesis.
In considering this aspect of North-South strategy from the viewpoint of the North generally,
and the United States in particu lar . the operative question is precisely the validi ty of that
hypothesis. Will oil prices be kept lower, and the flow of supp lies more steadily assured , if the
North makes “concessions ” to southern demands for a NIEO—e.g., concessions on commodity
policy, debt cancellation , trade treatment , or aid? In the opinion of this author the answer is “No ” .
The evidence is overwhelming that OPEC members negotiate prices according to their own
evaluations of their own economic and political interests , including their relationships with the
leading industrial countries. Agreement within OPEC is so difficult that there is little room for
consideration of broader issues of North-South relations. If it were otherwise , OPEC could easily
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achieve some of tile aims of tile Group of 77 by direct action. For example , a surcharge of SI per
barrel would add about $ 1 1 billi on to their annual revenues: after remitting to developing countries
their S2 billion share , the remaining $9 billion could constitute the much discussed “common
fund” for commodity mark et stabilization. A debt repayment fund for the “ most “erely
affected” developing countries could be constituted in the same manner—in effect by adui.. -~i
resources extracted from the North instead of negotiated with us. But it seems clear that if tile
collective judgment of OPEC were able to agree on an additional dollar or two in the price , m ost
OPEC’ members would insist on keeping tile additional revenues for themselves. It follows that
strategy Ofl other North-South issues should be determined on the merits of those issues , and not
based on hopes or fe:~rs concerning oil supplies and prices.
Most of the other North-South issues are recapitulated in the proposals for a N 1EO. The mai n
omission concerns measu res for more active minerals development, which should he of mutual
interest to North and South but was rejected at tile 1976 Nairobi meeting of the UN Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) because of poor tactical Ilandling by its American sponsors.
But the N IEO cannot be appraised simply as a program for economic reform. It also contains moral
components and power components. It should be kept in mind that the NIEO was not a product of
OPEC’s demonstration of economic power in 1973-74. It incorporated the substance of the
CERDS proposals which had been under debate since 1972 , and the term NIEO itself was launched
at tile “non-aligned” country meeting at Algiers in September 1973 , a montil before tile outbreak
of the “October War ” in the Middle East. The NIEO was formally adopted at the Sixth Special
Session of tile UN General Assembly in May 1974 by consensus . witil tile United States and some
others making fo rmal statements of reservations.4
The mora l component of the NIEO charges tile pre-existing order with obvious unfairness and
calls for a total reconstruction based on “equity ” and “justice. ” As issues for serious philosop hical
debate , these charges raise profound historical and conceptual questions. Does equity automatically
mean equality ? If so, does it refe r to equality of opportunity or equality of condition? In what
sense , other than fo rm al juridical terms and voting power in the UN General Assembly. can there
be “equality ” among nations , making one Haiti equal to one Soviet Union ? E quality of
opportunity is a meaningfu l concept for individuals , even if it evades precise definition , but is tile
phrase “equality of opportunity among nations ” anything at all beyond windy verbiage? How
could Chad have “equality of opportunity ” with Brazil? if equality of opportunity is sougilt
between individuals—say newborn infants in Banglades il and the United States—the first
prerequisites would be complete freedom of migration , with subsidized passage and language
training. No such item , however, appears on the NIEO agenda.
Some enthusiastic exponents of tile NIEO translate the moral imperative into targets for
reducing the gap in nominal per capita income levels between rich and poor countries. An extreme
example is the “RIO” group coordinated by Jan Tinhergen. After calculating at 13:1 the ratio
between average incomes in countries accounting for the richest and poorest 10 percent of the
earth ’s population in 1970 , the RIO group states tilat
“This decile ratio of 13: 1 and its trend must be deemed unacceptable for reasons of
/114/ nan decency and for th e danger of p olitical instabi liti- which thei ’ imp h ’, The
existence of such disparities is incompatible with an equitable social and economic order
and the redress of them must be a fforded the highest priority by the international
community. ” (italics in original)
Tile central goal of their program is to reduce the high-low ratio to something like 3: 1 .
necessitating a deliberate slowdown in industrial country growth rates. That slowdown is urged
partly on grounds of alleged physical constraints on global food and energy production , but also as
a means of achieving a ratio described as “barely acceptable ” and “assumed to be necessary for
world political stability. ”5
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It is astonishing that a group including reputable economists should start by taking tile
calculated per capita income figures so seriously. With some entirely defensible adjustments of the
exchange rates used in the calculations , the apparent ratio could he reduced from 13 :1 to 6 :1 with
no real worl d changes at all. It is also astonishing to see such moral intensity focused on
international income inequalities , as if tile human dignity of an Indian peasant were m ore affected
by his income ratio to an American rancher than by his own access to food , sIlelter, education.
productive empl oyment , and the respect of his neighbor. If the universal brotherhood of man is the
underlying moral precept , the case for e fforts to assure the provision of “basic human needs ”
everywhere , sometimes described as a “global floor under poverty, ” seems much stronger tllan the
arbitrary reduction of arbitra rily calcu lated average per capita income gaps.
Tile official N IE O is less explicit about what would nleet its criteria of “equity and justice. ”
although the general directions are clear. They include income and wea lth redistribution through
higher pnces for developing )untry exports , systematic and permanent trading preferences .
automatic resource transfe rs and debt relief , enlarged aid programs. j~re fer entia l access to northern
technology , and unconstrained rights to discriminatory treatment or expropriation of foreign
private investments. Assuming a compelling moral case for accelerated development . ilowever , (a nd
tilis author would support such a case on moral , political , and economic grounds), there is no
obvious connection between the moral imperatives and the specific proposals pressed by tile Group
of 77 as part of the N IE O . T he r e is . for example , no inherent “justice ” in the idea of a common
fund for commodity price stabilization. Nor is the United States. which was a net exporter of raw
materials until very recent years. likely to be persuaded that it owes a debt of retribution or
compensation for exploitation of the Third World.
In short, tile practical application of moral precepts is inherently subjective and there lore of
little relevance to workable North-South strategies. Similar problems arise from the claims of N IEO
proponents for greater power in international economic institutions. Such power is more likely to
follow developmental success , as the Lases of Japan and OPEC demonstrat e. than to lx- a means of
achieving such success. Changes can and have been made at tile fringes , as with voting rights in tile
World Bank and IMF. Developing countries now constitute a large majority of members of the
GATT (General A~ireemetit øn Tari ffs and Trade ), once regarded as a privileged preserv e of the
industrialized world. When new institutions are created like the Internationa l Fund for Agricu ltura l
Development (I FAD ) . in which OPEC resources approach the level of First World support. OPEC
members arc accorded a corresponding voting strength. The interests of developin ~ countries in
such issues as international monetary reform are now much more fully consulted than in the period
before 197 i . But in so far as til e NIEO proposals for enhanced power come down to seeking a
dominant voice for the developing countries in governing flows of resources supplied h~ the
industrialized countries , they are most unlik ely to he acceptable to the First W- ~rid .
The rhetoric of the NIEO . and even its title , created the misleading impression of a heroic
institutional re form , to be achieved in a few years on the model of the innovations which followed
World War II. During the phase of Third Worl d intoxication with OPF(” s success in transforming its
relationships to the First World , NIEO enthusiasts gave the impression of genuin ely believing tilat
revolutionary structural and institutional changes were at hand. That belief was an illusion. Only
another worl d war could create the conditions for an all-inclusive radical change in the
international order , and that is too high a price to pay. What the enthusiasts failed to understand is
that evolutionary structural and institutional change can , over a decade or two, bring about
revolutiona ry alterations in developmental conditions - in living standards and individual opportunities. Except for internationalized elites with a vested interest in institutional positions, that is
the object of the exercise.
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If the CIEC . or North-South dialogue of 1976-77 , accomplished nothing more in its 18
months than to disintoxicate the confrontational atmosphere of 1974-75 , it was worth its cost in
official m an-hours. It died on June 3 with a whimper in tile form of a “final communique ”
summarizing areas of agreement and disagreement. It certainly failed to achieve the full objectives
of any of its original sponsors: those who hoped that it might guarantee stable oil supplies at
moderate prices; those who hoped for global agreement on large chunks of the NIEO program : and
those who hoped that it might become a permanent institution for coordinating North-South
strategy , combining manageable size , representative character , and procedure s for calm and candid
exchanges of views in place of high-pitched rhetorical confrontations.
CIEC assuredly did improve mutual understanding of the objectives and interests of the
participants , including significant diffe rences within each of the three component groups. It also
engendere d agreement by the industrialized countries on a new billion dollar aid fund for the
poorest developing countries and nominal agreement on some kind of a “common fund” for
commodity stabilization—an item which had been made a political touchstone by tile developing
countries out of all proportion to its economic importance. But CIEC left substantially unchange d
the major issues of North-South strategy to which we now turn .
IV . Alternative Long-Range Development Strategies
Strategy signifies a coherent set of means to achieve some explicit or implicit objective. Much
of the confusion in discussions of North-South strategies flows from unacknowledged differences
concerning the objective—strategy for what? In particular , there are two schools of though t .
supposedly from opposite ends of the ideological spectrum , which see North-South relations as a
zero-sum game in which any gain for the South is a loss for the North. In that case , the strategic
objective from the northern viewpoint is very simple: hold the South down as far and as long as
possible. In the Marxist-Leninist framework , which is an important element in the training and
outlook of most Third Worl d intellectuals, that is precisely what “capitalist-imperialism ” has done
and nowadays continues to do under various disguises. Most of the prolific “dependencia ”
literature of recent years reflects that viewpoint. The conservative traditionalist conceptions of
international relations, based on great power rivalries and the balance of power , lead to the same
kind of conclusion. 6
For reasons suggested earlier , this author supports the contrary view—that North-South
relations already contain large areas of mutual advantage which could be expanded: that the North
would benefit from accelerated successfu l development in the South; that decision-makers in all the
signi ficant national units should feel some positive stake in the worl d order in both its economic
and political aspects ; and that those wanting and able to become fully incorporated in the First
World should hav e every opportunity and encouragement to do so, recognizing that that status
implies responsibilities as well as rights. For others, who do not seek or who lack the potential for
diversified economic modernization with a large component of market-oriented enterp rise , the
posture should be one of broad tolerance , and a search for whatever specific areas of common
interest can be found , so !ong as those nations are not actively hostile to the North.
Developmental success, then , is the core of the strategic objective , but the first set of strategic
choices is not on the North-South axis ; it is internal to the South. Different national societies have
quite diffe rent ideas of what they mean by development and how they would like to achieve it.
Needless to say, none of those societies is monolithic on these issues, whatever appearances it may
present to the outside world. The intense debate over tile NIEO has sometimes distracted attention
from the critical point which cannot he repeated too often: that development depends mainly on
policies and actions within the developing countries , and that the external environment can be
helpfu l or harmfu l but is rarely decisive.
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There have been successive waves of conventional wisdom on the “correct ” developmental
strategy, with the enthusiasts for each new wav e decrying their predecessors . The oldest was to base
diversification and growth on an export sector composed of mineral or agricultural raw materials in
which the country concerned had special locational or natural resource advantages. Most Third
World spokesmen would condemn that strategy as a prescription for permanent poverty. The
experiences of Canada , Australia , New Zealand , and Denmark suggest that it need not have tllat
result , but it can easily do so if not accompanied by steps to improv e producti vity in food
productive and by progressive diversification away from monoculture. ’
The most widely accepted internal strategies during the l950s and l960s focused on
industrialization , supposedly following the successive models of Europe , North America , and
Japan. The market was to be found partly through replacing imports of manufactured goods
(“import substitution ”) and partly by exporting manufactured goods to the industrial countries.
For small countries , with limited domestic markets , a regional basis for import substitution was
proposed with common m arkets or fre e trade areas linking together a group of developing
countries. This broad strategy had some apparently spectacular successes: Mexico and Brazil in the
l950s ; Korea , Taiwan , and Singapore in the late l950s and 1960s. As between the two subgroups ,
export-oriented industrialization appeared more efficient than import substitution , because the
potential m arket was much larger and the developing country ’s enterprises were subjected to the
disciplines of international competition. But this kind of industrialization strategy seemed unable ,
at least in the Latin American context and in South Asia , to provide enough jobs to keep up with
an explosive demography and a huge migration from countryside to towns. Later , it was also
criticized for fostering extreme inequalities of income distribution and concentrating resources on
consumer durable goods of interest only to a small upper and upper-middle class.
At the same time , countries with rapid population growth found themselves becoming food
importers on a dangerously increasing scale, so in the late 1960s a reaction set in favoring
agricultural mod ernization and productivity improvement in parallel with continuing industrialization. There was also some emphasis on smaller rural industries in the hope of stemming tIle tide
toward the cities , for which urban administration was unable to provide even minimal services of
water , sanitation , and transport , not to speak of shelter. There were also efforts to encourage
greater labor-intensity in both public and private investnlents , getting away from tile imitation of
technologies and work organization suitable to advanced countries with high labor costs and ample
capital supplies.
In the last few years, a more radically reformist kind of challenge has been advanced against
all the earlier strategies, placing the main emphasis on more equal income distribution and on
development opportunities for marginalized small fa rmers, landless agricultural laborers, and
unskilled in-migrants to the towns. This school also has two branches: one focusing on satisfaction
of “basic needs” as the top priority, with overtones of a proverty-line welfa re standard , and the
other emphasizing opportunities for productive employment for the poorest groups. 8 It should be
noted , however , that support for these kinds of reformist strategies seems to have come more from
the secretariats of international institutions and from groups in European countries with strong
social democratic traditions than it has from governments or political leaders within the developing
world itself.
Finally, note should be taken of a still more radical challenge which rejects the whole idea of
development through capital formation , technological change , incre ased productivity, and enlarged
markets , seeking instead a kind of communitarian socialism close to nature , with voluntary
participation in place of sordid economic motivations. There are echoes here of certain medieval
monastic sects, like the Franciscans , of the utopian socialists of the early 19th century, and in some
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great leap into Karl Marx ’s ultimate Nirvana without the
or the dictatorsili p of the proletariat. These views arc often
and the conviction that resource depletio n and environ course of putting an end to all forms of economic growti l . 9

Except t’or the last category . which is really a strategy against development , all these internal
strategies hav e many elenlents in common , and they are mucil less clear-cut alternatives than their
advocates assert. They are also usually less novel than is claimed : for example , the current emphasis
on social investment and human needs was a major thrust of the Alliance for Progress sixteen ~ears
ago . and tilat program in turn derived from thinking in Latin America dating back to the
fllid- 1950s.
All these strategies require strenuous e fforts to encourage saving and to mobilize capital for
productive purposes. All require the efficient allocation and use of scarce resour ~es , wllicil in turn
calls for some kind of motivation and disci pline. All can be destroyed by widespr ead ~orruption or
by rampant inflation. All are compatible with a wide spectrum of relative emphasis on economic
development planning or on market determination of investment directions as well as current
resource flows. In the modern world , all require some degree of governmental competence, since
even regimes most unsympathetic to economic planning must act afl ’i rrnativ el y to ma intain
competitive conditions in their restricted markets. That is one reason that what Gunnar M yrdal
calls the “soft states ” have generally had poor developmental records , whichever strategy they
might be tr ying to pursu e. ’°
From tile viewpoint of a developing country , Nortil-South strategy should he complementary
to its own domestic development strategy . Since tile developing countrie s vary en oriiiouslv in their
degrees of development already achieved , tlleir natural and human resource potentials. tileir
cultural and political traditions , and their priorities for further development, no single North-South
strategy can be complementary to all of them. From the northern viewpoint , it is especially
important to avoid faddism — -the temptation to “discover ” some new “key to development ” eve ry
few years and to make its application the centerp iece and condition of all nortilern strategies.
Tllere is great wisdom in a recent remark of the UN Committee for [)eve lopment Planning.
expressing “a certain unease that some of the new ideas—for example , ‘basic needs .’ ‘collecti ve
selt ’- reliance ’—may already be getting too sloganized . ”~
It follows tll at a package of strategies is called for , all aimed at the broad objective ot ’
accelerating development hut complementing the diversity ot ’ domestic strategies. Before
summarizing the elements of such a package , it is usefu l to char act eri i e briefly the principal
competing strategi c ideas currently in circulation.
A. NIEO as a Strategy. In tile earlier discussion of N IEO . it was made clear why its moral and
political components are inherently unacceptable to tile North as a basis for Nortil-South strate gy.
Its economic program is a package assembled through internal “logrolling ” among the diverse
interests represented in the Group of 77. Sonic of them would be bene ficial to all parties and
should be incorporated into any conlpr eilellsive North-South package , hut several , which have been
vigorously pressed in tiN confe rences and the (‘IEC , are eit ll er of dubious relevance to effective
development or arc so directly contrary to northern interests as to he unn egotia b le. For example .
commodity price ind exatio n would freeze relative prices against cllanges in supply technology or
til e structure of denl an d , encouraging uneconomic substitutions and other market distortions.
(;enera lized rescheduling of indebtedness would impair the credit of “middle-class ” developing
countries which have gained wide access to private financing institutions. Permanent trad e
pre ferences, with guaranteed margins of pre lerence , would han lper the further liberalization of
trade among industrial countries and its extension to developing countries on a “most-favored-
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nation ” basis. Automatic “resourc e transfers , ” unrelated to tile qualit y ot ’ domestic developmental
strategy and performance, would undermine tile influence of tile multilateral t’inanci iig i n s t i t u t i O l l s .
especially the World Bank and IMF . in improving that perfo rmance. Similar doubts apply to tile
proposals t’or transfer of technology.

B. The Strategy of Resistance. Selective resistance to ineffectual or otherwise unacceptable
proposals is there fore an appropri ate part of a northern strategic package. But that is quite
different from a strategy of general resistance , wIlich would he incompatible with the l)remise tllat
successfu l development is also in the interest of’ tile North. Some advocates of general resistance
pro fess to favor development but assert that private trade and investment , responding to market
forces , is a sufficient northern strategy. But private trade is greatly affected by tariffs , nontar i ff
barriers , and other governmental actions , while many kinds of investment , especially in human
resources and infrastructure , are not e ffectively promoted throug h private capital flows.
C. The Strategy of Accoir.-nodation. At tile other extreme is a strategy of real or ç rofessed
accommodation to anything requested by tile South. In some cases , such as the Tinbergen group
report , that reflects basic agreement with the justice of the Soutll ’s case. In other cases, tile
prevailing motive may be the “professional defo rmation ” of foreign offices and dip lomats --a
pre ference for appeasement and “smoothing things over ,” especially wilen it can be argued that
concessions will not hav e substantial practical e ffects. Such a strategy should he rejected Ofl t i l e
ground that North-South relations are too serious to be treated so lightly , and that scemingly
“harmless ” concessions can accumulate and crystallize into harmfu l longer-run policies and
institutions.
D. The Strategy of Decoup ling. Anotiler line of thought , which has won substantial support
in the South and some in the North , is to reduce the density of the North-South linkage and
accelerate southern development throu gh “collective self-reliance .” with maximum “decoupling ”
from the North. That is a logical conclusion from those forms of dependencia theory which assert
that all North-South economic transactions make tile North richer and the South poorer. They
squarely reject the conventional theory that the existence of advanced in dustri ~i1ized societies ilel ps
the developing countries by providing both capital and markets and spares them the need to
reinvent modem technolo gy. ’2 Support from the Nortil comes mainly from quarters preoccupied
with southern competition at low wage rates in labor-intensive manufacturing.
Although th e rationale of dep ende, icia theory is highly question ab le . the objective of
increased trade and investment among developing countries is sound in principle aild ultimately
necessary to successfu l global development. Opportunities for adequate growth in tIle developin g
countries have in fact been excessively dependent on tile boom phase of tile industr ialized world ’s
business cycles, and the probable secular decline in First World growtil rates should certa inly not
have to he matched by a further slowing of Third World development. Conlnlon markets and free
trade areas among developing countries have not been resisted by the North: their disappointin g
records are the result of internal tension s. But tile needs for northern goods and services are so
critical to most southern development efforts that tile “foreign exchange gap. ” or “capacity to
import ” is commonly regarded as the controlling quantitative limit on growth. Collective
self-reliance may gradually Sllift some portion of sources of supply and markets to other developing
countries , but there is no realistic prospect of successfu l decoupling f ’rom the North in an ~ time
frame relevant to current polic y -makin g. Paradox ical ly. the supposed paradigm of a decoupled
development strategy , the People ’s Republic of China. 110W appears to be seeking increased trade
and technolo gical imports from the North .
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E. Tile Strategy of Planned Restructuring. All the internal development strategies include a
substantial shift of the labor force from agriculture and traditional services into industry and
modern services , however much they may diffe r in emphasis on appropriate technolog ies and on
priorities for the desirable array of manufactured goods. Such change s in structure , extensively
analyzed by economic histol-ialls , were at tile heart of tile modernizin g transformations ill today ’s
industrialized countries : in the spectacular Japanese case , most of that transformation dates only
from the post-war recovery. A rapidly growing domestic market usually absorbs the bulk of the
industrial output , but some of it spills over into foreign trade and becomes part of an ongoing
process of redistribution of the international division of labor. Trade in manufactured goods has
expanded so enormously in recent decades that it has been able to accommodate a huge growth in
the industrial exports of developin g countries, which rose from $5 billion in 1955 to S3l billion in
1975 , and now account for over 43 percent of their total non-oil exports. Korea . Taiwan ,
Singapore , Brazil , and Mexico ilave been major participants in that structural shift .
The question has been raised , however , whether international markets (which means
predominantly those of the First World) could absorb corresponding portions of the potential
manufacturing output of the larger low-income countries , such as India , Indonesia , and mainland
China. At its Lima conference in 1975 , the UN Industr ial Development Organization (UNIDO )
adopted a “target ” for the developing world of accounting for 25 percent of global industrial
output by tile year 2000, compared with 7 percent in 1973. The target was admittedl y arbitra ry .
but it is not completely out of line with relative industrial growth rates of recent years and would
still allow for significant expansion of industrial output in tile First World , although at a slower
pace. The developing countries would require greatly increased imports of capital goods and raw
materials which could be financed only by expanded exports. ’3
The UNIDO and UNCTAD staffs have raised questions whether trade liberalization alone
would be sufficient to induce such large shifts in structure : they also have comprehensible doubts
concerning the speed with which industrialized countries may be expected to liberalize their
imports from developing countries , especially in labor-intensive products like textiles and shoes.
They consequently suggest reinforcing trade liberalization by a more directly planned approach.
The Lima Program of Action called for a system of consultations between developed and
developing countries concerning industrial restructuring and location , with overtones of some sort
of international superboard for controlling and allocating tile location of new capacity and even
“redeploying ” a part of existing capacity. Although it was less explicit as to policy measures .
similar targets for structural change in the world distribution of manufacturing and trade emerged
from the recent report of Profe ssor Wassily Leontie Cs team to the United Nations. ‘~~
In this aspect of North-South relations, any strategy of Planned structural change seems
chimerical. The institutional obstacles alone are insuperable , since most Firs t World societies would
not accept detailed control over industrial expansion by their own national governments . much less
by an international board. Moreover , the dynamics of healthy economies can engender extraordinarily large changes in economic structure over a decade or two, including tile disappearance of
obsolete products and the decline of obsolescing regions. hut if those results were to he foreseen
and planned for , the political resistance of tile interests at stake would he unmanageable , even
though the economy as a whole migtl t benefit. in industries of special global significance , such as
energy supply, international harmonization of industrial policies is a realistic and desirable goal. In
the broad field of general manufacturing, however , including pro ducts still to he invented , tile mos t
promising strategy remains the maximum of trade liberalization , coupled Witil the maintenance of
general economic health and provision for more fa r-reaching adjustment assistance than ha ~ vet
been forthcoming.
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F. The Strategy of Induced Reform. A number of proposed North-South strategies are based
on the proposition that the North has a direct interest in the internal development strategies of the
South , and that northern international “concessions ” on trade or aid should be bargained against
domestic southern refo rms. This proposition is quite distinct from more traditional international
bargaining, such as exchanging assurances of raw material markets against assurances of supplies. A
few years ago, the proponents were referring mainly to so-called “global issues ” —the world interest
in avoiding over-population or environmental catastrophe. That line of though t , however , seems to
have given ground to the arguments that the malign effects of over-population are concentrated in
the over-populated countries themselves, while the dangers to the global environment (oceans ,
atmosphere , ozone layer , etc .), as distinct from regional problems like soil erosion or
desertification , come main ly from the ir dustrial countries.
From the beginning of systemati c bilater al and multilateral aid programs , there has always
been some linkage of aid to domestic performance by the recipient—at a minimum to insure that
the funds are spent on the agreed purposes. As analysis of developmental strategies has become
more sophisticated , and especially in the administration of World Bank programs, these linkage s
have become steadily broader in scope: from management for a specifi c project, to policy for an
economic sector , to macroeconomic policy for the economy at large , to general socioeconomic and
institutional refo rm . Our own bilateral programs have followed a similar trend , especially during
the era of “program loans ,” but with til e addition of special conditions imposed by the Congress ,
ranging from protection of American private investors and avoidance of competition in farm
exports to cessation of gross violations of human rights. We hav e witnessed a kind of Parkinsonian
principle at work in this respect: the smaller the aid program and the fewer the number of
countries substantially dependent on continued bilateral aid , the more numerous and complex the
legislative conditions!
In current discussions , an especially noteworthy extension of this idea is the proposal of
Roger Hansen for bargaining both an increase in aid commitments and other major concessions to
the South’s NIEO proposals against a concerted shift of southern development strategies to the
“basic human needs ” approach. ’5 In this case , the northern interest is essentially humanitarian.
Starting with the conviction that the basic needs strategy could eliminate the grossest forms of
absolute poverty from the entire world with in a generation , there is felt to be a moral duty to see
that such a strategy is adopted. From Secretary of State Vance ’s statement of June 23, 1977 .
which called for a special OECD working group to design a program for basic human needs. and
from the emphasis on this approach in recent major speeches of World Bank President Robert
McNamara , it is evident that this kind of strategy is not of merely academic interest.
The Hansen version , however, should be viewed with great caution. It is one thing to direct a
larger share of concessional aid to the poorest countries and to projects related to food production ,
primary health care , and basic education ; those trends h ave been incorporated into both bilateral
and multilateral aid programs for a number of years. It is quite another matter to seek a concerted
North-South bargain for explicit internal strategy re forms, with the quid pro quo combining
concessional aid with only remotely related changes in trade , monetary, food , and oceans policies ,
and with developing country performance to be monitored by a “neutral ” international agency.
Tile first doubt is whether development technicians in either North or South know as much
about effective strategies to eliminate poverty as is assumed. The experience under our own
domestic poverty programs should be ample ground for caution. In practice . moreover . as tile UN
Development Planning Committee has stressed , a basic needs approacil cannot he so sharply
diffe rentiated from a broader e ffort toward economic development. The second doubt arises from
the sonlewilat bizarre premise that peoples a~ d governments in the North are more interested in
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eliminating poverty in the South than tile governments and leaderships of the Soutll itself. For
certain groups , tilat may well be the case , but it does not seem a strong foundation for
intergovernmental negotiation. The tilird doubt concerns tile possibility of carry ing off such a
bargain with tl~e South “as a group, ” when account is taken of the diversity of developing countries
and the jealousy with which each governnlent guards its domestic policies against external
intervention. The final doubt concerns the wisdom of linking internal strategy reorientation to
“concessions ” on oth e r intern a tion al eco nomic is s u es. If changes in trade and monetary and other
areas cannot stand on their own merits in term s of direct and indirect northern interests , it i s
questionable whet iler they should be incorporated into a bar gain simply to secure domestic reforms
ill the South.
V . Elements in a Recommended Strategy
Tile preceding review points toward elements of a recommended strategy through its
discussion of tile various alternatives. Unlike tile NIEO itself ’, and several of tile other proposals
under current discussion , tile recommended strategy does not purport to be a revolutionary
restructuring of tile entire international economic order , a newl y discovered panacea , or a new
“grand design ” carrying the trade-mark of some catchy slogan. The indicated posture for the North
is to emphasize its genuine interest in southern development as well as in northern economic
we it ’are: to be neitiler condescending nor obsequious nor guilt-ridden nor panic-stricken: to
maintain the n lon lentum of ongoing policies and institutions which do contribute to developmental
success; aild to avoid creating expectations of miracles wilicil will not materialize.
Within that framework , there is a great deal to be done. At tile macroecono illic level, trade.
,
aid and monetary policies are all relevant , but the greatest urgency and largest u lt in lat e pay-offs
are in trade. Changing trade patterns are both the product and tile creator of tile long-term changes
in economic stru cture that constitute development and modernization. For tile half ’ of tile
developing worl d which is recognized as “middle-class , ” and also for countries like India . Pakistan.
and Indonesia, they offe r larger and more stable contributions to foreign exchange earning
potential tilan any plausible combination of official aid programs. And for that large group of
countries , which account for about three quarters of t h e developing world population outside of
China , enlarging the capacity to import is the most important contribution tilat tile interllatiofla l
economic system can make to their developmental possibilities. Whether those possibilities become
prospects depends mainly on tilemse lves.
Within tile field of trade , general liberalization on a most-favored-nation basis promises much
more important results than the pre fe rential arrangemellts wilicil ilave occupied so much atteiltion
since 1964. Real progress at tile Geneva MTN negotiations , including a sharp reduction in tariff
escalation on raw material processing, would be of great benefit to developing countries , If time is
needed for adjustments in the industrial countries , safeguards procedures aiid “orderly marketin g
arrangements ” should be subjected to international niles with phaseout timetables. Commodity
market stabilization is also desirable and probably feasible for a few minerals , rubber , and several
agricultural products. It should be pursued through producer -consumer negotiations , hut its results
will be of interest to only a few countries.
Concessionai aid remains of tile greatest importance to the poorest and least developed
countries , and the limited amounts available should he concentrated on their needs. Priority with in
aid programs for “basic human needs ” is highl y desirable. Encouragement of more broadly based
rural and urban development strategies by t h e World Bank and bil ateral aid donors is certainly in
order , hut e fforts to force such strategies on reluctan t governments are not likely to succeed in
pract ice even if they win lip-service.
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On the financial and monetary side , fa r-reaching adjustments in international arrangements
have already taken place in recent years. to the considerable benefi t of the South. They include
major provisions for additional southern access to IMF resources , moving the c/c J a cto role of the
Fund far in the direction of development assistance and complementing the substantial increases in
aid lending from the World Bank group and the regional development banks. The existence of these
official resources has facilitated an even larger increase in the volume of private bank lending,
fllain ly to the “ middle-class ” countries of the Third World. Although some rescheduling of debts
has been needed in a few special cases, the widely-feare d general crisis in the balance-of-payments
position of the oil-importing developing countries has not materialized. in fact, their collective
international reserves increased by S 10.8 billion in 1976. compared to a loss of Sl.8 billion in
1975.
Continued improvements in these mechanisms should certainly be part of the North-South
strategy . but they should build on the previous actions rather than constituting a revolutionary
change . They include further erilargemenrof the funds for compensatory financing of shortfalls in
foreign exchange earnings for reasons beyond the control of a developing country , with a
lengthening and easing of the repayment terms for the poorer countries. As long as the structural
imbalance of the low-population OPEC countries persists (and its end is still many years off) , there
will be an inherent fragility in financing so large a share of it through the private international
banks: some form of systematic collaboration is called for between the private and official sources
of financing. The OPEC members could make a major contribution to exorcising the specter of
excessive Third World indebtedness by adopting a “P.L. 480-type ” policy of part grants (or
acceptance of local c u r r e n c y) for a major fraction of their oil sales to developing countries , hut
there are no visible sign s of such a policy on the horizon.
At the microeconomic and sectoral levels, population control remains of the highest urgency.
Selective developmental measures which appear to be highly correlated with fertility reduction
should be directed toward that end along with family planning programs. Expanded food
production in most developing countries , especially in South Asia and Africa , ranks only slightly
behind population control. It should be complemented by international systems of food reserves
to compensate for harvest fluctuations. The radical change in imported oil costs , and the
longer-term prospect for an end to the petroleum era within a few decades, warrants a special
international effort to assist developing countries in identifying alternative sources of energy .
country by country, and in promoting their timely development. More e ffective arrangements for
discovery and exploitation of other natura l resources in the developing countries, especially
minerals , would also be beneficial to both South and North. In these and man y other areas.
inclt”Jing the combat of tropical diseases and the improved usage of tropical raw materials , there is
continuing need for internationally organized programs of technical assistance and joint
North-South research.
If such macro and microeconomic policies were adopted and pursued in an integrated fashion ,
with persistence and with cohesion among the countries of the Nort h , that fact would con stitute an
important change in the international scene and greatly improve the external environment for
sou thern development e fforts. This set of policies would not meet the rhetorical goals of the NIEO .
hut they could produce substantial results whether one chooses or not to give them the label of a
“new order ” or “new system. ”
Beyond those broad categories , the most valid generalization is the impossibility of
generalizing. The impu I ~e for development must come from within , and in the varied societies
which make up the South it will take many forms. The North cannot and should not try to impose
a Procrustean fo rmula for development strategy. As long as developmental efforts are demonstrably
carried on in good faith and with at least a modicum of managerial competence , they deserve the
I29~
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tolerance and in most cases the sympathetic support of the N orth. And the ultimate object of the
exercise should never be lost from sight—the gradual abolition of the North-South boundary
through the pro gressive incorporation of ’ the South into the adequately developed industrial or
post-industrial world.
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National Security and
Nonmilitar y US-Soviet Relations
MG Harrison Lobdell , Jr. , USAF

Chairman ’ s Plenary
Session Summary

We tried to lay out a central issue befo re we even began. First of all , how does the West bring
about an evolution of the Soviet Union toward a more liberal and perhaps a more open, eventually
democratic , society?
The sub-issue that we tried to deal with (and I’m not su re we answered the question ) .
assuming that one can bring about an evolution, was: What are the security issues arising from
Western efforts , and specifically whether and in what ways the US security posture vis-a-vis the
Soviet Union will be improved by substantial changes in the US or Soviet human rights stance , or
by a greater or lesser Soviet involvement (with a similar implied US involvement) in East-West
trade?
The human rights issue was perhaps uppermost in our discussions throughout the two days .
both in relation to security issues and in relation to trade . Certainl y it is a powerfu l idea. It ’s an
idea which the Soviets recogniz e and which they have used to advantage in definitions and in
multilateral fora.
Our method was to discuss the contradictions in the papers that were presented to us. try to
define administration policy and then arrive at some panel views on policy recommendations.
Professor Bozeman reviewed the Western approach to human righ ts. She pointed out the
contradictions between the two sets of rights—civil liberties with a legal basis in justice and order .
and the rights of man , which is a universal set of rights with no judicial basis. These two
contradictions , these two sets of ideas , cannot be linked , she said. But in United States ’ policy
pronouncements , we have attempted to link them.
On the other hand , other cultures , in China , Africa , and certainly in the Marxist-Leninist
culture and theory , have rejected the contractual theory of state and national law. They make
arbitrary interventions in terms of the individual and state life as necessary .
There is no long-range American objective in ideological terms or design. she said , and she
contrasted that with the Soviet long-range steadfastness in their purpose.
One of the significant ideas that she pointed out was the difference between the traditions of
Eastern Europeans and the traditions of the Soviets in regard to human rights. We seized upon that
as we went into our conversations later in discussion on the issue .
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Security problems are created by a crisis in thought and in language. For the US detente means
peace. Peacefu l coexistence for the Soviet Union equals detente , but it doesn ’t mean peace; it
means continued stru ggle.
The Helsinki Agreement did reveal Soviet vulr erabi lities , but these can ’ t be translated , she
said , into an advantage because we lack an overa 1~ policy design. For exampl e, Charter 77 on
Czechoslovakia was an impressive reaction , but difficult to capita lize on.
Her conclusions were , in regard to human rights , that they are not leg itima t e in domestic
international law. Human rights are not morally share d worldwide values. Hun lan rights are
legitimate in the Western context. Human rights are legitimate policy issues requiring profound
study befo re implementation:
Among the things she said had to be considered before we established any policy on human
rights , were: to refine the meaning and content of the Helsinki human rights agreement; establish
convincing linkage between human rights policy and military strategy : perfect diplomatic and
intelligence methods to monitor progress and better influence the Soviets and the Eastern
Europeans; and devise new economic policies to better balance penalties against enemies and
friends.
Professor Goldman , in his paper on trade , talked abou t the importance of American-Soviet
trade. He talked also about who is dependent upon whom . commenting that the US is very
marginally dependent on the USSR. An industrial embargo would annoy but not cripple the
Soviets. Since the allies migh t not participate , an embargo migh t hurt us more than the Soviets.
Whateve r leverage there is-— and he perceived it to be in gr ain—migh t be difficult to use because of
the current grain surplus.
Soviet-West trade is more beneficial to the USSR than to the West , he said. However , the West
does gain by having Soviets in the worl d market , which diversifies sources of raw materials. The
biggest gain potentially , if it can be broug ht about , is to put the Soviet Union in a mode in which it
finds itself dependent upon East-West trade. Certainly an exchange of technicians and their families
will expose Soviet officials to Western democracy and Western processes. Finally, if they do
become involved , the reversal of the investment decisions which are keyed to foreign markets will
be more costly over time.
The long-run impact of trade on the United States is that Soviet trade will not necessarily
make the US more dependent. There will be a heightening of the creditor-debtor relation by
growing Soviet credit , however important that might be. The Soviets may attempt to compete by
dumping. On the other hand , raw materials will be their main export , which will be to the US
advantage. A market disruption will a ffect other countries first , rather than the US. So Profe ssor
Goldman comes up with a possible strategy : Encourage East Europe ans and Soviets to open US
branches. Go into some sort of joint manufacturing efforts. Tie the Soviets to Western countries.
The US should facilitate export items the Soviets use to produce raw materials. (He expanded on
this idea , and I will address that a little later.)
In conclusion , he sai d , the US is at a disadvantage from the standpoint of impact on security.
However , trade does tend to dra w the USSR into the family of trading nations , and with time , it
will build up vested interests which encourage both sides to make concessions.
After we heard the papers , we went into the Administration policy. We concluded , fi rst , that
there is no coherent policy in regard to human rights in which the def ’inition , the implementation .
anti the reconciliation of conflicts contained in the President ’s and the Secretary of State ’s
comments were laid out.
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I thin k we all agreed that perhaps th is is the most difficult and stickiest issue of foreign policy,
yet we all recognize that the President had significant domestic (public and congressional ) support.
The policy, 1 think , expre sses the visceral reaction of most Americans.
In regard to trade there is a commitment which we recognized. There is a lot of high-level
government and high-level business interest.
We then tried to express our panel views in a variety of ways , and to look at the problem of
how to define national security in terms of long-term US-USSR competition of two radicall y
different political , social , economic systems as affected by the issues of human rights and trade.
We recognized there is a need for a long-term strategic look at our nonmilitary relations. How
can we orchestrate our policies and actions to bring about the evolution that we would liLe to see?
It struck us that perh aps the new Interagency Committee , established just yesterday, on
US-Soviet affairs , is a start on a mechanism . Also , DOD efforts to devise a list of critical emerging
technologies which we do not want to see the Soviets get is a piece of this. We though t we must
recognize that the Soviet Union has a coherent strategy and approach to its foreign relations. Some
hold that view more or less strongl y. It leads either to a tough stance on the part of some—who
resist all actions which can give Soviets potential advantage—to an easier stance which advocates
drawing them into a framework of interdependence in which they do business on the basis of
Western economic , if not social , norms. I think the consensus seemed to support this latter view .
We reviewed traditional foreign policy objectives and described the contrasting systems so we
would have a basis for our further comments and recommendations. Then we got to the issue of
human rights and what the heck it really means. We decided , I believe , that the Administra tion
statements perhaps did not provide the proper propaganda basis—if you want to put it that
way—the proper ideological basis , for taking on the Soviet Union. So we sought out conventions or
undertakings or agreements signed by the United States and the Soviet Union which would provide
a basis for urging change .
The Helsinki Accords , the International Labor Organization Conventions , the UN Declaration
of Human Righ ts , the May 1972 Agreement on Principles of Relations Between States and possibly
others could be used. The UN Declaration , for examp le , contains rights that were essentially
defined by the Secretary of State in his April speech. The rights of workers are defined in lLO
Conventions. Legal rights and self-determination issues were addressed in the lLO Conventions.
Additionall y , we looked at the issue of national rights which are contained , really, in the
h elsinki Accords—things like nonintervention in internal affairs , sovereign equality and respe~~ for
righ ts inherent in sovereignty, inviolability of frontiers. We wanted these national rights to be
included so that we would put the onus on the Soviet Union for interfering with Eastern European
nations and to encourage economic choice by these nations and by individuals within these nations.
Our purpose was to provide conventions that had been agreed upon by both states , to provide a
basis for encouraging Eastern European nations to act independently of the Soviets , to en courag e
Eurocommunists to establish a greater gap between themselves and the Soviet Union , anti finally,
to use conventions with international status in order to take our discussion with the Soviet Union
out of the realm of bilateral name-calling and sloganeering.
We obviously recognize there are limitations to carrying out such a policy.
The criticai f ’a ctors in this were , first of all , limits to US powe r -military and economic ,
obviously—to imp lement or enforce human rights. Secondly, cultural traditions of other countries.
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security problems and US interests in these countries on a case-by-case basis
to avoid contra productive results by devising specific strategies and poli cies to
security without either abandoning our allies or destabilizing the strategic
the Soviet Union and the United States.

Then we got down to application—how do you carry out a policy which advances human
rights? In the international opinion and ideolog ical areas we su ggested that we could put the USSR
on the ideological defensive in international forums. We could emphasize Soviet Socialist
imperialism by focusing on the ri gh t of national self-determin ation of states in the Soviet orbit. We
could emphasize the rights of workers under the ILO Conventions and the Helsinki Accords.
In US and allied domestic politics , we felt that it was possible , emphasizing the human rights
issue , to increase the favorable environm ent for US public opinion and congressional support of
various things like military budgets , SALT agreements , and so forth. We felt it was possible to forge
a consensus around this issue to suppor presidential will in manag ing crises.
We viewed long-term relations in two ways: first , in the context of influencing issues related
to human rights specifically ; and , secondly, in regard to US-Soviet economic relations.
In regard to the human rights issue and our long-term relations with the Soviet Union. we
wanted to encourage opportunities for politi cal and scientific quid pro quos . pattern s of
interdependence , better understanding , and long-term association between peop les , hopefully.
leading to a more open Soviet society, by encouraging cultural exchanges and tourism , and
cooperation in science and technology.
We thought it necessary to provide a basis for developing US-Soviet trade / aid/technolog y
transfe r criteria , and US use of economic trade and aid which could better serve our long-term
interests and simultaneously enhance the cause of human rights. Specifi c tactical short-term
exchanges—and we talked about political prisoner exchanges as well as technical exchanges-—are
probably the most practical in the near term. For a longer-term possibility , we discussed an
expansion of Professor Goldman ’s idea in which we undertake an effort to facilitate a longer-ru n
improvement in US-Soviet Union relations , an improvement in the US strategic situation, and in
the climate for human rights in the USSR by possibly seeking to facilitate the sale and extension of
credit for energy production in the USSR which , in turn , might increase the supp ly of energy raw
materials to the world markets.

4

Without losing face , it is possible that til e USSR migh t simultaneously announce an amnesty
on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution. Hopefully, an initiative of
this kind would freeze the present movement toward a harder US line.
In long-term US-USSR economic relations, which obviously the above proposal is part of (but
goes beyond ), we felt that we needed to havc a better understan ding of Soviet economic
vulnerabilities , needs and weaknesses in order to develop economic tools of policy which will
provide leverage without penalizing individual fi rms : tools which will permit us to determine how
to compensate such firms , as appropriate.
We thoug ht perhaps we could set severa l objectives , such as an objective of ’ opening up Soviet
society and penetrating their secrecy, and an objective of limiting military technol ogY transfer in
lieu of a revised (‘OCOM list , while allowing free trade in nonpros crihed areas. The list of eme ging
technolog ies which DOD is developing, as I mentioned , perhaps could assist us in this second
objective. Another objective should be to avoid subsidizing the Soviet milita ry buildup, and to
encourage Soviets to negotiate limits on arms expenditures. Finally, perhaps we should set an
objective of chang ing pattern s of’ Soviet exports.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We had lively discussions on ti i ree issues: the linkage of hum an rights with business and trade:
doing business with the Soviets specifically: and technology transfer. Let me talk briefl y about
these.
In regard to linkage of human rights and economic issues, some would divorce trade and
human rights. They say that the quids achieved in trade should be those normally resulting from
business negotiations without carrying the additional baggage of extraneous issues. Ifs hard enough
to deal with the Soviets anyhow. The other side says , essentia lly, it ’ we aren ’t going to integrate a
strategy of dealing with the Soviets , let ’s get on with the arms race an ~l do it right! Tile Soviets link
economic and rights elements of their national strategy with the militar y element , and we must do
it also.
In regard to doing business with the Soviets , one side says the best way to open up the Soviet
society is to do business with them. The pressures of consumerism are growing and growing s-cry
fast. Their society is changing. It is a different society than it was durin g Stalin ’s era . There is little
risk in the milita ry technology area . The other side is that some are disappoint ed with the Sos let
reaction to our views and actions on detente. There are risks in the technology area. The Soviets get
more out of trade than we do. They have nothing to exchange . and in the long run the y ma ~
become competitors after buildin g their industrial base on our know-how.
In regard to technology transt ’e r , one side says tile Soviet problem is mana gement. They
cannot use the technology we have given them. One remark : “For Ch rist ’s sake , t h ey ca n ’t eve n
figure out a bottling machine! ” Technology is essentially obsolete wh en they get it. We are on the
next generation of equipment when they start to use what we have sold them . Leakage of
technology through the Western allies and Japan is significant and largely uncontrollable. Finall y.
except for a few items of technolo gy contained on the DOD list , we ough t to free up the remainder
to reduce bureaucratic delays in administration ill our export controls. Tile other side of that , of
course , is that US business does not see Soviet high technolo gy , which is reserved pretty much for
the military application. They can convert their techn ology to their uses. It is not usefu l to
strengthen them when we recogniz e this is the one area where tlley are really hurting. W e ca nn ot
get technology from the Soviets in return , or what we get is extremely limit ed.
After we had had very lively discussions on these issues , we went on to the connection
between military strategy and human rights . We concluded. I believe , that soni c freedoms or some
rights do have military imp lications , specifically and most particularly those mentioned in the
Helsinki Accords. If you encourage se lf-determination , for ex amp le. if you encourage
nonintervention in internal affairs , then you may weaken or strengthen Fast~ rn European
reliability in the Warsaw Pact. And if you do strengthen or weaken the reliability ot the I- ast ern
European allies , that obviously has an impact on your military capab ilities and force depl oyments
in Europe. Secondly, if you encourage indep endent foreign policies in Communist states like
Romania and Yugoslavia , you can create a military problem f’or the Soviet Union : like wise ,
probably some milita ry problems for the US. If you stress the rig hts of’ other European states to act
independently in their own interests , the military capabilities of ’ the Soviet Union t ’or wars of
aggression , at least in Europe . can be diminished.
In the military issues and trade there was not agre ement on speci fi es. I believe we all agreed
that you should not transt ’er technology which could assist milita r y development. But the question
is . of course , “What is military technology ?” I think the arguments for trade were that we did in
fact learn something from Soviet technology. We have gotten some feedbacks in low temperature
physics , high energy particle beams , lase rs , astronomy ; so it wasn ’t all one-sided. Furthermore , it ’
the Soviets are to succeed , they have to shift to Western man a gemen t. and in so doing we have the
opportunity to influenc e them by example. Thirdly, if we don ’t sell products , with attendant
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technology, we cannot keep up the profit base in our industry from which research and
development is financed. We are liable to lose the market , force the Soviets to go elsewhere , or
develop an in-house capability, thus strengthening both their industrial and technological processes.
The arguments on the other side are that the technical exchange benefits are really limited.
The Soviets get more than we do , as I mentioned. That very little technology or trade can be
classified as consumer-oriented. Most leverage is available from agriculture , which is generally
regarded as a consumer product.
In summary, then , our overall objective , we though t , was to bring about an evolution in Soviet
society, thereby im proving our own security, in striving for our objective , we should seek to break
down their secretiveness , ameliorate the arms race , establish a climate in which Soviet and Eastern
European citizens have the opportunity to enjoy the fruits of their own labor , sell to the Soviets
but extract a price , whether in social , political , or economic terms.
As a democracy, we are prohibited from operat ing like the Soviet Union. However , we should
seek a mechanism to integrate , consistent with constitut ional limitations and our fre e market
philosophy, our relations with the Soviets in political , economic and social areas. I personally
would hope that Mr. Shuiman ’s new committee can start to get a handle on some of this.
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Panel 4

National Securit y and
Nonmilitar y US-Soviet Relation s
Rapporteur ’s
Report

LTC Albert S. Britt , USA
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT

Is it possible that Western nati ons can bring about an evolution of the Soviet Union toward a
more liberal , more open , perhaps eventually a democratic society? Even if not , it is necessary to
determine whether and in what ways the US security posture vis-a-vis the Soviet Union will be
improved by substantial changes in the US or Soviet human rights stance , or by greater or lesser
Soviet involvement (with a similar imp lied US involvement) in East-West trade. This was the
problem posed by the panel chairman for consideration.
The problem was not conclusively resolved ; however , the panel did attempt to define the
issues and explore the impact wh!ch a vigorous human rights stance and a prudent trade policy
might have on US national security.
HUMAN RIGHTS
The first day ’s proceeding s were devoted almost exclusively to discussion of human rights
issues. (It is significant that some of these issues emerged again the following day during discussion
of economic matters.) No single viewpoint dominated the discourse. On this day, the panel groped
for basic understanding, not toward solutions. Eventually, a strawman was prepared at the
chairman ’s request , and it was modified throughout the conference as consensus on limited issues
was achieved.
At the outset , panel members sought to clarify the meaning of national security. What does it
consist of , one asked; what are the assumptions on which the panel ’s judgment will be founded.
inquired another. Time permitted no exhaustive exploration of this fundamental determinant , so it
was decided to sidestep the question for the moment and treat US interests in terms of an exercise
in comparative US/USSR systems. This viewpoint found expression in the fi rst draft of the
stiawman later that day .
In th is vein , the panel attempted to address the philosophic, cultural , and historical issue,s.
Indeed , it was pointed out early that the rise of non-Western societies , and American
misunderstanding of them , helped create opportunities which skillful Soviet diplom acy exploited in
the nam e of anti-imperia list sentiment to cover up the absence of civil liberties and other rights in
their own empire. This proposition was never fully debated , but it helped open the door to
subsequent illumination :
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—Self-dete rm ination is an important but often overlooked right.
--Fundamenta l historical dif ’t’erences between Soviet Russia and other East European
countries make possible US policies that capitalize on these traditional distinctions.
—The most important thing is to decide what it is that US foreign policy is trying to
accomplish.
Then , the discussion turned to analysis of US policy. All members expressed , or consented to
the expression of , the view that while the idea of human rights enjoyed wide public support , there
were a number of inconsistencies , contradictions , and omissions in recent policy statements that
may cause the entire policy to be counterproductive. A number of potential prescriptions were
aired as cures:
—US policy announcemt ~ ts should be specific , but they should avoid the seeming
arrogance of ’ attempting to legislate social change in other countries.
—US policy should exploit Soviet imperial vulnerabi lities but at the same time
understand to what degre e the Soviets will give on specifi c issues.
—US policy must be tied to concrete expressions of the national interest. (What are we
trying to do as a nation , was a compel lingquestion raised at this point: our human
rights strategy must be part of something larger. )
--Three elements , now apparently missing from the Administration ’s announced
policy, were proposed t’or inclusion: right of political self-determination , rights of
workers to choose employment , free market choice. (These concepts were dispute d.
Alternatives suggested were : “righ t of economic self-determination, ” “ri gh t to
fruits of one ’s own labor. ”)
Several panel members urged the linking of human rights with national security. We must
recogniz e . they said , that the USSR represents the last great empire (in which non-Russian
minorities now constitute the majority). We should apply human rights initiatives to the objective
of disbanding the Soviet Empire. Not until the next day did the other nieinbers of the panel take
this proposal under fire , but even when they did , it was not for any lack of virtue in the idea , but
because of its inflammatory properties which some participants felt might unnecessarily antagonize
the Soviets.
Besides , one member cautioned on the first day, we must be care fu l initially to differentiate
between individual and national rights . Is it more in our interest to encourage countries to separate
themselves from the Warsaw Pact or to strive to improve the lot of the individuals in those
.ountries? No meaningful answer to this question was forthcoming.
At this point . the debate fragmented into consideration of a number of subordinate and
widely separated issues, which are briefly surveyed in the following three paragraphs.
One panel member strenuously disapproved , throughout the proceedin gs, of the use of the
phrase “human rights ” in official proclamations. The im precision of its meaning and the Soviets ’
eagerness to appropriate the words but not the practice to their purpose make the use of th ~ term

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Another member suggested that for sonic purposes the International Labor Organization ’s
(I L O) international conventions could serve as adequ ate definition of some specifi c human ri ghts.
Such matters as forced labor and the right to migrate to work are addressed in those conventions .
Moreover , they are supported by the United States and the Soviet Union has ratified each one. To a
certain extent , these conventions have had the practical effect of upli fting the living standards of ’
workers, even in the Soviet Union.
A third member noted that for once American policy was being stated in terms of what we
stand for , rather than what we oppose , but he spoke vigorousl y against the new Adminis tration ’s
method in which “ rhetoric is ahead of the action. ” He warned of a potential return to the Cold War
with increased tension and movement away from cooperative dealings with the Soviet Union. lie
was seconded in this opinio n by an observation that the missionary approach only antagonizes
since it implicitly demands that our opponents must live by our values.
The strawman was the first attempt at consensus. it specified an overall design within which
human rights and economic measu res could be assigned their appropriate place in the national
security policy vis-a-vis the USSR. Nat ional security was defined in terms of long-range US/USSR
competition and the contrastin g socio-economic systems of the competitors . Specific applications
of human rights measure s were proposed , such as placing the Soviet Union on the ideological
defensive by emphasizing the rights of national self-determination. Past promulgations of the rig hts
of workers under ILO conventions and the agreements under the Helsinki Accord s provide a number
of specifics around which US strategy could be fo rmulated.
Discussion of the draft brought out a number of cautions and criticisms. It will be impossible .
nearly all agreed , to impose the Western fre e market system on the Soviets, although no
possibilities should be foreclosed. Applying human rights standards indiscriminately to frie ~id and
foe raises the very real danger of forcing small , but technologically capable . embattled nations to
seek the nuclear option as a final protective reaction. Furthermore , it was noted , there are limits to
our power; we shouldn ’t encoura ge revolutions that we are unable to support. Although we cannot
and should not avoid worldwide competiti on. we must be prudent in implementatio n . which
requires a thorough review of all the measure s, milita ry and nonmilitary , available if a showdown
materializes. The critique drifted away from the panel draft and returned to current policy. The
substance of the critique was that current policy lacks coherence.
A number of thoughts were offered to correct that weakness. First , soni c argued, it is
necessary to be patient in dealing with the Soviets. We have to avoid euphoria and concentrate on
those things we can realistically do:
—Show how the US system works better , while fixing on the weaknesses in the Soviet
constitution.
— Penalize noncompliance with ILO conventions , if necessary , by using trade leverage.
—Become more adept at using the semantic technique (being carefu l , of course , not
to confu se ourselves in the process).
War is the ultimate leverage , it was suggested . It can be used as an instrument of public policy hut it
should not be considered as an all-or-nothing proposition. Most important . it was reemphasized by
several members , it is vital to be constantly aware of the objective , whether domestic or foreign.
The gr adual improvement of the way governments treat peop le is a reasonable expectation , but
most members of the panel agreed that the only effective way to pursue this objective is to base
our actions on mutual interest with , not on trust ot , thc Soviet Union.

.,

~~~~~~~

There was no formal summing up of the day ’s discussion , but there was a general feeling of
agreement on the following points:
—National security depends as much on preserving the nation ’s salues as on
maintaining its power.
—There is a definite need for a long-term strategic fram ework in which human ri ghts .
as well as other nonmilitary measures, play a role in US-USSR relations.
—The hardest part of the program is in specifi c application of policy.
—The best way to deal with the Soviets is by emphasizing those agreements which
they have signed.
—US and Soviet values ar
of which is central to t~.

‘
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systems are diffe rent in very profound ways. recognition
‘irrent Administra tion ’s stance on h u m a n righ ts.

ECONOMIC RELATIONS
The second day ’s work proceeded more smoothly against the backdrop of the previous day ’s
tentative consensus on rationale and definitions.
Right at the beginning the panel received an unexpected policy proposal : The United States
shoul d attempt to hai r the US-Soviet divergence by focusing on one specific area of mutual
interest—production of energy . We should help the Soviets develop their sources of petroleum , it
was propose d , and take all necessary actions , including expediting licenses, extending credit , and
therefore changing the Stevenson Amendment. In the long run , it was argued , these actions will
help the Sovie t Union develop vested interests in cooperative development which in turn will
encoura ge more civilized behavior on their part.
The panel immediately polarized , which produced sustained and productive debate.
One participan t strongl y endorsed the new proposal , adding the comment that rising
consumer pressures in the Soviet Union offe r a virtually untapped source of economic cooperation.
An opposing view swiftly materialized : Helping to strengthen the Soviets doesn ’t help us if
the -‘strategic situation turns sour; the Soviets already exp loited our misconception of detente by
expanding their global influence at our expense. Besides, it was argued , the benefits of technology
exchange are limited.
This exposition provoked a rapid counterview. We have learned from Soviet technology, hut ,
more important , they need our management expertise. Good management requires that they
change their way of treating people and thus shift toward the capitalist system . We can there fore
influence them by exam ple.
A complementing opinion was added that stressed the importance of selling current products
in order to finance , from profit , the research for future products. Restriction on sales to Soviet
buyers unnecessarily undermines that concept. Furthermore , it was propounded , if we don ’t sell
them the products incorporating new technology , they will develop the technology or acquire it
from our allies. We will not only lose the market , we will strengthen their technological and
industrial procc :s.
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The atmosphere was now ripe for the statement of an alternative view. The Soviets link
economic and human rights elements of their national strategy with military force. We must
similarly look for economic measures that add to our national security. We must deal with the
Soviet Union as an abhorrent society that uses force to deny fundamental human freedoms. The
Soviets offer serious competition. If we aren ’t going to link economic with other measures , then we
ought to abandon detente and get on with the arms race.
This vigorous statement prompted an exp lication of the new policy proposal : In long-term
strategy , it is far more pre ferable and producti ve to strive for cooperation than to gear up for
confrontation.
Nonetheless , resistance persisted. The new proposal is really nothin g more than appeasement ,
it was charged. There are no issues to appeasement : it ’s a simple giveaway. We must look at the
defense implications of such ideal solutions. Otherwise , that is not a responsible way of looking at
national security.
Sensing that no new views were forthcoming, the chairman offered a restatement of the
problem : Assuming that quid pro quos exis t , how do we judge whether what we are selling is
worth what we are getting in return?The response was scattered: What is crucial is the principle :
even though we may link the treatment of dissidents to trade , the Soviets don ’t , so we get nothing
in return . We should concentrate on the satellite countries , ran another line of thinking. Offe r them
most favore d nation status over the long haul and let them plan on it rather than making it subject
to the uncertainties of annual renewa l.
Eventually, the panel ordered its thinking around the statement of strategic objectives and
discussion of possible mechanisms for making decisions. We should restate allied objectives , it was
suggested , in long-range economic terms:
—Persuade the Soviets to reduce secrecy.
—Limit Soviet territorial expansion.
—Encourage the Soviets to permit their subjects to enjoy the product of their own
labor.
We shouldn ’t sell our military technology (as represented by a list of items currently under
review by Department of Defense), but we should sell consumer items , it was concluded , but each
time we should extract a price. Although one member firmly stated that we should forget about
linking trade to human rights, the linkage was implicit in the overall panel view that US long-term
strategy cannot ignore the competition of two profoundly contrasting value systems.
Ultimately, this outlook served to unify the day ’s discussion, although comments , additions.
and reservati ons were expressed th ro ughout the afternoon .

Comments:
—Credit , which is essential to long-term trade relations , can be controlled by Congress
through the Export-Import Bank .
—The limit on credit to the Soviet Union , currently established by the Stevenson
Amendment , will require review.
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-Eventually, the ruble must become convertible t ’or full benefi t to all parties.
—Ultimatel y, economic exchange must have a profound et’fect on Soviet society.
Additions:
--Priority f ’or extension of credit should be to East European countries , to capitalize
on and exploit independence tendencies.
-Similarly , build up labor and Eurocommunist pressures against the Soviet Union.
—Again , be carefu l of the language used : remember detente does not mean peace.
Reservations:

— We can ’t t ie h iim: ~ ; righ ts and trade together.
— Use quid pr o quos ‘i operational decisionmaking but not in policy statements.
--- Definitely do mit try to enfo rce human rights refo rm upon the Soviet system.
- —The Jackson Amendment attempted linkage, but accomplished little in this respect.
-Only af t e r building a solid trading re lationshi p can a hea lthy leverage be exercised.
—In the United States , we ca n ’t integr ate all f ’orms of power , as the Soviet Union
does: no one speaks f’or both government and industry .
h eated debate rein l ’oreed these reservations. Late in the day. an unexpecte d cloud of ’ s u ppo r t
for the proposition tha t human rights and trade could not he linked threatened the chairman ’s
ori ginal hypothesis that the two were linked and that the panel merely needed to discover the
connecting mechanisms. However , the panel recovered from that sudden downdr aft by reminding
itself that the overriding unifier o these diverse issues is in fact US national security.
Human ri ghts carl be linked to national security by reinforcement of tr aditional US human
rights philosophy and ideology against the vulnera bi lities of the Soviet Empire . The economic
relationship to national security lies in the Soviet Union ’s dedication of its command economy to
steady growth in milita ry power and in the US dependence on foreign sources of energy . Thus.
there is an indirect triangular relation between nat ional secui it v and the two form s of nonm ilitary
relations with the Soviet Union; however , no member of the panel opposed the viewpoint that the
entire triangl e would he at risk without its military stiffener.
While total agreement on every issue was not possible . there was general accord that there is
an ideological basis on which US foreign policy can be conducted. This basis lies in the best US
tradition: it does riot have to be invented. The diffe rence in value and beliefs between the US and
Soviet systems does not put the United States at a disadvantage . It means that we stand for
something that is important to us . and we want others to understand our concern.
With regard to mechanisms for putting policy mU) action , the pan el felt that the rt ’ee: tl v
announced Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee on US-Soviet Relations would serv e that pui pose
well. There was agreement that repeal of the Jackson -Vanik and Stevenson Amendments would be
help ful in allowing government agencies more flex ibility in dealing with the Soviets , and there -as
~
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also consensus on using the Export-Import Bank for extending increased credit to the USSR. On
balance , that portion of the panel that argued for normalizing relations with the Soviet Union .
especially in trade . presented a more pers u asive case than the faction which asserted a harder line.
However , this observation hardly does justice to the complexit y of the issues addressed or to the
strength of the widespread and expert views brough t to the conference.
A final note on tactics. There was a general but not unanimous hesitance to see the United
States confront tile Soviet Union with inflammatory pronouncements. Although there was
tentative agr eement that the Administration should continu e its outspoken ideological war to
influence people in public , it was decided that it would be best simultaneously to deal quietly with
Soviet and satellit e governments on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore , it was more or less agreed
that it would be necessary to establish clear . unmistakeable , identifiable objectives. but to soften
the tone so as to allow operational flexibility in specific matters.
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Panel 4

East-West Trade and

Its Strategic Implications
Marshall I. Goldman

American-Soviet trade has been the focus ot ’ what often has seemed to be disproportionate
attention. Despite some rapid growth in recent years , American exports to the Soviet Union in
1976 were smaller than those to Belgium , and not much larger than what we sold to Spain arid
Portuga l combined. Moreover , over half of what we exported to the Soviet Union in both 1975 and
1976 was grain. The industrial component of our Soviet exports in both years amounted to only
S700-$800 million. Imports from the USSR are even less importa n t. We imported more from the
Ivory Coast or Thailand than we did from the USSR.
Given the f ’act that larger transactio n s are taking place elsewhere in the world and that
American exports and iniports to the Soviet Union amount to 1% of our total trade , why is it that
the American-Soviet trade looms so large in our thinking? Why is it that so much senior execu tive
time is spent contemplating, discussing and negotiating contracts and trade with the USSR? The
quantity and quality of participation by corporate chainiien and chief executive officers in such
groups as the US-USSR Trade and Economic Council , the Arden House conferences , or even the
National Security Confe rence is unique.
The businessman ’s interest in the USSR is not hard to explain. First , even though total
US-Soviet trade may be relatively small , some very large contracts have been signed. Second. since
the Soviet Union is the world’s second largest industrial power , and since its needs are large , there is
always the hope that large contracts are in the offing if only a talented person can find the proper
way to design the appropriate package. Third , the Soviet Union along with China is a bit like the
last frontier. Any old sales manager can sell to Belg ium , Brazil , Mexico or Canada. The big
challenge is to crack the Soviet market. That is what whets the appetite of senior management.
Moreover , it is not only a business , but a diplomatic challenge . Foreign trade is never free of
politics , but American-Soviet trade is almost all politics. Dealing with the Soviets brings out the
suppressed diplomat in all of us. There is always the hope that soniehow business transactions at
the micro level will not only lead to a more secure understanding between two normal antagonists
but that they will also facilitate international harmony between the United States and the Soviet
Union , and internal humanization within the USSR itself.
Non-business critics , both in Congress and out , tend to be equally myopic about the
importance of trade. Withou t American exports , it is argued the Soviets will starve to death both in
human and technolog ical terms. They need our grain and our know-how. Since they riced our
trade , we should use trade as a lever. Indeed , from all appearances , it seems to be one ot the most
effective weapons we have. (Ironically, the pressu re by the i~on-bu siness sector to use trade as a
lever largely evolves from listening to the business community which has often exaggerated th e
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potential for US-Soviet trade.) Consequently, it seems only natural that we should use the trade
weapon whenever we waii t to influence Soviet behavior. Since the Soviets are the ones who gain
froni trade , it seems natura l according to such arguments , that we should make the Soviets pay a
political price so that the gains do riot fall only mi one direction.
What both the no-strin~~-attached and leverage advocates neglect is that the importance of
trade may be exaggerated. Trade and increased intercourse between nations is no guarantee of
peace. Trade between Germany and France and between the United States arid Japan in the 1930’s
testify to that. On occasion it may even increase tension. Similarly, American-Soviet trade is not a
zero sum game with all the gains going to the Soviet Union. Certainly East-West trade is more
importa n t to them than to us. It aniounted to about 4% of total Soviet trade in 1976 versus the 1%
in the United States. For the most par,t , however , the Soviet Union cani make do , if need be , by
buying from other suppliers. Thus our leverage is not as effective as we might like.
Against this background , this paper will attempt to assess just what the short and long run
implications of American-Soviet trade are. Who has and who is likely to have control over whom ?
Who would be affected most by a curtailment or a flourishing of trade? Finally , assuming that
there will be trade , what if anything can be done to cope with the different institutions and
systems of conducting trade in each country ?

I

Who Is Most Dependent on Whom?

One way to deterniine who benefits most from trade is to ask who would be the most affected
by its cessation. Compared to the other developed countries of the world , trade in both the United
States and the Soviet Union is a relatively small percentage of GNP. Both countries export less than
10% of their GNP and therefo re are generally not as vulne ra ble to a disruption in trade as most of
the rest of the industrialized world. In recent years the US has come to depend on larger and larger
quantities of imported raw materials , particularl y petroleum , but in the short run , at least , the bulk
of those raw materials have not and probably will not come from the Soviet Union. At most the US
has bough t up to one million tons of Soviet petroleum a year . a marginal a m o u n t . Recently the
Soviet Union has also become an important supplier of chrome arid som e semi-precious n~etal such
as platinum , palladium , and rhodium. However , if the Soviet Union embargoes the sale of such
goods , there are other sources of supp ly, particularly if trade with Rhodesia is permitted.
Otherwise , as a survey of American imports from the Soviet Union shows , there seems to be little
else that the USSR sells that the United States could not fin d elsewhere . See Table I .
What would be the e ffect on the Soviet Union of an American embargo? The answer depends
on the particular year the enibargo might be applied. The impact of an industrial embargo today
would not be overl y serious , especially in the short run. With one or two exotic exceptions. there
are substitutes for most manufactured goods that migh t be used in the non-military sector. That
does not mean that the substitute goods would be as productive or as well-equipped to operate on
the massive scale favored by the Soviets. The Soviets would su ffe r from an inability to finish off
some turnkey projects and they would be hard pressed for an ongoing supply of spare parts. They
would probably suffe r most heavily from an inability to purchase drilling and mining equipment.
As shown in Table 2 , they have imported major quantities of such items from the US. Because
mining and drilling are so important in the United States ari d to American companies overseas , the
foreign competition in this field rlormally is far behind. Yet , as inconvenient as all this would
probably be for the USSR. it would be more an annoyance than a crippler. Economic growth
would probably falter a bit and a few more planned targets tnan normal would not be met , but
overall growth would continue.
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Table I
MAJOR AMERICAN IMPORTS FROM THE USSR
(I n Millions of Dollars )
1975
Sable

2

I-lops

2

1976
January June
3
18

Petroleum

96

Naphtha

22

Diamonds

14

7

Chrome Ore

26

11

Iron Ore

2

Palladium

7

7

Rhodium

18

1

Platinum

35

18

6

5

15

5

Aluminum
Nickel
Titanium

5

Tractor

4

Metal Coins

4

6

19

18

277

100

Miscellaneous

TOTAL

Source : East West Foreign Trade Board Report , Fourth Quarter 1975 . Washinigton. USGPO . 1976
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Table 2

US EXPORTS TO THE USSR , BY MAJOR CATEGOR IES
(In M illion of Dollars )
1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

S 118

$101

$266

S295

$669

$794

Chemicals

38

21

17

28

44

37

Manufactured
Materials

10

10

35

27

52

116

Non-electric
Machine ry

54

53

182

188

Electric Machine ry

6

7

14

28

547

605

Transport Equipment

3

1

8

9

Miscellaneous
Manufacturing

7

9

10

15

26

36

Total Agriculture
Products

44

440

926

313

1159

150 9

Food

17

366

842

288

1113

1359

Crude Material

27

71

78

25

2

6

Total Manufactured
Products

Oil and Fats

-

Combined Total

$161

$542

$ l l 9 5~

5 6 0 9b

Source: East- West Trade, Bureau of East West Trade , US Dept of Commerce
3 Excludes $3 millions of reexport s
b Exciudes $1 million of reexports
Excludes $2 million of reexports
d Excludes S I million of reexports
C
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Table 2A
MAJOR AMERICAN EXPORTS TO THE USSR
(In Millions of Dollars )
1975

1976
Jan uary June

667

78

Rice

9

15

Corn

424

833

Wheat

60

Soybean
Woodpulp

10

Tallow

14

Organic Chemical

9

Plastic Tape

6

Veh icle Parts

10

Furnace

17

Steel Articles

10

Gas Turbine

47

12

Tractor & Parts

83

72

Digital Computer

7

3

78

24

35

14

Foundary

24

14

Metal Processing

14

Oil Well Pump

II

20

Miscellaneous

360

246

1 , 833

1 ,402

Il
8

Tracklaying

Machine Tools
Bulldozer and
Construction
Equipment

TOTAL
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All of t hi s assumes , of course, that the United States imposes such an embargo unilaterally
without the support of its allies, it is hard to conceive of a situation in which such an independent
step would be taken , It is even harder to imagine a scenario , at least in the short run ,which would
induce Japan arid Western Europe to participate in a boycott of the Soviet Union. The money
making opportunities of trading with the Soviet Union at a time when one or several competitors
are imposing an embargo are enough to provoke cheating, and niost probably, an effort to stay
neutral.
Under such circumstances it is even possible that an American enibargo would hurt American
economic interests as’ much as it would Soviet interests. Even if one assumes that American
industry could find alternate customers for its goods and thereby avoid unemployment of plant
and em ploy ees, American industry niay still be adversely affected . With the growth of economic
nationalism, more and more countries are beginning to take an unisympathetic view of those
American multinatio n al corporations which ignore the political iieeds of the host country in order
to confonii politically with the demands of the United States. When a subsidiary of lT&T in France
found that the United States Government would not issue au export license for some sophisticated
telephone switching equipnient , the French Government ultimately decided to fo rce lT&T to sell
the whole com pan y to a French fi rni in order to provide the jobs the con tract would produce.
Similar measures are to be expected if the United States continues to attempt to block the trade of
it multinationals.
All of this is not to deny that tile United States can hurt the Soviet Union economically. But
our muscle does riot lie so much in the realm of manufactured goods. Despite the fact that we are
the world’s largest industrial nation , our economic abilit y to hurt , not just annoy, actually lies in
our strength as the worl4 ’s largest agricultural exporter and producer. As can be seen iii Table 3.
there was literally no other country that could have sati sfied Soviet grain needs in 1972-73 and
1975-76. The USSR switched from being a grain exporter of about 7.5 million tons in 1970-71 to a
grain importer of 20 million tons in 1972-73. That equalled Canada ’s total grain exports in that
period. The next largest exporter was Australia and Argentina, each of wh ich exported about 7
million tons. Only the United States had the capacity to expand its exports by 30 million tons in
one year to about 70 million tons. The pattern was repeated in 1975-76 when the United States
exported 78 million tons of grain , whereas the next largest exporters were Canada which exported
17 , or Australia II . and A rge n ti n a 8 million tons. None of the others could have satisfied Soviet net
imports which alone totalled 25 million tons .
Even though Soviet imports in 1975-76 were 30% higher than they were in 1972-73. there is
reason to believe that the Soviet should have , and indeed wanted , to import more. This c~ :,c1usion
emerges from a study of the change in t~ieir livestock herds as of January 1976. The pig herd , for
example , fell from 72 million head as of Janua ry 1975 to 58 million head a year later , a significant
drop of about 20% and one that clearly hampered the Soviet Union in its e fforts to increase meat
consumption. In contrast , the pig herd as of January 1973 fell only from 71 to 67 niillion head .
only a 4-5% drop. Clearly, the Soviet Unio n purchased enough grain during the earlier poor harvest
to handle not only their populatio n ’s but their livestock needs. T h e h arvest fell from 1 81 million
tons in 1971 to 168 million in 1972. The drop in l975 was much sharper , from 196 million tons
in 1974 to 140 million tons in 1975. In other words, the harvest was 28 million t ons low er i n the
later period , yet imports increased by only 6 million tons. The painful drop in the livestock herd
was the inevitable result. The embargo imposed by the United States on grain shipments to til e
USSR in August 1975 undoubtedly contributed to the seriousness of their distress.
Because only the United States can come to the Soviet Union ’s a i d during a crop failure , on
such occasions the United States has enormous leverage on tile Soviet Un-ion. It can cause the
Soviet Union to slaughter its livestock herd or to tighten the h u m a n food supply We can exercise
-
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Table 3
GRAIN PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS
(Million Metric Tons )

Wheat
Production
Argentina
Australia
Canada
USA
USSR
Export
Argentina
Australia
Canada
USA
USSR
Feedgrain
Production
Argentina
Australia
Canada
USA
USSR
Export
Argentina
Australia
Canada
USA
USSR

1971/ 72

1972/ 73

1973/ 74

1974/ 75

1975 / 76

5.7
8.5
14.4
44.
98.8

6.9
6.6
14.5
42.
86.

6.6
12.0
16.2
46.4
109.8

6.0
11.4
13.3
48. 9
83.8

8.6
12.0
17.1
58.1
66.1

1.3
8.7
15.8
16.9
2.4

3.4
5.6
15.6
31.8
-13.6

1.1
5.4
11.5
31.1
.6

2.2
8.2
11.2
28.0
1.5

3.2
7.9
12.1
31.5
-9.6

9.5
5.8
22.2
189 .7
70.6

16.0
3.7
20.9
182.1
72.5

17.9
4.7
20.6
186.6
101.0

13.8
4.5
17.4
1 50.5
99.7

12.
5.7
19.8
184. 1
65.7

6.2
3.2
4.4
20.7
-4.3

4.2
1.6
4.2
35.6
-6.5

8.4
1.9
2. 9
44.5
6.2

8.5
2. 9
2.8
34.3
-1.7

5.3
3.1
4. 9
46.5
-15.5

Source: US Departnient of Commerce , Export Administration Report . Washingto n , II Ith Report
and 114th Rep ~ rt.
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such pressure on the assumptioni , of course , that American officials at the time apprecia te what is
happening in the USSR and realize how much the Soviets need us. This was partical ly tru e in 1975.
but certainly not so in 1972. Moreover , the American Government must be willing to impose an
embargo or bargain toughly with the USSR. Given the present grain overflow in our warehouses
and the farmers ’ lobby which was most distressed by our last embargo , it will likely be difficult if
not impossible to use grain as an effective weapon at least in the near future. Nonetheless , the
potential is there—more so than with almost any other item in our export arscnal.
II

The Long Run Impact of Trade on the Soviet Union

Having considered the capacity of each side to hurt the other , we will now discuss their
potential for helping each other. There is rio doubt that American-Soviet or Soviet trade with the
West in general is very beneficial for the Soviet Union. While it is impossible to measure such
things , a good case can be made for asserting that the Soviet Union benefits more from East-West
trade than its partners. This is not to say that the Western part n er necessarily loses. As we
explained earlier , foreign trade generally is not a zero-sum game where there is only one winn ~ r.
Normally both partners gain in fo reign trade—if not , the loser soon disappears from the scene. Still .
while both sides normally gain , the Soviet Uiiion frequently gains more. There are some important
exceptions to this , yet this tendenicy was reflected in earlier discussions about the importance of
Soviet grain imports. Because the Soviet Union and its East Europe an allies have such a hard time
with product innovation , the Soviet Union also gains disproportionately on niuch of the machiner y
and technology it imports. The alternative forms of technology available to the Soviet Union
throug h either Eastern Europe or the non-OECD countries simp ly do not make possible equivalent
levels of productivity. The Soviets cannot offset this by niaking available comparable reward s to its
trading partners. There is embarrassingl y little in the way of technology that the Soviets export
that is markedly superior to that available elsewhere in the West or Japan. In fact , as Table 4
indicates the Soviets export embarrassi n gly little machinery period. ’
While the ability to fall back on the United States market for grain supplies makes it possible
for Soviet officials to preserve public order and avoid fundamental reor ganization of the
agricultura l sector , access to the innovative technology of the United States and the West is a
necessity if the Soviet Union is to prevent its industry from falling even further behind Western
productivity in important areas of the economy. Western imports are essential then if the Soviet
Union wants to modernize much of its existing industry and introduce t h e production of many
chemical and electronic products that presently are not produced at home.
Equally if not niore important from the strategic point of view is the fact that Soviet
technology purchases are immensely important for increasing the capacity of the Soviet military
sector. There the gains from trade are particularly advantageous for the Soviet Union. Agaiii there
is little to equal such gains on the Western side.
Just what are the benefits to the West and particularl y the United States? To answer this it is
first necessary to review what kinds of products the West buys from the Soviet Union. Recently ,
the Soviets have been selling some licenses for original technology and exporting some machinery .
But as another look at Table 4 suggests , the West does not gain much froni buyiiig Soviet
machinery. In the absence of machinery exports , the Soviet Union is a major exporter of raw
materials to the hard currency countries. In 1975 , 70% of all hard currency Soviet exports were
raw materials , 40% of which was petroleum (the C I A not with standing ) .
In the reordering of priorities that has taken place since the Yom Kippur War , raw material
producers have shed their status of i,~fe riority arid sonic find their products command not only
more respect , but more of the world ’s income. As the largest raw material producer of theni all , the
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Soviets have benefited enormously. For the same reasons, Soviet custoniers are paying more in real
terms for Soviet raw materials. Yet with the exception of some of the rare metals , chrome arid
natural gas, niost of what the Sovie t Unio ~ sells is generally available elsewhere at roughly
comparable prices. Another exception would be the purchase of Soviet oil durinig the 1973-74 oil
embargo , when the Soviets took advantage of the embargo and the resulting high prices to sell to
the Netherlands and the United States. Soviet raw materials also tend to be sold at a slig ht discount
the price the Soviets often must pay to win their way to the market. Discount or riot , the fact
that the Soviets offer their raw materials on the worl d market helps to diversify the sources of
supply and niiakes the United States slightly less vulnerable should au embargo again be imposed by
another country.
- -

Potentially however , the biggest gain from East-West trade for the United States could come if
the Soviet Union by entering into worl d trade suddenly begins to find itself dependent on
East-West trade just as non-Communist countries find themselves dependent on world trade. We
should not be so naive as to believe that such interdependency would lead to the end of hostility. It
was pointed out earlier that foreign trade is unlikely to prevent war. Nonetheless , increased reliance
on international intercourse might at least cause some second thoughts and opposition to war. Just
as foreign trade in general gives birth to a lobby opposed to such trade , with time foreign trade also
gen erates a lobby in favor of its continuation , if not expansion. In a sense , this increases the cost of
going to war and insure s that at least there will be voices opposed to any such action.
Bit by bit , Soviet planners and trade officials are open ing up niore and more of their economy
to foreign intercourse. This is almost an inevitable , if inadvertent , process as the Soviet Union seeks
to increase its purchases of products arid processes from the West and Japan. literally hundreds of
foreign technicians and their families have taken up residence in the USSR , sometimes for periods
of a year or more while they attend to the constuction of factories arid production lines. At the
same time that Westerners have moved to Kama and Togliatti grad , Soviets have taken up residence
in Pittsburg h and Milan. Moreover , many of these relatio uiships are of a continuing nature since
they may often necessitate the utilization of spare parts.
Such exchange s of technicians are a hopeful sign and serve to expose Soviet officials to
Western processes. In addition , many of the factories are designed in the expectation that some of
the eventual production will be sold in Western markets. That imp lies further involvement. But
while all of this signals a creeping form of internationalism ari d interdependence , it is necessary to
remember that as novel as this phenonernon may appear to be , it has all happened before , in fact
several times. In the late 1920’s and early 1930’s as well as the Lend-Lease days of the mid-l940 ’s,
the same interchange and interdependence took place. Again , parts and people were sent back and
forth in an impressive flow. However , to the surprise of many, the process was abruptly aborted
and a period of autarky followed in 1932 and again in 1 948.
What is there to indicate the same thing will not happen again? There can be rio guarantee that
history will not repeat itself a third time. But there are some differences that suggest th at this time
the Soviets have a different set of intentions. Even if they decide to revert , it niay be much more
difficult and costly for them to do so. To begin with , the technology being purchased today is
considerably more sophisticated than that bough t 50 or 30 years ago . In the earlier periods
apparently it was easier to improvise and to do without a continuing flow of foreign help. Today,
the sophisticated assembly line operation in such fields as chemicals. , electronics arid computers
requires more than improvisation to sustain ari d maintain it. Moreover , the Soviets have decided at
the highest level to begin discussion of some long-term joint ventures. While the Soviets are not
about to allow joint ownership of operations on Soviet territo ry, they nonetheless have already
entered into arrangements with companies like Pepsi and Philip Moms (Marlboro ) to produce
goods in the USSR with Western brand names attached. Going a step further , they are negotiating a
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deal with Bendix whereby Bendix would assign its engineers to a sparkplug plant. The American
engineers would then exercise quality and innovative control in the plant , in return for which
Bend ~ would receive a royalty on total production. In payment it would market a proportion of
these sparkplugs under its Auto lite brand name outside of Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union is
already engaged in a joint effort to explore for oil and natural gas oft the island of ’ Sakhalin and for
natural gas in Yakutia with fo reign partners from the United States and Japan . One could hardly
regard this as a reckless selling out of the Soviet birthrig ht. Yet , th ere are some novel twists .
unknown before , including the recognition that foreign technicians must be involved in a long run
relationship, the use of the foreign brandmarks and the decision to build factories with production
capacity intended for the non-East European markets.
-

Consequently, the Soviets are making decisions that may have far reaching consequences.
Conceivably if ever there should be a reversal , soni c of the steps ~lescribed above can be altered and
reoriented inward withou t ‘oo much loss. Yet increasingly inv~stmenit decisions are being made by
Soviet planners which are intended to service fo reign business activit y. These investments will he
difficult to salvage for any other purpose . Projects , like the Bendix operation , intended for the
foreign market will produce more thaui the domestic Soviet market can comfortably absorb.
Similarly, Prime Minister Kosygin has officially called for factories designed primarily to sell in
the hard currency export market. 2 Sonic of the chemical plants have been built with this purpose
in mind. 3 Also some of the ammonia plants and pipelines such as the one being built for Occidental
Petroleum have been built primarily to serve the foreign market. Many of the Soviet natural gas
pipelines have been built with this similar intent. Nor is it just investment for exports that would be
lost. The Soviets have also begun to invest in facilities whose sole purpose is to serve imports. One
example is the $300 million alumina plant the French are building for the Soviets in Odessa . It will
process bauxite from Guinea , Greece , Turkey and Yugoslavia. The Soviets have also built a pipeli n e
in order to import natura l gas from Iran and Af ghanistan. The Iran ian arrangement is particularly
complex since it calls for the Soviets to offset some of those natural gas imports with exports to
Czechoslovakia , West Germany, Ital y and France.
Although not strictly an investment to facilitate exports or imports , the Soviets have also
committed themselves to massive investments iii foreign trade services. They now operate a
landbridge for container shipments from Europe to Iran and to the Far East. This has necessitated
the buildup of a large fleet of containers , special handling facilities , and even a new port at Port
Vostochny. Most of these facilities are only useable in foreign trade. Similarly, the Soviets h~ive
built up the world ’s second largest merchant marine fleet in terms of ships (but seventh in term s of
ocean going tonnage) designed almost wholly to facilitate shipments of Soviet exports and
imports or to hire itself out for other forms of foreign trade. Every sign indicates that such
intercours e will increase in terms of both quality and quantit y of interaction. Almost of all of these
investments would be valueless if the Soviet Union should abandon its foreign trade involvenient.
We know by now that the Soviet Union is not wedded to its sunken costs and is not beyond
writing off large investments in an emergency or out of necessity. But such a step would not be
taken lightly. As the interdependent involvement increases , it probably becomes more and more
diff icu lt to take such a step, not only because of the size of the potential writeo ff , but because of
the pro-involvement lobby in the USSR which has grown up as such interchange increases. Like an~
such activity, those involved usually believe in what they are doing and want to see such activity
expand. Their jobs and promotions depend on its contin uation and growth. Other supporters in the
spirit of the pro-revolutionary era Westernizers view East-West trade as the best strategy for
bringing Western way s to the USSR. This includes not only industrial and governmental
administrators , but even some milita ry officers who want to strengthen Soviet milita ry capacity
with Western technology . While there is a pro-involvement lobby , there are also those opposed to
any such interaction . Like the old Slavophiles . they fear that traditional values and structures will
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be corroded by Western intluences and that Soviet security will be breeched. Security is a national
paranoia. Most Soviet m ilitary personnel (like their American coun terparts ) fiercely oppose the
idea of ’ foreigners running around Soviet factories and fields. Nor is security t h e only concern.
Many factory mauiagers fear that Western technology will disrupt their careers. These officials made
their way to the top by mastering Soviet technology and methods. At this state of their lives they
have no desire to learn a new set of standards.
There is one segment of the Soviet population , however , which in most coun tries would
‘probab ly be opposed to such interaction , but support it in the USSR. This is the Soviet trade union
movement. Because the state , not the market , decides what will be imported , Soviet workers and
their unions generally are not in dauiger of losing their jo bs to imports. On the contrary. the almost
universal expectation in the Soviet Union is that Western technology will increase the general
well-being of the Soviet population by making available high quality products that would otherwise
be unavailable. In sonie ways supporters of East-West trade in Moscow have it easier than their
counterparts in Washington.

III

The Long Run Impact of Trade on the United States

The long run impact of trade on the Un ited States is neither the same nor the inverse of the
effect on the USSR. Since the United States is already deeply involved in multilateral trade , it
not very likely that the United States will be more dependent on forei gn trade because of its
increased trade with the Soviet Union. As pointed out earlier , increasing imports from the USSR
will merely diversify our sources of supply. I~ anything , it may make our trade less multinatio n al in
nature if the Soviets manage to induce American corporations to trade ott a barter basis. We will
shortly consider this at greater length.
As in the USSR , however , increased trade has given rise to groups with a vested interest in
increasing trade with the Soviet Union. This is only natural and in the same pattern as the joint
chambers of commerce which represent numerous other pairs of trading partners around the world.
What is unusual about the American-Soviet case is simply that heretofore the normal
Soviet-American group h as not been made up of establishment types. Until recently, it was only
leftists and the powerless who supported close American-Soviet ties. Now this is changed and the
establishment has taken over. 4 This brings a new perspective to the issue of American-Soviet trade
as well as political relations. Nor is such a development necessarily to be regretted. The American
political system thrives on pluralism and differing points of view and perhaps a responsible voice
which can challenge some of the more anti-Soviet or indifferent spokesmen is just what political
dialogue in the United States has been lacking.
Some have also suggested that the Unite d States because of its trade with the Soviet Union
may find itself beset with another set of pressure s favoring the Soviet Un ion. Althoug h the United
States is not as exposed as most of its large allies , the Export Import Bank has committed itself to
$469 million in loan s since 1 970. Repor tedly, American commercial banks have upwards of S800
million in Soviet debt outstanding. Whenever debt reaches that magn itude , the creditor often finds
himself as much dependent upon the goodwill of the debtor as the debtor is upon the creditor.
That may be a bit 0 an overstatement , but there is no doubt that the relationship has become
more complicated than it once was.
Still , for the time being, at least , our exports to the USSR are less likely to come back and
haunt us economically than our trade with the other industrial ized countries of the world. If we
export technology or sophisticated machi ne ry to the Western Europeans or the Japanese , it usually
is not long before we see the same product challenging American products iii third markets and
eventually in the United States itself. By contrast , the Soviet planning system is ill suited to
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innovation and quality control. As a result , Soviet goods have not been able to generate much
interest amongst hard currency buyers. In many ways theii , American manufacturers who are
worried about foreign competition may find it safe r to sell to the Soviets than to the Japanese and
the West Europeans. While the military implications of such Soviet sales might cause a problem , it
is unlikely that there wil l be much in the way of short run economic competition.
While this niay be true of the short run , some economists such as Raymond Vernon h ave
warned that nevertheless in the long run there may be unusually severe complications for America :i
industry as the Soviet Union and its East European allies begin to mast er some of the more basic
technologies they have purchased. Even though they may lack sophistication , with time they may
still be able to compet,e in industrial markets. 5 The problem as Professor Vernon sees it arises from
the non-market nature of the Soviet system. Among the questions to be resolved are how does one
determine if the Soviets are dumping or engaging in unfair competition? h o w can the Soviets be
prevented from disrupting markets? The differences between economic institutions in the two
countries and the measures taken by each country to protect itself could lead to some pote n tially
destructive confrontations that could easily spread from the economic to the political arena.
These problems stem from the non-market nature of the Soviet economic syste rn. It is not just
that exports to the Soviet Union are determined by the state and not the market , but that the
volume of exports and prices are also set according to dictate , riot the usual pricing guidelines.
Normally the competitor in the West measures his costs of production , adds the margin for profi t
and offers his services for that price. Because Soviet domestic ruble prices are virtually
untranslateable into hard currency prices , the traditional Soviet practice is to ignore Soviet prices
and to rely entirely on world market prices. While they try to charge as high a price as possible. the
Soviets if forced to will attempt to attract customers by coming in just under the pre vaili ng market
price. To the Western manufacture r who finds himself restrained by his own costs of production
and his need to make a profit , the Soviets appear to he dumping. Yet technicall y, they are iiot
dumping because the ruble-hard currency exchange rates are artit ically deterniined. Who knows
what the true cost of production in the Soviet Union is ? The major concern of the Soviet exporter
is to make certain that his hard curren cy price covers the hard currency cost embodied in the good
being exported. Since the Soviet Union imports such a small proportio n of its gross national
product , it is usually not a very significant amoun t. As for the rest o the costs, they generally arise
from the use of Soviet labor , capital and raw materials , almost all of which will he paid for in soft
rubles. In a peculiar sense, they can be treated as free goods, particularly when the princip al Soviet
aim is to earn hard currency. It matters not that Soviet labor may not be fully earn ing its way .
After all , what does “earning its way ” in the Soviet con text mean when the main quest happens to
be for hard currency?
Given such different ways of operating, potentially there could be enormous problems.
Fortunately it should be at least a decade before the S-Mets become a bothersome competitor in
the sale of manufactured goods. For the time being their raw materials will continue to be their
primary export . Their niarket disruption proclivities therefore will be to our benefit. Yet there are
already some portents of what could happen. For example , the Soviet Union has begun to make
some inroads on the market for electri c generatin g turbines and hydroelectric facilities. Lacking
much feel for price , but determined to win their first foreign contracts, the Soviets bid so low for
the hydroelectric power projects on the Nelson River in Manitoba. the Mica River Dam in Britis h
Columbia and the Solto Grande Darn between Argentina and Uruguay , that at times they have
come out almost 50% lower than their nearest Japanese rivals. In one instance that meant the
Soviets underbid by 21$ million.6 Another examp le is in the automobi le market. Althou gh the
volume of Soviet exports is so far relatively modest , Fiat dealers in Western Europe now find th at
they themselves have to compete with Fiat-type cars produced in the Fiat-built plant in
Togliattigrad. The Italians neglected to stipulate in their contract that the Soviets must restrict
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their exports to only the East European countries. Fiat apparently is not too distressed , however.
since it has entered into additional negotiations for further contracts with the USSR.
While as yet Fiat prices have not been seriously affected by Soviet niarket s practi ces. the
Soviet impact on the shipping industry has already been enommus. The Pacific Ocean Conferenc e
has been in a shambles because the Soviets have taken away a significant share of traffi c at rat e s as
much as 2540% below the prevai l~ng agreenii ent. This is not to den y that the rates may hav e been
too high to begin with. Nonetheless , Soviet actions have already been viewed as niarket disruption.
Obviously such problems will not be unique to the United States. In fact , it will most like ly
hit other countries fi rst. Indeed the American domestic market is pro babl y better protected froni
such practices because we manage to obtain a unique concession abou t dumping in the
1972 American-Soviet Trade Agreement. Although the Trade Agreement was aborted by the Soviet
Union when we passed the Jackson-Vanek and Stevenson amendments, appar ei ~’lv most of the
provisions still govern. Thus we and the Soviets have agreed to cease the exportatio ui o pro ducts to
the United States which the United States feel will “cause , threaten or contribute to the disruption
ot ’ its domestic market. ”7 While we have made the sanie concession to the Soviets., the clause is
likely to apply only to the United States since if a product is about to disrupt the Soviet mark et.
the Soviet Foreign Trade Organization , which is after all the Soviet government . cani simp ly not
order or import the good.
With or with out such special arrangements , there still is enormous potential for
misunderstanding and resentment. One inkling of what lies ahead is suggested by the Polish golf
cart case. After being urged to produce some product that would appeal to the American market
and thereby reduce their trade deficit , the Poles concluded that they could make reasonably cheap.
but serviceable golf carts. Since they h ave rio golf courses of their own , it was clear to every one that
the Poles intended their production solely for t h e American market.
As Polish golf carts began to arrive in the United States , almost immediately the maj or
American manufacturers began to protest about Polish “dumping. ” An investigatio n was ordered
hut immediately thwarted. What was the comparable Polish price for golf carts? In addition to the
usual dilemma about the absence of any meaningfu l link between the Zloty and the dollar , there
was no domestic market price for Polish golf carts. After all , there were no Polish golf courses!
tJ ltimate ly the Solomon-like judge arrived at a novel solution- f ~nd another exporter of golf carts
and see how Polish prices compare to his. A comparison with tine prices of Canadian manufa cturers
indicated that Polish prices were lower. Therefore the determination was made that the Poles were ,
indeed , dumping.
The Poles may be significantly underp ricing their golf carts , (whatever that means) but
perhaps the Poles really can produce them cheaper than the Canadians. The complex ity of the
problem by now should be clear. The poor Poles are furious and also perplexed. They followed
American advice and produced someth ing only for the American market which apparently was of
good quality. If this is to he the result every time they or their colleagues mi Eastern Europe niake
something that will sell , how will they ever be able to reduce their trade deficit?
The question is not easy to answer , but it is possible to suggest at least one approach. In
today ’s economic and political climate , the Comniunist countries are not the only ones who have
to worry about the gr owing protection ist sentiment in the United States. For example, growing
imports of Sony ’s. h itachi ’s . Toyota ’s. Datsun ’s and Volkswage n ’s have already lead to
arrangements which curb the flow of imports and increase the number of foreign companies which
have opened branches in the United States. These companies are not the only ones importing
products from Japan and West Germany. American companies such as Plymouth , Ford and GM as
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well as General Electric and Westinghouse also import foreign nianufactured goods and sell th em in
American markets but under the American brand name . But the protests about these iniports
generate much less criticism. If it is an American company that is doing the importing, it is oft en
felt that the good is either produced in the United States or that it is less of a threat to the
American economy because it is an American company that is doing the importing.
Such arrangements may suggest at least a partial solution to the Soviet problem. The Fast
Europeans and the Soviets should be encouraged to open branc h es in the United States. Not only
would they make nice hostages from the point of view of American in vestors who are worried
about their interests in projects being buil t in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe . hut they
would also provide a basis for cost comparisons. Suggestions of this sort are not as far fetched as
they might seem. The Soviets own and operate, sometimes in partnership with local businessmen , a
variety of enterprises including an automobil e assembly and servicing plant in Finland , as well as a
television and radio repai r and assembly facility in England. In addition they run an oil depot and a
network of petroleum filling sL ~ions in Belgium . Great Britain and Fin land. The Czechs assemble
their Skoda automobiles in New Zealand and in Pakistan . The Rumania n s together with Armand
Hamnier and his Occidental Petroleum have invested in a coal mine in Buchanan Couu ity. Virginia.
A few years ago , the Soviets tried to buy or build a petroleum refiner y in Belgium and even in
Louisiana. In retrospect . it is unfo rtunate that they did not succeed.
Short of direct investment , however , the best strategy would be for the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe to join together with American companies in a joint manufacturing effort. Indeed
there already are several such arrangements. Allis Chalmers marke ts a small tractor manufactured
jointly in Rumania. There have been some quality contro] problems. but so far no complaints
about dumping or about selling a Communist product. Clark Equipment has a similar setup in
Western Europe with Polish tractors and we have already mentioned th ie proposed Bendix
agreement with the Soviet Union for spark plugs. The French niachine tool company, CIT-Alcatel .
is jointly producing and marketing digital control machine tools with Stankofrance.
Such arrangements tie the East Europeans and the Soviets to the Western partners. For soni c
Communist officials , however , particularl y in the USSR , this causes ideological as ‘Nell as ego
problems. It can be interpreted as an acknowled gnient that the Communist manufacturers cannot
compete without outside assistance. But in addition to the manu facturing arid marketing skills the
Western companies can provide , they also make it easier to withstand the charges of dumping and
job loss due to foreign imports. Hiding behind an Ameri can company is not a foolproof protection ,
but it does convey an illusion that can be helpful.
There is one area where the rewards from trade are equally positive for both sides. This is
particularly the case wh en the Soviet Union exports its raw materials. In instances of this sort ,
where the United States can readily use Soviet raw materials , we should do all we can not only to
increase the Soviet export of such itenis , but the Soviet production of those products as well. This
means that the Soviet Union may increase its purchase of American min ing and drilling equipment.
To make this possible , it seems reasonable that our government should seek to facilitate the export
of such equipment rather than complicate the process which so often is the case. In fact , it migh t
be of benefit if the American Governmentorganized or supp lemented the sales promotion efforts of
these manufacture rs in an attempt to funnel Soviet purchasing efforts toward the increased
importation of such equipment. The United States shiould also make it easier to finance such
transactions. This may necessitate a change in the Steve nson Amendment which at present
precludes Export-Import Bank credit for project s intended for the development of Scviet energy.
Of course , the increased productio n of such items would increase Soviet strength. but in the
process it would also increase the world ’s supply of raw materials.
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IV

Conclusion

It ’ East-West trade is evaluated for its impact on American security, the conclusion would be
that the United States is at a disadvantage. Because we are an open society, it is hard to hold back
in fo rmation and goods from a country like the Soviet Union. Even on those occasions wheni
American officials and corporations do present a united front , the Soviets hav e the alter uiative of
turning to our competitors in the rest of the industrialized world who are usually even less
inhibited about dealing with the East Europeans , and even more eage r to sign contracts. In this
respect . the United States does not have much choice as to whether or not we should or should not
sell to the Soviet Union.
Our consolation, if there is any, is that such trade does seem to be drawing t h e Soviet Union ,
whether they want io or not , into the family of trading nations. It is a gr adual process arid one
which in the past has not proven to be irreversible. But this time it does seem to have gone further
than ever before. Of course , every time there is some political , economic or military confrontation ,
each side has second though ts abou t the wisdom and desirability of such an ongoin g arrangenient
and therefore tends to hold bac k from making too much of a commitnient.
Trade is in the interest of both parties. By itself it is unlikel y to prevent or give rise to war.
But with time , it tends to build tip vested interests both i in its favor arid opposed to it. While the
Sovie t Union seems to benefi t somewhat more from trade than the United States, t h e United States
also benefits. I-however , despite the Soviets ’ greater gain , it is unlikely that the United States can
manipulate trade as a massive lever except in a tim e of serious agricultural failure. Short of that.
trade can be used as a bargaining counte r by both sides f or minor stakes. Since politics intrudes in
trade even between allies, there is nothing embarrassing about it being used in American-Soviet
trade. But as both sides increase their stake in the continuation of such trade. each side will be
prepare d to make some concessions , the Soviet Union more than the United States , but neither side
should expect to have its own way entirely. In a sense , that may be the first step towards true
normalization of trade.
EN ONOTES
I.
A technician would say that the Soviet buyer of Western goods captures more consumer
surplus than the Western buyer of Soviet goods. Similarly, the seller of Western goods to fire Soviet
Union captures less consumer surp lus with the purchase s he subsequently makes from t h e earuiings
he obtains from selling to the Soviet Union. This is all because the Soviet demand curve is usually
fairly inelastic whereas the supply curve facing the Soviet buyer is fairly elastic. See Diagrani I.
2.

Sotsialistichekaia Industriia , Marc h 2. 1 976 , p. 3.

3.

Foreign Trade , May 1977 , pp. 1 8-20.

4. This may be self-aggrandisement since I am a member of the American Committee on US
Soviet Relations along with one or two others at these sessions.
5.
Raymond Vernon , “Apparatchiks and Entrepreneurs: U.S.-Soviet Economics Relations. ”
Forei gn Affairs , January 1974 , p. 260 : “Storm over the Multinationals: Problems and Projects . ”
Foreign Afairs, January 1 977 , p. 243.
6.
Marshall 1. Goldman , Detente and Dollars.Books . p. 141.
7.

Goldman,op. cit. p. 189 .
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Panel 4
Interference or Legitimate
International Concern:
The Human Factor in
US-Soviet Relations

Adda B. Bozeman

The range of possible reflections on “the human factor ” in our relations with the Soviet
Union is vast , but the focus in this particular discussion will be on one particular aspect of the
issue , namely on what in today ’s trade langu age is know as “human rights.” In addressing this
theme and its linkage with the security interests of the United States , I hope that other significant
human factors in this complex political association will become apparent also.

When then are human righ ts? Let me begin with a few comments on the evolution of this
cluster of ideas and on the norms or values carried by the phrase in order then to inqtnire first ,
whether human rights are universally accepted either as legal concepts or as morally compelling
propositions; and second , in which if any respects there is agreement between the United States
and the Soviet Union on the meanings associated with human rights today.
The European founders of the United States brough t with theni two models for the
conceptualization of a human being ’s status in political society . One derived froni the legacies of the
Roman civil law and the English common la ~ wh ich converged on the recognition of the individual
as a legal person independent of family, class or other social grouping and capable, therefore , of
forming intentions of his own , of making promises , assuming obligationis and of acquiring rights.
The gradual evolution of these principles made it possible to think of the state as a partnership in
law and to develop contractual or constituti onal forms of government in the context of which men
had rights and duties as citizens. As stu den t ’s of the common law and the American constitutional
system know , these civil or political liberties are Ie ~ in number: precisely formulated as jura l
propositions and traditionally linked to appropriate writs and remedies, they are enforceable
within , but not beyond , the actual reachies of the nation ’s law.
The second niodel for the perception of man ’s conditio n was borro wed by the founding
fathers from certain European ph ilosophers of the 17th and 18th centuries, among theni J. J.
Rousseau , who believed that all men were created equal and that a state of nature , antecedent to
government and civilization , had endowed them with natura l rights to life and liberty that could
riot be alienated. These hypotheses , which had probably issued from a niu isunde rstandin g of the
original Stoic theory of a universal natural law of right reason and of the classical Roman iu.s
natura le, were too precarious and ambiguous to rate as legal , historical , or philosophical truths ,
However , they stirred all revolutionary arid refo rmist circles in the age of enlightennient as
assertions of faith in the perfectibility of the human order. It was this mora l conviction or dogm a
that passed from France to America where it was first embodied in Vir ginia ’s Bill of Rights before
finding its most prominent and en during recognition in the American Declaration of Independence.
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The two sets of rights— namely the civil liberties of t h e Constitution and the rights of man in
the Declaration—are thus dit ’ferent , indeed con flicting references , nowhere more so than in t h e field
of foreign relations. The former , which addresses problems of justi ce and order within the domestic
jurisdiction of the state , was fully compatible with the norms of the European states system in the
frame of which the American claim for sovereignty and independence was officiall y made. The
latter , by contrast , identified Americans as rntmbers of humanity at large arid proclaimed that all
men everywhere , being equally entitled to life , liberty and the pursuit of happ iness , could chaini
independence and statehood as functions of their innate right to self-determinatio n .
These entirely untested beliefs and assumptions had hardened into certainties at the time of
the First Worl d War when the United States emerged as an internationally decisive power ,
convinced that it knew how to improve the lot of men and nations in Europe . Africa , and Asia. The
major source of innovative ideas continued to be the Declaration of Independence. Not only did
self-determination , the focus of th- Declaration, become a moral and political absolute from
Woodro w Wilson ’s presidency onward , but , as Charles Burton Marshall rem inded us at the occasion
of the nation ’s Bicentennial ,
the grea t undertakings during th ree-and-a -ha if decades of unprecedented actin ’itv in world
affairs—the Atlantic Charter , lend-leas e, the forming of the grand coalition in World War
II , the re incarnated Wilson/ an dream of a it ’orld organization , tile Tru~nan Doctrine. the
Mars/ la !! Plan , innumerable economic development programs , a global arra y of alliances ,
and two Asian wars—ha r e all been executed in declared f e a ltn - to principles enunciated in
the Declaratio n of Independence. ’
These exertions in behalf of establishing national independe n ce , democracy and the rights of
man in all provinces of the world culminated in the breakup of Western Europea n empires . the
creation of numerous new states , each endowed with a constitution and a bill of rights, and the
organization of the United Nations. The latter ’s charter provides that member states, being
sovereign , may not interfere in each other ’s domestic jurisdiction. I-however , the dualism whic h
marks American orientations to foreign policy, is present also here : for the international
constitution stipulates expressly that peace requires the promotion of fundame n tal freedoniis for all
peoples in all states.
The close alignment of this particular provision with the moral persuasions of generations of
Americans explains why Harry Truman , one of the nation ’s most realistic presidents , could say at
the closing meeting of the San Francisco Conference on June 26 . 1945:
we ha r e good reason to expect the fra m ing of an international bill of rights accepta ble to
all til e nations inz ’oln ’ed. That bill of rig /i ts ta ill he as munch: part of international life as
our own Bill of Rights is part of our own (‘onsti tution.
The doctrines of intervention and nonintervention , which had been on a collision course
throughou t the history of American foreign policy, were thus officially sanctioned by us also as
guidelines for the international organization--an ambi gtnous commitnient that was to receive
official endorsement by numerous later administrations. President Joh n F. Kennedy thus
proclaimed in his Inaugural Address :
Let en-c ry natio n kno w , whet/i cr it wish es u.s well or ill, 1/ r at we s/tall pa t ’ an t pr ice.
hear any burden , mneet any hardship, supp ort any friend , oppose an;’ f ~es to assure the
survival and the success of liberty. 2
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And a sinii lar pledge was made by Preside n t Lyndon B. Joh nson in his State of the Union Message
when he described “support of national independence—the right of eachi people to govern
themselves and to shape their own institutio n s ” as “the niost imn ortant princip le of our foreign
policy. ” “For a peaceful world order will be possible only, ” he added , “when each country walks
the way that it has chosen to walk itself... ” “We follow this princip le abroad. ..by continued
hostility to the rule of the many by the few. ”3
No analysis of the Nixon. Ford amid Carter policies on human rights and national security is
possible wit h out remembering that this country ’s self-view and its approaches to world a ffairs have
long borne the imprint of two sets of ideas for which logic does not allow art easy linkage . Nor will
it do to forget that our policy pronouncements , inclu ding the Declaration of Independence. had
not been preceded by close examinations of the divers e cultures and societies whose populations
we decided to represent. Questions whether a given human grouping hi as a demonstrable will and
capacity to approximate the model of the democratic nation state : whether its traditional life s t yl e
favors the principle ot ’ individuation. or wh ether its customary norms of’ law and admin - stration i
allow for the libert y of speech or religion , h ave usually not been raised by poh icymaker s . In t~ict t he
thesis is tenable that this nation ’s approach to international relations as well as to government is
distinctly ahistorical and futuristic. Since it l’ id staked its own destiny on th e need to overconi e
the burden of t h e ELnropean past. it expected oth ers to aspire at a similar liberation from the
shackles of time. The heritage , for example. of the common law is thus not necessarily appreciated
as unique to a particular civilizaton that favors the idea of ’ the auton ionious person but is being
accepted . instead , as a body of norm s accessible to individuals everywhere.
The other , closely related directive for politically relevant though t and action s the
com mitment , explicitly enjoined by the founding document , not to recogn ize culture as a
determinant of man ’s place in society. True, we avidly support programs of “cultural excha n ge. ”
but this refe rs to such transactions as sending Louis “Satchmo ” Armstrong or Martha Graham to
Asia and receiving Gui :~ea ’s ballet or Tutankhameni ’s tomb treasures from A frica. The fact that art
styles , religions , ph ilosophies , manners arid special systems diffe r today as they did in the past .
continues to be registered and appreciated by the most casual American observer. Yet this
realization has not been i allowed to contaminate the pseudo-religious coniviction that human values
and pref ’erences are the same when it conies to politics , moralit y amid law. In sum . differenices
between civilizations are rarely being alluded to in official commentaries on civil liberties and
human rights , even though generations of scholars have recorded the conclusion that public order
systems in Asia and Africa as well as in parts of Europe have been , amid are being kept goi ng by
reliance not on Western type law but on religion , bureaucratic power . military lorce. or arbitr ar ~
violence.
These findings in the field of comparative culture studies supp ly over ~~helniiin ig eviden ce to the
effect that the n otion of the individual as a self-directing person or as a citi i eni endowed w ith ci’ nI
rights is unknown in the various provinces of the non -Western world. -\s Joseph (‘amph el l
explained it a few years ago in a lucid lecture on “Hun iani Rights in Orient a l B”i ’ck ”4 t here ns
actually no such word as “right ” in our sense in any oriental language . Sirk e all tha i .mn ~ ‘.‘nne can
properly be in the view of thie classical Orient is subsumed in thie role as ~i gred hi m hv rclig ioii and
society, there can be only duties. In India each human being is th eret ore supposed t o he selfh ’ ss in
the performance of his role , his d/zarma . and the dharma is a ttnn ction of the caste in to which lie
was born. All men here , then , are not born “equal ” -a tn n th iliustr a ted by Sir Il er rry \ t .ni nc in the
following comment:
I have m,r ’se/f heard an India n Brahni in disp ute it (equulit . r ) on the gr ound i/r a t ,
according to 1/ u- clear, teaching of h i.s religion, a Bra/ tin/ n was entitled to twef ll% ’ tI P 1 CS U.S
mnu c/ i Ira ppin ess as anybody else. “5
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Nor are all men born free. Whereas freedom in our civilization means the freedom of an individual
to do something, in India it means freedom f r om individuality altogether. And that Indian freedom
is achieved only when one has niot developed an ego and when one is entitled therefore to be
liberated of all desires for life .
hi ,Jividua lized rights were inconceivable also in pre-Maoist Confucian China. Here where the
public order system was normally associated with the maintenance of carefully graded social
relationships—summarized as the domain of li—and where law—the f a dimension of
administration—was invoked only in situations requiring punishment , “liberty ” was a nonsensical
concept , while “equality ” was openly denigrated as a barbarian , hence vulgar supposition. Each
human being—and in the perspective of the West he was invariably a subject , not a citizen—had
inahterab le rights and duties , it is true: but these were functions of his status in the respective
hierarchies of the family and society. That is to say, he had his particular li i n accordance with his
birth , sex , family status , profession , guild membersh ip and so forth. If he did not have his Ii . he
really had no life .
In traditional Africa south of the Sahara where the limits for organization and communication
were narrowly set by nonliteracy and tribalism, stress was naturally put upon the group as the basic
social and political unit. The individual , by contrast , counted for very little. Indeed he could not
emancipate h iniself mentally or physically from family and lineage ties ; for as Yomo Kenyatta
explains it in Facing Mount Keny a , he has always been first and foremost severa l people ’s relative
and several people ’s cot temporary. Self-government , constitutional democracy and bills of rights
were grafted carefully upon these complex societies u~ider the auspices of Europe ’s colonial
administrations. However , the imports were rendered inoperative or ejected outrigh t after
independence and statehood were achieved. What we have been witnessing since both here and in
Asia is the resurrection of older pre-Western norms and values as well as the diffusion in man y
provinces of the twentieth century world of communist ideologies and forms of rule in terms of
which the rule of law and civil liberties are properly consigned to lim bo. No one can predict just
what kind of symbiotic arrangements of native , Wester n and communis t ideas Asian and African
societies will have brough t forth 10 years henc e. Yet it is reasonably certain that constitutiona l ism
and individuated rights will not have emerged as primary norms. 6
The outlook is clearer for the vast Eurasian expanse of the Soviet Union where the determined
installation of Marxist-Leninis t categories of though t about law and the administration of human
beings has driven undergr ound the legal values fornierly associated with Byzantine-Roman
jurisprudence , Russian customary law , the constitution of the hl ani seat ic Republic of Novgoro d and
the ’ refo rm s of the 19th century which had been carried throug h in close alignment with French
and English models. The new doctrine , steadfastly maintain ed by Soviet authorities throug h out the
last half century, insists that human destiny is the exclusive function of material circumstances.
niore particularly of the continuous struggl e between economic classes representing two contending
methods of production. The liberal Western proposition that an individual is capable of developing
idea s, values and aspirationis also outside this materially determined context , is categorically denied.
Indeed individualism with its corollary ot ’ individuated righ ts has been regarded from Marx onward
as a bourgeois illusion. Humanity, by contrast , is a legitimate concept in- i this vocabulary. However ,
it would come into its own only , Marx warned , when men ceased to think and feel as individuals
with separate inalienable rights.
It goes without saying that Marxism-L eninism does not recogni ze “ natural law ” and that it
rejects the contractual theory of thie state. In off icial theory all law is hut the will of the dominant
class which holds power iii the state in a particular historical epoch of the development of the
forces of production —a definition that explains wh “con stitut iona l ism ” is understood in this
world as the dictatorship of the capitalist class. These negative understandi n gs of what the West
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accepts as major positive norms and values , condition all intellectually crucial humani dispositions
and thought processes in the Soviet Union. However , the negatives are viewed as positives by the
communist tacticians of strife when the local situation invites a psychological or political takeover.
A Western democracy is , after all , the most propitious arena for the class struggle because its
constitution provides the individual rights to freedom of expression and assembly that comniunists
view as the ideal tools for acquiring power . 7 Once power is gained , however , they will say
unhesitating l y “that ours is a class concept of freedom and. .we shall not perniit free speech to be
abused against the interests of the working peop le. ”
.

All communications with the Soviet Union , including the discernment of communist realities
iii the area of law , rights and constitutionalism , are turth ier impeded by the spurious , largely
uncontested utilization of Western vocabularies for the conveyance of Marxist-Le n inist
propositions that are antithetical to the original meanings carried by the words. Nonwithstaniding
all official stricture s against the state , law and democracy as bourgeois entrapments , the Soviet
Union is yet supplied wit h a constitution and with law codes , all formulated on Western -i niodels.
Stalin ’s constitution of 1936 (rev. 1947 ) as well as the 1977 draft of a new Soviet Charter th us
enumerate the classical freedoms of speech , religiomi and assembly (adding the right to demonstrate ) .
But they also stipulate that these political rights may be exercised by citizens only in order to
strengthen the established order. They may under rio circum stances be advanced against the state ,
for the ruling assumption is to the e ffect that rights are granted by the state. And since this state is
also authoritatively defined by its spokesmen as a dictatorship of the proletariat functioning under
the leadership of the communis t party—described in the 1977 constitutio n as “the leading and
guiding force of its (the Soviet Union ’s) political system , of all state and public organizations ” —it is
illusionist to believe that civil or po litica l rights are rec ognized by the Soviet Union . The situation is
somewhat different when it conies to so-called social , economic arid cultural rights , if only because
the Soviet Union is ideologically committed to provide its peoples with social security, public
health services , education and work. Inipressive achievements have been registered under these
headings , albeit at a cost that non-totalitarian societies would not be wi lin g to pay. The right to
education thus does not include freedom of thought ; the right to health care is considered
compatible with brain washing, thought control and other arbitrary interfere n ces in niental and
psychological health—all designed to impair the basic integr ity of the individual personality: and
the right to work has been concretised in millions of cases by consignment to forced labor camps
where starvation or extinction have been -i the wages. Imideed , and as official data indicate , the
productivity of the Soviet economy is in large measure a function of the nietwork of gulags by
which this communist land mass is covered .
The apt representation ot ’ “hum anity ”--the concept Marxists pit against the idea of the
individual—is of course the collective , preferably peopled by likeminded members whose rights can
then be socialized as group rights. In these conditiom is of streamlined coordination minorities,
workers , academicians and others are assure d protection of their rights by elaborate codes amid
constitutional provisions. However , violations of th ese legal norm s have been just as common as
abuses of individual rights. Ethnic and linguistic minorities have th us beem i forcibly removed moral~
from
their homelands in the Baltic , the Caucasiami region , and the Ukraine so as to disrupt their collective
memories and make them serve the state in other provinces. Th e mass dispatch to labor canips of
prisoners of war in violation of what in our times is known as “hunianitarian law ” is likewise a
matter of public record , as is the fact th at “at least 10 to 15 million peop le perished ...by tort u re or
execution , in camps for exiled kulaks. ..and in camps ‘without the righ t to correspondence ’. ”8
What is knowmi as “The Great Terror ” of the 1930’s may be cordoned off in our consciousness
as an exceptional era of lawlessness in the history of communist Russia. But as Robert Conquest
reminds us, “from the point of view of memories of the Terror , it has to be noted (as has been
done by Pietro Nenni , the Italian Socialist leader ) that there are no institutional or
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guarantees against a reversion to the habits of the thirties. ”9 It is this continuous vacuum of legal
arid moral restraints which explains why all post- Stalinist regimes have beeni abl e to devise effective
programs for remidering humani thought—and therefore also human righ ts—irrelev ant.
II
The steady expan sion aiid consolidation of the Marxist-Leninist ideolo~~’ in all parts of the
world and the Soviet Union ’s estab hishmeni t of firm political and milita ry controls over the
territories of once indepe n dent states in Easter n-i and Central Europe present analysts of “the hiun ian
factor in Soviet-American relations ” with another set of questions that require at least cursory
attention before one can decide first , whether there is a category of inniversa lJv accepted human
rights in tern-is of which Soviet dispositions to rights can be faulted on legal or moral grounds, and
second , what policy options are openi to the Unite d States when a situation calls for “interference ”
or expressions of concern.
The origin al legal recognition of individual rights as well as group rights occurred everywhere
within the contours of the state. However , and as earlier re ferences have indicated , in
Marxist-Leninist doctrine arid hen ce also in the pr actice of modern communist states . “the state ” as
norm is devoid of j ural or any other definitive significance. Accepted as a temporary tactical
convenience in the evolution toward a worl d communist society to be or ~ inized along wholly
different lines , it is as much subject to arbitra ry interventions omi the part of litnma n ity ’s
communist guardians as is the individual . All state centered political designs , such as international
law which originated in Europe during the 17th cent unry as a corollary of the rise of t h e modern
state , or as collective security organizations for the maintenance of peace . which represent , in the
main , Americam i pre ferences for the conduct of international relations . are thus fraught by
ambiguities today. And the sam e is true of such relatively new syndromes of allegedly universally
valid norms as a people ’s right to self-determinatio n . This , it is interesting to remem ber, was as
important to Woodrow Wilson as it was to V. 1. Lenim i . But whereas such a potential defiance of the
established political order was viewed by Wilsom i as the necessary prelude to the achieve ment of
national freedom and sovereigmity by minority peoples mi Eastern Europe and the Near East. it was
envisioned by Lenin as a device to pry all dissatisified or freedom seeking groups—among them in
particular minorities arid colonial peoples--loose from the jurisdiction of the bourgeois order of
things so as to ready the m through agitation. propaganda amid manipulation for their historic roles
as fig hters for the camp of socialisni and against the camp of capitalism .
This fi ght has ever since been conducted by the Soviet Um iion am-id its stn rrogate or allied forces
with admirable steadfastness of purpose amid in strict accordamice with t h e programs and rules of the
communist party ’s operational code—each and all well known by the Soviet Union ’s friends amid
enemies . American policies lacked b u g - r a n g e perspectives and were no mat ch i for the communist
design. The influence and power of the United States were thus progressively eroded, in some cases
eliminated outrigh t , by the skillful blend of diplomacy and warfare which its connniunist rival
invested year in , year out , in sunch strategically vital areas as East-Central Europe and Southeast
Asia. National noncommunist governments in these lands counl d thus he replaced by communist
regimes: indigeneous populations were pronounced liberated , and the case for self- determination
was considered closed.
The last massive transformation of this kind has been administered by Sovnet supported forces
in Vietm iam , Laos and Cambodia after the commi ~unist takeover in-i 1975. It has been , and contimiues
to he conducted with iout regard for the rights of man , individuatedor collective , an d at a stag e erim ig
cost of human life . i 0 This entire complex of unredeemed human suffering - - which is. I presume .
covered by the term “the humman t’actor ” —is today totally removed froni American policy
considerations. It evidently does not call for “interference ,” amid it evemi seems to have ceased being
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a matter of “legitimate international concern. ” The only “human ” factor that interests the
defeated USA as it readies itself for the openinig of friendly relatio n s with its victors are t h e
whereabouts of t h e human remains of Americans still considered missimig in action.
Our present reaction to violations of human rights in the communist states of Eastern arid
Cemitral Euro i is different t ’or a variety of reasons , chief amomig them the following. This area.
~
being territorially contiguous to the Russian landmass , is militarily, politically and economically so
ti ghtly conitrolled by the Soviet Unio n that it may legitimately be viewed as part of the miew
Russian imperium. Our relations with i the nominally indepem i den n t sovereign states in the Soviet bloc
are therefore in most important respects also aspects of our relatio ns with the Soviet Uniom i.
Second , the North-South galaxy of East ern European -i states - - from which Est homiia. Latvia and
Lithuamiia are excluded after their imicorporation into the Soviet federation of republics-—- is also
territorially contiguous to what now stands as Western -i Europe , namely the region West of the line
dividing Germany, historically the heartlam id of the continent. American security interests are thins
centered in this runip of a critically divided Europe. For after im i dulgim u g. throughout the last
decades , in the luxury of ’ trading space—that of our allies in Asia , Africa , amid Europe . for time , the
time miamely, that we need after each diplomnatic or military setback to regroup our intellectual amid
political forces . ’ n —this nation is today absolutely depende n t on its cultural motherland , the omie
that had originated the concepts of civil liberties and the rights of ma n .
However , the proposition that political secu rity amid consciousness of culture are closely
linked , and that American security interests are th erefore well served if a foreign -i niatiom i ’s
civilization is thorough ly understood, is not congenial to official Americam i opinion as I noted
earlier. The neglect of this particular dimension of “the human factor ” is well illustrated by the
circumstances during and after t h e Second World War in which the Baltic states , Poland , parts of
Germany, Czechoslovakia. Hunga ry and Yugoslavia were allowed to pass “behind the iron curtain -i . ”
It is tru e, of course, th at this historically momentous reorganiizatio mi of Europe which hiad been
meticulously planned by the Soviet Unio n , was a function of the official communist view , clearly
explained by Lenin , Stalin and their successors includi n g Khrush chev amid Brezh nev . that peace in
international relations is really not different from war arid conflict. The Roosevelt and Truman
administrations were not sufficiently aware of this ideological or philosophical orientation , perhaps
because it stood in direct opposition to the classical Western disposition which polarizes peace amid
war as conditions subject to different initermiational laws and rules of behavior. Russia n armies were
thus skillfully deployed in Eastern European territory after the fig hti n g stopped . whereas American
milita ry forces , starkly reduced as “peace ” diplomacy was replacing “war ’~ diplomacy, were not in
control of strategically vital spaces.
This failure in planning and fo resight , which is the ultimate cause of our continuimig security
crisis and the raison d’etre , there fore , of the conferences in E lelsinki (1975 ) amid Belgrade (19 77 ) .
has very much to do with that disregard of the cultural and historical component in t h e
configuration of modern states . What we chose to forge t then and also in Helsimik im 2 is the fact
that generations of peoples in that broad Northi-So uth belt stretchi n g from Finilanid to the Adriatic
Sea have lived West of a most important line separating coniniunities Christianized by Rome from
those Christianized by Constantinople. Prominent amomig the latter are the Russia n s who succeeded
to the imperial Byzantine tradition before experiencing that of their Mongolian conquneror s . and
who were left untouched by the great movement of the Renaissamice. Prominent amimmig the former
are Baltic groups . Poles , Germans , Boh emians , 1-lunugarians , Croats and others who participated for
centuries in the political , moral and legal system whic h -i constitutes Western Europe ’s civi liiatiomi ,
and who know therefore what individuated civil liberties are. It is here . then . where the communist
break with the humanist traditiomis was most acutely experienced. th at revolts mi behalf of both ,
natmona lism and individu al rights have been faking place continuously simice 1 948. The United
States , which had given rhetorical support to some of these uprisings , did not interfere when the
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Soviet Union , acting in-i collaboration with local communist regimes and the forces of the Warsa w
Pact , crushed these movements.
The Eastern European communist order with which we must contend today , was
circumscribed by the socalled Brezhnev Doctrine in 1968 at the occasion of Soviet Russia ’s
invasion of Czech oslovakia. The following major propositions are here asserted tinder the hieading
“Sovereignty and International Duties of Socialist Countries ” :
Those who speak about the “illegal actions ” of tin e allied socialis t countries in
f o rge t that in a class society there is not and there cannot be non-class
laws. (sic)
(‘:echoslovakia

Laws and legal norms are subjected to the kites of the class strugg le, tin e laws of
social development. These are clearly formula ted in Marxist-Leninist teaching and in tin e
docu ~nents join tly adopted b the communist and Workers ‘parties
The sovere ignty of each socialis t couintr t- cannot be opposed to the interests of ’ the
t’ -nrl d of socialism, of tine world revolti (10 nary mo i’e~nent.

‘

Formal observance of the freedom of ’self-determination of ’a natio n in tine ~~incr ete
situation tinat arose in czechoslo vakia would nnean f r eedom of “self-determination ” not
of tin e popular masses, the working people , but of tin eir enemies
Naturally the communists of the f r aternal countries could not a llow the socialist
states to be inactive in the name of an abstractly understood son ’ereignty . win en tinev sa -it ’
that tin e countr i ’ stood in peril of anti—socialist degenera tiomn. m 3
These tenets ~re corroborated by article 28 of thi e 1977 dra ft of a miew constitution for the
Soviet Union which declare s that Soviet foreign policy is aimed at insuring favorable international
conditions for building communism in the USSR , strengthening world socialism, supporting the
struggle of peoples for national liberation , preventing wars of aggression , and consistently
implementing the principle of peacefu l coexistence. Article 29 , by contrast , seems designed to
pacify the not-yet-socialist camp. It disavows the revolutionary dynamic of the preceding section
by declaring that the Soviet Union ’s relations with other countries will be based on the observance
of the principles of sovereign equality, renunciation of force , inviolability of frontiers , territorial
integrity of states , peacefu l settlement of disputes , noninterference in internal affairs and on
respect for human rights and basic freedoms. Most of th ese are core norm -i-is of international law ami d
the United Nations Charter. They are also listed as the basic guidelines for all relatio n s between the
signatories of the Helsinki Agr eement of 1975.
The preceding inquiries and reflections permit the following conclusions on the contentious
subject of political liberties in LJS-So”iet relations.
The official framework for the conduct of all Soviet-American relations is an outgrowth of
Western law : the world is divided into sovereign states , each defined in legal language : each state
has a constitution ; each constitution mnentions rights ; all states are described as democ ratic an-id
profe ss to observing the maxims of international law inn their interactions , chief amon g them the
duty to re frain fro m interfering in each other ’s domestic jurisdiction.
This international system is not operational today, for each of its component elements has
been allowed to atroph y or become extinct. The dense paper facade of near-identical , hence
internationall y unifying constitutions , charters and other legal documents thus conceals the
following facts.
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States are not the only “actors ” or members of the system. They coexist with international
communist parties whose local officers usually outrank communist heads of state , and with such
other non-state entities as national liberation fronts whose sovereign powers have trequ en utlv been
recogn ized by states and international organizations. Next , the vast majority of states arid all
internationally active non-state movements or units are ruled in authoritarian or totalitarian , not in
democratic fashion. Civil liberties and other individuated righ ts are not guaranteed here: in fact , a
survey of realities f’inds them missing a!together.
The diversity of the inner normative orders of the world ’s societies has niatura hly
conimunicated itself to the conduct of external affairs. Desuetude is thus t h e lot today of ni an y
core norms identified with international law , notably those recited most frequentl y in
constitutions , charters , and treaties. No accord exists whemi it comes to criteria for n-ieasuring
independence , claims to self-determination , and the legitimacy or illegitimacy of one state ’s
interference in the domestic jurisdiction of another; legal and moral agreements on what is righ t
and what is wro ng, or what is “peace ” and what is “war ,” are missing. ~n short , and in counterpoint
to all the unifying structures built of words , we must count today with-i the existence of divergent .
in most respects legally and morally incon patible systems of thought an-i d organizatio n .
If Soviet-American relations are viewed in this context , the t ’ollowimig position seems logical
and reasonable in respect to individual rights.
First , it should be remembered th at civil liberties were not internationally valid norms in-i the
corpus of classical international law that regulated relations between the morally and legally unified
nations of the West.
Second , th ese rights do not constitute sh ared underst andings of the role of the individual in
society in the multicultural , ideologically divided world today.
Third , the absence or violation of civil liberties in the vast orbit dominated by the Soviet
Union does not constitute a legal cause for intervention by the United States. However , this
particular plight of the individual is no doubt a niatter of legitimate concern , both morally and
politically, nowhere more so than in Eastern Europe. Interventio n-i on this ground. which imp lies
considerations of our own national in terests , is entirely fath oniable , but it would have to be
predicated on the admission that the paper order of the international system, being now devoid of’
meaning, is no longer binding on the West.
-

III
American concerns with the human factor in foreign-i relations are being conveyed today by
references to “human rights ” rather than to civil or political rights , h-however , the essence of the
latter has to be born e in mind if the former are to be uniderstood .
Contrary to the righ ts stipulated , for examp le , in the American Bill of Rights, human rights
are , by definition , universal. It is therefore no coincidence that their elaboration is closely related
to the establishment and evolution of the United Nations. A reading of relevant Charter provisions,
the Universal Declaration of 1-luman Righ ts, the two Covenants dealing, respectively, withi Civil and
Political Rights and with Economic , Social and Cultura l Rights , and of resolutions recorded in UN
councils and committees shows furth ermore that attention centers on collective or group rights ,
and that the stress here is on economic , social and cultura l rights—a category not singled out for
conceptualization by the Stoics , John Locke , J. J. Rousseau or Thomas Jefferson.
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This shift away from individuated rights an-id the consequent formulation of the group rights is
properl y viewed as a diplom atic victory of the Soviet Union. But it also mirrors certain realities
that were noted in earlier sections of this paper and have been candidly an-id forcefully presented by
an African delegate when she explai n ed the abstention of her country in the voting or-i thie Optional
Protocol to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in the following terms:
Our abstentio,,. ..is our nnani/ estation of our appre hensionn about the utilizatio n of
these rigints (i c , em il and political rights) for p olit ical ends or propaganda
Tine n oting
sta tes must guarantee inuman righ ts, Then- also knott ’ better tina mn an ,n one else tinat th ere
can be no hum an rig in ts wh ere there is mo state. That is nv/ ny our countries are p ar tienilarl ncomncerned wit/n the securi ty of the state—l iz other tt ’ords the c ’ollectin ’it v at tine expense
of the individual. ‘4
A review of national am-id international documents bearing on this entire complex of issues thus
shows convincingl y that too many j oup rights are incompatible with respect for indi i du at ed
~
politi cal rights, if only because they represent the policy objectives of the state. Furthermore, these
so-called “programme rights ” of the Covenant on Economic , Social amid Cultural Rights are subject
to discretionary governmental implementation. Governments ratifying the Coven ant are merely
asked to report what they have done or what they intend to achieve , and since most of today ’s
governnients are authoritarian , it is not difficult to agree with John P. Humphrey ’s conclusion that
“more and more the individual stands alone in the face of an all-pervading State . ”m
Furthermore , and contrary to an earlier international consensus , concern for t h e rights of
minorities has been steadily decreasing. The Univ ersal Declaration of Human Rights does not even
mention minorities , and their distinctive cultura l characteristics are mrn t recogn ized as being in riced
of protection in the Covenant on Civil an-id Political Rights. This negative attitude is usually
rationalized by the argument that , sin-ice the United Nations is dedicated to obtain respect for the
human rights of everyone without discriminat ion , no special measures are required to protect
minorities. What then is a group entitled to group rights? This too seems today the subject of
arbitrary political decisions. For example , how does one define “a p e o p l e ” entitled to one of the
most important of all collective rights , the righ t, namely, to self-determinatiomi? Ti-ic documen ts are
silent on the point , but the international consensus has it that the Czechs, the major tribes of
Katanga (1960), and the white South Africans—to name but a few exceptions—do not constitute “a
people ” eligible to exercise the right to self-determination. ’ 6
In short , the human rights vocabulary is marked by ambiguity an-id imprecisio n . Furthermore ,
it invites political not legal , discours e and sanctions capricious conduct on-i the part of local
and international authorities because it does not provide objective jural standards for the definition
of rights and their violations. Reliable procedure s for the handling of h uman right s complaints — ar -id
these come yearly from thousands of individuals--cannot even be expected in the heavily
politicized circumstances that are being condoned in the Human Rights Commissions of the United
Nations and the various regions. The excepti on here is the European Commission on-i Human
Rights , and this is so, of course , because the Western European -i nations are still constitutional
democracies in which the individual continues to have rights as a citizen and a person. In Africa . by
contrast , “there is evidemice that huma n-i righ ts violations are becoming accepted state behavior with
a repertoire of rationalizations to excuse them.” Indeed here it appe ars to becom e immora l to
mention human rights violations in a fellow black African state. ’ Other recent surveys have been
equally pessimistic. Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan , UN High Commissioner for Refugees , noted in
November 1976 that governments do not heed Human Rights commitments :’ 8 and Wilhanii W.
Scranton , the American emissary to the United Nations in the last Repub lican -i administration,
expressed “deep disappointm ent ” over the Umiited Nations ’ performance in safe gu arding human
rights , asserting that the speeches had been superb but the record of accomplishment “sadly
‘
~
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deficient. ” “The only universality that onie cam -i h onestly associate with the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights is universa l hip service ,” h-ic concluded. ’ ~
The phrase “human -i rights ” does riot re fe r to legal propositions or to realities as thiese are
perceivable today. In its mnost positive meaning it constitutes a list of desires , political goals , or
ideological comniitments. Read negatively , but equally justifiably, it may be likened to a paper
blanket covering up the absence of real and en forceable rig hts of the kind customary under Western
constitutiona h ism.
The foregoing exploratio n -i of the meanings carried by “human ri gh ts ” suggests that security
interests in our relationship with the Soviet bloc should not be carried by confidence in hun -ian
rights provision -is written under the auspices of the United Nations. 2 0
The opposite is suggested by the record of foreign policy pronouncements in the Ford and
Carter admi n istrations These are heavy with references to international law , legal commitrnents.
and the compelling dem ands of a universally valid code of morality: they are lig ht in explanations
as to just how this particular type of concern with human rights is linked to the security interests
of the nation.
The Helsinki Ag~~ement between the United States , the Soviet Union , 32 European -i states am-id
Turkey, which issued fro m the Helsinki Confe rence on Security and Co-Operation in-i Europe in
1975 . has thus brought us. according to Presider -it Ford
a pu b/ic com mitm ent b,v tin e leaders at tin e more ( ‘losed and controlled coumntries to a
greater measure of freedom amnd mnon ’ennent f o r individuals , imnf o r,natio n , and ideas titan
Inas existed there in the past , and. . .a y ardstick b,i nt /tic/n tine ito rId can measure inane nt ’ell
tin e; ’ line up to th ese stated intentio mns. it is a step liz directio n of a greater degree of
2
Europea ,n community , of expamndii-ng East- West contacts
Addressing the Conference on August 1 . 1975 , tin e Presider -it care fully listed “ the niost
fundamental hun -ian rights.” namely, liberty of thought , conscience , and faith: the exercise of civil
and political rights; and the ri ghts of minorities as constituting the n ’nnain content of the so-called
Basket III. These , he continued , call for the exercise of certain secondary ri gh ts:
A freer flo w of informatiomn , ideas , and peop le.- greater scope f ’o r the press: cultural and
educational exchange.’ family reunificatio n: tin e rig/n t to travel and to m arriage betnt ’ee,n
mzationals of different States,- and
tin e protectio n of tine p riceless heritage of our diverse
cultures. 2 2

—

-

These texts are replete with ambiguities. After refe rring to the signatories ’ “diverse culture s,” Mr.
Ford yet reminded the peoples of the East “that the principles on which the Confe rence had agreed
are part of the great heritage of European civilization which -i we all hold in trust for all
mankind . ”23 Just how are we to understand the reasoning that underlies th is conviction? Does our
Government really assume that all mankind is morally unified arounid principles also foum id in
European civilization? Or does it believe that the representatives of Europe ’s civilization are the
trustees of this particular heritage , charge d with educating the rest of mankind?
In aligning itself firmly with these positions on human rig hts—illogical as they may seem to
be—and in expanding the radius of their relevance to the world-at-large , the Carter Administration
has so ~-ar confounded existing confusions. The President ’s Inaugural Address thus placed a heavy
accent on our moral duties , “the quiet strength of noble truths and this country ’s absolute
commitment to human rights” ; and his Commencement Address at Notre Dame University in-i May
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197724 announced the need for an entirely “new foreign policy that is democratic , based on our
fundamental values and that uses power and influence for human e purposes. ” This foreign policy,
President Carter explained , “is rooted in our moral vahimes: it is designed to serve mankind” —a
theme stressed earlier in his letter to Mr. Sakharov 2 ~ which pledged his Administration “to shape a
world responsiv e to human aspirations in which nations of differing culture s and histories can live
side by side in peace and justice. ”
Ways of reconciling and realizing these ideas have riot been offered yet. For example , if
nations have differing cultures and histories as President Carter admits they do , would it not follow
that they have , in all likelihood , also brough t forth different forms of government , different
evaluations of an individual ’s status in society, ar-id different conceptions of “peace ari d justice ”?
Further , how does one respect “differing cultures ” and at the same tin-i c intend to reform them in
the image of our culture ? Needless to say, measures for differentia t im g between civilizations have
never been officially developed in this country.
These aspects of the Human Righ ts policy as pursued by the Ford and Carter Administration s
must be viewed , regrettably , as symptoms of a serious crisis in our capacity to conceptualize the
problems of human-i existence with which our foreign policy is challenged to deal. Th is crisis, which
is in my view the -most serious faced by the nation today, will not be solved by rushing in-ito
evangelistic prose and building paper facades of solemn covenants and pledges for “camouflaging
realities ” (the term is borrowed from Ivor Richards 2 6 ). In-i the present environment of morally and
politically disparate societies , we would instead be well advised to remember Dean Acheson ’s
advice:
the vocabulary of morals and ethics is inadequate to discuss or :es t tin e foreig n
policies of states , We are told that what is ethical is chara cteri :cd be st /n at is excellent inn
conduct and that excellence m a y be / udged bi ’ what is righ t and proper as against it /nat is
wrong. br existing standa rds
But when we look for standards n c find I/ nat none
exist. 21
The security problems implicit in our relationship with the Soviet Unio n-i have bee r-i gr eatly
aggravated by the present crisis in thought and language use which -i is self-induced. The Helsinki
Agreement thus sanctions the coexistence of two mutually exclusive conceptions of the Europe an-i
order and the world society . On the one hand it assumes the existence of an-i internatiomial
community of ind ~ ’iduals, with each and all entitled to the enjoyment of the same human rights.
On the other hand ~ the Final Act confirms the continued vali dity of the classical vocabulary of
international law af ~d the states system in the context of which each state is fully sovereign within
its ’domestic jur isdiction.
This paradox is confounded by the fact that the two major signatories of the Helsi nki
document diffe r in their interp re tation of its meaning and purport. The Soviet Union , which had
pushed for the pledge of n oninterfere nce in the domestic affairs of the Eastern European -i states
(and these are , in the frame of the communist bloc ’s orga n ization the domestic affairs also of the
Soviet Union ) , sees it as confi rming the territorial statu s quo that its arms and its diplomacy had
won. The United States, by contrast , stresses the fact that the Helsinki agreement is “neither a
treaty nor legally binding ” on any of the signatory states and that it does not confirm the Soviet
Union ’s incorporation of the Baltic states. 2 8 More importantly, this nation ’s government views the
accord as conducive to changes of the status quo wit/tin the boundaries of existing communist
states that may, eventually, transform established power relationships and enhance the security not
only of individual human beings but also of the societies that share the European space. The West
thus points to the Third Basket as a major accomplishment , and it appears from ti-ic negotiati ng
records that the East was in fact compelled to make considerable concessions in this regard .
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But the major premise for the American participation in the Helsinki conference and for the
ratification—however “tacit ”—of Europe ’s existing boundaries was the national commitment to
detente in relations with the Soviet Un ion. In the language of the American administrations , and
therefore also in the nation ’s interpretation of all official references to detente , the word is
practically synonymous with peace , and peace , again , is generally understood as the opposite of
war as well as confict . 29 In communist usage , by contrast , detente means something entirely
different . in the present historical era (and as Gerald L. Steibel explains it convinci n gly in a recent
essay, there have been five earlier “detentes ” in tine Soviet Union -i ’s relations with the West), 3°
detente has been authoritatively definied by Brezhnev as follows:
Detente does not in the sligh test abolisin , and cannnot abolish or alter , the laws ‘f tine
class struggle. No one sinould expect that , because of detente , (‘omnmunists ss ’ill reconcile
tinemseln ’es to capitalis t exploita tb mm.
(See records of the 25th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.)
Detente , then , is not a synonym for “peacefu l coexistence ,” and “peacefu l coexistence ” is not a
dimension of peace as generally understood in the West. Rather , . . .lt isapo licy of mobilization of
the masses and launching vigorous action against the enemies of peace. Peacefu l coexistence of
states does not imply renunciation of the class stru ggle. . . . The coexistence of states with different
social systems is a form of class struggle between socialism and capitalism. ” (Statement of the 81
Communist and Work ers Parties of December 1 960.)
“

The question that arises inn this connection is th e following: why was the reading or listening
public in the United States made to believe that peace an-id detente—ti -i c two major references in the
Helsinki Agreement—are international givens , in no need of explanation ? Should the signatories of
the Final Act not have registered their full awareness of the fact that these two words have totally
different connotations in the East and in the West? The leaders of the West , perhaps notabl y of the
United States , have much to learn in this respect from the spokesmen for the Soviet Union who
have been consistently clear , fro m the days of Lenin onward , in their instructions to friends and
adversaries alike , just how detente relates to peace , and in which ways both serve Soviet
conceptions of tactics , strategy, and security.
-

A definitive assessment of Helsinki and subsequent developments in our foreign policies may
be premature in Belgrade (June 1977), at this Conference or anywhere else . But I found it difficult ,
at the time , to agree with Mr. Ford ’s rationalization of the Helsinki arrangements, namely, that “If
it all fails , Europe will be no worse off than it is now. ”3 ’ Washin gton niay ha”e thoug h-it of Helsinki
as “a modest undertaking ” (President Ford ’s term ), but its imp lication -is for Warsaw , Prague , or East
Berlin -i are surely more serious than that , an-i d tine same holds for the governments and peoples of
Western Europe.
The difference here may well be a function of different orientations toward time , specifically
perhaps to experiences recorded in the past. No one in Europe will fo rget either the uprisin gs an-id
protests against communist totalitarianism in Poland , East Germany, Hungary or Czechoslovakia .
or the skillful integration of ideology, milita ry forc e and seniantic prowess that marked the
crushing of these national and individual activities in furtherance of “the dignity of n-ian. ” Nor has
the fact been consigned to oblivion that the United States was politically an-i d militarily passive in
the decades that climaxed in the years 1968 and 1 970 , even thiough it had morally and verbally
encourage d this stubborni Eastern European resistance. Is our latest or our “new ” init iative in
behalf of human righ ts in-i this torture d European world designed to he more credible? How should
one summarize its effects to date?
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The America n-i ratit ication of detenite at Helsinki has provided the Soviet Union with many
opportunities for the furtherance of its objectives in economic development , political consolidation
and diplomacy. It has not been instrumenta l in promoting the cause of primary human rights.
Certai n-i technical provisions , calling, among other measures , for harrnom -iizing statistical stamidard s,
arranging uniform hotel classifications , an-id promoting medical cooperation -i betwee n -i the signatory
states , may have been implemented. But it would surely be ex travaga n t to regard these
arrangements of Basket III as “rights ,” or as steppingstones toward the gradual evolutiomi of legal
norm s protective of human dignity or conducive to “ the spiritual enrichment of ti-ic personiality. ”
Indeed , in ligh t of ti-ic well-known fact that the Soviet Union is the superpower it is in-i virtue
precisely of its totalitarian -i form of government- — and not of its success in-i exploiting its enormous
economic resources—it was odd on our part to expect compliance with the human rights provisionis
of Helsinki , all the more so as the Kremlin had not honored earlier coven -ian -its guaranteeing similar
lists of rights.
However , in encouraging protests ar-id inducing a certain -i edginess on ti-ic part of the rtr lirr g
agencies , our Helsinki policy has been -i effective in baring the vulnerability of the Soviet Union on-i
several counts: it has revealed the lack of progress in-i intellectual life an-id culture , and , above all , it
has removed whatever cover-ups ~~mained from the realities of deep human disaffection -i wit h ti -ic
Soviet order. Yet these e ffects of Helsinki and its aftermath have not . an-id probably will not be
translated into advantages for our side becau se we lack the necessary policy desigmi. There is thus rio
counterforce to stem tl ’e measures of repression -i against dissidence which have become intensified
in the last few years—a vacuum calling to mind the great Maoist game of letting 100 Flowers bloom
and wilt. Apart from con victing scores of dissident ~ of crimes ar-id sending others to mental
institutions , the Kremlin has also been able to reduce ~niticism at home , j ust before taking on-i ti -ic
Belgrade Conference in June 1977 , by arresting members of the uniofficia l watchdog group which
had been set up to monitor compliance with the i-leisiniki principles. 3 2
The present human righ ts situation in the signatory states of Eastern Europe is infi n itely more
complex than that in the predominantly Russian -i realni. The main reason -is for this differenice must
he sought in the realm ’s culture an-id history 3 3 on one h and , an-id in tine satellite status of ti-ic
nations on the other. i-lelsinki has sparked protest after protest here , miowhere more so ti-ian-i in-i tui e
region ’s Northern triangle of East Germany, Polanid an-id Czechos lo%akia which comistit tn te the
foremost advance bastion of the Ru ~cian i empire am-id are securely held by hiun dreds of thousands of
Soviet troops. Despite forbidding odus , people here have niot ceased being rebellious. Flights from
communism have thus been going on in-i war and peace , with micarly 1 70 ,000 East Germ -i-ian -is escaping
to West Germany in the course of the last 16 years ; with at least 1 7 1 would-be escapees killed sin-icc
196 1 , among them 70 at the Berlin wall: and with-i 125 ,000 ethnic German-is being allowed , by tin e
Polish communist regim e, to emigra te to West Germa n y—in this case bartered for more ti -ian -i $900
million in cash and loans.
But the most im pressive and important reaction -i to Helsinki was registere d in-i Czech oslovakia
where hundreds of dissidents combined to formulate their own-i human rights manifesto in l977 .~~
In this so-called Charter 77 , the Czechs argue th eir case in n severely legal vein , charging violations
not only of the two lniternationa l Covenants of Human Rights an-id the h elsinki Agreement , but
also of the state ’s national laws and constitution which assures freedom of speech in art. 2 8 In
characterizing the philosophy of this document , the late Czech philosopher Jan -i Patocka had this to
say:
•

thoughtfu l persons look about th em and see i/ nat there inas beemi no success at all inn
“tech nically ” establish ing a moralit e, a convincing set of principles or reliable inner
, .
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convictions, because tinat is simply impossible. In the absence of inmner con m-’ictions , one
can neither expect that mnen will accommodate themseh ’es to som e given social order as a
kind of second nature nor to accept coercive power lacking in moral legitimation.
-

The Signatories of “Charter 77, ” therefore , belien ’e tinat tin e spiritual sigmnijica,nce of
tine Ilumamn Rig/i ts Pacts J ar exceeds that of current in ternatio mnal treaties svhich are only
a matter of natio mnal po sver-po litical opportunism. ~~
The Prague government ’s rejoinder was quick and stern . 36 Reminding the people that
adoption of the principles of coexistence “does not mean peace in the ideological sphere ,” t h at
“ours is a class concept of freedom and that we shall not permit free speech to be abused against
the interests of the working people , ” the regime notes:
Tine Helsinki comnference clearly reaffIrmed the inalienable righ t of eacin countr y to
choose and develop its socia l sy stem , and in limn e wit/n it to set its last-s amnd regu la tiomns.
Since this “inalienable law ” has riot been effectively contested by Western signa tories o
Helsinki—all “verwicklungsscheu ” according to the Neuc Zurcher Zeitung 7 --it would inideed be
unreasonable to overestimate Eastern Europe ’s capacity to withsta n d Russiani pressures. In other
words , the linkage between concern for ti-ic human factor and concern for security interests has
either not been perceived or not been developed.
An evaluation of the effect of the American Helsinki initiative upon the nation ’s own
processes of foreign policymaking can only be tentative in-i 1977. However , reasons exist to niakc
one sceptical of President Carter ’s decision to niake ti-ic Helsinki guidelines applicable to all natiomis
everywhere , irrespective of whether our security concerns are served or damaged by such a move.
The Ford Administration , being ideologically less doctrinaire than its successor , was more cautious
and reflective in ti-is regard . Philip C. Habib , then Assistant Security, Bureau of East Asian -i and
Pacific Affairs , thus explained before the Subcommittee on International Organization of ti-ic
House Committee on International Relations 3 8 that in our dealings with e.g. the Philippines amid
South Kore a, we were , after all , dealing with friendly sovereign states n : , ~ had political system -i-is
different from ours. And it must be noted that Secretary of State Cyrus R. \ ‘ancc spoke in a similar
vein on April 30, 1977 , when he cautioned against dogmatic approach nes and listed a set of care fully
formulated criteria in terms of which violations of human rights should he an al ~ z ed f o r p ur poses of
state. Being an advocate of “a realistic approach” the Secretary declared: “A sure formula for
defeat of our goals would be a rigid , hubristic attempt to imnpos c our values or-i others. A
doctrinaire plan of action would be as damaging as indifferenice . ” ~ However , oth er spokesmen for
the Administration , including President Carter , have in the meantime modi fied the message and the
tone so that it is difficult today to know in just which ways our policy toward the Soviet Union
diverges from our policies to other nations , friemidly or unfriendly. This means that the securit y
issue is being made to fade from public consciousness. It also means , in the comitext of the topic to
which I was asked to address my remarks , that 1 cannot focus clearl y on th e “either-or ” of
“Inter ference or Legitimate Internation ia l Concern
Last year when I had my first chan ce to
think seriously about Helsinki , I was more optimistic even-i though I had to register several
reservations. But soni c of the conclusion -is which -i I reached then I also hold to today, namely:
law.

I!umamn Righ ts are not legitimate propositions cit/ncr inn domestic or innt er nnatio ,na l
Ilumnamn Rig/its are mnot mnora lls ’ sinar ed value.s or normmns t/nr oug lnout tine world.
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Humamn Righ ts are legitimate concerns , not internationall y or trans mnationa llv. but
mnationally amnd cultura lh - in tine comntex t of Western ciL ’ilizatiomn to nvhich the Umnited
States may still belong despite its pr otestatiomns to the contra rj .
Huma n Righ ts are legitimate policy propositions .- as such the n require p rofound
study before then are entrusted to dip lomacy.
In last year ’s moment of truth , I could feel free to ask : Has the West under the leadership of
the United States at long last found a way of countering communist ideological offensives by
developing its own ideological initiatives , and if this should be so, is it likely that this new Human
Rights Diplomacy will succeed? Assuming then that the ideological contest with the Soviet Union
had been joined deliberately by the United States , and assuming further that we are serious in our
intention to induce profound value changes in the camp of communism , the following might have
to be considered:
( I ) To refine the meaning content and definitions of the human righ ts that con stitute the
core of the Helsinki Policy. For example , is “emi gration ” a “right”? Should “being a refugee ” be
considered a “right”? Does it make a difference whether one person or a group of one million
wants to emigrate? Is it morally or politically defensible to press for the emigration of a few
prominent dissidents if such an action leads to greater hardships for X number of anonymous
dissidents? Above all , is it compatible with our commitments to the security of Europe and with
our national interests to help empty vital space in Europe by favoring the exodus of hundreds of
thousands of people who are the carriers of the very values we want to promote hi precisely the
areas they want to leave?
(2) Establish an absolutely convincing linkage between our policy of advancing the cause of
human rights and our military strategy.
(3)

Perfect diplomatic and intelligence gathering methods with a view to:

(a) weakening the prestige of the Soviet Union; discrediting the communist operational
code for manipulating men , ideas and history ; and destabilizing relations between communist
governments and between them and nongoverning communist parties ;
(b) strengthening ties with groups favorable to the cause of inicreased autonomy an-i d
natjona l independence;
(c) designing a reliable monitoring system for the appraisal of changes in orientations to
human rights.
(4) Devise a new system of economic policies and sanctions for application solely in the
Helsinki context of East/West relations which would reverse past practices of sustaining the
economic foundations of the Soviet Union by grain shipments, chroni c purchases, etc.. while
penalizing states for not conforming to our specified norm s of huma n rights that are our friends
and allies, or have been singled out as objects of sanctions by majority votes in ti-ic United Nations
on grounds unrelated to our national interest.
(Earl ier assumptions that economic development produces political stabili ty, and that international
cooperation in nonpolitical activities leads to cooperation imi political relations , inave proven quite
unfounded. With special regard to our trade relations with the Soviet Union , we have often bee n
told that if the Western world had not , since 1 970, exported over 50 million tons of cereal grain -i to
the Soviet Union and its satellites , and much of the bloc ’s niost modern technology , and if we had
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not financed the transactions with Western credits to the extent of 540 billi on, the Soviets could
not have constructed its immense war machine. But sec Professor Goldman ’s paper on this set of
subject s. 4 0 )
(5) Exp lain to ti-ic American public that a forei gn policy which is not based on defense
capability—a euphemism for ti-ic capacity to wage war successfully—is little more than -i words.
(6) Lastly and most importantly, sharpen perception , thought and verbalisation in all
matters pertaining to East-West relations in-i gen eral and the human rights issue in particular and
engaged in-i systematic monitoring so as to know whether morally, diplomatically or legally cnnciai
ideas are properly rendered by the words employed. This may imply the need to review the
use fulness today of the traditional Occidental vocabulary of legal accord . It must include increased
consciousness of the im portance of semantics in our negotiations with con nm un i ists —- an issue well
explained by Paul Nitze :4 1
In tin e actual substa m-n tire nego riatiom is, then (tin e MOSCO W negouators ) emmnp loi ’ed an
amazimng tactica l versati litn- . They used word s in other than their normal/ n accepted semnse ,
or quotations out of context or subtly modified , and explo ited the differences in mnua nnce
between R ussian words and their Englis h equiva len ts. then tinoro uginli- unders tand tin e
value of endless repetition.
.

Assessing our human rights policy 2 years after Helsinki does not allow for the conclusion th iat
we have formulated a coherent strategic design. or that we have an equivalent for ti-ic Soviet
doctrine of “the correlation of forces ”—a term which includes tine aggregate of psychological .
intellectual , military , political an-id economic forces bearing on a given situation. Hopes to
substantiate such a design-i in Soviet-US relations will therefore have to be det ’erred until we come to
realize that security in the mora l , political and milita ry sense is , in the final analysis , a function of
an enduring national will.
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Panel 5
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Formin g National Secur ity Polic y
Honorable Brent Scowcroft ,
LTG, USAF (Ret.)

Chairman ’ s Plenary
Session Summary

Panel 5 on structure and process was peopled unifo rmly with strong panel members having
strong views on every aspect of the subject. The discussion was invariably lively, albeit sometimes
distinguished more by heat th an light. I will try to be carefu l to , at pain of public disavowal ,
represent the panel ’s views on the various things that we discussed.
It was very difficult for us to get a handle on something so, on the one hand , cohesive an-id on
the other amorphous as structure and process. In many respects we thought we were like the six
blind men defining the character of the elephant. But armed with two outstanding papers , we sort
of felt our way into the topic.
At the outset it was suggested that maybe we should decide what it was that we were talking
about. That was followed by a lively discussion on the meaning of the term “national security. ”
especially in view of the fact that the term in the past had perhaps been abused.
One of the papers presented to the panel pointed out the growing interdependence and
mingling of things traditionally felt to be forei gn and domestic and that the framers of the National
Security Act of 1 947 had in fact a very broad view of what was encompassed within the term
“national security. ” It was suggested that “ national security ” could be defined as “a process of
protecting all the assets, national interests , and sources of power necessary to secure the nation ’s
well-being from threats—milita ry, economic , and political —using appropriate resources. ”
Even with a definition such as this , we felt it was difficult to place any given subject either
inside or outside the term “national security.” It was also suggested that national security be
viewed as one part of a continuum , following the goals specifically designed with survival of the
nation at the the one hand , blending down into issues dealing en tirely with quality of life at the
other. But there was no clear place oni this continuum that you could delimit or mark a boundary of
national security. It was noted that it had expanded to include issues such as global poverty, which
had earlier been felt not to be a matte r of particular national security concern for the United
States.
Other issues, such asenergy and nuc learpro life ration , have , of course, both very intense domestic
and national security implications, so we did not arrive at anything all that specific but did observe
that national security had a much broader kind of a context now than had ordinarily been felt.
We did discuss quite explicitly whether a defin ition should include reference to domestic
aspects of nationa l security . I think the panel felt d efinitely that ther e were domestic aspects to
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national security, and there was some attempt to include them in the definitions that I have set
forth , but in view of the sensitivity of that aspect of it and the feeling that a description would
have to be so carefully honed and delimited , we did not make that attempt.
As a way to get inside structure and process, which , if you pull it apart in a way you destroy
what it is you are looking at because each par t interacts with all the other parts , we decided to look
at the principal actors in the process—the President , the Executive Branch , the Congress , pressure
groups, and public opinion.
Starting with the President , there was a clear consensus that the President is the preeminent
actor , certainly within the Executive Branch , in national security policy formulation and ,
therefore , that the particular structure of national security policy machinery would depend mainly
on the President. It had to be something that he could or would use and feel comfortable with
because the process was highly personality-dependent.
We felt that any structure should provide the President with : accurate information wI-iich he
wants , needs quickly ; all reasonable options on the issue under review : the views of all principal
advisers and agencies; and some kind of mechanism to oversee the imp lementation of Presidential
decisions. How this should be done was not discussed in the sense of a disposition to tinker with
wiring diagrams or with the details of a structure , especially within the Executive Branch , for
national security decisionmaking. I think this is a reflection of two things—that the machinery over
the years has evolved nto something that there is no great d sagreement with ; and secondly, in
recognition of- th is preeminent role of the President , that he must be the one to develop the
machinery or to use the machinery that is extant in the way in which he will be comfortable.
There was some discussion on (avoiding constitutional issues) compelling tine President to
receive advice from one or more people in different parts of the process. The feeling of the panel
was that while there was no way that the President can be compelled , in making a decision, to
accept advice from any or all of his advisers , the mere fact that he had to sit down and face or listen
to one or more advisers , be it ti-ic Chairman of the Joint Chiefs , the Secretary of State (whatever ) .
woinld be , first , an additional brake on hasty decisio nmaking and would further ensure that all
points of view would be heard.
The panel also looked at the relationship between the President and his personal advisers.
whomever he selected , whether they had a formal or informal position within the government , and
the bureaucracy itself. We felt that there were , by the very nature of the bureaucracy, pressures
which naturally tended to impel the President to rely more heavily on a personal stal ’f or on
personal advisers as opposed to the bureaucratic machinery itself.
The panel felt that there was no guarantee that the agencies would or would not be brought
into any particular issue in-i a bureaucratic way, that part of it depended on the nature of tin e issue
itself , on the tim e available to make the decision and , in a sense, on the secrecy which the President
or other actors felt was require d in making the decision.
it was also felt that a decision with which the bureaucracy or elements of it were not in
sympathy could cause grumbling, disaffection , leaks designed to negate ti-ic policy , an-id that this
frequently would be an element in a decision not to use it. The panel felt , however , that the
bureaucratic machinery was a vital resource , it always provided the function of keeping its own
agency head abreast and aware of issues so that if the President decided on a more informal kind of
decisionmaking process , the agency heads , the personal advisers that the President may call on ,
would themselves be able to provide these necessary attributes of a usefu l decisionmaking process.
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The panel also was greatly concerned with the problem of introducing longer-range thinking
into the decisionmakin g process. An-id it was felt that perhaps this was a role that the bureaucracy
could play which had not been fully exploited. There was full recognition of the difficulty of
getting a grip on longer-range planning, the understanding that long-range planning staffs frequently
become sort of ivory towers , totally outside the process , and therefore ignored; or , if they are
successful , they tend to be coopted into the immediate decisionmaking process and lose the time
and capacity to make longer-range projections.
While we didn ’t come to any real conclusion , 1 think we felt that perhaps a remunerative way
to do it was rather than to set up separate staffs t’or long-range planning, to make cognitive changes on
the part of the staff—which would have to come from the top, from the agency heads , or from the
President himself—to structure the bureaucratic reward system , and to introduce a premium on
longer-range implications of decisions and of policies. This, we all recognize , was likely, even if
assiduously pursued , to take a matter of some years.
We dealt at considerable length with Executive-congressional relations. In general in this
process we skirted the questions of constitutionality. We discussed the War Powers Act , for
example , at some length but without attempting to get into any kind of a determination of
whether any particular role was or was not constitutional in the breakdown. We had very
interesting discussions, bolstered by an outstanding paper on this issue , but we did not tr\- to
resolve the question. We did generally agree , however , that the Congress ’ constitutional role should
he strongly supported and that while for constitutional and organizational reasons we did not feel
they could be involved in the details of substantive policymaking, greater efforts should be made
to provide them with info rmation. I think this was based both on the sense that they sometimes
acted from insu fficient info rmation and also to break down what the panel felt was a sign i ficant
problem pervading the whole area of national security policymaking at the pre sent time — and that
is a sense of distrust betw een-i the Exec utive and the Legislature . a sense of suspicion an-id distrust.
and in a broader sense the public itself: distrust of government and of all larger institutions : that
whatever the particular merits of the Executive-Leg islative balance at ally poi nt , that it was
i mportant to liiak ~ e fforts to somehow break down this sense of distrust and a more open attitude
tow ard pr ov idi n g (‘ongress information would hel p. There was no great feeling, however , that this
would in fact greatly diminish what I think at least most of the panel felt was a sort of struggl e for
po~~cr at the present time between the Executive an-id the Legislature stemming from past events
but broader than any particular thing.
We labore d under the handicap of not having a member of the media present in the panel , so
they didn ’t fare quite as well as son-ic of the other actors in the thing. We generally felt that the
media was d i ff icu lt to define and you could put it , depending on your predilection s. either as a
pressure group or within pinb lic opinion : we recognized that whether you lelt it was a creator or a
transmitter of op inion was of substantial importance in-i this whole process. The fact of it was
apparent to all of us. What we did not agree is how the national secnn ri t~ str ’ictur e could or should
deal with it. That question largely remained unanswered.
As I nnent ion ed before , I think , in connection with t ln n s attitude of mist ru st within tine
country , it was generally felt that the government as a whole had to live an-id operate more “iii the
Sunh ig ilt . ” as one panelist expressed it. This stimulated considerable debate - For examp le . does not
the ptnb lic already have more information available to it , impressive fractions of which it ignores?
Can it absorb more? What is the feedback? What do you expect from more ini ormation? h o w does
the government protect what the panel felt was absolutely essential —and that is the Presidential
advisory process in opening itself up? And would not tile governmen t opening up. leave if self open
to charges of propagandizing the people in favor of its own ideas?
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Nevertheless , I think most of the panel felt that there should be a more open policy 1ar
dissemination of info rmation. A number of the panelists felt that the Executive Branch should
make a fuller explanation of the choices that it faces , their anticipated costs and consequences ,
even if by doing so occasionally the ensuing debate would close off a favored option ; in other
words, that the Executive may have to sacrifice a certain amount of effectiveness for the sake of
legitimacy. As I say, this was perhaps the most controversial of our discussions , and we all realized
the difficulties and the pitfalls in this recommendation and the essential antagonism between some
of the actors in this process.
Just by way of summary, to leave time for some questions , either for this or other panels , I
think of the five actors, certainly the President , we felt , was by far the strongest in terms of the
determinations of the policy itself; that the Executive agencies themselves played a considerable
role in underpinning the policy, in developing it , in providing an expert basis for it.
We felt the pressure groups couk4 be extremely effective but usually only on a narrow front
on particular issues. The Congress and public opinion: I think generally it was felt that in a
day-to-day operation of national security decisionm a king, they were not as strong certainly as the
Executive Branch and ndt as strong generally on individual issues as pressure groups could be ,
recognizing that pressure groups, for example , would work through both the Executive Branch and
the Congress and public opinion in achieving their particular aims , but that the Congress and public
opinion possessed gross tools which on particular issues could substantially change both the
direction and the character of national security decisions.
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The panel agreed that it would be usefu l to begin its discussion by attempting to define at
least in general terms the meaning of the term “national security. ” This seemed especially necessary
because of the widely-held perception that in the recent past the term had been abused. One of the
papers prepared for the panel underscored the growing interdependence and mingling, in recent
years, of “domestic ” and “foreign-i policy ” issues. It was also pointed out that one need only glance
at the 1 947 National Security Act to realize that its framers had a broad view of the meaning of
national security. In the spirit of the broad view , one panelist suggested the following definitio n-i :
National security is the process of utilizing the appropriate resources to protec t all the assets of
power necessary to secure the nation ’s well-being from foreign milita ry, economic, and political
threats.
Even if this definition is accepted , the panel felt that it remain -is difficult to place any given
issue inside or outside the domain of national security. One panelist suggested that the concept of
protection is the essence of national security : The national security process entails looking at goals
or interests with a view toward their protection. It was further suggested that national security be
viewed as falling on a continuum of national goals, with national survival as one extreme which is
clearly identifiable as a “national security ” issue , phasing toward issues dealing chiefly with the
quality of life. Especially in the present age, which as previously noted , is characterized by an
incre ased comin gling of issues, it is difficult to cut this continuum at any one point which would
clearly mark the limits of national security and separate it froni oth er national goals. National
security may expand to encompass issues previously considered to be outside its purview. Global
poverty, it was suggested , is an issue which is now see n to have previous ly unperceived national
security implications. Other issues, sucn as energy , may move along the continuum toward the
national survival extreme and assume additional national security aspects which they once lacked.
Finally, new issues may arise, such as nuclear proliferation , with clear implication -is for national
security. Through these various processes , the panel agreed , the mantle of national security has
indeed come at the present time to cover a considerably broader range of issues than it had at any
time in the past.
In its discussion of definitions , the panel recognized that threats to national security may arise
in the form of unconstitutional or extraconstitutional domestic challenges , such as terrorism ,
subversion , the advocacy of violent overthrow of existing institutions and the like. However , in
ligh t of the complexity and sensitivity of these issues, it was felt that it would be more profitable
to concentrate the panel’s attention on the national security process in relation to the more clearly
perceivable and definable parameter of fo re ign threats.
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Having reached an acceptable working definition , the panel decided that it would be useful for
its deliberations to discuss structure and processes in natio n-ia! security policymaking in terms of the
five major actors involved : the President , the Executive agencies , Congress , pressure groups, and
public opinion.
There was clear consensus that the President—defined as the “institutional Presidency, ”
includin g the Chief Executive and his immediate staff—is the preeminent actor in national security
policy formulation. This preeminence results from the nature of foreign-i a!’fairs in general and, as
one of the papers prepared for the conference emphasized , the historical development of American
constntu tional theory and practice.
The panel also agreed that the structure within the Executive Branch for national security
policy formulation depends mainly upon the President and his personality: it must be something he
can use and with which he must feel comfortable. Whether the structure is formally designed or
evolves , it is dependent upon the President ’s personality. Any established organization for
policymaking, even if it happens to be legislated , may be supplemented or bypassed by a system
the President finds more suitable. Moreover , the formal system , whether it is legislated or otherwise
developed , may or may not be the primary vehicle for national security policy decisionmaking.
Many issues, or perhaps only selected ones, may actually be decided outside the formal system .
Some panelists recalled Dr. Kissinger ’s 1966 article in which he pointed out the necessity of
sometimes keeping the development of major policy departures secret from the established system ,
a techni que most dramatically employed in President Nixon ’s opening to China.
Given the decisive influence of the Presidential personality on the policy process , the panel
agreed that a staff’s duty is to adapt to the President ’s needs. As one panelist expressed it , it is
fruitless to try to “reform ” the President. If he is disorderly, the staff must work all the more
assiduously to ensure order in the system. Another panelist felt that all established systems
eventually break down and that ad hoc systems will evolve . It is the task of staff personnel , he felt ,
to adapt to this: it must “staff the Tuesday Luncheon ,” so to speak , if such an affair becomes the
prinna ry means of conveying advice to the President on national security problems.
In any case , it was agreed that any stnncture should :
—Provide tine President with the info rmation he requires quickl y and accurately :
—Present all reasonable options; and
—Present the point of view of all principal advisors to the President.
The precise structure should function in such a way that the President will be encouraged to use it
because it allows him to make the most informed decisions possible.
The panel also agreed that the structure should provide a means for monitoring the
implementation of decisions. There was no clear consensus, however , as to whether this could be
more effectively accomplished by an entity on the President ’s staff , similar perhaps to the Policy
Coordinating Board of the Eisenhowe r Administration , or by the operating Cabinet and agency
heads. Some panelists suggested that a system for critiquing ti-ic implementation phase of the policy
process would be useful.
The panel devoted some tin-ic to discussing the problems that may arise in relations between
the President ’s personal staff and the larger bureaucracy. It was felt that inherent slowness in
responding to requirements and the possibility of dissent--whether for legitimate or shortsighted
194

reasons—on the part of the bureaucracy impel a President to depend more heavily on his person -ia !
staff or advisors than on the bureaucratic machinery . This is inescapable , given-i the President ’s
preeminence in fo reign policy, the iluman inclination to acquire an inner circle of tn ~~ ted advisors ,
and the attitudinal and administrative tendencies which are familiar from the “bureaucratic
politics ” literature , that encumber and slow down the response capabilities of the departments and
agencies. These inherent and timeless weaknesses of the larger bureaucracy are reinforced by
advances in new technologies of communication , transportation , and data transmission which in
many instances compel quick decisions and immediate action. The panel also discussed the inner
workings of the President ’s staff and advisory circle and concluded that absolutely smooth an-id
friendly relationships among the principal national security advisers is not a prerequisite for
effective policymaking. In fact , and agai n depending upon the personality of the President , a
certai n amount of “creative tension ” among them may not be unwelcome in that it may tend to
illuminate more fully the options available and their costs and consequences.
There was considerable discussion of the necessity to bring political consider ~ t ions early and
effectively into the policymaking process. The panel addresse d more fully the need for openness in
the system later in its discussions, but at this point , it generally agreed that the political
ramifications of a policy under consideration be an integral part of the decisionmaking process.
As alluded to previously, the larger bureaucracy of the Executive Branch departments an-id
agencies may or may not be brought substantively into the policy formulation process. This will
frequently depend not only upon the nature of the issue , but on the time available for decision , as
well as the Preside nt ’s predilections. TI-ic consequences of this fact were discussed at some length -i.
Exclusion of the bureaucracy from effective participation in the process may cause grumbling.
leaks designed to counter policies upon which the agency was not consulted or with which it
disagrees, and lags—often deliberate—in the implementation process. The bureaucracy, in other
words, is not without weapons in this struggle. On the other han d , the President is far from
powerless in countering or foreclosing such actions on the bureaucracy ’s part. It is a simple matter .
and a technique sometimes used in the past , to hold formal meetings to ratify or “legitimize ”
decisions already taken -i in private or within a closed inner circle—a form of “stroking ” the
bureaucracy as one panelist expressed it. Bureaucratic maneuverings of the past notwithstanding.
however , the panel seemed generally to agree that the best system provides for full and real
presentation of the views of all principal statutory advisers and the organizations ti -icy represent in
order to ensure the best info rmed policymaking process. Whatever the particular involvement of
the bureaucracy in a specific case , it still performs the vital function of keeping tine various
department and agency heads as fully info rmed as possible with the background information the y
require to fulfill their function of advising the President. At any rate , the panel felt that despite the
inherent cumbersomeness of the machine ry, the bureaucracy represents a vast fund of knowledge.
information , and expertise , and the President and his staff should make strong efforts to use its
potential effectively.
The panel also addressed at some length the problem of building into the policy formulation
system a capacity for anticipatory deliberations , i.e., a capability for a longer-range look at
potential or burgeoning issues. Put another way, can long-range policy planning be satisfactorily
integr ated into the decisionmaking process?Experienc e has repeatedly demonstrated that policy
planning staffs , if relatively ineffective , degenerate into ivory towers whose personnel , deliberations,
and products are ignored. If they are effective , on the other hand , they tend to be drawn-i in -ito the
maw of current events and crises. Sonic panelists also pointed out that it is diffi cult t o establish the
relevance of long-range planning and another stressed that all planning should affect today ’s
operations or it ceases to be useful. For these reasons it was generally agreed that long- and
short-range planning and policy f ’ormu iation should not be organizationally separated and that
separate entities for the longer perspective are best avoided. Rath er than being a piece of
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institutional turf , long-range planning, in t u e expression of one panelist , should be a habit of mind.
tt is better to encourage cognitive changes on the part of existing staffers , to seek to impartchanges
in their mind sets which will impel a longer-range perspective. Moreover , success can be expected
only on occasion and only on the margins. Even this is an admittedly difficult order and many
panelists were not sanguine concerning it. Based on the experience of private business , it would
seem that this desirable if difficult change depends upon revising educational p ro cesses , both in the
general educational system an-id within the organization ’s training program , changes in the incentive
systems within the organization to reward the longer-range perspective and the strong and sustained
interest of the Chief Executive.

F

The question of how well the Executive Branch can-i be expected to develop a purpose ful and
coherent strategy , with due consideration and concern for the long range , an-id the role of the
Congress in this process , was discussed at some length. Substantive questions such as containment
and detente , Cypru s, Angola , and the Indian -i Ocean were brough t into the discussion -i in order to
illuminate the issues involved in this problem . Some participants pointed out that the implementing
agencies , especially their planners and operators , need clear policy guidelines. However, other
panelists noted that detailed long-range planning is either anodyne cr implies or conduces an
activist interventionist role unsuited to a power like the United States which does not seek world
domination. In genera l it was conceded that the formulation of long-range strategy is difficult ,
especially in detail. Nevertheless , the panel generally agreed that a stronger effort should be made
to seek long-range continuity and coherence in fo re ign policy, i.e. . to project ahead an-id to integrate
as much as possible goals and operations , plants . and action -is.
The pan ‘I discussed Executive-congressional relations at length. It became clear in this
discussion that , because of congressional sensitivity to constituent and media opinion an-id to
interest group pressu res, the Executive ’s relationsh ips with all three actors are closely intertwined.
The panel did not question the necessity and desirability of pr ovidi n g for the constitutional role of
Congress in the foreign policy formulation process. It was generally agreed . however , that it is
infeasible , as well as of dubious constitutionality, for Congress to be involved in the details of
substantive policymaking. Because of its inherent organizational character , Congress cannot be a
mirro r-image of the Executive Branch and it cannot aggregate interests in-ito a coherent policy.
However , subject to mainte n: an ce of secrecy tor constitutionally protected advice given -i to the
President , the Executive Branch must make a greater effort to supp ly more info rmation to
Congress , thro u gh declassificatio n -i of information where possible and necessary , and through other
devices. The panel (lid not believe that such an e ffort would quick !\ solve tile present conflict
between the two branches , but a more frank an-id open dialogue between the branches could over
time rebuild a more cooperative and fruitfu l relationship.

F
I-

However , for Congress to play its legitimate role effectively , the p~iblic must also be kept
informed and , of course , the media cannot he ignored in this proces s. The reso lution of national
security issues often -i requ ire s n o t simply “permissive consensus. ” hut rather a positive stan-id oil the
part of ’ individual Senators and Congressmen. (In this conne ction l , some panelists pointed to a
serious dilemma for Congress —does it an-id should it lead or follo w pub lic opinion ?) At aniv rate .
public opinion will be a major determinant of how Congress reacts to the Executive lead in national
security policy issues. Moreover , a substant Lil portion of the old foreign polic~ consensus, anchore d
esse ntially in the containment policy , has broken down . One p aneli st po inted out that large
numbers of people reject both containment a d its more recent partner , detente , pr eferr ing instead
a form of isolationism , The panel :ilso recalled In om its earlier discuss ions tha t foreign polk ~ issues
arc now of ’ten in tertwined with domest nc issues lia ~ in g power f ul constit u encies some hr uadl ~ base d
and others depending on singl e issue pressure group - which nna ~ be more na r ,ow iv based but h ave
the advantage of a tight and disciplined focus. Furthermore. (‘oon gn ess. reflecting the socict ~ at
large , is now more pluralistic , and there has been a suh st ,~’~t i ~j dccl ne ml its inn er di scipl ine . making
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consultation and agreem ent between the two branches both more difficu lt and less assured. Thus ,
the Executive must make e fforts to inform more completely the public , which is accom plished
most often thro ugh t i e media , in order to strengthen the cooperation of Congress.
There was considerable debate and some disagreement as to the nature of ti-i c media. i.e.. is i t
merely a business or literally a Fourth Estate. Further discussion concerned the degree to which its
opinions ten-id to be mon olithic or characterized by a predictable sameness. The exact degree of its
eft ’ect on public opinion was also subject to some disagreement. TI-ic panel did agree , however , that
the media are ex tremely important whether as creators or transmitters of opinion. Television
espec ially, because of its intimacy and pervasiveness , i s of ’ overwhelming influence. The fact is that
fine media are there : The question is how does ti-ic national security policy structure deal with
them ?That question rennained unsolved in detail , but ti-ic pan-ic! agreed with one member that
rather than “subverting, overriding , co-opting, or faking out ” the media an-id the punblic. the system
must live with them honestly.

—

The panel felt , therm , that the government must learn -i to live and operate more openI ~ . “in the
sunlight ” as one panelist suggested. There was considerable debate on-i the details of operating “in
the sunlight ,” however , and a number of doubts were raised. Does not the public already have
available a great deal of information , most of which large fractions of t h e p ub lic ignore? Can-i it
absorb more information , and how is the feedback to be gauged?1-low does the government protect
a President’s advisory process, without which he will not be able to get the assistance essential to
sound and informed decisionmaking ?Fina liy --and most of the panel t’ound this point deeply
disquieting—would not the government open itse lt ’ to charges of propaga ndizing its own people
were it to provide more information -i with a view to seeking increased support t ’or its policy
dec is ions?
Nevertheless , most ot ’ t i e pan -ic ! agreed that t i e current nation ~~1 mood of distrust an-id
suspicion decrees that the national security policy process must be more open. that there should he
l e ss sec r ecy, and that a greater effort must be made to keep Congress and the public info rmed . As
already noted , there was strong support for protecting Presidential advice an-id counsel. Most felt.
however , that the Executive Branch must provide a fuller exp lanation, not of the deliberativ e
process itself, but of the choices it faces in national security affairs and their anticipated costs and
consequences. (This would have the additional welcome effect of forcing the 5 stem to think
through the costs an-id consequences of propoF~ d policies more thoroug hl y than had soniietime s
been the case in the past. ) This is necessary even if by doing so the Executive will see a favored
option foreclosed or su ffe r an-i occasional reversal of i-iolicies it prefers. In short , fine Executive may
have to sacrifice a certain amount of effectiveness for ti-ic sake of ie~ iti ma cv . Tine panel rccogniied
the difficulties and pitfalls in this recommendation. The issues are complex and not easy to exp ~~nn .
Adversary re lati cms!ii ps betwee n ti~ne branches an-id among fine various an-id multiple nodes of interest
and power within the body politic will ensure that in formation provided by ti-i c Executive will he
tnsed selectively to support preconceived positions. Nevertheless , the general desire on the part of
the cit i zenry for a sense of participation and for knowing what is happening in matters tllat seriousl y
affect it . are basic psychological needs not to be denied in a democratic system.
Finally, by way of summary , the panel reviewed the relative power wielded by tine f ’ive actors
on national security policy which formed ti l e framework t’or its dnscussio’i. The President remains
the central figu re in policy F ormulation and he , wit i: his personal advisers, will have the strongest
effect on its outcome. ~The Executive Branch departments and agenc ies have a moderate influence
and considerable potential , and could perhaps provide the venue for improvements in dealing with
long-range issues. individual pressure groups can and do exert a strong and tightly-Focused effect on
policy, especially as they act on all ti l e other partici pants in th e process . hut usually on only a
narrow front. Congress and public opinion (under which nnbric the media arc included ) p OS SeSS
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gross tools or powers which , although of lesser influence than the other actors on a day-to-day
basis , can cause radical changes and departures in policy, when they are aroused to do so by real or
perceived abuse of power by the other actors.
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Panel 5

Struct ure and Process in
Formin g National Securit y Polic y
Historical

Perspectives

Professor Robert S. Wood

In explanation of the forces motivating the drafters of the Constitution of the United States,
James Madison wrote :
To secure the p ublic good and private rights against the danger of I an overbearing
majority I , and at the same time to preserve the spirit and form of popular government is
then the great object to which our inquiries are directed. . . ) It is a melancholy
reflectio n that liberty should be equally exposed to danger whether the government have
too much or too little power , and that the line which divides these extremes should be so
inaccurately defined by experience. 2
In effect , Madison conceived the great constitutiv e mission as the construction of a democratic
form of government so organized as to be both solicitous of individual rights and stable and
competent in operation. The formula by which this was to be accomplished was the twin principles
of the separation of powers doctrine and the concept of checks and balances.
Madison defined tyranny as the concentration of power. As he observed in The Federalist
Papers , number 47:
The accumulation of all powers , legislative, execu tive, and judicia ry, in the same
hands , whether of one , a few, or many, and whether heredi tary, self-appointed , or
3
elective, may / ustly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny .
The powers of government can thus be distinguished along functional lines—i.e., legislative,
executive , and judiciary—and should be divided into three branches of government. So divided,
institutional jealousi es and personal ambition will so operate as to forestall dangerous
concentrations of power. 1-fence , as Madison wrote , . . .the greatest security against a gradua l
concentration of the several powers in the same department consists in giving to those who
administer each department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives to resist
encroachment of the other. ”4 Thus was asserted what M. J. C’. Vile called the “pure doctrine of
separation of powers .”
“

A “pure doctrin e ” of the separation of po wers might be formulat ed in the followin g
way : It is essential f o r the establishment and maintenance of political liberty that the
government be divide d into three branches or departments , the legislative, the executive .
and the /udi ciary. To each of these three branches , there is a corresponding identifiable
function of government , legislative , executive, or judicial. Each branch of the
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government must be confined to the exercise of its own function and not a/Jo wed to
encroach upon the J unct ions of the or/i cr branches. Furthermore , the persons who
co,npose these three agencies of governmen t must be kep t separate and distinct , no
individual being allowed to be at the same time a member of more than one branch. In
this way each of the branches will be a check to the others and no single group of people
will be able to contro l the machinery of the State. 5
Madison and the other founders did not , however , believe that a strict separation of powers
would prove either efficient or adequate to prevent an abuse of power. The doctrine was therefore
complemented by checks and balances. In effect , the separation of powers did not require the
branches of government , in Madison ’s words , to “be wholly unconnected with each oth”r ” and
indeed he argued that “unless these departments be so far connected and blended as to give each a
constitutional control over the others , the degree of separation which the maxim requires , as
essential to a free government , can never in practice be duly maintained . ”6 In effect , the
constitutional systeth was so devised as to require the cooperation of the separate branches if
government were to function at all.
As Mr. Vile explained:
The pure doctrin e as we have described it embodies what m igh t be called a
“negative ” approach to the checking of the power of the agencies of government. The
mere existence of several autonomous decision-ta king bodies with specific functions is
considered to be a sufficient brake upon the concentratio n of power. Not/i ing more is
needed. They do not activel.y exercise checks upon each other , for to do so would be to
“interfere ” in the functions of another branch. f lowerer . th e theory does not indicate
how an agency , or the group of persons who wields its authority , are to be restrained if
they do attempt to exercise power improperly by ener oac/ ung upon the functions of
another branch. The inadequacy of th e controls ~t ’hich tills negative approach to the
checking of arbitrary ru les pro vides, lea ds on to tile adoption of other ideas to
complement the doctrin e of the separatio n of powers and to modify it.
The most important of these modifications lies in the amnalga mnation o f t / i c doctrine
with the theory of mixed government , or wit/i its later form , the theory of checks and
balances. . . . Fro m an analytical poin t of i’ie~t . f /ic ’ main consideration is t/ia l th ese
theories were used to import the idea of a set of positi ve checks to the exerc ise of power
into the doctrin e of the separation of powers. That is to sa that each branch was given
the power to exercise a degree of direct contro l over the otht rs b authorizing it to play
a part , although only a limited par t in the exercise of the oilier ’s functions. Thus, til e
executive branch was given a veto power over legislation, or the legislative branch was
given the power of impeachment. The important point is that th is power to “interfere ”
was only a limited one , so that til e basic idea of a division of functions remained ,
modified by the view that each of the branches could exerc ise some authority in the field
of all three functions. This is th e amalgam of the doctrine of separation of powers %%‘itil
the theory of checks and balances which formed f / i c basis of the United States
Constitu tion. ~
It was the conjunct ion of these ideas in the constitutional framework which was to provide a
democratic government both efficient and protective of individual liberties. The Constitution thus
embodies the American version of limited government. The critical question for any inquiry into
national security policy is whether or not this constitutional formula was to be applied t~’ the
conduct of foreign affairs as it was to domestic policymaking.
200
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Foreign Policy Prerogatives, Separation of Powers, and Executive Privilege: The “Classical ” View
It is interesting to note that John Locke , another great contributor to the notion of limited
government and one who exerted important influence on the thinking of the founders , did not
place foreign policy power under the same limitations as other exercises of government authority.
Locke , unlike the Founders, defined institution al limitations almost exclusively in terms of
restrictions upon executive power—but , at the same time , he did not extend these restrictions to
the executive ’s exercise of power in external affairs. Indeed , he referred to this latter assertion of
executive authority by a special term , “federative ” power . 8

[

In his essay On Civil Government , Locke argued that whereas government should be limited
and controlled by the people with respect to domestic policies, the nature of external affairs was
such that government must be sovereign and capable of speaking with one voice. Locke ’s argument
may be related to the general tradition of “reason of state ” —that is, that the security of the state is
fundamental and undergirds whatever constitutional order may be established. Protection of the
state and its external position is thus ex tra-constitutional and resides in that authority most able to
mobilize forces and conduct a unified policy, the executive.
In the United Kingdom , this power was designated as “the King ’s prerogative ” under which
Blackstone ’s commentaries listed . . .The entire range of powers relating to war and peace, to
diplomacy and the making of treaties , and to military command. . . .
Arthur Bestor thus
describes Blackstone ’s position:
“

“~~

At the outset , Blackstone recognizes two different sources f o r the authorit y of the
chief executive in the domain of foreign relations. Vis-a-vi; oilier nations , the King “is
the delegate or representative of his people. ” Therefore , th e handling of all aspects of the
“nation ’s intercours e with foreig n nations ” is an executive prerogati ve. The King is also
“the generalissim o, or the f irst in military command, withzimz til e Kingdom, “ and this fact
places in executive hands the contro l of a variety of matters relating to military
security. . . . One of the variety of matters relating to military security is the
“prerogatives to make treaties , leagues, and alliances %t ’ith foreign states and princes. ”
The nex t is “the sole prerogative of making war and peace. ” °
Those partisans of executive power in foreign affairs in the continuing debate over presidential
prerogatives tend to emphasize both the general perspective of Locke and Blackstone and the near
absolute character of the separation of powers doctrine , at least in the area of external policy.
Even Alexander Hamilton , who argued in the Federalist Papers, number 69 , that the
President ’s powers under the constitution were far inferior to those of the King of England , later
asserted that authority over foreign relations was per se an executive function and that Congress
was limited only to such authority as was specifically enumerated in the Constitution. ’ ‘ In
practice , many implied powers flowed from the executive authority in foreign affairs whereas
congressional power should be seen restrictively.
Under this line of reasoning, foreign policy is “executive ” in nature and the presumption of
authority therefore should always be on the side of the President. As Justice Sutherland argued in
United States v. Curtiss- Wright Export Corporatio n (1936) : “In thi s vast external realm , with its
important , complicated , delicate and manifold problems , the President alone has the power to
speak or to listen as a representative of the nation. ” 2 And Senator J . William Fuibright supported
in 196 1 a near total presidential authority in the use of force: . . .We have hobbled the President
by too niggardly a grant of power. . . . As Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces, the President
has full responsibility, which cannot be shared , for militar y decisions in a world in which the
difference between safety and cataclysm can be a matter of hours or even minutes. ” ‘
“
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If the President possesses extensive prerogatives in the area of national security, then so too
do many departments and subordinates acting under his general direction. An invocation of
national security is thus a political question not subject to judicial interpretation or resolution
under constitutional norms.
Moreover , t his range of privileged presidential power is also justified on the general gr ounds of
the separation of powers doctrine—that is, presidential discretion in the area of his executive
functions is complete , subject only to the grossest of legislative discipline , i .e., cutting off
appropriations or impeachment. In effect , in carrying out an executive function , as long as they are
not clearly criminal , deliberation and decisionmaking within the executive branch are privileged.
‘l’his assertion of a constitutional basis for executive privilege was the heart of Attorney
General Richard Kleindienst ’s testimony on April 10, 1973 , before a joint session of three
subcommittees of the Senate ’s Government Operations and Judiciary Committee:
The separatio n of powers doctrine gives the President the constitutional
authority. . .in his discretion to withhold certain documents or information in his
possession or in possession of the executive branch from compulsory process of the
legislative or judicial branch of the Government , if he believes disclosure would imnpair
the proper exercise of his constitutional functions. ’ ~
Earlier President Eisenhower ’s Attorney General , William Rogers , later Secretary of State under
Richard Nixon , also argued that:
By the C’onstitutio n, the Presiden t is invested with certain political powers. He may
use his own discretion in executing these powers. He is accountable only to his country
Questions which the
in his political character , and to his own conscience.
Constitution and laws leave to the Executive, or which are in their nature political , are
not f o r the Courts to decide , and there is no power in the C’ourts to contro l the
President ’s discretio n or decision , with respect to such questions. ’ ~
.

On this basis, Attorney General Rogers stated the privilege of the executive to withhold
information from Congress in the following areas:
(1)

military and diplomatic secrets and foreign affairs ;

(2)

information made confidential by statute;

(3)

investigations relating to pending litigation , investigative tiles, and reports;

(4) information relating to internal government affairs privileged from disclosure in the
public interest; and
(5) records incidenta l to the making of policy, including interdepartmental memoranda ,
advisory opi n io n s, recommendations of subordinates and informal workin g papers. ’ 6

In United States v Nixon, 4 18 US (1974), the court ruled that President Nixon could not
invoke executive privilege to withhold fro m a prosecutor evidence in cr i m inal p roceedi n gs. The
issue did not concern a congressional request for information. However , the fact that the court did
make a determination would tend to indicate that , in the court ’s view , executive privilege is not
plenary nor entirely discretionary . At the same time , Chief J ustice Bur ge r did u phold the notion of
executive privilege as rooted in the separation of powers doctrine:
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The privilege can be said to derive fro ,n the supremacy of each branch within its
own assigned areas of constitutional duties. Certain powers amid pri vileges f l ow fro m til e
nature of enumerated po tters ; the protection of the confidentiality of Presidentia l
communications has similar constitutional underp innings. ’ ~
Moreover , the Court did maintain that presidential as
matters relating to national security should be given the ”

tions of privilege in order to protect
nost deference. ” 8

Although the executive privile ge asserted by Kleindienst and Rogers relates specifically to the
transmission of information , both the substantive claims and constitutional arguments constitute a
broad discretionary authority under the separation of powers doctrine. Coupled with an assertion
of the peculiarly “executive ” nature of foreign a ffairs , these arguments give enormous scope to the
President ’s prerogatives in national security policy.
Although there is no question that there hav e been abundant arguments throughout history
for broad presidential prerogat ives in foreign affairs , the original question remains : what is the
exact pattern of authority established by the Constitution and , assuming the language of that
document is not necessarily unambiguous , what was the intent of the framers ’?
Fore ign Policy Powers: Constitutional Language amid Framer ’s Intent
Article 1, Section 8, of the Constitution explicitly grants to Congress the power to “provide
for the common Defense ” ; “regulate Commerce with foreign Nations ” : “define and punish Piracies
and Felonies committed on the high seas and Offences against the Law of Nations ” ; “declare War ,
grant letters of marque and reprisal , and make rules concerning captures on land and water ”; “raise
and support Armies ” ; “provide and maintain a Navy ”; “mak e Rules for Government and
Regulation of the land and naval forces ” ; “provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws
of the Union. suppress Insurrection and repel Invasions ” ; “provide for organizing, arming, and
disciplining the Militia , and for governing such Part of them as may be employed in the service of
the United States ” ; and to “make all laws which shall be necessary for carrying into Execution the
foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the
United 5.tate s , or in any Department or Officer thereof. ” ~
If Article I . Section 8, gr ants specifi c authority, Article IL , Section 2, states presidential
authority not in terms of function but of office: “The President shall be commander in chief of
the army and navy of the United States , and of the militia of the several states, when called into
the actual service of the United States. ”2 ° Partisans of presidentia l power assert that authority in
external ~,ffa,rs , particularl y war powers, not specifically delegated elsewhere , inhere in the
executiv e olTice of the President. On the other hand , advocates of Congressional authority argue
that the ~pecitic grants of authority in Article I , especially the power “to declare war ,” provide
Congress with an amplitude of power, including the right to authorize war. Indeed , in 1 793 none
other than Jam es Madison defined external power , and most specifically war making, not as being
executive but legislative in character: “The power to declare war. .including the power of judging
the causes of war , is fully and exclusively vested in the Legislature , that the executive has no right
in any case , to decide the question whether there is, or is not cause for declaring war. ”2
.

If one examines the record of the debates of the Constitutional Convention , it in fact becomes
rather clear that the framers , unlike John Locke , did not tr ’
~e exercise of power externally as
‘as indeed an attempt to organize
something apart from the general constitutional formula. It.
a unified foreign policy represented by the executive branch but in coordination with Congress. As
in other areas , both the separation of powers and checks and balances were to govern the conduct
of foreign affairs.
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Much of the debate concerning the relative authority of President and Congress centere d on
the power to declare war. The original draft empowered Congress “to make war ,” but it was felt
that this wording was too restrictive on the Executive in case of sudden attacks. More over , it was
generally agreed that the normal conduct of war , once init iated , was an executive function.
Nonetheless , there appeared to be general agreement that the determination of war was normally a
legislative function. 2 2 Hence , Raoul Berger concluded that the Constitution . . .confe rred
virtually all of war making powers upon Congress . leaving the President only the power ‘to repel
sudden attack’ on the United States. ”2 ~ It would seem that Madiso n ’s assessment of the respective
powers of President and Congress was accurate.
“

But , if Madison was correct as to the general consensus at the Constitutional Convention ,
many have argued that he was wrong in term s of the historical evolution which in the long haul
favore d presidential authority. Eugene Rostow criticizes those scholars who seek to delimit foreign
policy authority on the basis of the Constitutional Convention. He argues that they too readily
dismiss the fact that the men who made the constitution had quite another view
of its imperatives when they became Presidents , Senators , Congressmen, and Secretaries
of State. The words and conduct of the Founding Fathers in office hardly support the
sim plif ied and unworld ly models we are asked to accep t as embodiments of the on/ v
True Faith . 2 4
Foreign Policy Powers : The Historical Evolu tion
As early as 1 793 the nation was torn by a presidential assertion of foreign policy authority. In
response to Washington ’s declaration of neutrality between France and England . Hamilton writing
as “Pacificus ” defended the executive righ t to determine war whereas Madison writing as
“Helvidius ” upheld a legislative righ t in this area. As it turned out , Washington ’s position prevailed ,
as Congress enacted a neutrality act on June 5 , 1 794, 2 S
In 1795 , by the Militia Act Congress granted to the President authority to mobilize and
command the state militia . . .whenever the United States shall be invaded , or be in imminent
danger of invasion from any foreign nation or Indian tribe. ”2 6 Both in this case and that of the war
between Britain and France , one could argue that Congress did in fact assert its legislative
authority. But , at the same time , a process of sustaining prior presidential actions and granting him
broad discretionary authority was begun.
“

This expanding view of presidential power was subsequently sustained by two Supreme Court
Molt (1827 ) , Justice Story argued “The authority ~o decide whether the
decisions. In Martin
exigency I requiring the use of militia under the Militia Act of 1 795 1 has arisen belongs exclusively
to the President . and his decision is conclusive upon all other persons. ”2 ~ And in Luther i’. Borden
( 1849), the court in effect declared the question as to whether an emergency su fficient to require
the exercise of force existed a “political question ” and beyond the competence of the Court: “It is
said that the power in the President is dangerous to liberty, and may be abused. All power may be
abused if placed in unworthy hands. But it would be difficult , we think , to point out any other
hands in which this power would be more safe , and at the same time equally effectual . ”2 ~
“.

American history is replete with instances of assertions of war-making power by the President
or his subordinates without legislative authorization or at times even subsequent formal approval. A
notable early example in 1818 was General Andre w Jackson ’s foray on President James Monroe ’s
orders into Spanish Florida in pursuit of renegade Indians and the subsequent attacks by Jackson
on Spanish forts and Indians alike as well as the summary execution of two British citizens. And in
the Mexican-American War one can certainly argue that President Polk presented the Congress with
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a fa ir accomp li virtually compelling a (‘ongressional declaration of War. As William Howard Taft
observed , .. .Congress has the power to declare war , but with the army and navy, the President
can take action so as to involve the country in war and to leave Congress no option but to declare it
or recognize its existence , ”2 ~ And indeed , despite the dominance of legislative authorit y between
Jefferson and Lincoln , one study indicates that over 60 reported military hostilities occurred
without explicit Congressional authorization or a declaration of war. 3 0
“

It is generally agreed that President Abraham Lincoln was the principal architect of the
modern expansion of the powers of the Commander-in-Chief—ironical in view of Congressman
Lincoln ’s dissent from Polk ’s action in Mexico. 3 ’ By virtue of the Commander-in-Chief clause and
the clause which makes it the duty of the President “to take care that the laws be faithfully
executed ,” Lincoln without prior consent of Congress suspended habeas corpus . ordered money
advanced from the treasury without legislativ e appropriation , expanded the armed forces , ordered
summary arrests and confiscation of property, submitted civilians to military tribunals , and ordered
a blockade of southern ports.
Although these initiatives are classified as domestic and although the court did later invalidate
certain of Lincoln ’s activities (i.e.. suspension of habeas corpus , martial law), these actions together
are generally indicative of the expansion of executive power during crises and tend to sustain the
notion that the power to protect the fundamental security and integrity of the state is
extra-constitutional. Moreover , in the Priz e Cases ( 1862) . the Court reaffirmed the “political
question ” notion of Luther v. Borden and asserted the primacy of the President in the
determination of war and peace:
Whether the President , in f u lfilling his du ties, as C’ommander-in-C ’hiei in
suppressing an insurrection , had met with such armed resistance. . . as ~t ’ill compel him to
accord to them the character of belligere n ts, is a questio n to he decided hi’ him, and th is
court must be governed hi’ the decision and acts of the political department to which
this power is’as entrusted. ~2
In the twent ienth century, President William McKinley acted solely on his authorit y as
(‘ommandcr-in-Chief when he dispatched a naval force and 5,000 land forces to participate in the
international expedition to suppress the Boxer Rebellion in China. Theodore Roosevelt explicitly
embraced an expansive view of the executive power in foreign affairs: “The biggest matters (of my
administration ), such as the Portsmouth peace , the acquisition of Panama. and sending the fleet
around the world, I managed without consultation with anyone ; for when a matter is of capital
importance . it is well to have it handled by one man only. ”3 ~ Subsequent to raids by Pancho Villa
into New Mexico , Woodrow Wilson authorized a punitive expedition into Mexico without formal
congressional sanction. Similarly, he committed forces in North Russia and Siberia following the
Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 . Although there was substantial opposition in Congress and two
resolutions were introduced with the intent of haltin g the expeditions . no Congressional aet ion was
taken.
After the Civil War , the most significant increases in presidential power occurred during the
two World Wars. After a refusal by Congress in 1917 to allow him tc irm merchant ships bound for
Europe . President Wilson undertook the action on his own authorit y and thus moved the United
States closer to war. Similarly , President Franklin D. Roosevelt without Congressional
authorization exchange d 50 American destroyers for the lease of British bases, placed Greenland
un d er U.S. control and Iceland under American protection , occupied Dutch Guinea , and in 194 1
issued the famous “shoot-on-sight ” order to the Navy: “when you see a rattlesnake poised to
strike , you do not wait until he has struck before you crush him. The Nazi submarines and raiders
are the rattlesnakes of the Atlantic. . . . They are a challenge to our sovereignty. ”3 ~ And , of course ,
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the apparent vindication by the Japanese at Pearl Harbor of Roosevelt ’s prewar actions in the face
of hostile Congressional criticism strengthened the President ’s assertion of presidential prerogatives
during the war. As Arthur Schlesinger , Jr., explained: “The grand revival of the presidential
prerogative after Pearl Harbor must be understood as a direct reaction to what happened when
Congress tried to seize the guiding reins of foreign policy in the years 1919 to I 939 , ’~3 ~
Indeed , President Harry Truman ’s ability to commit troops to Korea and the decision to
expand forces in NATO , both withou t Congressional approval , probably stemmed in part from the
memories of the interwar period. And , it is a fact that notable instances of Congressional assertions
in foreign policy, e.g., The War of 1812 , The Spanish-American War , and the interwar period , have
fared rather badly in the judgment of historians. The French commentator , Raymon Aron , well
expressed in 1 974 the attitude of those who unfavorably contrast presidential and congressional
initiatives in foreign affairs:
it is on Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger that a European pin s his hopes f o r a
foreign policy governed by reason. The elected representatives of the American nation
are swayed today by economic interests , both commercial and monetary , since public
opinio n does not cry out in fear of an enemy or call f o r a cru sade against evil . I t was in a
somewhat similar period that Congress voted the Hawley-Smoot protective tariff It is to
the presidency rather than the Senate that Europeans look for an equitable policy. 3 6
What is remarkable about this statement is that it was made in full cognizance of the Watergate
scandal. So searing was the experience of the interwar period and so substantial was the foreign
policy prestige of the presidency that the constitutional qualms that Senator Robert Taft expressed
in the early fi fties were still dismissed out of hand by many foreign and domestic commentators in
the early nineteen seventies.
If in political practice a wide amplitude of executive power in foreign affairs has been
successfully asserted , so the Supreme Court on those rare occasions when it pronounces on the
subject at all has tended to sustain presidential prero gatives. This was true not only of the eaiIy
United States i’. curtiss-Wrigh t Corporatio n but the Youngstown Slicer and Tube (‘ompa ny i’.
Sawyer (1952) case. Although Truman ’s seizure of the steel mills was held to be unconstitutional.
the decision reemphasized the President ’s external prerogatives. As Justice Jackson states:
We should not use this occasion to circumscribe , much less to contract , tile lawful
role of the President as Commander-in-Chief I should indulge the widest latitude on
interp re tatio n to sustain his exclusive function to command the instruments of national
, for ce, at leas t when turned against the outside world f o r the security of our
society. . . .
~

And , of course , the Court in United States v. Nixon spoke of “utmost deference ” to the President ’s
external authority.
It ~~ould be clear that neither the Constitution nor the intent of the framers definiti vely
resolvt ~ the respective authority of the branches of government in the conduct of foreign affairs. It
is equally true that the President has tended ro assert successfully the widest prerogatives in t h e
long term. On the other hand , the Congress has tended to reassert itself after most strong Presidents
and the relative balance is always subject to dispute. Moreover , one migh t argue that the framers of
the Constitution intended this tension and shifting weigh t as a result of their extension of the
principle of checks and balances to the conduct of foreign a ffairs. Indeed , although the experience
from the end of World War II until the early seventies tended to strengthen presidential
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prerogatives , one can discern shift s within Congressional-Presidential relationships and attempts at
major restructuring in the mid-seventies.
Foreign Policy Powers : The Experience Since World War li
lt should be noted that the extension of presidential prerogatives is not limited to the con duct
of foreign affairs. The general tendency in modern times and in a wide diversity of polities is to
strengthen the executive and administrative at the expense of the legislative. However stark and
apparently exaggerated it seems, Richard Nixon ’s recent statement in fact represents a general
tendency:
The point is: that when an agency is asked by a President or any body else to do)
som ething that it has a responsibility to do , that ’s not illegal for theni to do if or for it to
be ordered , even if the motivation is political. . . .
~~ ~

Indeed , Woodro w Wilson earl y in the century philosophically defended the widest latitude for
presidential authority and explicitly rejected the Madisonian amalgam of separation of powers and
checks and balance. 3 ~ And in practice modern presidents have in one degree or another behaved in
line with Wilson ’s dictum.
Wilson saw the Constitution as a transitory document suitable to a nation characterized by
sharp diversity. With the emergence of a harmonious national community wrought by technology.
war , and education , the structured conflict of the Constitution was no longer necessary and was in
fact harmful . Indeed , from Wilson ’s perspective , although the nation had from 1 787 onward a
Constitution , it did not have a constitutional system. He defined constitutionalism not in terms of
limitations on governmental power but in terms of “common understandings , common interests .
common impulses , common habits ” which allow the government extensive power to realize
community objectives: 4 0
Eviden tly , if a constitutional government is a government conducted on the bas is of
a definite understanding between those who administer it amid those who obey it , there
can be no constitutional governmnent unless there be a commnunity to sustain and develop
it , —unless the nation whose instrumemit it is, is conscious of common interests and cami
form com mon purposes. A people not conscious of any unity , inorganic , untliough if ul .
without concert of action , can manifestly mieither for m nor sustain a constitutional
system. The lethargy of unawakened consciousness is upon f / wi n , th e helplessness of
unformed purpose. They can form no common judgment ,’ the; ’ cami conceive mio common
end; they can contrive no conimon measures: nothimig but a community can have a
constitutional form of government, and if a nation has not hecomne a community, it
cannot have that sort of po l ity . 4 ’
Wilson saw the wielding of ’ the House of Representatives into an “organic ” unit under
disciplined leadership and the development of strong parties as reflective of an emergent
harmonious community. By contrast , he saw the Senate as regressive, more individualistic , and less
representative—a holdover from the past. Senators reflect a particular community and not a
national one. But it is the President who preeminently represents this national community and
who , supported by a strong party system , will overcome the divisiveness of the federal system of
representation and the hindrances of the eighteenth century constitution. Indeed , in the execution
of the popular will the President should be allowed to make of the office of the President
4 2 Indeed , the
“anythin g he has the sagacity and force to make it ” unfettered by legal inhibit ions.
power of the presidency is extra-legal: “His executive powers are in commission , while his political
powers more and more center and accumulate within him and are in their very nature personal and
inalienable. ”4 ~
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Wilson showed a remarkable distrust for legal restrictions: “ The guage of ’ excellence is not the
law under which officers act , but the conscience and intelligence with which they apply it , if they
apply it at all. ”44 Presidential power should be seen less in formal than personal terms: “The
President is at liberty, both in law and conscience , to be as big a man as he can. His capacity will set
the limit ,”4 ~ and presumably not the formal Constitution , for ‘he personal force of th e President
is perfectly constitutional to any extent to which he chooses to cxerc ~se it . and it is clear by the
logic of our constitutional practice that he has become alike the lead er of his p arty and the leader
of the nation. ”4 6 The future presidency , in Wilson ’s view , would , less in terms of t ’oni iial power and
more in terms of personal power , represent the spirit of the national c o m m u n i t y :
‘

I WeJ cami safely predict that as the multitude of ’ the President ’s duties imicr eascs , as
it mnust with the grow f / i and widening activities of the miation itseli the incum bents of ’
the great office will more amid more conic to feel that they are admni, iisteri, ig it in its
truest purpose and ivif h greatest eff ’ect h,; regarding t/ie,nseli ’es as less amid less executive
officers and mnore amid mnor e directors of ’ affairs amid leaders of the mlation , —men of ’
counsel and of ’ f / i c sort of actio n that mmiakes f b r enlightenment. ~
Unquestionably the Wilsonian view of the presidency came to dominate t’~e perspective of popular
and academic commentators alike. Heavy emphasis on presidential prerogatives generally would
almost perfo rce be matched by even greater support for executive power in foreign a ffairs , given
the classical view of the extra-constitutional nature of this authority and the presumed exigences of
thc nuclear age. By ti ~ same token , therefore , shift s in the (~~ngressional-Presidentia l balance and
increasing defenses of legislative prerogatives in foreign affairs reflect not only assessments of the
structure of authority and decision making in the area of foreign policy , but often represent a
general debate on the nature and power of the presidency. This is certainly tru e of the current
period. In any case , any evaluation of legislative-executive relations in the area of foreign affairs
since World War II should take into account the broader question of the constitutional and political
balance generally.
Frans R. Bax argues that there have been five successive phases in legislative-executive
relations in the area of forei gn a ffairs since World War II: a period of accommodation I’rom the
presentation of the U N R A A program to Congress in 1943 until 1950-51; a period of antagonis m
from 195 1 until 1955 dominated by both partisan and institutional rivalries ; a period of
acquiescence beginning in 1955 and lasting for a decade in which Congress tended to legitimize
presidential actions without participating as an active partner or ~ssuming responsibility; period
of am biguity beginning in 1966 and ending with the invasion of Cambodia in the spring of 1970
and characterized by growing doubts about the substance of Administration policy and concern
over the passive role of Congress in the formulation of foreign policy; and a period of a crimnon;
initiated at the time of the Cambodian action in which Congress moved to challenge not only the
specific elements of U.S. policy in Vietnam and elsewhere but to alter the manner in which
national security policy was developed and imp lemented by asserting a more independent role for
Congress in the process. 4 8 Although Congressional-Executive relations are always somewhat fluid .
Professor Bax ’s categorization appears to be a sufficiently accurate organization of the time.
The important feature of the early period of accommodation was the pattern of close
consultation which grew out of Congressional insistence that the UNRAA program not be accepted
by executive agreement but after submission to Congress. The key figure in the development of this
collaboration was the Republic Senator Arthur Vandenberg and the period saw the approval of
such complex or fa r-reaching commitments as the Marshall Plan and the NATO treaty.
With ihe passing of Vandenberg, however , the “loss ” of China , and the mounting costs of the
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Korean War , Congressional-Presidential relations entered ~i period of acrimonious charges and
counter charges symbolized by the Bricker Amendment , which would have clearly ensured
Congressional approval of all international agreements concluded by the President . Moreover , the
decision of the Truman administration in 195 1 to increase American forces in Europe by four
divisions without prior Congressional authorization triggered strong Congressional opposition
headed by Senator Robert Taft who argued:
Th e President bias no power to agree to send Amnerica n troops to figh t imi Europe in
a war betweemi the mnemnbers of t/m e A tlantic Pact and Soviet Russia, Wit/wzit auth ority he
involved us in the Korean War. Without authority lie apparent/v is miow attempting f o
adopt a similar policy in Europe. 4 ~
Although the Bricker Amendment failed tc, receive the necessary two-thirds majority, it was only
h~. a si ng it ’ vote , and the concerns raised by Taft were widely shared. Moreover , during this period ,
Senator Joseph McCarthy ’s influence cast a pall over Executive-Legislative relations.
The election of E)wigh t Eisenhower and the reduced influence of McCarthy appeare d to signal
a return to accommodation; but , after the Democrats regained control of Congress in 1955 .
consultations between the two branches declined and Congress , as Bax argues. tended to legitimize
rather than act , ~ ely participate in the formulation of national security policy , it was only the
le ngth , cost , and inconclusiveness of the Vietnam War which gave rise first to a period of ambiguity
and then acrimony in Executive-Legislative relations. But unlike the earlier period of antagonism ,
Congress successfully moved by legislative acts to curb the power of the President . although the
durability of such actions may still be a subject of some debate.
In June 1 969 . by a 76 to 1° vote , the Senate voted the “National Commitments Resolution ”
which read:
Wh c’ro’a, accurate definition of ’ the termn ‘‘national commitment ’’ 1mm recent ,vears has
hec omme ~ hse: ,r e d: • \ o w , therefore , be it Resolved . that it is the sense of f /i c Senate that
a ,uitia, ia/ (Hp n mni tmenf hr f /i c United States to) a foreign po) st ’er ncccssarih ’ and
eve/u sire!; ’ results /rnm affirmati ve action taken hr f bi e executive amid legislati ve branc hies
f /i c’ United States Government through mnea mis of treaf i ’ , coni ’emition , or of / ic r
leg islative ins trumnentalit v specifically intended to) give effect to sue/ i a comnmn itmncmif, ~~
The Cambodian Invasion of 1970 brough t forth a plethora of amendments to financial
aut h or iza tion 1)1’ appropriation bills to limit the Presideni ’s power to maintain or employ combat
t () r Lc - . in In dochina. Finally in 1971 , an amendment to the Special Foreign Assistance Act
stipul ated that fu nds could neither be authorized or appropriated “to finance the introduction of
United States ground combat troops into Cambodia . or to provide United States advisors to and for
(‘ ambodian m il it a ry forces in Cambodia. ”5 ’ In August 1973 the President was forbidden to
employ U.S. forces in Indoch in a in the future. In other areas , such as Cyprus . Angola , and Soviet
immigration , Congress quickly moved to restrain or control the Administration ’s conduct of
foreign policy.
Aside from substantive disagreements between the l’.xecutive and Legislative branches .
Con gress moved to assert its authority in the formulation of fo reign policy through legislative act
and institutional innovation , Basically, the Congress acted in two areas: ( I ) war making power and
(2) intehligemice amid information.
Alexis d.’ Tocqueville in his Democracy in America noted that American tendency to resolve
substantive diffe rences through procedural initiatives and to translate political into legal issues. 5 2

Given the (‘onstitutiona l framework within which national security policy has developed , it was
nearly inevitable that the substantive disagreements and institutional rivalries of the early seventies
would be cast in legal and procedural terms. And the whole Watergate episode merged with the
foreign policy questions to raise the issue to the level of a general Constitutional confrontation.
The passage of the War Powers Resolution of 1973 symbolized this confrontation as had few other
actions.
Quite simply, the War Powers Act required consultation with the Congress on the part of the
President prior to the introduction of military forces into actual or potential conflict. It further
require d a report in justification of such action within 48 hours of dep loyment. In an emergency
the President might deploy combat forces without authorization but such forces must be
withdrawn within 60 days unless Congress gives its formal assent. There may be a single 30-day
extension if the President certifies in writing that the extension is essential to the protection of
U.S. forces. During this 90-day period and presumably beyond , Congress may recall all troops by
the passage by a simple majority of both houses of a concurrent resolution which would not be
subject to a Presidential veto. Congressional power is defined broadly whereas Presidential powers
to introduce forces “into hostilities , or. into situ ations where imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances , are exercised only pursuant to ( I ) a declaration of war , (2 )
specific statutory authorization , or (3) a national emergency created by attack upon the United
States , its territories or possessions , or its armed forces.
“~~ ~

In respect to information and intelligence operations , the Subcommittee on United States
Security Agreements and Commitments Abroad reported in 1970 a number of important
commitments undertaken abroad without the knowledge or participation of Congress. Congress
subsequently passed a bill requiring the prompt reporting of executive agr eements and many items
of regular legislation established reporting requirements. Congressman William S. Moorhead .
Senators Mike Gravels , Jacob Javits , and Edward Muskie have all introduced various bills aimed at
the establishment of legislative committees em powered to establish and regulate government
classific dtion systems. 5 ~ And , most importantly , a Senate Select Committee on Intelligence was
established in 1 976.
This latter committee stemmed from the determination of former Major Leader Mike
Mansfi eld to establish effective congressional oversigh t over U.S. fo reign intelligence activities. The
experience of Vietnam , the Watergate inv ~ stigations , and various journalistic expose~ all prompted
demands for official investigations—the result of which were the Rockefeller Commission in the
I xecutive branch , the Pike Committee in the House of Representatives , and the Church Committee
in the Senate, It was the work of the latter which eventuated in the Senate Select Committee. The
charter of the committee made it privy to essentially all information about U.S. intelligence
activities - —a radical break with the past. 5 ~
It is thus clear that the period of acrimony has given rise to important procedural and
institutional developments. The important question concerns the future relation of the executive
and legislative branches in the area of foreign affairs. Obviously, continuing acrimony would serv e
neither the Congress nor the nation. Nor is it possible for Congress to act as chief representative ,
negotiator , or Commander-in-Chief for the nation. Good faith on the part of both branches and
sufficient deference on the part of Congress to allow sonic executives flexibility seem essential for
the effective conduct of foreign affairs. In effect , if the current restructuring of relations between
Congress and President allows a return to accommodation and partnership, however competitive
the relationship may at times be , then the nation may be well served. As Wolfram llanrieder once
observed , an effective foreign policy must be “compatible ” with the challenges and opportunities
of the external env ironment and command a broad internal “consensus. ”5 ’ It is not always easy to
reconcile these demands but there appears to be no alternative than to attempt it.
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If American society is beset in the seventies with susp icions concerning the general
effectiveness of government , so have many commentators come to doubt the omnicompetence of
the President or the uniqueness of his representation of the national community. The attempt to
render Congress a m ore responsible and active partner in the development of national security
policy is thus part of a general movement in political thought. To some degree , in foreign a ffairs ,
we appear to be moving away from Woodrow Wilson and back toward James Madison. Whether this
is but a slight detour away from a continuing national trend remains to be seen.
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March 16-20, 1977.
56. W.Hanrieder, West German Foreign Pol ky 1 9 4 5 - 1 9 6 3 ( 1 9 6 7) . pp. 1-10.
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Panel 5

Inter-Secto r Coo peration

and Compet ition :
Where Do We

Go From Here?

Professor Adam Yarmo linsky

The process of shaping national security policy for the United States in the best of all possible
worlds ough t to be a simple and straigh tforward one. We need only determine what should be our
foreign policy objectives , to what extent those objectives can and should be accomp lished through
national security measures , and what national security resources should be applied to make these
measures achievable and believable.
There are only thre e difficulties with th is fo rmulation:
Foreign policy objectives can no longe r be separately stated , except in the most general terms.
Foreign policy is rather an aspect of every major national policy decision, and every foreign policy
option must be examin ed in the ligh t of its domestic policy consequences. Farm policy is domestic
policy and it is fore ign policy. Trade policy is foreign policy and it is domestic policy. Human
rights issues reverberate in the domestic and the international arena ,
National security measures can no longer be treated separately from other means of policy
implementation. The United States is too much involved in the world , in too many complicated
ways, for us to be able to say about any important problems , “This is a national security problem ”
or “This is not a national security problem. ” Just as there is a foreign policy aspect to almost every
domestic policy decision , so there is a national security aspect to almost every foreign poli cy
decision. Clearly, deterring nuclear attack depends on national security measures. But reducing the
risk of nuclear proliferation is at least as much a function of energy policy and trade policy and
development assistance policy, as it is of “national security policy ” per se. Sorting out appropriate
national security measures is like playing a game in which the rules (and even the players) are
constantly changing.
As President Carter observed in his Notre Dame commencement address in May, “We can no
longer separate the traditional issues of war and peace from the new global questions of justice .
equity and human rights. ”
And national security resources are not created cx nihilo. We already have a 1 00-plus billion
dollar military establishment , the largest single institution in American society today, in which
major new weapons systems take upwards of 1 0 years to develop, from concept to deployment.
Decisions about what national security resources should be developed are based on decisions about
what national security policies should be pursued . But national security policy choices are also
based on available national security resources , and the resource base changes only gr adually—and in
response to a variety of other influences as well as national security policy decisions: political,
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bureaucratic , and just plain inert ial influences. Thus , policy decisions and resource decisions have
almost as ambivalent a cause and e ffect relationship as the chicken and the egg.
Given these complexities , it is scarcelysurprising that national security policy—like most public
policy—changes slowly and incrementally, and is more nearly predictable on the basis of what
national security policy has been , than on any other basis, After all , we do not yet have a coherent
national energy policy , or a coherent national welfare policy, or even a coherent national tax
policy .
Once a clear national consensus had developed on the political and moral necessity for US
withdrawal from Vietnam , it took more than 4 years for that withdrawal to be accomplished.
Granted , the incumbent administration was at least partially paralyzed by the Watergate crisis
during most of that period—but that is still a long time.
Lyndon Johnson observed in 1 964 that , “There is no longer one Cold War. ” It has taken 1 2
years until Jimmy Carter could articulate effectively for the American people the proposition that
while the Soviet Union remains our principal antagonist in the worl d arena , we can no longer
organize our foreign policy around that single fact.
The nu clear triad , which is so central to the theology of nuclear deterrence , developed largely
out of a series of historical accidents , fueled by inter-service rivalry . But the possibility of
abandoning any element of the triad in the short or even the middle run is very small—and for
sound political reasons—unless we can do so by agreement with the Russians, which presents its own
set of difficulties.
Not only does national security policy change slowly, but it has not been really very widely
debated. What is surprising is how t ’ew genuine national debates we have had on national security
issues over the past 30 years. Between the debate that led to our post-war commitment to our
European allies , fi rst through the Marshall Plan , and then throug h NATO , and the debate that led
to our withdrawal from Vietnam , there was an emotional flare-up over who lost Communist China
(as if it were ours to lose), a number of stru ggles within the military establishment over rival
weapons systems, and some election-eve quarrel ~ over the adequacy of our defenses. National
security crises tend to draw the country together , as in the wake of the North Korean invasion or
the Cuban missile crisis, but they do not seem to produce policy debates at the national level.
One can argue of cours e about what amounts to a national policy debate. Clearly, it is
something more than a disagr eement within the executive branch , even if the disagreement reaches
the cabinet level. It ough t to be something more than a partisa n brawl in the Congress. It should
probably exclude excitement generated by extremist groups on one side or another , provided the
excitement is pretty well limited to those groups. A fair test of the genuineness of a national
debate—althoug h a difficult one to administer—might he the extent to which it engages the active
interest of opinion leaders outside government , over a wide range of communities of interest.
By this test , perhaps the only real national debates over national security progra m and force
structure were the 1 968-69 ABM debate and , to a lesser extent , the 196 1 civil defense deba te; a n d
the debate over the termination of the war in Vietnam , with its subsequent fallout in the debate
ove r the war powers of the Executive. Significantly , all of these debates involved issues with an
immediate domestic impact , in the location of ABM sites, in the construction of fallout shelters ,
and in the expenditure of American blood and treasure in South East Asia. A fourth debate seems
to be shaping up on the export of nuclear power technology, particulai’Iy enrichment and
reprocessing technology , and this debate too , if it develops , will have its roots in powerful domestic
economic interests.
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When one looks at these four examp les , one can project that the frequency of ’ national
debates on :~ational security issues is likely to increase , since those issues are increasingly involved
with domestic matters directly affecting—either favorably or adversely—important interest groups
in the United States , many of which are not elements of what is usually though t of as the
milita ry -industrial complex.
If we discovered in the sixties that the optimum national security could not he obtained by
ign oring the costs of national defense—that calculating tradeoffs was the nai ie of the gan ~e -we
may be learning in the seventies that it is not a simple zero-sum game. that ~ c cannot afford to
think of the defense establishment as pitted against other interests in society , It is not just the
inherent ambiguities and uncertainties of national security policy in a mu ltipo lar world that tend to
depolarize disagreements over those issues within the domestic polity. It is also the fact that so
many active interest groups ar e involved.
The issues are likely to be so complicated , moreove r, that one cannot ident ify in advance
which interest groups will be on which sides—and these issues are likely to have more than two
sides. What is predictable is that defense indust ry—and the complex of interests that surrounds
it—is likely to have a less dominant position among all the domestic interest groups, if only because
there will be more of them with direct interests.
The energy issue , for example , is inextricably intertwined with national security, and it
involves the energy industry .., or rather industries , the automobile-industrial complex , consumers ,
environmentalists , etc. Technology transfer is an issue that sharply divides the military-industrial
comp lex , and that involves other high-techno logy industries , where precedents may he set for
defense industry. How we handle our grain reserves (or indeed how far we go to establish and
maintain such reserves) is a question with all kinds of national security imp lications . but it is also
an issue involving and a ffecting farmers . food processers , consumers and grain traders. The Law of
the Sea Treaty , currently in negotiation , affe c ts naval deployments , rights of innocent passage , and
access to raw materials in the seabed that may become essential to national security. It also affects
major extractive industries in the Unite d States , and involves our relations with all the less
developed countries , who have argued for a quite differen t regime to control those seabed
resources.
Traditional national security issues are often presented in terms of oversimp lified national
security principles: The United States must be militarily strong. The United States must not be
overextended. We cannot trust the Russians. We must stop the arms race. Since most critical
national security issues in fact involve a delicate balancing of competing technical considerations ,
how popular opinion divides on these issues tends to be a function of the ability of the protagonists
on both sides to identify a specific issue with one general princi p le rather than another. Whether
popular opinion tends to support the production of the B-I Bomber or the size of the US ground
forces commitment to Europe can easily become a battle of slogans. By the same token , Presidents
and members of the legislative branch may feel somewhat more fr ee to decide these issues on the
basis of their own jud ~~~ents , satisfied that they can justify a close call either way to their
constituencies , except where the specific interest of a particular defense industry or of the partisans
of a domestic defense installation are involved.
To put this last point another way , in the resolution of traditional national security issues .
there is not likely to be any very coherent center of counterv ailing pressure to offset ‘the
institutional pressure s of the national security establishment. There is likely to be a systematic bias ,
therefore , towards bureaucratic solutions: preserving the status quo . expanding existing programs.
and resisting major innovations. The expansionist tendency may then run up against overall
budgetary constraints impose d by pressures on the entire federal budget (and by the fact that the
defense budge t has become one of the decreasing number of areas of “discretionary ” spending ) .
and the consequences of this ecounter may be ill-advised budget cuts , based more on internal
bureaucratic considerations than on considerations of national policy.
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But the new kinds of issues affect too many domestic interests that will not be turned off by
slogans , because they are too much involved , and too sophisticated , as suggested in the examples
above. Politics , in the broadest sense , can no longer stop at the water ’s edge , because the water ’s
edge no longer marks a significant bounda ry in national at ’fairs.
Add to these circumstances the general tendency to greater openness in discussions of public
policy (a combination of a post-Watergate push and a Jimmy Carter pull) and the public demand
for more and earlier explanations of what government is up to , and the result is likely to be a good
deal more general discussion of issues involving national security.
Because th ese debates will involve a good deal more than national security, they will often be
settled on other than national security grounds , at least where the “pure ” national security issue is
a close one , as debatable issues tend to be in a more and more complicated world. Constraints ,
therefore , are more and more important , and there are several kinds of constraints that can be
expected to press a good deal harder on the decisionmaking process than they have in the past.
These can be classified broadly as constraints based on resources , constraints based on dollars , and
on balance of payments considerations , constraints based on political commitments , domestic and
foreign , and constraints based on political reprecussions , domestic and foreign.
Resourc e shortages over a wide range of resources and uses will clearl y be a feature of the next
quarter century. The list begins , of course , with energy shortages , which can impact both on
national security objectives and on national security force structures and deployments. There is a
good deal of debate about the nature and extent of other probable shortages in national resources ,
but there are at least indications that significant sh ortages of some such resources will appear from
tim e to time. Meanwhile , awareness of environmental fragiities makes the exploration of available
resources more difficult.
The last resource on the list , as predictably in short supply, is manpower , or rather military
manpower. Shortages here result from the fact that , despite generally high levels of unemployment .
voluntary recruitment for the military is likely to have a high marginal cost. When the decline in
the number of births hits the age cohort for entrance to military service , about 1 985 , the problem
will become more serious , particularly in the reserv e components. Since compulsory service
probably cannot be reinstated , absent a major international crisis , the high cost of military
manpower may limit bot h the overall size of the armed forces and the amount that can be spared
for new or improved weapons systems.
Perhaps the most d irect way to moderate this constraint would be to expand greatly the
proportion of women in the armed services, substituting per ~on power for manpower alone.
Another , complementary approach , would be to initiate a major program of voluntary national
service, creating a context in which non-career voluntary milita ry service could be seen as a form of
national service for which one would receive a minimal stipend , rather than a paycheck competitive
with the private sector.
The supply of military officers qualified to deal with the increasingl y complex problems of
national security may not be a constraint on the policy process , but only if even more vigorous
efforts are made to prepare senior officers for their roles in the civil-militar y dialogue. Samuel
Huntington ’s classic distinction between “objective ” and “subjective ” civilian control of the
military , that is to say between educating milita ry leaders to understand and share the civilian point
of vi ew , or simply keeping milita r y men out of civilian matters, has already been resolved by events
in favor of the former approach . There remains some uncertainty about how best to implement
that approach—throug h changes in the military educational system , throu gh greater ease of
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movement back and forth between the military and the civilian sectors, with concomitant
modifications in the military retirement scheme , and through more exchanges between military and
civilians like the ones embodied in this conference. In my own experience , military professionals
are at least as responsive to civilian leadership as any other professional group in public service , but
the tasks are becoming more challenging, and the preparation must continue to meet the
challenges.
Even with a new kind of voluntary (enlisted) military service , dollar constraints on national
security budgets and force structures will become , if anything, more serious. The problem arises
because relatively so small a proportion of the federal budget is discretionary spending, and
political reluctance to increase taxes is increasing. Whatever tax dividend might result from a slowly
rising GNP is likely to be consumed in the rising cost of existing federally-supported social services.
Whether or not the national security budget is an appropriate target for budget cutters, it is one of
the few targets in sight.
Direct budgetary concerns are exacerbated by the fact that a portion of military spending
involves balance-o f-payments costs as well. Some of those costs can be offset , but the use of arm s
sales agreement to offset balance-of-payments costs has managed to create more proble m s than it
has resolved , and will probably not be available as a policy instrument in this context.
The web of political commitments in which government involves itself is a function both of
the increasing politidzation of the economic structu re , and of the increasing interdependence of
the world we live in. Gove rnment is constantly making promises to domestic interest groups, and to
allies and friends abroad. Domestic promises may be broken, but at a substantial cost in present
good will and future trust , We are a good deal more reluctant to make international promises today
than we have been over the past 20 to 25 years. But this gives greater significance to the promises
we do make. To abro gate or to repudiate them is to threaten international stability ,
Even where government does not promise , it is extremely reluctant to undertake any actions
that will have advers e repercussions on any organized interest group. And adverse reprecussions will
be more frequent in a more tightly-knit , interdependent world. The powe r of veto groups over
national policy is thus substantially enhanced. For example , the military force structure may be
sized and shaped on the basis of certain assumptions about the degree of energy independence to
be achieved in the United States. But that energy policy objective may h ave to be signficantly
modified as a result of objections from the auto industry (and the UAW) even in the absence of any
commitments by the government to those interest groups. Similarly, in thinking about military
deployments around the worl d, we need to consider not only the reactions of our potential
adversaries , but those of other nations and groups of nations , grea t and small , allies and friend. and
“nonaligned” states.
There is a fifth kind of constraint that needs to be considered here as well , and that is the
availability of suitable forums for debate and discussion of national security issues, and , at least
equally important , the interest of the general public in partici pating, even as observers , in those
forums.
We begin with an enormous range of activities , from courses in hi gh schools, colleges and
universities , and articles in learned journals to television documentary “specials ” on national
security issues, and institutional advertisements in newspapers and magazines. These activities can
be arranged on a number of scales: size of audience , degree of audience participation, degree of
audience interest (probably closely correlated), depth of exp loration of the issues. partisanship,
breadth of exposu re to a wide range of viewpoints , degree of (perceived) influence of the forum on
the actual out come , etc.
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It may be useful to distinguish , at the outset , between maintenance and expansion of the
general knowledge base on national security matters , and exp loration of particular current issues.
By and large , American society seems to be doing better with the second task than with the first.
Immediately after World War II , the educational community responded to the new role of the
United States in the world wi t h new attention to teaching and research on national security topics.
‘The phenomenon of Sputnik increased that attention , and multiplied the resources made available .
from public sources, through the National Defense Education Act of 1958 and related legislation.
and fro m private sources, primarily through the great foundations. These resources had their
intended multiplier effect , in the decisions of school boards and college and university faculties
about new courses, in the decisions of students about choice of courses, and of scholarly -careers.
and in the research orientation of private researc h organizations. Language and area studies
programs sprang up everywhere , as did national security studies programs on a smaller scale.
Permanent federal legislation was even proposed to finance graduate study and research.
But the federal legislation was never enacted , although the foundations , anticipating its
enactment , cut back their support in the tield. Newly created programs , not yet established within
the core budgets of colleges and universities, found th emselves struggling for a share of an
increasingly limited pool of outside resources. And as educational institutions , at all levels, moved
fro m the fat yea rs to the lean years , the financial problems of national security teaching and
research became even more acute. In higher education , even more than in most bureaucracies (using
the word in no invidious sense ) seniority is critical in the distribution of resources , and in a period
of contraction it is the most recently-established programs that are likely to suffe r the most.
One exception to this reversal of trend has been the research institutions supported by the
military itself—Rand , CNA , RAC—but they are necessarily concerned more with the elucidation of
current problems than with maintenance of the general knowledge base.
At the same time there has been a proliferation of private institutions addressing current
national security issues: examples include the Hudson Institute (established in 1962) and the
Institute for Strategic Studies (now th e International Institute for Strategic Studies) established in
I 958 , the Center for Strategic Studies and the Defense Information Center , the Center for Strategic
and International Studies at Georgetown , and the Center for National Security Studies. The
Brookin~ Institution set up a Defense Policy Study Group, and Harvard University organized a
program for Science and International Affairs , wh il e Harvard , MIT , Cornell , and Stanford have
joined a coalition , the Arms Control Consortium , organized under the auspices of the Aspen
Institute. This last group of activities , although conducted within the university framework , is
distinguishable from the firs t category of programs in that they hav e tended to find support outside
the university itself and have consequently focussed their attention more on current issues and
problems.
If this combination of trends continues, it suggests a danger that there may be more serious
but basically less well-informed interest generated in national security issues—or even that the
proponents of particular points of view may find themselves niore and more either preaching to the
converted , or enga ging in a dialogue of the deaf.
There is , however , a counter-tendency to incorporate the international aspects of any
academic subject—from anthropology to zoology—directly into the study of that subject. This
seems a natural development as the world becomes more interdependent , and it naturally
incorporates national security issues as well. Yet the inclusion of this materi al is not an adequat e
subst itute for the availability of courses focussed directly on foreign policy and national security
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issues, any more than scholars in anthropology or zoology would be satisfied to have their
disciplines incorporated into the study of forei gn policy.
The sam e considerations that app ly to the development of academic disciplines app l y to t h e
presentation of public issues in the media. It is more and more difficult for even the most parochial
to ignore the international and national security aspects even of the local news. But the trea i ~iie nt
of international issues is so casual and compressed even in the print media—and even more so in the
broadcast media—that it scarcely provides a basis for intelli gent citizen judgments , Journalists who
cover national security news are too often lacking in substantive background and expertise in the
subject matter—althoug h there are notable exceptions. And the info rmation scarcity problem is
exacerbated because while citizens can supplement what they learn from the media about local
issues through word of mouth and actual firsthand exposure , there is very little opportun ity to
supplement their info rmation about fo reign a ffairs, and what supplementary information is
available is likely to be quite limited by accidents of time and place.
If current information on national security issues is becoming more widely available, a
question then arises as to the interest of the general public in that information , and in the debates
on national secu rity policy that are (one hopes) based on that information. I have argu ed above
that there is a wider range of special interests involved in the new kind of national security issues.
There is nothing sinister or even improper in the involvement of these interests. But national
securi ty policy ought to be more than the resultant of all the lines of force that they exert. Unless
there is significant interest and concern on the part of the general public, the main line of national
security policy may be discontinuous , and erratic—a series of zigs and zags to which the observer
cannot fit a regu lar curve.
Recent events—Watergate and its attendant revelations , the last act of Vietnam , and the
violent dea th of thre e national leaders—have all tended to alienate Americans from our government.
Although the peaceful transition from these unhapp y events has demonstrated the strength of our
democracy , it has left many citizens with a pervasive and persistent sense of powerlessness.
Paradoxically , the new campaign finance laws have contributed in a way to this sense , at least
temporarily, by cutting off a traditional avenue of citizen involvement—fund raising—in Presidential
elections. If , however, campai gn contributions are severely limited in amount but still permitted by
future campaign financing laws, the net e ffect may be to reduce the sense of nonparticipation.
Unless and until that sense is overborne by an appreciation of the opportunities for
participation in policymaking, citizens whose primary concern is with the public interest will not
be drawn into the policymakin g process . There are some indications of a resurgence of this kind of
concern , not yet on anything like the scale that it manifested itself when the Marshall Pl an was
proposed , or at the height of the Vietnam debate. The key to citizen interest is probably to be
found in Presidential leadership : th at is one of the principal tasks that President Carter has set f ’or
himself , and , as he has put it in another context , he intends to succeed.
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the strategic hamlet program. He resigned from the Agency in 1968 , and served as Deputy to
mbassador Ko me in Vrethana In 1968 he sue ccc de
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Program , with the rank of Am bassador. In 1971 he returned to the Agency as its Executive
Director. i-f e is retire d in the Washington area.
DR. CHARLES A. COOPER , Manage r, Energ y Po licy, Exxon Corporation. A former Executive
Director of the Worl d Bank , Dr. Cooper has also served as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for
International Affairs , Deputy Assistant to the President for Internatio n al Economic Affairs and as
Minister-Counsellor for Economic Affairs at the American Embassy in Saigon. He is a former
Associate Director of AID , and holds a doctorate in economics from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
DR. LYNN E. DAVIS , Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense ( International Security Affairs). Dr.
Davis has served on the pro fessional staff of the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and
was a member of the United Nations Association Conventional Arms Control Panel. A former
consultant to the Na tional Security Council staff on SALT and strategic issues , she is a mem ber of
the Council on Foreign Relations , the International Institute for Strategic Studies and the
International Studies Association. Dr. Davis received a Ph.D. degree in international politics and
political science from Columbia University.
DR. CURTIS FARRAR , Agency for International
Development. Dr. Farrar is Assistant
Administrator of the Agency ’s Technical Assistance Bureau. 1-fe has served in various positions with
the Agency since 1963 , and spent a year as an Executive Fellow with the Urban Institute in
Washington , DC. Befo re joining AID. Dr. Farrar worked for the Asia Foundation , including seven
years in Pakistan and Cambodia. He helped to found the National Student Association, worked as a
volunteer with the United Worl d Federalists , and served as faculty assistant to the Salzburg Seminar
in American Studies. Dr. Farrar holds a doctorate in economics from the London School of
Economics.
LiEUTENANT GENERAL HOWARD M. FISH , USAF. Genera l Fish has been the Director of the
Defense Security Assistance Agency and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, International
Security Affairs (Security Assistance) since August 1974. His militar y career has included
assignments on the Air Staff as Deputy Director of Doctrine, Concepts and Objectives , and as
Director , Air Force Budget. Genera l Fish holds master ’s degrees in business administration from the
Unive r sity of Chicago and in in ternational affairs from George Washington University.
MR. RICHARD B. FOSTER . Director , Strateg ic Studies Center. Stanford Research Center. Mr.
Foster is a writer , commentator and author of severa l books on str at egy and international securi ty
issues. He is a member of the Advisory Board of Directors of the Association of the United States
Army and is active in the field of international studies and analyses. He holds degrees in civi l
engineering and in philosophy from the University of Califo rnia. Berk eley.
DR. RAYMOND L . GARTHOFF . US Ambassador-Designate to Bulgaria. Dr. Garthoff has been a
research specialist on Soviet political and military a tTairs with the R A N D Corporation : Foreign
Affairs Advisor , Department of the Army : Counselor to the US Mission to NATO: Deputy Director
of the Bureau of Politica l-Military Affairs and Fxecuti ve Officer and Senior State Advisor on the
US-SALT Delegation. He has written widely on national security affairs and holds the
Department ’s high est award for excellence , the Distinguished Honor Award . lie is a gr aduate of
Prince ton and holds master ’s and doctora l degrees from Yale Universit y.
DR. LESLIE H. GELB , Director , Bureau of Politico -Military Affairs . Department of State. I)r. Gelh
has a broad background iii national security a ffairs , in government , j ournalism and academic life .
lie has served as Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense , Policy Planning and Arms Control:
as t)irector of the Policy Planning Staff , International Security A ffairs . Office of the Secretary of
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De fense ; and as Chairman , Secretary of Defense Vietnam Task Force. He has been a Senior Fellow
at the Brookings institution , a Visiting Professor at Georgetown University, and a faculty member
at Harvard University and Wesleyan University. A fo rmer correspondent with Th e .\e~i- York
Times, he has also been a member of the International Institute for Strategic Studies and the
Council on Fore ig n Relations. Dr. GeIb received a Ph.D. degree from Harvard University.
MS. GEORGIE ANNE GEYER , Chicago Daily News. Ms. Geyer is a distinguished journalist who
has specialized in forei gn affairs and is currently a roving foreign correspondent. She is the recipient
of several major awards for her reporting on Latin Am erica , among them from the American
Newspaper Guild and the Overseas Press Club. She is a member of the Council on Forei gn Relations
and her work appears regularly in newspapers and periodical s throughout the country. She studied
at Northwestern University and was a Fulbright scholar at the University of Vienna , Austria.
CO LONEL HERMAN 1. GILSTER , USAF , Director of International Economic Affairs , Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affa irs). Colonel Gilster has extensiv e
experience in economic affairs and in operations analysis with the US Air Force. He has been a
Federal Executive Fellow with the Bm ookings Institution , and taugh t economics at the Air Force
Academy. He received a Ph.D. degree in economics from Harvard University.
DR. MARSHALL I. GOLDMAN . Associate Director , Russian Research Center , Harva id University.
Dr. Goldman is a Profe ssor of Economics at Wellesley College and a specialist on the Soviet
economy as well as on the economics of pollution. He has served as a consultant to the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Ford Foundation and the Department of State and is a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations (New York) and the Committee on Foreign Relations
(Boston) . He is a noted author and a frequent contributor to journals and periodicals.
MR. ALLAN E. GOODMAN . Central Intelli gence Agency. A fo rmer Chairman of the Department
of Government and International Relations , Clark University, and a National Fellow at the Hoover
Institution on War , Revolution and Peace at Stanford , Mr. Goodnian is a specialist on the political
and economic impact on international relations of developments in the Third World. He is a
Professorial Lecture r on the Theory amid Practice of International Negotiati ons at the Georgetown
School of Foreign Service and a specialist on Southeast Asia.
DR. LINCOLN GORDON , Senior Fellow , Resources for the Future . Inc. Dr. Gordon , fo rmer US
Ambassador to Brazil , is a distinguished scholar and public servant. I-I c has been President of Johns
I lopkins University, a Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars and a
longtime member of the faculty at Harvard University. He has served as Minister of Economic
Affairs in the American Embassy in London and was closely involved in the development and
implementation of the Marshall Plan ( 1947-52). He is a Director of the Overseas Development
Council ai ~d his current research is in the field of sustainable growth and world order. tie is a
graduate of Harvard and earned his doctorate at Oxford , which he attended as a Rhodes Scholar.
DR. COLIN S. GRAY , Political Scientist , Hudson Institute. A former Assistant Director of the
International Institute for Strategic Studies, London: a Ford Fellow in the Department of War
Studies . King ’s College , London ; and Executive Secretary of the Strategic and International Studies
Commission , Canadian Institute of International Affairs , Dr. Gray specializes in strategic studies.
foreign policy and internationa l relations theory . He has tau ~~mt in Canada and Great Britain ,
written widely. and done significant research in national security a ffairs and foreign policy , lie
studied at Manchester Unive rsity and earned his doctorate in international politics at Oxford.
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DR. MAHBUB UL HAQ , Director , Policy Planning, the World Bank. Dr. Haq is an international
authority on Third Worl d issues. He was a longtime member of the Pakistan i National Planning
Commission and served as Chief Economic Advisor to the Pakistani Government from 1967 to
1970. He is a former Harvard University research associate and visiting lecturer at the Economic
Development lnstitute , a founding member of the Third Worl d Forum , Chairman of the RIO
Foundation , and a widely-read author in the field of international economic development. A
professional economist , he received his bachelor ’s degree from Government College , Lahore ,
Pakistan ; his master ’s from King ’s College , Cambridge University, England: and his doctorate from
Yale University.
DR. ROLAND F . HERBST , Director of Research , R&D Associates. Dr. l-lerbst is a theoretical
physicist who has had a long association with nuclear research and weapons design , first with the
Argonne National Laboratory and , later , with Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. He is a former
Deputy Director for Space and Strategic Systems in the Office of the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering and he has served as a member of the Scientific Advisory Group to the Joint
Strategi c Target Plannin g Staff. He acted as Scientific Advisor to the US delegations for the
negotiation of the Test Ban Treaty and the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference in 1962. He
received the Department of Defense Meritorious Civilian Service award in 1 972.
REAR ADMIRAL M. STASER HOLCOMB , USN , Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense .
Admiral Holcomb’s distinguished military career has included a broad mix of challenging
assignments at sea and as a systems analyst ashore. A naval aviator , he commanded a carrier
anti-submarine warfare squadro n, and subsequently served as Executive Officer of USS
SARATOG A and as Commanding Officer of USS GUAM , the first Interim Sea Control Ship. He
served on the Systems Analysis Staff of the Secretary of Defense , in both the Office of Navy
Program Appraisal and on the CNO Executive Panel , and , most recently , as the Director of Systems
Analysis on the Navy Staff. He has a master ’s degre e in physics and has been ordered to an
operational afloat command th is month.
MR. JAMES L . HOLT , Deputy Program Manager for Materia ls and Resources , Office of
Technology Assessment , US Congress. Mr. Holt is responsible for overall progra m development and
assessment in the area of foreign and domestic policies and issues related to materials and natural
resources. He has been active in the policy analysis field in the private sector prior to his current
government service and has also worked as a Senior Staff Analyst for the State of Maryland. He is
currently completing his doctoral work in public policy administration at the University of
Maryland.
DR. ROBERT HORMATS , Deputy for International Economic Affa irs, National Security Council.
Dr. i-f ormats is a former Senior Consultant on the Commission on Critical Choices for Am ericans ,
an International Affairs Fellow on the Council on Foreign Relations and a Guest Scholar at the
Brookings Institution. He has held positions on the National Security Council staff since 1969 , and
is a former Researc h Associate at the University College , Dar-es-Salaam , Tanzania. He holds M .A .,
M.A.L.D. and Ph.D. degrees fro m the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
DR. RICHARD L. HOUGH , The National War College. Dr. Hough is a specialist in the area of
foreign assistance, development and north-south issues. He is a former Program Officer in the US
AID mission to Taiwan , a Policy Planning Officer in AID --Washington , and has held top
management and supervisory positions with the Age ncy in Saigon and in Santo Domingo ,
Dominican Republic. I-fe has taugh t at the Fletcher School of Law ami d Diplomacy and has been a
faculty member at The National War College since 1975. He holds master ’s and doctoral degrees
from the University of Califo rnia.
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DR. ARTHUR H. HOUSE , Legislative Assistant to Senator Abraham Rib icoff. Dr. House was
Assistant Dean and subsequently a Research Associate in Political Development at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy and a member of the Policy Plamining Staff of the World Bank before
being selected as a White I-louse Fellow in 1975. At the White House , he was assigned to the staff of
President Ford’s Assistant for National Security Affairs. He received his Ph.D . degree from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
MR. JAMES W. HOWE , Senior Fellow , Overseas Development Council . Mr. Howe has a
distinguished background in US foreign assistance programs , having served as Director of US AID
to the East Afri can Community (Kenya , Uganda and Tanzania), as a member of the Policy Plan ming
Council of the State Department concerned with the less developed nations , as Director of the
Program Office of the Latin American Bureau of AID amid as Director of the Program Office of the
United States Operations Mission to Vietnam . He has taugh t at Princeton University and holds
master ’s degrees from American ami d Harvard Universities.
DR. ROBERT F. HUNTER , National Security Council. Dr. Hunter has been a Fellow and Senior
Fellow at the Overseas Development Council and Professorial Lecturer at Johns Hopkins
University. He was a member of President Johnson ’s White House Staff and served as Foreign
Policy Advisor to Senator Edward M. Kennedy . I-f e is a former Fulbrigh t scholar and a Research
Associate at the Institute for Strategic Studies in London. He holds a Ph.D. degree from the
London School of Economics.
MR. WILLIAM C. HYLAND , National Security Council. Mr. Hyland was Chief of Staff for Soviet
and Far Eastern Affairs on the Board of National Estimates before joining the National Security
Council staff at the White House as Staff Member for Soviet and European Affair s in !969. In 1 974
he was appointed Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research at the State Department. In
1976 he returned to the White House as Deputy Assistant to the Pre sidemit for National Security
Affairs. Mr. Hyland , currently Director of European amid Soviet Affairs ~n the NSC staff, is a
respected analyst of strategic systems and has participated for many years in US-Soviet arnis
control negotiations. He has a master ’s degree from the University of Missouri and has done other
post-graduate work at American University.
DR. FRED C. IKLE , Former Director , US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. Dr. lkl e is the
former head of the Social Science Department of the Rand Corporation and a former Professor of
Political Science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He was a prominent figure in the SALT
negotiations during his goveniment service and has written extensively on the subject of arms
control and international political issues. lie was born in Switzerland and holds a Ph.D. degree from
the University of Chicago.
MR. LES JANKA , Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Near Eastern , Afri can and South
Asian Affa irs. Mr. Janka served in a number of positions in the US Information Agency and is a
former Assistant Dean of the School of Advanced International Studies , Johns Hop kins University.
lie served as Special Assistant to Dr. Kissinger on the National Security Council and as a senior
staff member for Legislative and Public Affairs. I-fe holds a master ’s degree in international affairs
and Middle Eastern studies from Johns Hopkins University.
GENERAL HAROLD K. JOHNSON , USA (Ret .), President , Financia l Genera l Bankshares
Corporation. General Johnson retired from the Army as Chief of Staff in 1968, following a
distinguished military career which spanned thirty-five years. He served with the Philippine Scouts
prior to World War Ii and is a survivor of the Bataan death march. He was a battalion amid
regimental commander during the Korean War and his subsequent assignments included duties as
Chief of Staff of the 7th Army in Europe; Central Arm y Group (NATO) and Commandant of the
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Army Command and General Staff College. He is active in business amid civic affairs and makes his
home in the Washington area.
DR. ROBERT R. JOHNSON , Vice President , Engineering, Burro ughs Corporation. Dr. Johnson is a
former research p hysicist with au extensive back ground in electronics , computers and industrial
management. Prior to his association with the Burrough s Corporation , he was associated with
Hughes Aircraft Company and Genera l Electric in management and research positions. Dr. Johnson
is President of the Board of Directors of the Engineering Society of Detroit and an Adjunct
Professor at the University of Detroit. i-f e holds a master ’s in electrical engineering froni the
University of Wisconsin and a doctorate from Califo rnia Institute of Technology .
DR. AMOS A. JORDAN , Georgetown Center for Strateg ic and International Studies. Until rec ently
Deputy Undersecretary of State for Security Assistance , Dr. Jordan has also served as Principa l
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defe n se for international Security Affairs and in a series of senior
politico-military positions. He is a form er Professor of Social Sciences at West Point , Director of
the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies and is a retired Briga dier General , US Army. Dr. Jordami
holds bach elor ’s and master ’s degrees from Oxford , where he studied as a Rh odes scholar , and a
doctorate in international relations fro m Columbia University.
DR. HERMAN KAHN , Director , The Hudson Instit ute. A pioneer and leader in the field of
futurology , ” Dr. Kahn is a specialist in public policy analyses. He has been a leader imi the work of
the Commission on the Year 2000 and is a noted author and lecturer , whose niany i’ooks on
strategic warfare , economic and social development at ~d international business issues are widely
read and quoted. He was fo rmally trained in physics and mathematics and is a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations , the Center for Inter-American Relations and the American Political
Science Association.
MR. DAVID B. KASSING , President , Center for Naval Analy ses. Mr. Kassing has broad experience
as a systems analyst. lii addition to his several years with the Center for Naval Analyses , lie was
head of the Naval Forces Division in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems
Anal y sis). He served as Director of Research for the President ’s Commission oii an All-Volunteer
Armed Force. He has an M.B.A. degree from Cornell University, and was an Assistant Professor of
Business Administration at Clarkson College of Technology.
MR. CROSBY M. KELLY , Vice President (Communications ), Rockwell International Corporatio n.
Mr. Kelly has held senior management positions with Litton Industries in international relations ,
public affairs and corporate communications, and operated his own international management
consulting corporation for several years . He has worldwide responsibility for Rockwell’s public
relations , advertising, emp loyee communications and public affairs and has a wide backgrouiid in
industry and management. He has received international recognition for his participation in global
councils and confe rences and is a member of the corporate operations committee of Rockwell.
MR. DONALD M. KENDALL , Cha irman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer , PEPSICO, Inc.
Mr. Kendall was a naval aviator during World War II and joined the Pepsi-Cola Company following
nav al service. He became president in 1963, and chairman of the board in 1971. He is the
Cochairman of th e US-USSR Trade and Economic Council , a senior member of the Emergency
Committee for American Trade , and served as Chairman of the Committee from 1969 to 1976. He
is a member of the board of directors of several corp orations, as well as the Chamber of Conimerce
of the United States , the National Alliance of Businessmen, and the National Center for Resource
Recovery.
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COMMISSIONER RICHARD 1. KENNEDY , Nuclear Regu latory Commission. Deputy Assistant to
the President amid Director of National Security Planning when named to the NRC in 1975 ,
(‘onimissioner Kennedy had been a staff member of the National Security Council since 1969 . He
is a retired Army officer whose milita ry career had been focused heavily on international affairs
and strategi c p lanning. lie was graduated with a degree in economics from the University of
Rochester and with a master ’s degree from the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration. He is also a graduate of The National War College.
DR. ROBERT A. K I LMARX , Director of Busin ess Research , Georgetown Center for Strategic and
Internatio n al Stud ~~s. Dr. Kil marx is a specialist in the fields of national security and raw materials
and heads the (‘ enter ’s program on investment in the extractive iiidustries in developing countries.
He has served as an adviser in this field to the Presidential Commission on Procurement and to the
United Nations. lIe is a fo rmer Special Adviser to the Assistant Chief of Staff for lnte lli ?ence .
U SAF . and has recentl y been Professorial Lecturer at the George Washington University School of
Busines s aii d Public Administration.
DR. WILLIAM R . KINTNER , Director , Foreign Policy Research Institute. Ambassador Ki r itner has
been associated with the Foreign Policy Researc h Instit u te at the University of Pennsylvania since
196 1 . arid is a Professor of Political Science at the University ’s Wharton School. I-I c retired from
the US Army in 1961. after a distingu ished career including service in Europe during World War II
and in Korea. lie has served in the Office of the Secretary of Defense as Planning Board Assistant
to the National Security Council and as Chief of the Strategic Analysis Section . Office of t h e Chief
of Staff . Department of the Army. In 1973 , he was ~~pointed US Ambassador to Thailand serving
in that post until March 1975.
DR. WILLIAM S. KRASON . Industrial College of the Armed Forces. Dr. Krason is Professor of
Political Economy and Foreign Af ’fairs at the Industrial (‘ollege of the Armed Forces, and is an
FSO-2 in the Forei gn Service. lie has a Ph I). degree in Business Administration and Financial
Economics from the llochschu le fuer We lthandel , Vienna. Austria: and has published numerous
articles on trade and international banking in professional jotmr iia ls.
MR . LEWIS J . LAMM , Vice President and Manager , Clark Equi pment A. G. and Director . East -West
Trade , Clark Equipment Compa ny. Mr. Lam m has extensive experience in developing trade and
technolog ical exchange opportunities with the U SSR arid in negotiating trade agr eements with the
Eastern European states. lie is a member of the District of Columbia amid Michigan bars with a wide
background in management , lega l and engineering matters and is a specialist in East-West trade. He
holds mechanical and electro n ic engineering degrees and a doctor of laws degree from George
Washington University.
DR. HORACE N. LANDER . Senior Vice President , Climax Molybdenum Company. Dr. Lander
directs all dome sti c and international market development acti vities for Climax , a division of
AMAX Incorporated . He has been prominent imi the field of metals and materials throughout his
career and has been associ at ed wit h w orldwide industrial applications for a number of ’ years. I-Ic is a
member of both the British and Japanese Iron and Steel Imi stitut es and has been engaged in
commercial operations with the Soviet Union arid East ern Europe. lie has authored numerous
technical papers and holds a doctoral degree in metallurgy from the Massachusetts institute of
Technology.
MR. ERNEST S. LEE , Director, Department of International Affa irs, AFL.CIO. Mr. Lee has broad
experience in organized labor in international affairs. lie established a Western Hemisphere Office
of the International Federation of the Commercial , Clerical and Technical Employees organization
and worked in organizing white collar unio n s in Latin America. lie has served as International
Affairs Director of the Retail Clerks International Association , AFL-CIO. lie is a member of the
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Board of Trustees of the American Institute for Fre e Labor Development , of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Advisory Committee , and is on the Executive Committee of the National Committee f or
Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve. He is also a member of the Advisory Board of the
Center for Strategic amid International Studies of Georgetown University and is a graduate of the
University ’s School of Foreign Service.
DR. JOHN F. LEHMAN , JR.. Former Deputy Director , Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
Dr. Lehman , President of the Abington Corporation , served on the National Security Council as
Special Counsel and Senior Staff Member from 1969-74 and was a delegate to the Mutual amid
Balanced Force Reductions Talks (MBFR) in Vienna in 1974. He is the author of a recent study of
Con gr ess and fo re ign policy in the Nixon years and holds master ’s degrees in international law and
diplomacy from Cambridge University and the University of Pennsylvania and a Ph.D. degree in
international relations from the University of Pennsylvania.
MAJOR GENERAL HARRISON LOBDELL , JR. , Commandant , The National War College.
General Lobdell’s extensive operational and professional background includes numerous command
and staff assignments in tactical reconnaissance and aviation trainin g. Most recently he was Director
of the European Policy Section , Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Internatio n al
Security Affairs. Prior to that time he had served as Inspector Genera l of the Air Training
Command and Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans at Air Forc e Headquarters in Europe. A gr aduat e of
the Military Academy, the Arm y Command and Genera l Staff College an d the Air War College. he
holds a master ’s degre e in international affairs from George Washington University .
MR. JAN M. LODAL, Executive Vice President, American Management Systems Inc. As the
Director of Program Analysis on the National Security Council , Mr. Lodal was the primary White
House staff officer under Dr. Kissinger on arms control matters from 1973-75. He has participated
in arms control negotiations in Moscow , and at the Helsinki amid Vladivostok summit conferences
and has a wide civilian back ground in corporate fin ancial management consulting. He is a member
of the Council on Foreign Relations , the American Economics Association amid has written
extensively on systems analysis and on arm s control issues. lie has a degree in engineering from
Rice University and two master ’s degrees fro m Princeton University.
MR. DONALD J. LOOFT , Deputy Director , Defense Advanced Research Projects A gency . A
veteran of World War II , Mr. Looft has extensive experience in all phase s of Department of Defense
research and development and material acquisition programs and is a specialist in nigh t vision .
electric power generation , energy conversion ari d electro-optical systems amid technology , lie is the
former Chief , Electro-Technolugy Laboratory and Director . US Arm y Nigh t Vision Laboratory . An
alumnus of George Washington Universit y he holds a master ’s degree in engineering mamiagen lent
fro m that institution.
DR. EDWARD N. LUTTWAK , Associate Director , Washington Center of Foreign Policy Research ,
Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Luttwak is a distinguished scholar and fo rmer Depar t nient of
Defense consultant who is the author of several widely read books on the strategic balance , the
political uses of sea power, the Israeli Army and other national security affairs issues.
MR. JOHN H. LYONS , President , Ironworker s International. Mr. Lyons has been prominent in the
labor movement for the last quarter century , and has served in leadership roles in the International
Association of Bridge , Structural and Ornamnental Ironworker s since 1958. lIe has been a member
of numerous national and Presidential advisory committees , councils and commissions and is
currently a member of the National Commission for Manpowe r Policy and the Labor Policy
Committee for Multilateral Trade Negotiations. He is a graduate of the Missouri School ot Mines
and served in the Army Air Cor ps during World War II.
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MR. KENNETH G. MARK , Director of Strategic Planning, The Boeing Company. Since joining the
Boeing Company in 1958 , Mr. Mark has held successively broader charters within the organization
and is now responsible for maintaining cognizance over all issues and trends which impact on the
industry. He has been involved with market and environmental analyses amid has done long-range
studies on arms contro l, ballistic missile defense and strategic force analysis. He holds degrees in
aeronautical engineering and political science and received his master ’s degree from the University
of Chicago.
MR. ANDREW W. MARSHALL , Director of Net Assessment , Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. Marshall has been a member of the Gaither Committee , the McCloy Arm s Control Panel , the
US Delegation to NATO and a consultant to the Office of Management and Budget. He was also a
consultant to the National Security Council and Director of the Net Assessment Group in the
White House in 1972-73. He has published in the areas of systems analysis , strategic policy and
intelligence and holds a master ’s degree in economics from the University of Chicago.
MR. EUGENE J. MILOSH , Vice President , US-USSR Trade and Economic Council. With offices in
New York and Moscow, Mr. Miosh has a broad background in marketing in Eastern Europe .
specifically involving patent licensing, advertising, public relations and market research. In his
twelve years with Union Carbide Corporation , he managed large US trade exhibitions in Moscow mi
1965 and in 1970. He now directs the operations of an association of over 200 US member firm s
dealing with the Soviet Union. He is a certified accountant with degrees in economics and
chemistry and has a master ’s degre e in international economics.
MR. JERROLD K. MILSTED , Staff Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I nternati ona l
Security Affairs). Prior to joining the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I SA) . Mr .
Milsted served with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency in Washington and Southeast
Asia. He has worked as an operations analyst for the Stanford Research Institute amid Litton
System Division. Mr. Milsted received a master ’s degree in public administration from Harvard
University, and is a graduate of the Senior Executive Education Progra m , Federa l Executive
Institute.
MR. RICHARD N. PERLE , Staff Membe r , Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs . Mr. Perle is
a national security advisor to Senator Henry M. Jacksomi and for many years he has been a leading
contributor to congressional and public debate on arm s control . East-West trade , arms transfe r
policy and US-Soviet relations. He has a wide background as a researcher and consultant with
industry and with the academic and analytic community, as well as with other governmen tal
groups. He is the author of several publications on national security issues and is a frequeni t lecturer
at colleges and universities. He holds a master ’s degree from Princeton. where he is a doctoral
candidate , and studied at the London School of Economics.
DR. ANDREW J. PIERRE , Senior Resea rc h Fellow , Council on Foreign Relations. Dr. Pierre is an
author whose works on nuclear proliferation and nuclear politics and whose frequent articles imi
national and internationa l journals are widely read. He has been associated with the Brookings
Institution and the Hudso n Institute and is a former professor at Columbia University. His
government service has included assignments with the Department of State in Washington amid at
the American Embassy in London.
DR. RICHARD E. PIPES , Pro fessor of History, Harvard University. Dr. Pipes was a member of the
“B” team that prepared the alternative National Intelligence Estimate of the US-Soviet strategic
balance for the CIA in 1 976. A native of Poland , he served with the US Arm y in World War II and
has been on the Harv ard faculty for 27 years . where he directed the Russian Research (‘enter from
1 968 to 1973. He is a noted authority on Russian history amid political thought , a former Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and is currently a consultant with the Stanford
Research Institute .
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DR. EARL C. RAVENAL , Professor of America n Foreig n Policy, Georgetown School of Forei gn
Service and the John s Hopkins University. Dr. Ravenal was president of an industrial corporation
when he was named Director of the Asian Division (Systems An alysis) in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense in 1967. Since leaving government service , in addition to his teaching
responsibilities, he has been a frequent speaker and panelist through out the foreign affairs
commulity and has given expert testimony before the Congress on national security affairs. He is a
widely read author whose work appears frequently in the press and in professional publications
here a!ld abroad. He is an alumnus of Harvard , studied at the University of Cambridge , England ,
and received his master ’s and doctoral degrees fro m Johns Hopkins University.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL BRENT SCOWCROFT , USAF (Retired). General Scowcroft capped a
distinguished military career of more than 25 years when he was appointed Deputy Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs in 1973. Following his retirement from the Air Force , he
succeeded Dr. Kissinger as Assistant to the President for National Security Affa irs and served in
that capacity until January 1977. He is a fo rmer pro fessor at the Military and Air Force Academies,
Air Attache at the US Embassy in Belgrade and has had major policy responsibilities in the Defense
Department and on the Joint Staff. He is a graduate of West Point , the Armed Forces Staff College ,
The National War College amid holds master ’s and doctoral degrees from Columbia.
MS. JOYCE LASKY SHUB , Foreign Policy Advisor to Senator Josep h Biden. Formerly with the
staff of the liouse International Relations Subcommittee on Future Foreign Policy, Ms. Shub
began her career as Assistant Editor of the New Leader. She was a senior publishing professional
before living abroad for twelve years , where she worked for NBC in Moscow and on other
assignments in Bonn and Paris. She is a published novelist and was a member of the 1976
congressional delegation which visited China. She is a graduate of Barnard College.
MR. WALTER SLOCOMBE , Princi pal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (International
Security Affairs). In addition to his duties as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(ISA ), Mr. Slocombe is Director , Department of Defense SALT Task Force . He has been a Research
Associate at the International Institute for Strategic Studies in London, and was a member of the
Program Analysis Office of the National Security Council staff. He is a graduate of Princeton
University and the Harvard Law School , and was a Rhodes scholar at Balliol College, Ox ford. where
he pursued graduate studies in Soviet politics.
MR. LEON SLOSS , A ssista n t Director , Arm s Control and Disarmament Agency. Mr. Sloss has had
extensive and varied service in the State Department , with emphasis on strategic policy, NATO
strategy , strategic arms control and defens e planning. Between periods of government service , he
has been a business consultant specializing in foreign trade and investment , and has also been
associated with the Strategic Studies Center of the Stanford Research Institute. Mr. Sloss recently
completed a year as a Senior Research Associate at the Georgetown Center for Strategic and
International Studies and the International Institute of Strategic Studies , London. He was Acting
Director of the Agency fro m January 20 to March I 0 of this year.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL W. Y. SMITH , USAF , Assistant to the Ch airman , Joint Chiefs of Staff.
General Smith is a combat veteran of the Korean War and has served in a number of high-level
positions during his distingu ished career in the Air Force. He has served as Director of Policy Plan s
and National Security Council Affairs, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs ; as Director of Doctrine . Concepts and Objectives . Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Operations, Headquarters, US Air Force; Commander of the
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center , and Milita ry Assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force.
General Smith holds a doctorate in political economy and government from H arvard University.
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DR. RICHARD F. STAAR , Associate Director , The Hoover Institution on War , Revolution amid
Peace. Dr. Staar has directed the international studies prog ram at the Hoover Institution since
1969. He has had major pro fessorial assignments at Emory University, the Naval War College and
The National War College , and as a reserve Marine colonel has been an Adjunct Professor at the
Marine Corp s Command and Staff College since 1971. The author of major works on European
Communism , he is a graduate of Dickinson College with a master ’s degree from Yale and a
doctorate from Michigan.
DR. TIMOTHY W . STANLEY , President , International Economic Policy Association. Dr. Stanley
served for a number of years in the US Government , including the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security Affairs and the White House sta ff. He was Defense Advisor to
the United States Diplomatic Mission to NATO , with the rank of Minister , and Special
Representative of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in Vienna. He is a Director of the
Atlantic Council of the United States , a member of the Council on Foreign Relations , the Institute
for Strate tic Studies , and heads the International Economic Studies Institute. He has taught at
Harvard and George Wash ington Un iversities, and was Visiting Professor of International Relations
at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. He holds L.L.B. and Ph.D. degrees
fro m Harvard University.
DR. JEREMY STONE , Director , Federation of American Scientists. Dr. Stone directs a federation
whose membership includes over 7,000 scientists and over half of the American Nobel laureates. He
has been associated with Stanford Research Institute , the Hudson Institute , the Harvard Center for
International Affairs and was a Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations before accepting his
present position. A mathematician by training, Dr. Stone is t h e author of two books on arm s
control and is a graduate of Swarthmore College.
DR. DALE R. TAHTINEN , Assistant Director of Forei gn and Defense Policy Studies , America n
Enterprise Institute . Dr. Tahtinen has written widely on politico-military issues, with specifi c focus
on the Middle East and the Indian Ocean. A former assistant for research and legislative analysis to
Senator Robert P. Griffi n , his career has included service with the Defense Intelligence Agency amid
as a professor at the University of Maryland. He is a frequent guest lecturer on problems of the
Middle East in this country and abroad.
GENERAL MAXWELL D. TAYLO R , USA (RETIRED ). General Taylor ’s distinguished career of
public service includes more than 30 years as a soldier at the top of his profession , close advisor to
two Presidents, diplomat , scholar and author , and since leaving government he has served as a
director of several corporations. He commanded the 10 1st Airborne Division in its campaigns in
Europe during World War 11 and was 8th Army Commander and later , Commander in Chief , Far
East , during the Korean War. He is a former Chief of Statf of the Army, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and Chairman of the President ’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. He was the
United States Ambassador to Vietnam from July 1964 to July 1965. General Taylor is retired and
lives in Washington , DC.
BRIGADIER GENERAL JAMES M. THOMPSON . USA , Director , Policy Plans and National
Security Council Affairs , ISA. General Thompson is an Army Engineer , with extensive comman d
and staff experience. Prior to his assignment to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(I SA) he was Deputy Director for Estimates, Defense Intelligence Agency. He is a graduate of the
Army War College and holds a master of arts degree from Oxford College , England.
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PROFESSOR W. SCOTT THOMPSON , Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy . Dr. Thom pson is a
former White House Fellow who is currently Associate Professor of International Politics at the
Fletcher School. He was a Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense prior to his association
with Fletcher , and he has been a Visiting Research Fellow at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok
and at the Univ ersity of the Philippines. He has published several works on the developing world
and received his doctora te from Oxford University where he studied as a Rhodes scholar.
DR. RICHARD C. THORNTON , Profe ssor of History and International Affairs , George
Washington University. A specialist in Russian and Chinese history, cultu re and political th ou ght ,
Dr. Thornton is a fluent linguist who has served in the Air Force as a Chinese (Mandarin ) translator
and was a Research Associate at the Far Eastern and Russian Institute , University of Washington , in
1 966-67. He is a graduate of Colgate University with a doctoral degree in modern Russian and
Chinese history from the University of Washington.
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HARLA N K. ULLMAN , USN , Faculty, The National War College .
Lieutenant Commander Ullman teaches national security affairs at The National War College . He
has wide fleet experience in destroyers and in Vietnam , and has served as exchange officer with the
Royal Navy in HMS BACCHANTE and the British Royal Naval College. He holds a Ph.D. degree
from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, and spent a year as a Research
Fellow with the International Institute for Strategic Studies in England.
DR. JAMES P. WADE , Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense. Until recently the Director of the
Defense Department ’s SALT Task Forc e, Dr. Wade has been deeply involve d in strategic
techn ology and the im plications of technology on foreign policy. He has worked with the
Advanced Research Projects Agency and on the staff of the Director , Defense Research and
Engineering in strategic and space systems and holds the Department of Defense Medal for
Distinguished Public Service for his work with SALT. He is a West Point gr aduate with master ’s and
doctora l degrees in physics from the University of Virginia.
MAJOR GENERA L JASPER A. WELCH , JR., Assistan t Chief of Staff (Studies and Anal ysis),
United States Air Force. General Welch’s distinguished career as a military scientist , analyst ,
planner and manager has included assignments in weapons design , space physics, strategic policy
and program analysis. He has held posts of progressively increasing responsibility within the defense
scientific and analytic community and has frequently been called upon to consult with private
industry on the peacefu l uses of nuclear technology. He is the author of numerous articles and
papers and is a member of the American Physical Society, the American Geophysical Union and
the Council on Foreign Relations. General Welch holds a doctoral degree in physics from the
University of California at Berkeley.
DR. WILLIA M W. WHITSO N , Congressional Research Service , Library of Congress. Dr. Whitson
has an extensive background in government service which has included assignments in the
Philippines, with the Korean Milita ry Academy and as a political analyst attached to the American
Embassy in Taipei. He has served with the Policy Planning staff (ISA) and the Systems Analysis
staff of the Defense Department with primary focus on China. He was a senior social scientist with
the Rand Corporation and has written and lecture d in his specialty for a number of years. He is a
West Point graduate with master ’s and doctoral degrees from the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
MR. JOSEPH W. WILLET , Economic Research Service, Department of Agriculture . A government
economist since 1 955 , Mr. Willet specializes in world food production , distribution and the worl d
agricultura l trade. He is a forme r Research Associate at the University of Chicago and served on the
faculty of The National Vr ar College 1975-1976. He is the author of several articles in his field and
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has lectured widely in the United States and in Canada. Mr. Willet has degrees in chemistry and
agriculture and holds a master ’s degree in agricultural economics from the University of Chicago.
DR. THOMAS W. WOLFE , Senior Staff Member , Rand Corporation. A retired Air Force colonel .
Dr. Wolfe’s military career included assignments at the American Embassy in Moscow .as a member
of the Coolidge Committee for Disarmament Review and as a staff officer with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. He was Director of the Sino-Soviet Affairs Branch on the stal l’ of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (ISA) and participated as an advisor at the McC Ioy-Zorin talks in Mo ~cow in 1961. He isa
Professorial Lecturer at George Washington University and has lectured and written widely on
Sino-Sovie t affairs and strategic issues. He has a master ’s degree from the Russian In stitute at
Columbia and a doctorate from Georgetown University.
DR. PAUL D. WOLFOW ITZ , Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Progra m Analysis and
Evaluation. Prior to his recent appointment , Dr. Wolfowitz served for several years in the Anu s
Control amid Disarmament Agency where he held semlior positions as Special Assistant for SALT ,
Deputy Assistant Director for Verification and Analysis , amid as Specia l Assista mit to the Director.
He is a former Assistant Professor at Yale University and has worked as a consultant with the Rand
Corporation and on the program evaluation staff of the Bureau of the Budget. He holds master ’s
and doctoral degrees in political science from the University of Chicago.
DR. ROBERT S. WOOD , Professor of Government and Forei gn Affairs , University of Virg inia .
Professor Wood is a distinguished specialist in international relations theory , national security
policy , international law and organization and Western European politics. He is a former Fulbri ght
Professor and visiting professor at leading universities in the Netherlands , a visiting professor at the
Naval War College and a consultant for the Netherlands Institute for International Affairs . He is a
author of three books and numerous articles in his field and is a graduate of Stanford University.
He holds master ’s and doctora l degrees from Harvard University.
PROFESSOR ADAM YARMOLINSKY , Unive rsity of Massachusetts. A prominent lawyer-educator
with a distinguished background in government service, he has served as a Special Assistant to the
Secretary of Defense , as a Deputy Director of the President ’s Anti-Poverty Task Force , as Chief ’ of
the Emergency Relief Mission to the Dominican Republic amid as Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs. He has taught at several institutions of
higher learning and was educated at Harvard and at the Yale Law School.
--

Rapporteurs

LIEUTENANT COLONEL ALBERT S. BRI11 ’ . USA. A former professor at the United States
Military Academy , Lieutenant Colonel Britt is a professional Armor officer who has lectured at the
Foreign Service Institute and the Naval War College and has authored and contributed to standard
texts on military history.He has served in Germany and in Vietnam and holds a master’s degree
from the University of California, where he studied under Sir Basil Liddel Hart.
LIEUTENANT COLON EL JOHN FR I EL , USAF . A recent graduate of The National War College,
Lieutenant Colonel Friel served as a systems analyst in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff of
the Air Force for five years where he dealt in depth with strategic planning amid analysis. He served
as an Assistant Professor in Operations Research at the Air Force Institute of Technology and has
recently completed an analytic study of SALT issues. He holds degrees in engineering and
management and a doctorate in operations research from Ohio State University.
COLONEL DANIEL K. MALONE , USA. Colonel Malone has had a wide milita ry background in
ordnance , research and development , operations research amid intelligence , lie served two years in
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Moscow with the Defense Attache and was most recently Chief of the Soviet and Warsa w Pact
Current Intelligence Branch of the Defense Intelligence Agency. I-I c is a graduate of the United
States Military Academy and holds a master ’s degree from Syracuse University.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL THOMAS P IANKA , USA. Lieutenant Colonel Pianka is beginning a
year of individual advanced research at the National Defense University after serving on The
Natio nal War College faculty. He has broad experience in politico -military affairs and has served as
the US Army Attache in Tel Aviv and as Country Director for Egypt and Israel in the Office of the
Assistan t Secretary of Defense , International Security Affairs. He is a doctoral candidate at the
American University where one of his areas of specialization is defense policy formulation.
COLONEL FRED E. WAGONER. Colonel Wagoner recently joined the Research Directorate of the
University after serving two years as Defense Attache in the ivory Coast. Previous overseas
assignments include tours in Rhodesia , South Africa , Burundi and Rwanda , plus extensive travel in
Africa , south of the Sahara . In his last Washington assignment , he was the Chief of the
Political-Military Division on the Army Staff. He is a 1948 graduate of the US Military Academy
and holds master ’s and doctoral degrees from American University.
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